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ELECTRONIC 
BROKERSLAUNCH G_Jr1DIo 
THE HIGH TECHNOLOGY TEST 
INSTRUMENTS OF THE FUTURE 

GRUNDIG OSCILLOSCOPES 
M020: 20MHz DUAL -CHANNEL 

OSCILLOSCOPE 
20MHz Dual channel oscilloscope 
2 mV/cm with full bandwidth 
Automatic peak -value trigger 
TV line and field triggering 
Add and invert (Both channels invertable) 
Internal graticule and X -Y operation 

This 20MHz dual -channel oscilloscope has 
advanced facilities, making it easy -to -use, with 
all the ruggedness and reliability to meet your 
go -anywhere testing needs. Included is a 
peak -value trigger to ensure stationary displays. 
Triggering fac' lities al"ow car display of even 
complex signal shapes. 

VIDEO GENERATOR VG 1000 
Professional video generator 
Comprehensive range of test patterns 
Includes VTR head adjustment signal 
Excellent signal quality 
External sync. facility 
RGB output 

A professional broadcast -quality pattern 
generator to meet the highest professional 
standards. Its special test card allows full visual 
assessment of the video system, including a 

special output for 
precision testing of VTRs. £1995 

NGEOCENEiamn N310009 

M022: 20MHz DUAL -CHANNEL 

OSCILLOSCOPE WITH AUTOMATIC TIME 

RANGE 
20MHz Dual channel oscilloscope 
Automatic time base selection 
Soft tuning for fast manual adjustment 
Triggerable 2nd time -base, guarantees error 
free 'zooming -in' 
Hold -off control and Z modulation 
Plus all the advanced engineering of the 
M020 

Now, the world's first low cost 'scope with 
automatic time -base selection. Dual -range 
20MHz capabilities also include'soft tuning' in 
manual mode, so the 'scope leaves you free to 
carry out the measurement. 
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M053: 50MHz DUAL -CHANNEL 

OSCILLOSCOPE 
50MHz Dual channel oscilloscope 
Automatic time -base selection 
Alternating 2nd time -base for expanded 
traces 
Digital display of time -bases, for 
unambiguous measurements 
Suits advanced applications in pulse, data 
and video technology 

A 50MHz dual -channel oscilloscope. Time -base 
range is automatically selected and shown on a 
digital display. Like the M022, it has a 
triggerable 2nd time -base, guaranteeing error - 
free 'zoom -in' on a selected area of the trace. 
Performance with TV signals is particularly 
impressive. £1175 

GRUNDIG TV/VIDEO TEST EQUIPMENT 
COLOUR GENERATOR FG 7 

PAL pattern generator 
1.5 test patterns 
Multiburst facility to measure frequency 
response 
8 memories for rapid station store/recall 
Suitable for TV sets, monitors or VTRs 
Compact and versatile for field or laboratory 
use 

a 

e 

Versatile enough to check-out TV receivers, 
monitors and VTRs, this compact generator is at 
home in the field as it is in the lab or workshop. 
In addition to 15 monochrome and colour image 
signals, further picture patterns can be achieved 
bysuperimposition. Eight station frequencies can 
be recalled from memory for rapid test capability - even for special bands 
and the IF output. £625 

For further information and a colour brochure contact our Sales Office. 
All prices exclusive of carriage and ',AT. Prices correct at time of going to press. A copy of our trading conditions is available on request. 

FIELD STRENGTH METER ME90 
Fully automated field strength measurement 
LF radio to UHF TV in a single unit 
Versatile test result selection 
Storage of received signal frequencies, for 
rapid testing 
Alpha numeric display for station checks 
Unattended monitoring with built-in results 
printer 
Stereo decoding 
Fully portable: integral battery and charger 

Microprocessor controlled for push-button 
operation in all transmitter checks. The ME90 
allows fast and accurate measurements in radio 
and TV bands, long wave to UHF. Versatile print 
capabilities provide hard -copy confidence, 
whether routine or £2950 continuous monitoring. 

0 3Pó 0 0 ó 0 ó 0; j Electronic Brokers Ltd, 140-146 Camden Street, 
1 2, 0 113J2, 0;1ó O London NW1 9PB Telephone: 01-267 7070 
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THE WORLD OF 

FOR ONLY £2.50 
ELECTROMAIL-A BRAND 
NEW WAY TO BUY RS 
PRODUCTS. 

Over 13,000 products from a single 
source. 
The quality range - proven by 
industry. 
Excellent stock availability. 
24 hour ordering. 
704 page catalogue. 

Write or phone today for your copy 
of the new Electromail catalogue. 
It's an invaluable technical reference packed 
with photographs and detailed descriptions of the 
complete product range. 
Send £2.50 or, if phoning, quote your Access/Visa 
number. 

The Electromail service is only available to UK customers. 

f1f(TROIIÌRIP 
Dept. 201, PO Box 33, Corby, Northants. NN17 9EL 

TELEPHONE: 

0536 2045551 

Batteries 

Cables and accessories 

Conduit and trunking systems 

Connectors 

Control and switchgear 

Drafting aids 

Emergency/safety lighting 

Enclosures and accessories 

Fasteners 

Fuses & circuit breakers 

Instruments 

Integrated circuits 

Optoelectronics/indicators 

Power supplies 

Printed circuit boards & fabrication 

Relays, solenoids and sensors 

Resistors and capacitors 

Security & safety products 

Semiconductors 

Service aids 

Soldering and desoldering 

Speakers 8e microphones 

Suppressors & filters 

Switches 

Technical books and videos 

Timers, counters, controllers 

Tools 8e production aids 

Transformers and wound components 

Wiring accessories 

Workshop equipment 
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White-collar 
engineers 

In this issue appears an article in which the author puts forward the view that there is 
a pressing need for a return to basic thinking in electronic engineering training, the 
requirement being to produce all-rounders, in the engineering sense. 

There appears to be a feeling that a fledgling graduate in electronics or some 
related discipline needs only to cultivate a relationship with his design -assisting 
computer, whereupon he can dismiss from his mind almost everything from Ohm's Law 
to the upper reaches of semiconductor physics and devote himself to broad concepts. The 
feeling is reinforced in conversations with university lecturers, some of whom express 
unease at the lack of interest shown by students in the bricks and mortar of electronic 
engineering. Computing is the spur, it seems, and engineering is beginning to assume 
once again its traditional greasy image - even the electronic variety. 

It can hardly be denied that the computer, in all its forms, is here to stay. But, if 
education is to consist of almost unalloyed computer programming and application, 
classical engineering being regarded as superfluous to an engineer's needs, we are surely 
heading for a disastrous shortage of people who possess an understanding of what is 
happening behind the technology. 

There exists a point of view that engineers do not need the kind of training formerly 
thought to be essential -the bare bones of circuit design or the physics that lie behind 
them. Computers are available, they say, which are able to provide fully calculated designs 
ready to be built: why is the basic theory needed? Faced with a need for, say, an amplifier 
with a given specification, one can choose from a range of integrated circuits or hybrids, 
consult the relevant application note and consider the requirement met. And so it is, but 
who designed the amplifier in the first place? 

This is not unsubstantiated fancy. A lecturer of our acquaintance, who asks that his 
anonymity be protected because his views are unpopular with the university authorities, 
is outraged at the way in which he is told to teach electronic engineering. Circuit design is 
for technicians, he is told. All an engineer needs is a standard circuit configuration, a 
computer to calculate the component values and plot the circuit characteristics and 
someone else to construct and install it. Even testing is regarded as unnecessary, since 
the computer indicated that the design was valid. 

Taken to a logical conclusion, this view of the needs of a graduate engineer is bound to 
concentrate the understanding of what is happening in reality, as opposed to what a 
machine says is happening, in the hands of a very few integrated -circuit designers, so that 
these few and a host of technicians will know the subject and the `white-collar' graduates 
will be interchangeable with any other computer operator. 

There is currently a shortage of engineers in some areas of electronics - r.f. design, for 
example. If the above approach to engineering training is ultimately adopted universally, 
it is difficult to see how the shortage can be reduced. 

Electronics & Wireless World is published monthly USPS 
687-540 Current issue price £1.95, back issues (if avail- 
able) £2.10 at Retail and Trade Counter, Units 1&2, 
Bankside Industrial Centre, Hopton Street, London SE1 
Telephone: 01-928 3567. By post, current issue £2.25, back 
issues (if available) £2.50. Order and payments to 301 
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Telex: 892084 BISPRS G (EEP) Facsimile: 01-661 2071 
(Groups II & III) Beeline: 01-661 8978 or 01-661 8986. 300 
baud, 7 data bits, even parity, one stop -bit. Send ctrl -Q, 
then EWW to start; NNNN to sign off. Subscription 
rates: 1 year £18 UK and £23 outside UK. Student rates: 

1 year £11.50 UK and £14.50 outside UK. Distribution: 
Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS. 
Telephone 01-661 3248. Subscriptions: Oakfield House, 
Perrymount Road, Haywards Heath, Sussex RH16 3DH. 
Telephone 04444 59188. Please notify a change of address. 
USA: $49.40 surface mail, £102.60 airmail. Business Press 
International (USA). Subscriptions Office, 205 E. 42nd 
Street, NY 10117. Overseas advertising agents: France 
and Belgium: Pierre Mussard, 18-20 Place de la 
Madeleine, Paris 75008. United States of America: Jay 
Feinman, Business Press International Ltd, 205 East 42nd 
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01-208 1177 TECHNOMATIC LTD 01-208 1177 

EPSON 
EPSON LX -86 £209 (a) 
Optional Tractor Feed LX80/86 £20 (c) 
Sheet Feeder LX80/86 £49 (c) 
FX85 (80 col) £315 (a 
EX10000 (136 cop £ (a) 
L0800 80 co 
LQ1000p ££6619(a) 

TARAN: 
KP810 (80 col) £215 (a 
KP910 (156 col) £349 (a) 

JUKI 
6100 (daisy wheel) £279 (a) 

NATIONAL PANASONIC 
KX P1080 (80 coi) £149 (a) 

BBC Computer & Econet Referral Centre 
AMB15 BBC MASTER Foundation computer 128K £434 (a) 
AMB12 BBC MASTER Econet computer 128K (only ANFS £334 (a) 
AMC06 Turbo (65C - 02) Expansion Module £105 (b) 

ADF13 Rom Cartridge ...£13 (b) ADF I O Econet Module £41 (c) 
ADJ22 Ref. Manual Part 1 £14 (c) ADJ23 Ref. Manual Part II £14 (c) 
ADJ24 Advanced Ref. Manual £19.50 (c) BBC Master Dust Cover £4.75 (d) 

BBC MASTER COMPACT 
A free packet of ten 3.5' DS discs with each Compact 
SYSTEM 1 128K, Single 640K Drive and bundled software £385 (a) 
SYSTEM 2 System 1 with a 12" Hi Res Mono Monitor £469 (a) 
SYSTEM 3 System 1 with a 14" Med Res RGB Monitor £599 (a) 
Second Drive Kii.t £99 (c) Extension Cable for ext 5.25" drive £10 (d) 

View 3.0 User Guide £10 (d) _.. Viewsheet User Guide £10 (d) 
BBC Dust Cover £4.50 (d) 1770 DFS Upgrade for Model B £43.50 (d) 
ADFS ROM (for B with 1770 DFS & B Plus) £26 (d) .. 1.2 OS ROM £15 (d) 
ACORN Z80 2nd Processors £329 (a) ACORN 6502 2nd Processor £179 (b) 
MULTIFORM Z80 2nd Processor £299 (b) _.._._.. ACORN IEEE Interface £269 (a) 

TORCH Z80 2/x1 Processor ZEP 100 £229 (a) 

TZDP 240: ZEP 100 with Technomatic PD800P dual drive with built-in monitor stand _. £439 (a) 

META Version III - The only package available in the micro market that will assemble 27 
different processors at the price offered. Supplied on two 16K roms and two discs and 
fully compatible with all BBC models. Please phone for comprehensive leaflet £145 (b). 

We stock the full range of ACORN hardware and firmware and a very wide 
range of other peripherals for the BBC. For detailed specifications and pricing 
please send for our leaflet. 

DISC DRIVES 
5.25 Single Drives 40/50 switchable: 
TS400 400K/640K £114(b) 
PS400 400K/640K with integral mains power supply £129 (b) 
5.25'Dual Drives 40/80 switchable: 
TD800 800K/1280K £226 (a) 
PD800 800K/1280K with integral mains power supply £229 (a) 
PD800P 800K/1280K with integral mains power supply and monitor stand £249 (a) 
3.5" 80T DS Drives: 
TS351 Single 400K/640K £99 (b) 
PS351 Single 400K/640K with integral mains power supply £119 (b) 
TD352 Dual 800K/1280K £170 (b) 
PD352 Dual 800K/1280K with integral mains power supply £187 (b) 

3M FLOPPY DISCS 
Industry Standard floppy discs with a lifetime guarantee Discs in packs of 10 

51/4" Discs 31/2" Discs 
40 T SS DD £10.00 (d) 40 T DS DD £12.00 (d) 80 T SS DD £20.00 (d) 
80 T SS DD £14.50 (d) 80 T DS DD £16.00 (d) 80 T DS DD £25.00 (d) 

PRINTERS & PLOTTERS 
STAR NL10 (Parallel Interface) £239 (a) 
STAR NL10 (Serial Interface) £279 (a) 

BROTHER HR20 £329 (a) 

COLOUR PRINTERS 
Epson JX80 £420 (a) 
Integres Jet Printer £525 (a) 
Canon PJ1080A £409 (a) 

£28 (d) 

Dotprint Plus NLQ Rom for 
Epsom versions for FX, RX, MX 
and GLP 

PLOTTERS 
Epson HI -80 £319 (a) 
Hitachi 672 £459 (a) 
Graphics Workstation 

(A3 Plotter) £599 (a) 

FLOPPICLENE DRIVEHEAD CLEANING KIT 
FLOPPICLENE Disc Head Cleaning Kit with 28 disposable cleaning discs 
ensures continued optimum performance of the drives. 51/4" £12.50 (d) 

31/2" £14.00 (d) 

DRIVE ACCESSORIES 
Single Disc Cable £6 (d) Dual Disc Cable £8.50 (d) 
10 Disc Library Case £1.80 (d) 30 x 5) ,. Disc Storage Box £6 (c) 
50 x 51/2" Disc Lockable Box £9.00 (c) 100 x 51.2" Disc Lockable Box £13 (c) 

PRINTER ACCESSORIES 
We hold a wide range of printer attachments (sheet feeders, tractor feeds etc) 
in stock. Serial, parallel, IEEE and other interfaces also available. Ribbons 
available for al above plotters. Pens with a variety of tips and colours also 
available. Please phone for details and prices. 
Plain Fanfold Paper with extra fine perforation (Clean Edge): 
2000 sheets 9.5' X 11" £13(b) 2000 sheets 14.5" X 11" £18.50(b) 
Labels per 1000s: Single Row 3'2" x 1 7/16" £5.25(d) Triple Row 2-7/16" x 1 7/16" £5.00(d) 

MONITORS 
RGB 14" 
1431 Std Res £179 (a) 
1451 Med Res £225 (a) 
1441 Hi Res £365 (a) 

MICROVITEC 14" RGB/PAL/Audio 
1431 AP Std Res £199 (a) 
1451 AP Std Res £259 (a) 
All above monitors available in plastic 
or metal case. 

TAXAN SUPERVISION 11 

12" - Hi Res with amber/green options. 
IBM compatible £279 (a) 
Taxan Supervision III £319 (a) 

MITSUBISHI 
XC1404 14" Med Res RGB. IBM & BBC 
compatible £219 (a) 

MONOCHROME 
TAXAN 12" HI-RES 
KX1201 G green screen £90 (a) 
KX1203A amber screen £95 (a) 

PHILIPS 12" HI-RES 
BM7502 green screen £75 (a) 
BM7522 amber screen £79 (a) 
8501 RGB Std Res £139 (a) 

HANTAREX HX12 £69 (a) 

ACCESSORIES 
Microvitec Swivel Base 
Taxan Mono Swivel Base with 
clock £22 (c) 
Philips Swivel Base £14 (c) 
BBC RGB Cable £5 (d) 
Microvitec £3.50 (d) 
Taxan £5 (d) Monochrome £3.50 (d) 
Touchtec - 501 £219 (b) 

£20 (c) 

MODEMS 
MIRACLE WS 2000 - The world standard BT approved modem covering all standard 
CCITT and BELL (outside UK only) standards up to 1200 baud. Allows communication 
with virtually any computer system in the world. Expandability to Auto Dial and Auto 
Answer with full software control enhance the considerable features already provided on 
the modem. Mains powered. WS 2000 £102 (c), Data Cable £7 (d), Auto Dial Card £27 
(d). Auto Answer Card £27 (d). 

WS 3000 RANGE - the new professional series. All are intelligent and 'Hayes' 
compatible. allowing simply 'English' commands to control its many features. All models 
feature Auto -Dial with 10 number memory, Auto -Answer, Speed buffering, printer port, 
data security option etc. All models are factory upgradeable. 

WS3000 V21/23 (V21 & V23 + Bell £295 (a). WS3000 
V22 (as above plus 1200 baud full duplex £495 (a).. 
WS3000 V22bis (as above plus 2400 baud full duplex) 
£650 (b). 

WS3022 provides 1200/12tH haud full duplex operation. 

£395 (b). 
WS3024 provides 2400/2400 baud fd only. £570 (b). 

GEC Data Cable for WS3000 £7 (d). Data Cables for 

other micros available. The WS3000 range all have BT 
approval. 

GEC DATACHAT 1223 - An economically 
priced BART approved modem complying with 
CCITT V23 standard capable of operating at 
1200/75bps and 75/1200bps and 1200/1200bps 
pseudo full duplex. It is line powered, does not 
require external power source. It is supplied 
with software suitable for connecting to 
PRESTEL, Micronet 800, Telecom Gold and a 
host of bulleting boards. Special Offer £49 (b). 

UVERASERS 
UV1 T Eraser with built-in timer and mains indicator. 
Built-in safety interlock to avoid accidental exposure 
to the harmful UV rays. 
It can handle up to 5 eproms at a time with an average 
erasing time of about 20 mins. £59 + £2 p&p. 
UV1 as above but without the timer. £47 + £2 p&p. 
For Industrial Users, we offer UV140 & UV141 era- 
sers with handling capacity of 14 eproms. UV 141 has 
a built in timer. Both offer full built in safety features 
UV140 £69, UV141 £85, p&p £2.50. 

PRINTER BUFFER 
The buffer offers a storage of 64K. Data from three 
computers can be loaded into the buffer which will 
continue accepting data until it is full. The buffer 
will automatically switch from one computer to 
next as soon as that computer has dumped all its 
data. The computer then is available for other uses. 
LED bar -graph indicates memory usage. Simple 
push button control provides REPEAT. PAUSE and 
RESET functions. Integral power supply. £199 (b). 
With 256K £275 (b). 
BBC Cable Set £30. 

Serial Test Cable 
Serial Cable switchable at both ends 
allowing pin options to be re-routed or 
linked at either end - making it possible 
to produce almost any cable 
configuration on site. 
Available as M/M or M/F £24.75 (d) 

Serial Mini Patch Box 
Allows an easy method to 
reconfigure pin functions 
without rewiring the cable 
assay. Jumpers can be used 
and reused. £22 (d) 

Serial Mini Test 
Monitors RS232C and CCITT 
V24 Transmissions, 
indicating status with dual 
colour LEDs on 7 most . 

significant lines. Connects in 

Line. £22.50 (d) 

CONNECTOR SYSTEMS 

I.D. CONNECTORS 
(speedblock Type) 

No of Header Recep. Edge 
ways Plug 'acle Conn 

10 90p 85p 120p 
20 145p 125p 195p 
26 175p /50p 2409 
34 2009 160p 320p 
40 220p 1909 340p 
50 235p 200p 390p 

SOFTY II 
This low cost intelligent eprom programmer can program 2716.2516. 
2532. 2732, and with an adaptor. 2564 and 2764 Displays 512 byte 
page on TV - has a serial and par- 
allel I/O routines. Can be used as an emulator, cassette interlace 
Softy ll ... £195.00(b) 
Adaptor for 2764/ 
2564 £25.00 

SPECIAL OFFER 
2764-25 £2:00(d); 

27128-25 [2:50(d); 
6264 LP -15 £3:40(d); 

D CONNECTORS 
No of Ways 

9 15 25 37 
MALE: 
Ang Pins 120 180 230 350 
Solder 60 85 125 170 
IDC 175 275 325 - 
FEMALE: 
SI Pin 100 140 210 380 
Ang Pins 160 210 275 440 
Solder 90 130 195 290 
IDC 195 325 375 - 
St Hood 90 95 100 120 
Screw . 130 150 175 - 
Lock, 

EDGE 

CONNECTORS 
01 0 156 

2 x 6 -way (commodore) - 300p 
2 x 10 -way 150p 
2 x 12 way (vic 201 . - 350p 
2x16.way 140p 
2 x 23 -way iZX611 175p 220p 
2 x 25 -way 225p 220p 
2 x 213way (Spectrum) 200p - 
2 x 36 -way 250p - 
1 x 41way 260p - 
2 x 22.way 190p - 
2 x 43.way 395p 
1 x 77 way 400p 500p 
2 x 50-waYIS100conm 600p - 

AMPHENOL 
CONNECTORS 

36 way plug Centronics 
(solder 500p (IDC) 475p 
36 way skt Centronics 
(solder) 550p (IDC) 500p 
24 way plug IEEE (solder) 
475p (IDC) 475p 
24 way skt IEEE (solder) 
500p (IDC) 500p 
PCB Mtg Skt Ang Pin 
24 way 700p 36 way 750p 

10 -way 
16 -way 
20 -way 
26 -way 

RIBBON CABLE 
(grey/metre) 
40p 34 -way 160p 

60p 40 -way 180p 
85p 50 -way 200p 

120p 64 -way 280p 

TEXTOOL ZIF - 
SOcKEls 24 -pin 67.50 
26 -pm f9.10 40.pm C12:10 

EURO CONNECTORS 
DIN 41612 Plug Skt 
2 x 32 way St Pin 230p 275p 
2 X 32 way Ang Pin 275p 320p 
3 x 32 way St Pin 260p 300p 
3X32 way Ang Pin 375p 400p 
IDC Skt A +B 400p 
IDC Skt A + C 400p 

For 2 X 32 way please specify 
spacing (A + B, A + C). 

GENDER CHANGERS 
25 way D type 

Male to Male 
Male to Female 
Female to Female 

£10 
£10 
£10 

DIL HEADERS 
Solder IDC 

14 pin 40p 100p 
16 pin 50p 110p 
18 pin 60p - 
20 pin 75p - 
24 pin 100p 150p 
28 pin 160p 200p 
40 pin 200p 225p 

RS 232 JUMPERS 
(25 way DI 

24" Single end Male 
24" Single end Female 
24" Female Female 
24" Male Male 
24" Male Female 

f 5.00 
C5.25 

£10.00 
f9.50 
f9.50 

MISC CORNS 
21 pin Scart Connector 200p 
8 pin Video Connector 200p 

DIL SWITCHES 
4 -way 90p 6 -way 105p 
8 -way 120p 10 -way 150p 

ATTENTION 
Alt prices in this double page 
advertisment are subject to 

change without notice. 
ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT 

Please add carriage 50p 
unless indicated as follows: 
(a) £8 (b) £2.50 (c) £1.50 (d) 

£1.00 

TECHNOLINE VIEWDATA SYSTEM. TEL: 01-450 9764 
Using Preste)' type protocols. For information 
and orders - 24 hour service, 7 days a week 
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74 SERIES 

7400 
7401 
7402 
7403 
7404 
7405 
7406 
7407 
7408 
7409 
7410 
7411 
7412 
7413 
7414 
7416 
7417 
7420 
7421 
7422 
7423 
7425 
7426 
7427 
7428 
7430 
7432 
7433 
7437 
7438 
7439 
7440 
7441 
7442A 
7443A 
7444 
7445 
7446A 
7447A 
7448 
7450 
7451 
7453 
7454 
7460 
7470 
7472 
7473 
7474 
7475 
7476 
7480 
7481 
7483A 
7484A 
7485 
7486 
7489 
74904 
7491 
7492A 
7493A 
7494 
7495A 
7496 
7497 
74100 
74107 
74109 
74110 
74111 
74116 
74118 
74119 
74120 
74121 
74122 
74123 
74125 
74126 
74128 
74132 
74136 
74141 
74142 
74143 
74144 
74145 
74147 
74148 
74150 
74151 A 
74153 
74154 
74155 
74156 
74157 
74159 
74160 
74161 
74162 
74163 
74164 
74165 
74166 
74167 
74170 
74172 
74173 
74174 
74175 
74176 
74178 
74179 
74180 
74181 
74182 
74184 
74185A 
74190 
74191 
74192 
74193 
74194 
74195 
74196 
74197 
74198 
74199 
74221 
74251 
74259 
74265 

74273 2.00 
74276 1.40 
74278 1.70 
74279 0.90 
74283 1.05 
74742 3.20 
74290 0.90 
74293 0.90 
74298 1.80 
74351 2.00 
74365A 0.80 
74366A 0.80 
74367A 0.80 
74376 1.60 
74390 1.10 
74393 1.20 
74490 1.40 

74LS SERIES 

741000 
741501 
741502 
741S03 
741_004 
741505 
741508 
741009 
741010 
741011 
741013 
741514 
741015 
741520 
741021 
74LS22 
741024 
741S26 
741527 
741028 
741530 
74LS32 
741S32 
74LS33 
741537 
741538 
741540 
741042 
741043 
74LS48 
741549 
741051 
741054 0.24 
741555 0.24 
74LS73A 0.30 
7410749 0.35 
741075 0.45 
74LS76A 0.36 
741_078 0.42 
741083A 0.70 
741085 0.75 
741586 0.35 
741090 0.48 
741091 0.90 
74Lß92 0.35 
741593 0.54 
7410958 0.75 
74LS96 0.90 
7415107 0.40 
7415109 0.40 
7410112 0.45 
7415113 0.45 
7415114 0.45 
7415122 0.70 
7410123 0.80 
7410125 0.50 
7415126 0.50 
741S132 0.65 
7415133 0.55 
7410136 0.45 
7415138 0.55 
7410139 0.55 
7410145 0.95 
7415147 1.75 
7410148 1.40 
7415151 0.65 
7410152 2.00 
7410153 0.65 
7410154 1.60 
7410155 0.65 
7410156 0.65 
7410157 0.50 
7410158 0.65 
741S1605 0.65 
74101615 0.75 
74151624 0.75 
74151636 0.75 
7415164 0.75 
74101654 1.10 

74101665 1.50 
741_0168 1.30 
7415169 1.00 
741S170 1.40 
74101734 1.00 
7410174 0.75 
7410175 0.75 
7410181 2.00 
7415183 1.90 
741S190 0.75 
7415191 0.75 
7410192 0.80 
74101946 0.75 
74101956 0.75 
7415196 0.80 
7415197 0.80 
7410221 0.90 
7415240 0.80 
741S241 0.80 
7415242 0.90 
741S243 0.90 
74L5244 0.70 
7415245 0.90 
7415247 1.10 
7410248 1.10 
74LS249 1.10 
7410251 0.75 
7415253 0.75 
7415256 0.90 
741024576 0.70 
74102584 0.70 
7415259 1.20 
7410260 0.75 
7410266 0.60 

0.24 
0.24 
0.24 
0.24 
0.24 
0.24 
0.24 
0.24 
0.24 
0.24 
0.34 
0.50 
0.24 
0.24 
0.24 
0.24 
0.50 
0.26 
0.24 
0.24 
0.24 
0.24 
0.24 
0.24 
0,24 
0.24 
0.24 
0.50 
1.50 
0.90 
1.00 
0.24 

7410273 1.25 
7410279 0.70 
74LS280 1.90 
7410283 0.80 
7410290 0.80 
741529214.00 
74LS293 0.80 
7410295 1.40 
74LS29714.00 
7410298 1.00 
7410299 2.20 
7415321 3.70 
74L53224 3.90 
7410323 3.00 
74LS324 3.20 
741S348 2.00 
741S352 1.20 
7415353 1.20 
7415356 2.10 
7415363 1.80 
74LS364 1.80 
7415365 0.50 
7415366 0.50 
7410367 0.52 
7415368 0.50 
74LS373 0.70 
7410374 0.70 
7410375 0.75 
74LS377 1.30 
7410378 0.95 
74LS379 1.30 
741S381 4.50 
7415385 3.25 
7415390 0.60 
74LS393 1.00 
74LS395A 1.00 
74LS399 1.40 
74LS445 1.80 
7410465 1.20 
7410467 1.20 
7415490 1.50 
7410540 1.00 
7410541 1.00 
7410608 7.00 
7410610 25.00 
741S612 25.00 
7410624 3.50 
7415626 2.25 
74LS628 2.25 
7415629 1.25 
7415640 2.00 
741$640-1 3.00 
7410641 1.50 
74LS642 2.50 
745642-1 3.00 
74LS643 2.50 
7410643-1 3.00 
7415644 3.50 
74L0645 2.00 
7415645-1 4.00 
74L0668 0.90 
74L0669 0.90 
74L0670 1.70 
7410682 2.50 
7410683 3.00 
7410684 3.50 
741S687 3.50 
7415688 3.50 
7410783 16.00 

74C SERIES 

74000 0.70 
74C04 0.50 
74008 0.70 
74010 0.70 
74C14 0.50 
74020 0.70 
74C32 1.00 
74C42 1.50 
74048 1.50 
74C73 1.00 
74C74 1.20 
74C76 1.00 
74083 2.00 
74085 2.25 
74086 0.50 
74090 1.90 
74093 1.50 
74C95 1.60 
740107 1.00 
740150 5.00 
74C151 2.00 
740157 2.50 
74C160 1.80 
740161 1.80 
740162 1.80 
740163 1.80 
740173 1.00 
740174 1.50 
74C175 1.50 
74C193 1.50 
74C194 1.50 
740195 1.50 
74C221 2.50 
74C244 2.00 
74C245 2.25 
74C373 2.25 
74C374 2.25 
740902 1.20 
740911 9.00 
740912 4.50 
740922 6.00 
74C923 6.50 
740925 6.50 
74C926 7.50 

74S SERIES 

74506 
74002 
74SO4 
74005 
74508 
74010 
74011 
74S20 
74S22 
74S30 
74S32 
74S37 
74S38 
74540 
74S51 
74564 
74S74 
74S85 
74586 
745112 
745113 
740114 
745124 
740132 
745133 
745138 
740139 
745140 
740151 
745153 
740157 
745158 
745163 
745169 
745174 
745175 
740188 
740189 
745194 
740195 
740196 
745200 
74S201 
745225 
740240 
745241 
745244 
745251 
74S257 
745258 
745260 
745261 
740283 
740287 
740288 
745289 
745299 
745373 
74S374 
745387 

0.50 
0.50 
0.50 
0.50 
0.50 
0.50 
0.75 
0.50 
0.50 
0.50 
0.60 
0.60 
0.60 
0.50 
0.60 
0.45 
0.70 
5i58 
1.00 
1.50 
1.20 
1.20 
3.00 
1.00 
0.60 
1.80 
1.80 
1.00 
1.50 
1.50 
2.00 
2.00 
3.00 
5.50 
3.00 
3.20 
1.80 
1.80 
3.00 
3.00 
3.50 
4.50 
3.20 
5.20' 
4.00 
4.00 
4.00 
2.50 
2.50 
2.50 
1.00 
3.00 
2.70 
2.25 
2.00 
2.25 
4.50 
4.00 
4.00 
2.25 

74Á1S SERIES 

74ALSOO 0.45 
749L502 0.45 
7491004 0.50 
74A1508 0.50 
7441S10 0.45 
7491S20 0.45 
7441S32 0.45 
74Á1S74 0.70 
74610138 1.50 
74415139 1.50 
74610244 4.00 
7441S245 4.75 
74610573 2.60 
7441S574 4.50 
74410580 2.60 

4000 SERIES 

4000 
4001 
4002 
4006 
4007 
4008 
4009 
4010 
4011 
4012 
4013 
4014 
4015 
4016 
4017 
4018 
4019 
4020 
4021 
4022 
4023 
4024 
4025 
4026 
4027 
4028 
4029 
4030 
4031 
4032 
4033 
4034 
4035 
4036 
4037 
4038 
4040 
4041 
4042 
4043 
4044 
4045 
4046 
4047 
4048 
4049 
4050 
4051 
4052 
4053 
4054 
4055 
4056 
4060 
4063 
4066 
4067 
4068 
4069 
4070 
4071 
4072 
4073 
4075 

0.20 
0.24 
0.25 
0.70 
0.25 
0.60 
0,45 
0.60 
0.24 
0.25 
0.36 
0.60 
0.70 
0.36 
0.55 
0.60 
0.60 
0.80 
0.60 
0.70 
0.30 
0.48 
0.24 
0.90 
0.40 
0.60 
0.75 
0.35 
1.25 
1.00 
1.25 
2.50 
0.70 
2.50 
1.10 
1.00 
0.60 
0.55 
0.50 
0.60 
0.60 
1.00 
0.60 
0.60 
0.55 
0.36 
0.35 
0.65 
0.60 
0.60 
0.80 
0.80 
0.85 
0.70 
0.85 
0.40 
2.30 
0.25 
0.24 
0.24 
0.24 
0.24 
0.24 
0.24 

4076 
4077 
4078 
4081 
4082 
4085 

.4066 
4089 
4093 
4094 
4095 
4096 
4097 
4098 
4099 
4501 
4502 
4503 
4504 
4505 
4506 
4507 
4508 
4510 
4511 
4512 
4513 
4514 
4515 
4516 
4517 
4518 
4519 
4520 
4521 
4522 
4526 
4527 
4528 
4529 
4531 
4532 
4534 
4536 
4538 
4539 
4541 
4543 
4551 
4553 
4555 
4556 
4557 
4560 
4566 
4568 
4569 
4572 
4583 
4584 
4585 
4724 
14411 
14412 
14416 
14419 
14490 
14495 
145000 
14599 
22100 
22101 
22102 
40014 
40085 
40097 
40098 
40100 
40101 
40102 
40103 
40104 
40105 
40106 
40107 
40108 
40109 
40110 
40114 
40147 
40163 
40173 
40174 
40175 
40192 
40193 
40194 
40244 
40245 
40257 
40373 
40374 
80C95 
80097 
80C98 

0.65 
0.25 
0.25 
0.24 
0.25 
0.60 
0.75 
1.20 
0.35 
0.90 
0.95 
0.90 
2.70 
0.75 
0.99 
0.36 
0.55 
0.36 
0.95 
3.60 
0.90 
0.35 
1.20 
0.55 
0.55 
0.55 
1.50 
1.10 
1.10 
0.55 
2.20 
0.48 
0.32 
0.60 
1.15 
0.80 
0.70 
0.80 
0.65 
1.00 
075 
0.65 
3.80 
2.50 
0.75 
0.75 
0.90 
0.70 
1.00 
2.40 
0.36 
0.50 

.2.40 
1.40 
1.40 
2.40 
1.70 
0.45 
0.90 
0.48 
0.60 
1.50 
7.50 
7.50 
3.00 
2.60 
4.20 
4.50 
6.50 
2.00 
3.50 
7.00 
7.00 
0.48 
1.20 
0.36 
0.40 
1.50 
1.25 
1.30 
2.00 
1.20 
1.50 
0.48 
0.55 
3.20 
0.80 
2.25 
2.25 
2.80 
1.00 
1.20 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.50 
1.50 
1.80 
1.80 
1.80 
0.75 
0.75 
0.75 

LINEAR ICs COMPUTER COMPONENTS 
AD7581.12.00 
ADC0808 11.90 
AM79100C 25.00 
AN103 2.00 
AN -1-5050 1.00 
47-3-1350 3.50 
AY -3-8910 4.90 
AY -3-8912 5.00 
CA3019A 1.00 
CA3020 3.50 
CA3028A 1.10 
CA3046 0.70 
CA3059 3.25 
CA3060 3.50 
CA3080E 0.70 
CA3085 1.50 
CA3086 0.60 
CA3089E 2.50 
CA309040 3.75 
CA3130E 0.90 
CA3130T 1.30 
CA3140E 0.45 
CA3140T 1.00 
CA3146 2.25 
CA3160E 1.50 
CA3161E 2.00 
CA3162E 6.00 
CA3189E 2.70 
CA3240E 1.50 
CA3280G 3.00 
D7002 6.00 
04C1408-8 3.00 
DAC0800 3.00 
DAC0808 3.00 
DG308 3.00 
HA1366 1.90 
CL7106 6.75 
CL7611 0.95 
CL7650 4.00 
CL7660 2.50 
CL8038 4.00 
CM7555 0.90 
CM7556 1.40 
LC7120 3.00 
LC7130 3.00 
LC7131 3.50 
LC7137 3.50 
1E347 1.20 
1E351 0.60 
1E353 0.90 
LF355 0.90 
LF356N 1.10 
LF357 1.00 
LF398 4.00 
1M10CLH 4.50 
1M301 A 0.30 
LM307 0.45 
LM308CN 075 
LM310 2.25 
LM311 0.60 
LM318 1.50 
LM319 1.80 
LM324 0,45 
LM334Z 1.15 
1M335Z 1.30 
LM336 1.60 
LM339 0.40 
LM348 0.60 
LM358P 0.50 
1M377 3.00 
LM380N-8 1.50 
LM380N 1.50 
LM381 AN 1.70 
LM381 N . 3.00 
114383 3.25 
LM384 2.20 
103865-1 1.00 

LM387 2.70 
LM391 1.80 
LM392N 1.10 
LM393 0.85 
LM394CH 4.00 
1M709 0.35 

LM710 
LM711 
1.54723 
LM725CN 
11.4733 
LM741 
LM7747 
LM748 
LM1011 
LM 1014 
1101801 
LM1830 
LM1871 
LM1872 

0.48 
1.00 
0.60 
3.00 

0.65 
0.22 
0.70 
0.30 
4.80 
1.50 
3.00 
2.50 
3.00 
3.00 

1M1886 6.00 
LM1889 4.50 
LM2917 3.00 
LM3302 0.90 
LM3900 0.80 
LM3909 1.00 
LM3911 1.80 
LM3914 3.50 
LM3915 3.40 
LM3916 3.40 
LM 13600 1.50 
M515131 2.30 
M515161_ 4.50 
MB3712 2.00 
MC1310P 1.50 
1413 0.75 
MC1458 0.45 
MC1495 3.00 
MC1496 0.70 
MC3340P 2.00 
MC3401 0.70 
MC3403 0.65 
MF1OCN 4.10 
MK50240 9.00 
M1902 5.00 
ML922 4.00 
MM62214 3.00 
NE529 2.20 
NE531 1.20 
NE544 1.90 
NE555 0.22 
NE556 0.60 
NE564 4.00 
NE565 1.20 
NE566 1.50 
NE567 1.25 
NE570 4.00 
NE571 3.00 
NE592 0.90 
NE5532P 1.50 
14E55337 1.60 
NE5534P 1.20 
NE5534AP 1.50 
OP-07EP 3.50 
PLL02A 5.00 
RC4136 0.55 
RC4151 2.00 
RC4195 1.50 
RC4558 0.55 
550240 9.00 
SAA1900 16.00 
SFF96364 8.00 
SL490 3.00 
SN76013N 3.00 
SN76023N 3.00 
SN76033N 3.00 
SN76115N 2.15 
S576489 4.00 
SN76495 4.00 
SN76660 1.20 
SP0256412 7.00 
SP8515 7.50 
TA7120 1.20 
TA7130 1.40 
TA7204 1.50 
747205 0.90 
TA7222 1.50 
TA7310 1.50 

TBA231 1.20 

T84800 0.80 
784810 0.90 
93020 0.80 
TBA820M 0.75 
TBA920 2.00 
TBA950 2.25 
7C9109 5.00 
TCA210 3.50 
TCA220 3.50 
7CA270 3.50 
TCA940 1.75 
70410044 5.00 
TDA1010 2.25 
TDA1022 4.50 
TDA1024 1.10 
TDA1170S 3.00 
10A2002 3.25 
TDA2003 1.90 
TDA2004 2.40 
TDA2006 3.20 
TDA2020 3.20 
TDA2030 2.50 
7DA2593 5.00 
TDA2653 7.00 
TDA3560 7.50 
TDA3810 7.50 
TDA7000 3.50 
TEA1002 7.00 
71061 CP 0.40 
71062 0.60 
TL064 0.90 
71071 0.40 
TL072 0.70 
71074 1.10 
71081 0.35 
71082 0.55 
71083 0.75 
71084 1.00 
71094 2.00 
TL430C 1.20 
UA759 3.20 
UA2240 1.20 
UCN5801A 6.00 
ULN2001A 0.75 
ULN2002A 0.75 
ULN2003A 0.75 
011420046 0.75 
ULN2068 2.90 
ULN2802 1.90 
ULN2803 1.80 
ULN2804 1.90 
UPC575 2.75 
UPC592H 2.00 
UPC1156H 3.00 
UPC1185H 5.00 
XR210 4.00 
XR2206 4.50 
0R2207 3.75 
XR2211 5.75 
XR2216 6.75 
XR2240 1.20 
ZN404 1.00 
ZN414 0.80 
ZN419P 1.75 
ZN423E 1.30 
ZN424E 1.30 
ZN425E8 3.50 
ZN426E8 3.00 
ZN427E8 6.00 
ZN428E8 4.50 
ZN429E8 2.25 
ZN447E 9.00 
ZN448 I 7.50 . 

ZN449E 3.00 
ZN450E 7.50 
ZN459CP 3.00 
ZN 1034E 2.00 
ZNA1040 6.80 
ZNA134H 23.001 
ZNA234E9.50 

VOLTAGE REGULATORS 

lA FIXED VOLTAGE PLASTIC 70220 
+VE -VE 

5V 7805 0.45 7905 0.50 
6V 7806 0.50 7906 0.50 
6V 7808 0.50 7908 0.50 
12V 7812 0.45 7912 0.50 
15V 7815 0.50 7915 0.15 
18V 7818 0.50 7918 0.50 
24V 7824 0.50 7924 0.50 

/A FIXED VOLTAGE PLASTIC T092 
5V 78105 0.30 5V 79105 0.45 
6V 78106 0.30 12V 79112 0.50 
8V 78108 0.30 15V 79115 0.50 
12V 78112 0.30 
15V 78L15 0.30 

OTHER REGULATORS 

FIXED REGULATORS 
LM309K IA5V 140 
LM323K 3A 5V 3 50 
78H05KC 5A 5V 540 
78H12 5A 12V 640 
78P05 10A 5V 9 00 

VARIABLE REGULATORS 
LM305AH 250 
LM317T TO -220 1.20 
LM317K 703 . .. 240 
LM3377 2 25 
LM350T 10A+ VAR 4 00 
LM396K IDA+VAR 15.00 
LM723N 0 50 
78HHO5KC 5A SV 5 75 
78HGKC 5A+ VAR 650 
78GUIC 1A+VAR 225 
79HGKC 5A -VAR 675 
79GUIC 1A -VAR 250 
SWITCHING REGULATIONS 
ICL7660 250 
ßG3524 3 00 
T1494 3 00 
TL497 2.25 
78540 2 50 
5C4195 1 50 

TECHNOMATIC LTD 
MAIL ORDERS TO: 17 BL'RNLEl ROAD, LONDON NW 10 lED 

SHOPS AT: 17 BURNLEY ROAD. LONDON NW 10 
Tel: 01-723 0233 4 lines. Telex: 922800 

305 EDGWARE ROAD. LONDON W2 

CPU 

1802CE 6.50 
26509 10.50 
6502 4.50 
65CO2-2MHz 

12.00 
6502A 6.50 
65028 8.00 
6800 2.50 
6802 3.00 
6809 6.50 
6809E 10.00 
68809 10.00 
68809E 12.00 
68000-18 36.00 

8035 3.50 
80C35 6.00 
8039 4.20 
80C39 7.00 
8080A 7.40 
8065A 3.00 
800854 7.50 
8086 22.00 
8087 1.201 
8087-5 1.20 
8087.8 1.60: 
8088 17.50 

8741 15.00 
8748 12.00 

TMS1601 12.00 
70$9980 14.50 
TMS9995 18.00 

Z80 
2804 
Z8OB 
Z80H 

2.50 
2.90 
5.50 
7.50 

SUPPORT 
CES 

2651 12.00 
281600 20.00 
3242 8.00 
3245 4.50 
6520 3.00 
6522 
6522A 
6532 
6551A 

6821 
68821 
6829 
6840 
68840 
6850 
68850 
6852 
6854 
68854 
6875 

8154 
8155 
8156 

8205 
8212 
8216 
8224 
8226 
8228 
8243 
8250 

3.50 
5.50 
4.80 
6.00 

2.50 
12.50 
3.75 
6.00 
1.80 
2.50 
2.50 
6.50 
8.00 
5.00 

8.50 
3.80 
3.60 

2.25 
2.00 
1.60 

P.O.A 
4.25 
5.50 
2.60 
12.00 

8251A 3.25 
8253C-5 3.50 
82554C-5 3.20 
8256 18.00 
82570-5 54.00 

8259C-5 4.00 

8275 29.00 
82790-5 4.80 
8282 4.00 

8284 4.60 
8287 3.80 
8288D 6.50 
8755A 16.00 

TMS4500 14.00 
TMS9901 5.00 
TMS9902 5.00 
1M09911 18.00 
TMS9914 14.00 

Z80P10 2.50 
Z80APIO 2.75 
Z80CTC 2.50 
Z80ACTC 2.75 
7801)497 6.50 
Z80ADART 7.00 

Z80DMA 7.00 
Z8OADMA 7.50 

Z804510/0/2/9 
7.00 

Z808P10 5.00 
Z80BCTC 5.00 
Z808DART 9.00 

EPROM. 

MEMORIES 

2101 4.00 

2107B 5.00 
21114-35 4.00 
2114 1.50 

2114-3 2.50' 

2147 4.00 

4116 2.00 
4116-20 1.50 

41256-15 3.00 

4164-15TI 3.00 

4416-15 3.50 
4532-20 2.50 

5101/5501 4.00 
5514/5114 4.00 

5516 4.00 
5517AP 4.00 

6116P-3 3.50 
61161P-3 - 

626417.15 3.49 

6514-45 
6810 
745189 
745289 

4.00 
2.00 
1.80 
2.25 

93415 6.00 

93425 6.00 

PROM4 

28122 4.00 
24S10 2.50 
185030 2.00 
18S4030 2.00 
740188 1.80 
74S287 2.25 
74S288 1.80 
74S387 2.25 
82023 1.50 
820123 1.50 
825129 1.75 

EE PROM 

2816-30 15.00 
2K+8 30.00 
9306 256bits 
(16X16) 4.50 

2518+5V 3.50 
2516-35 5.50 
2532 4.50 
2532-30 5.50 
2564 , 11.00 

2708 4.50 
2716+5V 3.50 
2716-35 5.50 
2732 4.50 
2732A-2 9.50 

2732A-30 6.00 
27324-35 5.50 
2764-25 2:00 
27C64.25 6.00 

27128-2512.60 
27256-25 4.00 

27512 P.O.A 
27512.2514.00 
TMS2716 5.00 

CONTRROTLLER 

CRT5027 18.00 
CR75037 12.00 
CR76545 9.00 
EF9364 8.00 
EF9365 25.00 
EF9366 25.00 
EF9367 36.00 
EF9369 12.00 
MC6845 6.50 
MC6845SP 6.50 
MC6847 6.50 
SFF96364 6.00 
TMS9928 10.00 

INTERFACE 
ICs 

407581 15.00 
ADC0808 11.90 
AD561J20.00 
AM25S10 3.50 
AM251525213.50 
AM251S25383.50 
AM261S31 1.20 
AM261S32 1.20 
4079100C 25.00 
DAC80C81-V 

3.00 
DM8131 6.00 

1 DP8304 3.50 
DS3691 3.50 
DS8830 1.40 
008831 1.50 
088832 1.50 
DS8833 2.25 
DS9836 1.50 
DS8838 2.25 
D7002 8.00 
MC1488 0.60 
MC1489 0.60 
MC3446 2.50 
MC3459 4.50 
MCS3470 4.75 
MC3480 6.50 
MC3486 2.25 
MC3487 2.25 
MC4024 5.50 
MC4044 5.50 

1 
MC6883 16.00) 
MC14411 7.50 
MC 14412 7.50 
75107 0.90 
75108 0.90 
75109 1.20 
75110 0.90 
75112 1.60 
75113 1.20 
75114 1.40 
75115 1.40 
75121 1.40 
75122 1.40 
751507 1.20 

75154 
75159 
75160 
75161 
75162 
75172 
75182 
75188 
75189 
75365 
75450 
75451 
75452 
75453 
75454 
75480 
75491 
75492 

1.20 
2 20 
5.00 
6.50 
7.50 
4.00 
0.90 
0.60 
0.60 
1.50 
0.80 
0.50 
0.50 
0.70 
0.70 
1.50 
0.65 
0.85 

8726 1.20 
8728 1.20 
8795 1.20 
8796 1.20 
8797 1.20 
8798 1.20 
811095 1.40 
811596 1.40 
811097 1.40 
811598 1.40 
8815120 4.50 

9602 3.00 
9636A 1.60 
9637AP 1.60 

963P 1.90 

KEYBOARD 
E NC ODE Rs 

4752376 11.50 

740922 5.00 
74C923 6.00 

BAUD RATE 
GENERATORS 

MC14411 7.50 
I, COMB' I6 6.50 

4702B 7.50 

UART! 

AY31015P 3.00 
AY51013P 3.0 
COM8017 3.00 
IM6402 4.50 

MODULATORS 

6MHz 3.75 
8MHz 4.50 

SOUND 8 
VISION 

12MHz 12.00 

CRYSTALS 

32.768KHz 1.00 
1.6432MHz 2.25 
2.00MHz 2.25 

.7E 9.50 ' 2.45760MHz(L) 
2.00 

DISC 2.45760MHz(S) 
2.50 

ICs 2.5MHz 2.50 
CONTROLLER 

765A 10.00 
6843 6.00 

F01771 20.00 
F01791 20.00 
FD1793 20.00 
FD1797 22.00 
WC1770 24.00 
WD 1691 15.00 
W0214312.00 
WD2793 27.00 
WD2797 27.00 

CHARACTER 
GENERATORS 

R032513UC 7.50 
90325131C 7.00 

TELETEXT 
DECODER 

SAA5020 6.00 
SAA5030 7.00 
SAA5041 16.00 
SAA5050 9.00 

3.276MHz 1.50 
3.5795MHz 1.00 
4.00MHz 1.50 
4194MHz 2.00 
4.43MHz 1.00 
4.9152MHz 2.50 
5.00MHz 1.50 
5.068MHz 1.75 
6.00MHz 1.40 
6 144MHz1.40 
7.00MHz 1.50 
7.16MHz 1.75 
8.00MHz 1.50 
8.867MHz 1.75 
10.00MHz 1.75 
10 50MHz 2.50 
10.70MHz 1.50 
11.00MHz 3.00 
12.00MHz 1.50 
14.001,912 7.75 
14.31MHz 1.60 
14.756MHz 2.50 
15 0014H 2.00 
16.00MHz 2.00 
17734MHz 1.50 
18.00MHz 1.50 
18432MHz 1.50 
19969MHz 1.50 
20 000MHz 1.50 
24.000MHz 1.75 
48000MHz 1.75 
116MHz 2.51 
P001000 12.60 

Please note: 
All prices are subject to 
change without notice. 

Only current prime grade 
components stocked. 
We also stock a wide 
range of: Transistors, 
Diodes, Triacs Plastic, 

Bridge Rectifiers, 
Thyristors and tenors. 

Please phone for details. 

OTHERS 
LEDs OPTO -ELECTRONICS 

I 

2N5777 0.50 
BPX25 1.80 
BPW21 2.80 
OCP71 1.80 
ORP12 1.20 
ORP60 1.20 
ORP61 1.20 
SFH2O5 1.00 
11132 0.55 
71178 0.55 
71131B 1.20 
71181 1.20 
TIL100 0.75 

EMI 
FN0357 1.00 
FND500/T11730 

1.00 
FND507/TIL729 

1.00 
MA971 /01707 

1.00 
14453640 1.75 
MAN4640 2.00 

0.125" 
RED T112090.12 
GRN T112110.16 
YEL 711212 0.20 
Rect LEDs 
(R/G/Y) 0.30 
COO (Bi C01042 

1.00 
10 LED 
Bar Graph. 
Red 2.25 
Green 2.25 

0.2" 
171220 
TIL222 
111226 

015 
0.18 
0.22 

COUNTERS 

740925 6.50 
74C926 6.50 
74928 6.50 

ZN1040 6.70 

MAN66102.00 
NSB5881 5.70 
711311 6.50 
71L729 1.00 
7117300 1.00 
MAN8910 1.50 
MAN8940 2.50 

DISPLAY 
DRIVERS 

9368 4.50 
9370 4.50 
9374 3.50 

LM3914 3.50 
1M3915 3.50 
1813916 3.50 
UDN6118 3.20 
UDN6184 3.20 
ULN2003 0.90 
ULN2004 0.90 
ULN2068 2.90 
ULN2802 1.90 
ULN2083 1.60 
ULN2804 1.90 
75491 0.70 
75492 0.70 

BPX25 
BPX34 
BPW21 
COY21 
FND357 
MAN74/DL704 
MAN71/DL707 
MAN4640 
MAN6610 
MAN8910 0.8" 
NSB5881 
ORP12' 
SFH305 
TIL31A 
71132 
71178 
71181 
711100 
711311 

3.00 
3.00 
3.00 
3.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
2.00 
2.00 
1.20 
5.70 
1.20 
1.00 
1.20 
0.90 
0.90 
1.20 
1.20 
6.50 

OPTO -ISOLATORS 

IL074 1.30 
MCT26 1.00 
MCS2400 1.90 
MOC3020 1.50 
11074 2.20 

71L111 
TIL112 
71L113 
T1L116 
6N137 
6N139 

0.70 
0.70 
0.70 
0.70 
3.60 
1.75 

LOW PROFILE SOCKETS 8Y 71 WIRE WRAP SOCKETS BY TI 

8pin 9p 1815In 16p 24p n 24p 
14pin 10p lopin 189 28p n 26p 
16pin 11p 22pin 20p 40p n 30p 

815In 25p 18pmn 50p 24p1n 70p 
14pß1 35p 20pIn 60p 28pin 80p 
16pin 40p 22pin 65p 40p1n 100p 

TURNED PIN 
LOW PROFILE SK TS. 

'8pin 25p 16pm 35p 20pIn 45p 28pm 65p 
14pin 30p 18pin 40p 24p1n 55p 40pin 90p 

PLEASE ADD 50p p&p & 150/o VAT 
(Export: on VAT. p&p at Cost) 

O.ders from Government Depts & Colleges etc. welcome. 
Detailed Price List on request 

Stock Items are normally by return of post. 
Mi'minim I cicphllnr Uhler L5 

a 
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RADIOCODE CLOCKS LTD 
SPECIALISTS IN ATOMIC TIME, FREQUENCY AND SYNCHRONISATION EQUIPMENT 

Off -air frequency 
standards 
Intelligent time systems 
Caesium/Rubidium based 
clocks & oscillators 
Master/slave systems 

Time code generators/readers 
Record/replay systems 
Intelligent display systems 
Precision ovened oscillators 
Time/frequency distribution 
systems 

NEW PRODUCTS 
MINIATURE RUBIDIUM 
OSCILLATOR MODULE 
Lower power, fast warm up, optional 
output frequencies, programmable 
frequency offsets. 
RUBIDIUM FREQUENCY 
STANDARD 
High performance, compact and 
rugged instrument. 2U rack or 1/4 ATR 
case options. 
INTELLIGENT OFF -AIR 
FREQUENCY STANDARDS 
Microcomputer controlled 
instruments, directly traceable to 
N.P.L., precision ovened local 
oscillator, comprehensive monitoring 
and status information, real time 
synchronisation. 
LOW COST MSF 
FREQUENCY STANDARD 
Instant operation, directly traceable 
to N.P.L., self-contained portable unit, 
no scheduled frequency changes, 
24 hr transmission, real time 
synchronisation 

Radiocode 
Clocks Ltd* 
Unit 19, Parkengue, 
Kernick Road Industrial Estate, Penryn, 
Falmouth, Cornwall. Tel: Falmouth (0326) 76007 

("A Circuit Services Associate Co.) 

ENTER 9 ON REPLY CARD 

FIELD ELECTRIC LTD.AK- 
3 Shenley Road, Borehamwood, Herts WD61AA. 01-9536009 

Official Orders/Overseas Enquiries Welcome. Order by phone or post. 
Open 6 days, half day Thurs. Please ring for C/P details not shown. All test 

equipment carries warranty. All prices inc. 15% VAT unless stated. 

SPECIAL OFFERS PCB 9 2532JL 45 Eproms 
4K- 8bits New £12.95 inc GP 

Tandem Keyboards New Low profile. high 
quality. 106 keys.gwerty In berge case, 14 
key,,numberpaid.130ey special function 
array. £14.95 C/P 3.00 Sonnenschein A200 Dr yid 

Bans New & boxed 12V DC 
5max 7Áh charging volts 139 

Stepper Motors 45V 1 4A 2 
degsteeps Sanyo step syn 08.50 

Videleceorgi1LCD Display New with keno 
facer. mounted on Pc Came 12 keyboard 
rocker switches 1240V min -rocker 404 stack 
LED display multi -colour * 2 speedblock 40 
way lumper leads. Data etc. £6.95 inc C/P 

case (16.95 inc 
C/P 

Cherry Atoll Code Owertyy 
Keyboard £12.50 Mc C/P new 

Printer Mec a/with audible warning device 2 stepper motors 1 10V 
DC 1 017V DC C/W control electronics. Dot metric helad with 12V DC 
geared motor Cham drives etc Approx dia 11012:2.712' 
£15.95 Inc C/P Driver Board for Videlec 6 Digit LCD 7 splay 

Circuit diagram. £6.95 inc C/P. Display & 
driverboard £11.00 Inc COP Quantum (Winchester 8' fixed hard disk drive. 10 meg 240V New 

ex -equip. booed with data 02000 £75.00 Inc C/P complete with 
control units 12V DC 23rpm 1.2W Permanent Ma: et OC 

Motor with integral gearbox £6.00 inc C/P 
Archive Sidewinder 20 Meg 1'4- streaming cartridge tape drive 
model 9.20 20 meg new ex -equip with data £100.00 IncC/P 
complete wdh control teats 

Bulge Render 250V fiA IEC filter plug units 
chassis mount with integral mains filler C3.50 chassis 
me C/P 

IEEE 4 Meter Interface Buss Cab e Dual Connector on each end. 
Similar to DEC BN01A £15.00 Inc C/P 12V DC Audible Warning Device Single 

tone. solid state £1.95 inc C/P 
22,000 al 25V Computer Grade 
Caps New 01.60 inc GP 

All -Die Cast Boxes 114 x64.30 
mein £2.50 inc C/P Plastic Boxes 75. 100040. 6 for 

£5.00 inc c/P 
COPPER CLAD BOXES ( POWER SUPPLIES ALL 240V AC 

Voltez Co Linear PSU 12V 1. SA t SV 30A 
12V 10A 17014043.4" New £30.00 inc 

C/P 
Single Sided New inc GP 
508 2380.3 No 1 £7.00 
457.305.3 No 2 £7.00 
380.25403 No 3 £6.00 
254017701 5No4£2.50 
1780126.15 No 5 £1.60 

INPUT 

Farrell Switch Mode 5V 
10A 240 4A 12V 500M/A 

50 IA New Ex -equip 
Data C27.75 inc C/P 

Courant Linear PSU N/Boxed 6V 7A £19.95 
C./P3.00 

Double Sided New inc GP 
5080380x3 No 6£7.50 
457.305 -3 No 7 £7.50 

Switch Mode 5V 20A 
603.87. 105mm £14.95 C/P 603 
2 75 

Coulant W boxed 5V 2-7A 015V 750M/A 
£17.25 C/P 3.00 

AC DC Linear N/boxed Data 24V 4 BA 
2270123.70 £23.45 Inc C/P 

3800254.3 No 8 £5.75 
Quantity discount All 

Famed S/Mode G6 -5M. 6V 5A 
145.80.33 C20.00 C/P 2.00 

boards are Epoxy glass 
K1:78 ih l Metered 5 0-40V. 0-2A 
£80.00 C/P Please ring TEKTRONIX EQUIP C -P 

PLEASE RING 

Gould Type 379 5V 40A 12V 
4A- 15V 11A S/mode 060.00 
me C/P Kingshill Metered PSU D -40V 0-2A x 2 

£125.00 C/P Please ring Type 1AL PAI Amp (69.00 Farrell Fan Cooled S/mode 
Type 7850 Titre Vue 5V10A 5V 16 r I2V3A NCR Micro Fiche 390.279. 189 New 

Portable 240V AC 24/12V DC Input £69.00 Portable 
C/P 600 

Type 7692 D/T1me Base 
IA £31.00 inc C/P 

Type 7412 D/Trace Amp 
(200.00 

Gould 24V 15A S/mode 
N/Boxed data 215. 72.89 12V DC Relay 10A 2P/CO in Plastic Box 

100.75.40 £3.50 inc C/P Type 515A O'scope £57.50 C/P 3 00 

£110.00 
Gould 5V BOA S/mode Wier 4030.30V 0.30 PSU £69.00 C/P 

Please ring Type 568 O'scope C/W S3 
Sampling Head Plug Ins 

320.1250142 £16.251nc C/P 

£195.00 Gould PMA47 12V 3A Linear Advance Timer Counter TC9A 32MHz 
£50.00 C/P 5.00 Type 178 IC Test Fixture £18.00 inc C/P 

£460.00 
Lambda Metered PSU 0.40V 0- Hewlett Packard 675A Sweeping Signal 

Generator0-32MHz £350.00 C/P Please 
ring 

Type 434 O'scope Storage 
£425.00 

IA .2 £125.00 C/P Please ring 

P6042 Current Probe £115.00 Lambda Linear PSU 20V 5,2A 
25 -120 - 65mm £25.00 C/P General Radio Co Slotted line recorder type 

1521-SLOt £450.00 C/V Please ring Type rAt D/trace 060.00 3 00 

ENTER 47 ON ltEI'LY CARD 

For 

REAL 
REAL-TIME 68020 SUPPORT 

and 

ONE OF THE WIDEST RANGES 

OF VME BOARDS. 

contact: 

MIZAR I NC. 
The VMEbus authority. - 
100 WHITEHILL RD., GLENROTHES, FIFE KY6 2RP, SCOTLAND 

TELEPHONE: (0592) 775330 TELEX: 946240 REF: 19020675 

ENTER 74 ON REPLY CARI) 
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SK5 

SOLDERING KIT 
Free 'How To Solder' booklet 

and pack of solder 

Model CS 

Model C 

- 15 Watts. Available for 
250, 220, 115, 100, 50 or 
24 volts. 

Model XS 
- 25 Watts. Available for 
240, 220, 115, 100, 50, 24 
01 12 volts. 

Model XS -BP 
- 25 Watts. 240 volts, fitted 
with British Plug. 

ST4 Stand 
- To suit all irons. 

Model C 

TCSU-D 
Temperature -Controlled 
Soldering Unit 

SK5 Soldering Kit Contains 
model CS 240v Iron, an ST4 
Stand and solder. 

SK6 Soldering Kit. Contains 
model XS240v Iron, an ST4 

Stand and solder. 

SK5-BP and 5K6 -BP 
Soldering Kits as above with 
British Plug. 

Model CS 

-17 Watts. Available for 
240, 220, 115, 100, 50, 24 
or 12 volts. 

Professional Precision for the Amateur Enthusiast. 
ANTEX has a worldwide reputation for quality & service & for many years 

has been one of the best known & most popular names in soldering. Always 
at the forefront of technology, ANTEX is continually researching new and 
better ways of achieving more accurate, reliable, and cost effective 
soldering. On ANTEX Soldering Irons, the advanced design of the interface 
between the element -& the bit allows more efficient heat transfer to the 
bit and improved stability of the temperature at the point of contact with 
the work. Irdeed, experiments have shown that an XS25 watt iron can be 
used for tas<s where a 40 watt iron would normally have been required. 

ANTEX Soldering Irons exhibit exceptionally low leakage currents & hence 
are suitable for use on Static Sensitive Devices. Sophisticated temperature 
controlled soldering units have recently been added to the ANTEX range. 

Model CS -BP 
-17 Watts. 240 volts, fitted 
with British Plug. 

TCSU1 

- Very robust temperature 
controlled Soldering Unit, 
with a choice of 3C Watt 
(CSTC) or 40 Watt :XSTC) 

miniature irons. 
Range 65°C to 420°C. 
Accuracy 2%. 

TCSU1 Soldering Unit 

00/ 

1 

TCSU-D ,b 

Elegant Temperature ` o 
doe 

Controlled Soldering Unit eC ò 
with 50 W Iron (XSD) and / P ter' ,ate 
built around FERRANTI / `o 

ie\`s custom-made ULA. Range Q 
Ambient to 450°C. Acc- / oo`' ie' 
uracy ± 5°C. Zero / $ 

e e<Z, 

crossing switching. / ` d' a" 
Detachable / Q c 

'e" 

e 
tray.poge 

,4 ' sze, be 
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VMEbus primer 
Though current market activity is in 24bit address, 16bit 

data applications, many bus users are investing in VMEbus 
systems with a view to future upgrading. 

The last decade has seen significant 
growth in the application of micro- 
processor -based systems, during 

which the variety of functions which need to 
be performed has grown. But because the 
combination of functions required depends 
on the application, the trend has been to 

incorporate functions into blocks. The mod- 
ular approach has advantages. It 
- allows the system builder to incorporate 

only the combination of functions re- 
quired for the application 

- enables standard modules to be used for a 

variety of applications 
- makes modification of the system for 

increased function or performance much 
easier 

- enables custom systems to be assembled 
more quickly and efficiently. 

It is now very likely that an engineer will 
wish to use off -the -shelf modules from a 

variety of sources. Clearly the integration of 
boards from several manufacturers will be 
made easier if they have a standard interface. 

An interface standard for microprocessor - 
based systems must define six main signal 
groups. At the simplest level, micro- 
processors operate by passing data from one 
location to another. Data is moved on a 
group of signals called the data bus to or 
from locations specified by addresses placed 
on the address bus. The movement of data is 
controlled by a collection of signals which 
may be loosely called control signals. 

Since microprocessors have a facility for 
being interrupted, there must also be a 
collection of signals used to indicate when a 
device is requesting an interrupt and 
another group to acknowledge that inter- 
rupt request. A further group of signals will 

nee - 
System 

con trotter 
Master Stave 

s®r 
Interrupter 

Fig.1. The VMEbus environment is a collection of functional modules which interact over 
a common backplane. VMEbus boards frequently contain several modules, but for 
simplicity each module can be thought of as a separate entity. Typically data will be 

transferred between a master and a slave or an interrupter and an interrupt handler via 
the backplane. The system controller module provides supervisor functions. Signals on 

the backplane can be gathered into four groups; 
data transfer bus to transfer data between VMEbus boards includes the data bus, 

address bus and control signals 
signals to transfer control of the data transfer bus from one master to another 
request and acknowledge interrupts make up the priority interrupt bus 

system power and error signals on the utility bus. 

be required in multi -master systems where 
the address and data buses may be controlled 
by any one of several devices. This group will 
be used to control the arbitration. Finally, 
there are the basic utilities which the hard- 
ware requires to operate, such as power and 
clock signals. 

In addition to the electrical interface, a 
standard must specify mechanical require- 
ments, both for the electrical connections 
and the packaging of the components. 

HISTORY OF THE VMEBUS 

In tie late seventies, Motorola designed the EXORmacs 68000 development system. To ease the 

design process a paper was written to describe the bus used within this system. The bus was Versabus 

and the paper describing it was published in 1979. Motorola then designed a range of modules using 

this bus and in doing so revised the Versabus specification, publishing the revised document in 1980. 

Meanwhile, the European division of Motorola adopted this specification, for a range of modules based 

on the Eurocard packaging format. The new bus was called Versabus-E. 

When Motorola, Mostek and Signetics entered an agreement for second sourcing of the 68000 and 

the development of support chips in the early eighties, they also agreed to support 3 standardized bus. 

They adopted Versabus-E, revised the specification and changed the name to VMEbus . In 1982 this 

group which by then had been joined by Thomson CSF, published an ammeided specification, 

Revision B. Subsequently, both the IEC and the IEEE formed technical committees to formalise the 

VMEbus specification under IEC821BUS and IEEE P1014. The results of their involvement were 

combined, resulting in Revision C of the VMEbus specification, published in February of 1985. Further 

mincr ammendments raised the revision to C.1, which is the release approved by the IEEE. 

VMEbus is an excellent example of a 
well-defined microprocessor interface stan- 
dard. It details all of the above signal groups 
in an unambiguous manner, but still pro- 
vides scope for a wide variety of user con- 
figurations, with mechanical arrangements 
based on the popular Eurocard format. 

CURRENT SUPPORT 

The VMEbus has achieved such popularity 
that, internationally, there are now over 200 
vendors offering VMEbus support. Many of 
these vendors have associations with VITA, 

the VMEbus International Trade Associa- 
tion. This is a non-profit making body which 
helps to promote the VMEbus to the benefit 
of vendors and users. VITA also produce the 
VMEbus Compatible Products Directory, a 
helpful document for users and potential 
users of VMEbus products. The VMEbus 
specification revision C.1 is endorsed by 
VITA and is an essential document for 
anyone designing on VME. Copies of this 
specification are obtainable in the UK from 
High Technology Electronics Ltd in South- 
ampton. 
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The range of products currently available 
covers processors, memory, mass storage 
devices, i/o specialist controllers and a varie- 
ty of hardware and software support. The 
majority of the processor boards in the 
market place are based on Motorola devices, 
but there are many boards available which 
use processors from other manufacturers, 
including Intel, Zilog and National Semi- 
conductor. One of the latest VMEbus boards 
designed by High Technology Electronics, 
HVME-SB286, is a single -board computer 
featuring the Intel 80286 processor.* It is a 

reflection of the versatility of the VMEbus 
that the current offerings include 8, 16 and 
32 -bit processors. 

The selection of i/o boards on offer in- 
cludes a number of analogue -to-digital and 
digital -to -analogue converters and a range 
of serial and parallel digital i/o boards. 

For users wishing to configure VMSbus 
systems that include network interface, 
there are a number of Ethernet and MAP 
interface boards. However, the widest selec- 
tion of special controller boards is in the 
graphics field, several using the popular and 
versatile NEC7220 graphics processor. 

FUTURE POTENTIAL 

VMEbus has firmly established itself in the 
market place, but the majority of the current 
market activity is in the 24 -bit address and 
16 -bit data field. This implies that many 
bus users are investing in VMEbus systems 
with a view to future uprgrading. Although 
there is already a choice of 32 -bit processors, 
the selection is bound to increase as later 
devices such as the Intel 80386 are inter- 
faced to the bus. Many of the slave boards 
currently available already have 32 -bit capa- 
bility. In these days of short product life 
cycle it makes a welcome change to have a 
product which is here today and will still be 
here tomorrow. 

BUS OVERVIEW 

In a VMEbus system, data is transferred 
between system modules via a backplane. 
The module which controls the data transfer 
is called a master, the module which partici- 
pates in the data transfer is called a slave. 
The time taken to transfer data between a 
master and a slave is not fixed by the master, 
but depends on the slave indicating that its 
part in the transfer has been completed. 
With this asynchronous arrangement there 
is the risk that if a master attempted to 
communicate with a non-existent or a defec- 
tive slave, then the master could wait for a 
response from the slave indefinitely. To 
avoid this, each VMEbus system must con- 
tain a 'bus time out' module. This module 
activates an error signal if á master waits too 
long for a response from a slave. Masters 
must obviously be capable of recognising 
and responding to this error signal to recov- 
er from the error condition. 

There are several functional modules 
which are used to explain the operation of 
the VMEbus, representing circuits or parts 
of circuits necessary for particular types of 
VMEbus boards to operate. Some functional 

*To be featured in a later article. 
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Fig.2. Data transfer in the VMEbus environment is initiated by a master. The master 
provides the address of the slave device to be accessed together with qualifying signals, 
address modifier, IACK etc. If the data transfer is a write cycle, the master must also 
provide the data. Slave receives data in a write cycle, or outputs data in a read cycle, in 
response to the master driving the data strobe low oso, osl). Slave acknowledges that data 
has been completed by driving DTñcK low, or if the slave detected an error in the transfer 
by driving h- tR low. If the slave fails to respond within a time-out period, bus time-out 
drives the bus error signal low. Master terminates the cycle in response to either DTACK or 
t ee being driven low. 

'Address bus 

Address 
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IACK 
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Fig.3. Read and write cycles are both initiated by the master, which indicates whether the 
cycle is a read or a write by driving the WRITE line to the appropriate state. During a read 
cycle, the slave places valid data onto the data bus in response to the data strobe being 
driven low. The slave indicates the availability of valid data on the bus by driving DTACK low. 
When the master has received the data, it drives the data strobe high which causes the 
slave to release the data bus then release DTACK. During a write cycle, the master must 
place valid data on the data bus before driving either of the data strobes low. It must 
maintain this data in a valid condition until the slave has acknowledged receipt by driving 
DTACK low. The master may then release the data strobe causing the slave to release 
DTACK. 

modules, such as the 'bus time out' module, 
only occur once in a VMEbus system, whilst 
others such as interrupters, may occur many 
times. Many of the functional modules oper- 
ate in a choice of modes. VMEbus board 
manufacturers often design their products 
to reflect this, enabling a single board to 
perform in a number of modes so that the 
most suitable configuration may be selected 
for the target system. 

VMEbus is non -multiplexed so has sepa- 

rate signal lines for the address and data 
buses. Address of the next location to be 
accessed is transmitted on the address bus 
whilst data from the previous access is still 
being transferred on the data bus. This 
enables data transfers to take place at higher 
speeds than would be possible with a multi- 
plexed architecture, where the same signal 
lines are used for the transmission of address 
and data. 

Data may be transferred on the VMEhus as 
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Fig.4,5. Read -modify -write cycles enable VMEbus master to perform test and set 

sequënces on located in VMEbus memory without the risk of another master changing 

the condition of the flag during the test. The cycle starts as a memory read cycle, but 

when the master drives the data strobe high at the end of the read operation it main- 

tains the same address on the bus, the same qualifying signals, and holds the 

address strobe (ñs) active. The WRITE signal is driven low and modified data placed on the 

bus. The data strobe are driven low to perform WRITE. The cycle continues as a normal 

write cycle. The master sets up address and qualifying signals once for the start of block 

transfer, providing an efficient method of transferring large quantities of data. Block 

transfer cycles start in the same way as signal transfers except for a special address 

modifier code. At the end of the first and subsequent transfers the address and qualifying 
signals are held active. The data strobes are driven high then low again to start the next 

transfer. The slave uses the toggling of the data strobes to increment the address of the 

location being accessed. At the end of the block transfer, the address and qualifying 
signals are released. 
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bytes, words (16 bits), or longwords (32 

bits). There is also a choice of address bus 
widths at 16, 24 or 32 bits giving a physical 
address range of 65K, 16M or 4Gbyte respec- 
tively. The ability of the VMEbus to 
support such a variety of address and data 
bus widths not only makes it a versatile bus 

but also enables a variety of devices to be 

interfaced to it. The mnemonics A1ti, A24 and 
h2 denote the address bus widths supported 
by VMEbus boards; similarly, D118, D18 and 1)19 

denote the data bus widths supported. 
This combination of non-mutiplexed 

buses and bus widths enables data to be 

transferred on the bus at up to 50Mbyte per 
second. 

VMEbus is a multi -master bus, so a 

VMEbus system may contain more than one 
master. However, only one master may take 
control of the bus at a time, so each VMEbus 
system must include a module capable of 
determining which of the masters, if any, 

will take control of the bus. This module, 
called the arbiter, must be provided by the 
system controller board positioned in slot 1 

of the VMEbus system. Each master in a 

VMEbus system must contain a module 
called a requester which determines when 
the master requires control of the bus and 
takes care of the necessary handshaking. 

There are seven prioritized interrupt re- 
quest signals on the VMEbus backplane. Any 
board capable of generating an interrupt 
request must contain an interrupter mod- 
ule. This module will not only generate the 
interrupt request, but will also determine 
when that interrupt request is being ack- 
nowledged and provide the necessary status 
information during the interrupt acknow- 
ledge sequence. For each interrupt request 
that may be generated, there must be a 

corresponding interrupt handler module. 
The handler must acknowledged the inter- 
rupt request, perform an interrupt acknow- 

ledge sequence and take some action as a 

result of the interrupt request having 
occurred. 

A VMEbus system must contain an arbi- 
ter, an 1ACK daisy -chain driver module, a bus 
time out module and a system clock driver 
module. These functional modules must all 
be provided by the system controller board 
which must be installed in slot 1 (the 
left -most position when viewing the card 
frame from the direction in which boards are 
installed). Many VMEbus processor boards 
contain the functions performed by a system 
controller board, so it is not always neces- 
sary to have a separate system controller 
board. 

The most commonly used format for 
VMEbus boards is the double Eurocard, but 
single Eurocards may be used. For boards 
using up to 24 -bit addressing and the 16 -bit 
data bus, there is no electrical requirement 
to use the double Eurocard, since all of the 
connections required are available on the 
upper backplane connector. The centre row 
of the lower connector is used for address 
bits A84 -A31 and data bits D16 -D31. The 
VMEbus backplane is terminated. This has 

three advantages: 
O When control of a signal line is passed 

from one device to another it will not be 

driven by either device. The termination 
network ensures that the signal will be in 
a known (inactive) state. 

O When designing the VMEbus boards, sav- 
ings can be made by not providing drivers 
for those signals which the board would 
only ever drive to an inactive state. 

O The termination network helps to control 
the transmission line effects of the back- 
plane. 
Detailed operation of the VMEbus is de- 

scribed in the sections in smaller type; there 
are four parts. 
Data transfer bus: Data is transferred be- 

tween masters and slaves over the data bus. 
Masters select the slave which data will be 

transferred to or from using the address bus. 
There are several control signals used to 
supervise the data transfer. The address and 
data buses, together with the relevant con- 
trol signals are referred to as the data 

transfer bus. 
DTB arbitration: The VMEbus is a multi - 
master enviroment, which means that a 

system may contain several modules which 
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may control data transfer on the data trans- 
fer bus. Clearly the d.t.b. may only be 

controlled by one master at a time. A system 
of arbitration has been included which de- 
termines whether: - the d.t.b. is in use. - one of more masters are requesting con- 

trol of the d.t.b. - which one of several master may take 
control of the d.t.b. 

Interrupt handling: There are seven levels os 
prioritized interrupt request in the VMEbus 
standard, all acknowledged in the similar 
mannner. A VMEbus system may contain 
several interrupt handlers. 
VMEbus utilities: In addition to the power 
supply, the VMEbus backplane carries sever- 
al utilities such as error indicator signals and 
the system clock. 

DATA TRANSFER BUS 

The data transfer bus consists of address bus. 
data bus and those signal necessary to 
control the movement of data on the VME- 
bus. The d.t.b. signals are summarized in the 
panel. 
Width of data transfer. Data is transferred 
on the VMEbus as eight bits (single byte), 16 

bits (word or double byte), or 32 bis (long - 
word or quad byte). The data strobes, ns and 
lise, together with address line A01 and motet) 

are issued by the master to indicate the 
width of the data transfer and which parts of 
the data bus carry the data (see table). Single 
and double byte transfers are performed on 
data bits 0 to 15; quad byte transfers require 
the full 32 -bit width. Mnemonics D08, D18 and 
032 denote the data bus width supported by 
VMEbus boards. 

All data transfers on the VMEbus are 
performed in a similar manner. The only 
distinction between data fetch and opcode 
fetch cylces is the in the address modifier 
codes transmitted by the master. 
Basic transfer. There are seven major stages 
controlling data transfer, assuming that the 
bus master controlling the transfer already 
has control of the VMEbus. - Master places the address of the location 

to be accessed onto the address bus and 
places a valid address modifier code onto 
the address modifier lines. - Master drives IACK. DA ORD and WRITE valid. - Master qualifies the address and address 
modifier codes by driving the address 
strobe, Ts, low. - Master initiates the data transfer by driv- 
ing one or both of the data strobes, nsn or 
Ise low. 

SIGNALS CONTROLLING DATA TRANSFER 

A01 -A31: address bus. The master selects the slave by placing its address on the address bus. The 

address width used by the master may be 16 bits (short addressing), 24 bits (standard addressing), or 
32 bits (extended addressing); bits 24 to 31 are transmitted via the P2 connector. The width of the valid 
address bus is indicated by the address modifier code which the master transmits at the same time as 

the address. Mnemonics A16, A24 and A32 denote the address bus width supported by VMEbus boards. 
The address used are all memory addresses. There is no port map into which peripheral devices 

may be mapped, however, it is generally accpeted (although not enforced by the specification) that i/o 
devices may be addressed using short addresses (16 bit), This 64 Kbyte block is mapped into the top 
64 Kbytes to the 16 Mbyte memory space. 
AM0 - AM5: address modifier code. The master also places an address modifier code onto the modifier 
lines, This 6 -bit code qualifies the type of address being transmitted and the type of transfer about to 
take place. Address modifier codes in the range 10 to 1F are for user-defineable accesses. Those 
codes allocated for specific functions are summarised in the table; all other address modifier codes 
are reserved. 

Address Width . Block Program Data Any 
Transfer Access Access Access 

Supervisor Access 
Short (16 bit) - - - 2D 

Standard (24 bit) 3F 3E 3D - 
Extended (32 bit) ' OF OE OD 

User Access 
Short (16bit) - - - 29 

Standard (24 bit) 3B 3A 39 - 
Extended (32 bit) OB OA 09 

The address modifier codes provide a convenient method of partitioning the memory to provide 
memory protection for supervisor functions as illustrated in the code allocations. Similarly, the user- 
defineable modifier codes could be used to separate users or tasks. The modifier codes effectively 
increase the memory space available on the VMEbus since they provide a form of bank switch. 
AS: address strobe. Used by the master to qualify the condition of the address, address modifiers, 
LWORD and TACK transmitted by the master during a data transfer cycle. 

DOO-D31: data bus. Four bytes wide, but data will only be transferred on those bytes indicated 

the data strobes, address line A01 and LWORD. Data bits D15 -D31 are transferred via the P2 
connector. 

DSO/DS1: data strobe 0/1. Primarily they are used to indicate when data is being transferred via the 
the VMEbus. However, as DSO and DS1 each related to specific bytes within the data bus, they also 
specify the width of the data field being tranferred (byte, word, or longword). 

LWORD: Longword. Whenever three or more bytes of data are transferred in a single cycle, 
data bits 016-D31 must be used. LWORD indicates that the upper half of the 32 -bit data bus will be used 

WRITE is a control signal driven by the Master to indicate whether the data transfer is a read (wRirE 

high) or a write (wRiTE low) cycle. The state of the WRITE signal is qualified by the data strobe. 

IACK: interrupt acknowledge. When an interrupt handler module acknowledges an interrupt request, it 

performs an interrupt acknowledge sequence on the VMEbus. As part of this sequence, a status 
indicator will be read from the device which generated the interrupt. The IACK signal will be driven low to 
distinguish it from a normal read. 

DTRACK: data transfer acknowledge is used by slave devices participating in a data transfer 
to indicate to the master that the transfer has occurred. 

BERR: bus error. If an error condition is detected during a data transfer, then the BECK signal will be 

activated by the device which detects the error. This may either be the participating slave or the bus 
time out module. Masters must be capable of responding to an active BEER signal. 

- Slave responds that data transfer has 
occurred by driving uT:\cF low. - Master terminates the cycle by driving 
the data strobes and the address strobes 
high. - Slave drives DTACK high. 

Data 
Transfer 

Type 
00 
07 

Data Lines Used 
08 16 

15 23 

24 
31 DSD 

Qualifying Signals 

Ds, no 1wD 

Single Byte 
Byte 0 0 - HI LOW LOW HI 

Byte 1 1 LOW HI LOW HI 

Byte 2 2 - HI LOW HI HI 

Byte 3 3 - LOW HI HI HI 

Double Byte 
Byte 0-1 1 0 LOW LOW LOW HI 

Byte 2-3 3 2 - - LOW LOW HI HI 

Quad Byte 
Byte 0-3 3 2 1 0 LOW LOW LOW LOW 

Unaligned 
Byte 1-2 2 1 LOW LOW HI LOW 

Byte 0-2 2 1 0 HI LOW LOW LOW 

Byte 1-3 3 2 1 LOW HI LOW LOW 

Data transfers are of live types: read, write, 
read -modify -write, block transfer, and un- 
aligned transfer. Read and write cycles both 
closely follow the basic data transfer sequ- 
ence illustrated, but there are differences in 
the timing relationships between the data 
strobes, i and the availability of data. 
Read. The master indicates a read cycle by 
driving the WCTx signal high before driving 
either of the data strobes low. The slave then 
places valid data onto the data bus and drives 
DTACK low to indicate that valid data is 

available. The master reads the data and 
drives the data strobes high. When the slave 
sees the data strobes go high it releases the 
data bus and then indicates that it is no 
longer driving the data bus by releasing 
DTACK. 

Write. The master drives the WRITE line low 
to indicate that it is a write cycle and places 
the data onto the bus. Then the data strobe is 
driven low to indicate the presence of valid 
data and which bytes of the bus are being 
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Fig.6,7. VMEbus masters bus control by activating one of four prioritized bus request 
lines. An arbiter (located in slot 1, the left -most board position) determines when control 
of the bus may be transferred and the level of bus request to which control will be 
granted. The arbiter indicates the level of bus request which may take control of the bus 
by activating a corresponding bus -grant daisy chain. The bus -grant signal then 
propagates down the daisy chain until it reaches the master that activated the request 
signal. This master will not propagate the grant signal further down the daisy chain, but 
takes control of the bus, indicating this by activating the bus -busy signal (easy). As the 
master releases control of the bus, it releases bus -busy. The arbiter is then free to grant 
control of the bus to another master. 
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used. When the slave has received the data, it 
drives DTACK low; the master may then re- 
move the data from the bus and return the 
strobe high. Finally, the slave releases DTACK. 

Read -modify -write. One of the problems 
encountered in multi -master systems is the 
use of test -and -set sequences to examine and 
modify semaphores held in the global 
address space. As an example, consider a 
semaphore used to indicate if a printer is 

being used. One master could read the 
semaphore to see whether the printer was 
available and whilst it was deciding that the 
printer was free, another master could 
change the state of the semaphore and start 
to use the printer. To avoid this, VMEbus 
supports read -modify -write cycles. The RMW 

cycle starts like a normal read cycle, but the 
sequence changes when the slave reponds 
with hick. When the master sees DTACK 

driven low by the slave, it drives the data 

strobe high and drives WRITE low. The slave 
sees the data strobe go high and releases first 
the data bus and then i5 i . As soon as this 
goes high, the master can place the modified 
data onto the data bus and drive the data 
strobe low. The cycle then continues as a 
normal write cycle. The address placed on 
the address bus unchanged between the read 
write part of the cycle. The master must 
maintain ñs low throughout the cycle. By 
keeping ñs low, the master prevents another 
from taking control of the d.t.b. part way 
through the cycle, since control may only be 
transferred if ñs is high. 
Block transfer. It is often desirable to 
transfer large quantities of data from one 
board to another, as would be the case when 
loading a file from a mass storage device. 
VMEbus achieves this using the block trans- 
fer feature, which starts like any other cycle, 
but at the end of the first data transfer ñs is 

held low and the main address remains 
stable. The data strobe are then driven high 
and low again to start another cycle. Transi- 
tions of the data strobe must still be inter- 
locked with transitions in 5TÄ T, but the 
master does not issue a new address for each 
data transfer. The slave increments the 
address automatically each time the data 
strobe are driven high then low again. 
Because special interface hardware is re- 
quired to perform block transfers, not all 
slave boards support this feature. To simplify 
board design, the VMEbus specification does 
not permit block transfers to cross 256 byte 
address boundaries. 
Unaligned transfers. A master that performs 
32 -bit data transfers may need to fetch three 
bytes of data. There are three ways: three 
single -byte data transfers, one single -byte 
data transfer and one double -byte data trans- 
fer, or one three -byte, unaligned data trans- 
fer. Unaligned data transfers can improve 
system performance by reducing the num- 
ber of accesses, though only boards with a 
32 -bit data bus can have the unaligned 
ability. Signals for unaligned data transfers 
follow the sequence for basic data transfer. 
Pipelined addressing. The speed with which 
slaves respond to an access can sometimes 
be improved by providing the slave with the 
address of the location to be accessed earlier 
in the cycle. VMEbus provides for this by 
enabling the address to be pipelined, where 
the address of the next location to be 
accessed is transmitted on the address but 
whilst data from the previous access is still 
available on the bus. 

DTB ARBITRATION 

VMEbus is a multi -master bus in that data 
transfer can be controlled by any one of 
several devices. Clearly, only one such device 
can control the bus at a time. A scheme is 
therefore required to determine which de- 
vice should take control and to supervise the 
transfer of control from one device to 
another. 

In the VME environment, masters use one 
of four priortitized bus -request signals to 
indicate when they require the bus. An 
arbiter module located in slot I* determines 
which of the active bus -request signals has 
the highest priority and grants control of the 
bus to that level. Bus -grant signals are 
daisy -chained through all of the slot posi- 
tions, so for any one bus -grant level, masters 
nearest the slot 1 position have a higher 
priority than other masters using the same 
bus -grant level, but which are further away. 

Masters indicate when they have control 
of the d.t.b. by driving the bus -busy line low: 
control cannot be transferred if the bus -busy 
signal is low. A master that has control may 
be informed that a higher priority master 
wishes to use the bus by the bus -clear signal. 
Basic transfer of d.t.b. control. Each VME- 
bus master must contain a requester module 
which determines when the master requires 
control of the bus and handles the inter- 
change required with the arbiter to obtain 
control of the bus. The requester module 
also determines the circumstances under 

' The left -most slot position when viewing the card frame 

from direction in which boards are installed. 
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which control of the bus will be relin- 
quished. Here is the sequence of events 
surrounding aquisition of d.t.b. control. - Requester determines that the master 

requires control, and causes master to 
temporarily suspend activity, driving one 
of the bus request lines low. - Arbiter receives bus request signal and, if 
this is the highest priority bus request 
pending and if the d.t.b. is not being used 
by another master, drives the bus grant 
daisy -chain corresponding to the bus 
request signal. - Requester module receives the bus grant 
signal on the BcxiN input, and signals that 
it has control of the bus by driving the 
bus busy signal (ui;v) low. Releases bus 
request signal permiting master to con- 
tinue its activity. Requester does not pass 
the bus grant signal further down the 
daisy -chain. - Arbiter sees the i;isv signal go low and 
drives the bus grant signal daisy -chain 
high. 

The requester module drives i3lisv low for as 
long as the master retains control of the bus. 
When this control is surrendered the reques- 

IRQx 

[IACK 
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DATA TRANSFER CONTROL SIGNALS 

BRa.3: bus request. Before a master can transfer data on the d.t.b., it must first request and gain control 
of the bus. A master indicates that it requires control by activating a bus request signal, BRo to BR3. The 
last is frequently the highest priority bus request, but the priorities of the bus -request signals are 
determined by the arbiter. For each signal there is a corresponding bus -grant daisy chain; a requester 
must only use the bus -grant daisy -chain corresponding to the bus -request line which it is using. All 

other busgrant daisy chains must be passed on by the requester. 
BG0.3/OUT: bus grant 0-3 in/out. The arbiter determines which of the active bus -request signals has 
the highest priority and grants control accordingly. It indicates the level to which control is being given 
by driving the corresponding bus -grant daisy chain, of which there are four, one for each of the bus 
request lines. Each can be thought of as a single line running the length of the backplane, but which is 

broken at each slot position, the two ends of which are called bus -grant in and bus -grant out. (The end 
nearest the slot I position is the in -connection, and the bus -grant -out signal at any slot will become the 
bus -grant -ìn signal at the next slot position to the right.) A requester must only use the bus -grant daisy 
chain corresponding to the bus request line it is using - all the others must be passed on by the 
requester. 

As the bus -grant lines are broken at each slot position, VMEbus boards that are not capable of 
operating as bus masters, and therefore do not use the bus -grant daisy chains, must provide some 
method of passing on the bus -grant signals. Similarly, if a slot position is left vacant, then the bus -grant 
daisy chains must still be passed to other boards further along the backplane, usually using jumpers on 
the backplane. 
BBSY: bus busy. When a master is granted control of the d.t.b. it signals that it has taken control by 
driving the BBSY signal low. The master will continue driving this signal low until it releases 
control of the bus. The arbiter can only grant control if BUSY is high. 
BCLR: bus clear. Informs a master currently in control of the d.t.b. that another master (possibly 
of a higher priority) wishes to take control of the bus. 

Fig.8,9. A VMEbus interrupter generates 
request by activating one of the seven 
prioritized interrupt request lines, IRQI to 
IRQ. For each level of interrupt request 
there must be a corresponding interrupt 
handler. When a handler receives an inter- 
rupt request, it arbitrates for control of the 
bus, then performs an acknowledge cycle. 
During the interrupt acknowledge cycle 
the handler places a code on address lines 
1 to 3 corresponding to the level of inter- 
rupt request being acknowledged, and 
drives the ACK line low. At the slot 1 position 
the IACK lines is routed to the interrupt- 
ackowledged daisy chain, until it reaches 
the interrupt that generated the request. 
This interrupted then compares the code 
on address lines 1 to 3 to see whether it 
matches the level at which the request was 
generated. If it does, the interrupter does 
not pass the acknowledged signal down 
the daisy chain, but places a code (status 
identifier or vector) onto the data bus and 
drives DTACK low. The interrupt handler 
responds by reading the code and termi- 
nating the interrupt acknowledge cycle. 
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ter module releases the asV line; The 
backplane termination network pulls i 

high and the arbiter module will be able to 
grant control to another master. 
Arbitration algorithms. The arbiter may use 
one of several algorithms to determine 
which of the bus request signals has the 
highest priority. The simplest is the signal 
level arbiter (sKL), which only accepts bus 
request signals on ßR3 and consequently only 
drives the bus grant -3 daisy -chain. A more 
popular arbiter is the PRI arbiter, which 
accepts all four bus requests on a fixed 
priority, with ßR3 the highest priority and BRp 

the lowest. The third type detailed in the 
VMEbus specification is the round robin 
select (RRs) arbiter which assigns priorities 
to the bus requests on a rotating basis, with 
the level at which the bus was last used 
having the lowest priority. Although the 
specification only details three types of arbi- 
ter, it is permissible to have an arbiter which 
uses either a combination of the above 
algorithms, or a completely different algor- 
ithm. 
Release of the d.t.b. The requester module 
determines when control of the d.t.b. will be 
relinquished. There are two main types of 
requester module, the difference being the 
circumstances under which they release 
control. The first type surrenders control 
when the master no longer requires the bus 
(called 'release when done'). The second type 
maintains control until it sees a bus -request 
signal become active. RWD requesters are 
suited to masters that require the bus infre- 
quently, but masters that make frequent use 
of the d.t.b. will operate more efficiently if 
they do not have to keep requesting control. 
This type of master is well suited to the ROR 
requester, since the ROR requester only 
releases the bus if another master wishes to 
take control. 

All requester modules, or their masters, 
may monitor the BCi i and/or ACFAIL signals 
and release the bus when they see either of 
these signals become active. 

INTERRUPT HANDLING 

The VMEbus specification provides for seven 
prioritized interrupt request signals. The 
module that generates an interrupt request 
is, called an interrupter, while the module 
which receives an request is called an inter- 
rupt handler. 

A VMEbus system need not use any or all 
of the interrupt requests. However, for each 
interrupt request signal used there must be a 
handler. An interrupt handler may receive 
interrupt requests on any number and in any 
combination of the request lines. A VMEbus 
system may contain several handlers, but 
there should only be one handler for each 
request line. The mnemonic IH(x) denotes 
the request levels to which an interrupt 
handler can respond, where x is in the range 
0-7. 
Request and acknowledge. The interrupt 
request and acknowledge sequence is the 
same for all of the interrupt requests, but 
during the interrupt acknowledge cycle the 
interrupt handler transmits a code corres- 
ponding to the level of interrupt request 
being acknowledged. The basic sequence is: - Interrupt generates an interrupt request. 

INTERRUPT REQUEST SIGNALS 

IRQ1-7: interrupt request 1-7. The seven interrupt request lines are prioritized with ino7 having the 

highest priority and !Rol the lowest. There ìs no relationship between interrupt request priorities 

and bus request priorities. 
IACK: interrupt acknowledge. When an interrupt handler receives a request it must obtain control of 

the d.t.b. then perform an interrupt acknowledge cycle. This cycle bears similarities to a. read 

cycle, but the handler drives the lack signal low to distinguish the acknowledge for a read cycle:., 

The IACK signal ìs also used to drive the i7CK daisy chain, used by interrupter module to deter- 

mine whether the acknowledge sequence ìn progress is in response to their interrupt request. 

The lack daisy chain is driven from the slot 1 position, but as a interrupt handler may be positioned 
anywhere in the VMEbus backplane, handlers only drive the TACK line. At the slot 1 position, the 
lack line is connected to the IACKIN terminal of the PI connector, The TACK daisy -chain is then 

driven by the system controller board. Thus the MK signal is used to drive the 1ÂCK daisy -chain. 

IACKIN/OUT: interrupt acknowledge i/o. Two or more interrupters in a VMEbus system can share the 

same interrupt request line. The iCK daisy -chain avoids having more than one interrupter respond 

to the same acknowledge cycle. As IACK propagates down the chain, each interrupter has the 

opportunity to respond; if it does, it does not pass MK on down the chain. Thus where interrupters 

share and interrupt request line, the interrupter nearest the slot 1 position will have the highest 

priority. 
The TACK daisy chain can be thought of as a single line running the length of the backplane, but 

which is broken at each slot position, called IACKIN and iAckour, (the end nearest slot 1 is the IACKIN 

connection). Thus IACKOUT at any slot becomes IACKIN at the next slot position. 

Since the TACK daisy -chain is broken at each slot position, VMEbus boards not capable of operating 

as interrupters must provide some method of passing on the iacK daisy chain. If a slot position is 

left vacant, the IaCK daisy chain must still be passed on to other boards further along the back- 

plane usually by using jumpers- 

- Interrupt handler receives request and 
requests control of the d.t.b. - When the handler gains contol it places a 
three bit code corresponding to the level 
of the interrupt request onto address 
lines Aol-AU3, drives IACK low and then 
drives ,Vs- low. - Interrupt handler drives data strobe low 
to indicate the width of the status data to 
be read. Handlers read status data as an 8, 
16 or 32 bit field. - The IACK daisy chain driver of the slot 1 

board detects IACKIN low and the data 
strobe low, then drives its IACKouT signal 
low (assumming this board is not an 
interrupter). - The IACK signal propagates down the daisy 
chain until it reaches the interrupter that 
caused the interrupt request. - Interrupter detects a falling edge on its 
IACKIN input and the data strobe low. - The interrupter checks the three bit code 
on address lines A01 -A03 to see if it 
corresponds to the level at which the 
interrupter generated the request. If not, 
the interrupter passes the IACK on down 
the chain by driving its IACKOUT output 
low. If the code corresponds, the inter- 
rupter places its status data onto the data 
bus (assuming the width corresponds to 
the data width requested) and drives 
DTACK low. - The handler sees DTACK go low and reads 
the status from the bus, terminates the 
acknowledge cycle and releases control of 
the d.t.b. - The interrupter then releases DTACK. 

Release of request. VMEbus interrupter 
modules may be designed to release their 
interrupt request in two ways. Firstly, when 
the status data is read from the interrupter 
during the interrupt acknowledge cycle. 
This type is called a release -on -acknowledge 
interrupter (roak). And secondly, when a 
register on -board the interrupter is accessed 
by a VMEbus master. This type of interrupter 
is called a release -on -register -access inter- 

rupter (rora). Both types must provide status 
data during an interrupt acknowledge cycle. 

VMEBUS OVERVIEW 

To ensure that a VMEbus system is properly 
initialised the specification provides for a 
system reset signal, SYSRESET, activated for a 
minimum period after power is applied. 
SYSRESET may be activated by any VMEbus 
board; this enables manual reset facilities to 
be included in VMEbus systems. There are 
connections for two fault indicator signals 
available on backplanes, ACFAIL and SYSFAIIL, 

though VMEbus systems need not drive 
either. ACFAIL indicates an imminent power 
failure, SYSFAIL indicates when a board with- 
in a VMEbus system is not able to perform its 
normal function, either because it has de- 
veloped a fault or because it it performing an 
internal operation such as a self -test. 

Power supplies detailed in the VMEbus 
specification allow for +5V, +12V, -12V 
and a +5V stand-by supply. 

Dave Jones has been involved in the design of 
a variety of commercial and defence -related 
projects employing analogue digital and 
microprocessor techniques. He went to 
High Technology Electronics from IBM in 
1985, having graduated from Portsmouth 
Polytechnic with an honours BSc in electric- 
al and electronic engineering. Most recently 
he has worked as part of the team behind the 
first 80286 based VME bus single -board 
computer. 
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NEUTRIK Audio 
Measuring Systems 

The TP401 is a high performance general purpose 
test instrument comprising generator (10HZ to 
300KHz) and analyser (10HZ to 100 KHz), for 
measuring noise level, THD, IMD/TIM, W&F, cross 
talk and frequency. 
THD, IMD and W&F are totally automatic, generated 
by an internal CPU and controllable via 
an IEEE 488 BUS. 

Dimensions:- 47cm (18.5") wide, 14cm (5.5") high 
and 39cm (12.5") deep including handle. 

The Audiograph 3300 is a modular extremely 
compact measuring system for acoustic and audio 
applications, which is expandable from a chart 
recorder to a complete audio test set. 
Applications include measurement of all hi-fi and 
professional audio equipment, level, cross -talk, 
impedance, frequency response, tape recorders, 
pick-up cartridge, loudspeakers and room acoustics. 
Automatic synchronized multiple plots. Wide variety 
of Modules available. 
Frequency range:- 20HZ to 40KHZ ± 0.5dB. 
Dimensions:- Main Frame 3302, Input Module 3312 
and Output Module 3322:- 30cm (11.75") wide, 
8.5cm (3.33") high and 21.0cm (8.25") deep. 

For further 
information or our 

Exclusive Components 
catalogue contact: 

Sole Agent U.K. 

Eardley Electronics Ltd 
Eardley House, 182-184 Campden Hill Road, Kensington, London W8 7AS 
Telephone: 01-221 0606/01-727 0711 Telex: 23894 Telefax: 01-727 9556 

ENTER 70 ON REPLY CARD 

thondor 
ELECTRONICS LIMITED 

HIGH PERFORMANCE 
LOGIC ANALYSER 

The TA3000 is a high performance modular logic 
analyser which interactively combines up to 16 
channels of 100MHz Timing analysis with up to 96 
channels of 20MHz State analysis controlled by a 
powerful multi -level conditional trigger -trace 
sequencer. 

Flexible, expandable, modular design 
Up to 112 channels 
100MHz Timing, 20MHz State 
Multi -level conditional triggering 

El State/Timing cross -triggering and correlation 
Easy to use softkey control 
CP/M PLUSt operating system 
IEEE -488, RS -232 and parallel printer interfaces 

For further information contact: 
Thandar Electronics Ltd., London Road, St. Ives, 
Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire PE17 4HJ. 
Telephone: 0480-64646. Telex: 32250. 

tCP/M PLUS Is a trademark of D,g tal Research Inc 

ENTER 19 ON REPLY CARD 
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Cases and enclosures 

Above: the Boss range of 
enclosures 

Choosing an enclosure may not be the most glamorous job 
in an engineer's life. But the outer clothing makes an 
important contribution to a product's appeal and may 

account fora significant portion of its manufacturing cost. 
This survey summarizes the product ranges of principal 

manufacturers and highlights some recent product 
launches. 

Alusett 
Multi -rack range of computer cabinets based on a 
skeleton of aluminium extrusions and with panels 
made of a p.v.c.-covered aluminium -polyethylene 
sandwich. Custom -designed enclosures can be 
assembled on request. 

Beechcraft 
Company specializes in custom -designed 
polyurethane mouldings for the electronics indus- 
try. The Exten range of standard enclosures comes 
in four basic sizes with two bezel options (upright 
panel or canted); vent slots are incorporated in the 
base. Prop -up handles, extra vents, special colours 
and r.f.i.-shielding paint are among the optional 
extras. 

Boss Industrial Mouldings 
Range extends from small die-cast boxes to large 
Eurocard consoles for computers, keyboards and 
display panels, with over 250 permutations of size, 

material and colour. Instrument cases in a.b.s. or 
a.b.s./metal can be supplied with solid walnut 
side -panels. Die-cast and a.b.s. boxes incorporate 
p.c.b. guides and stand-off bosses. One recently - 
launched range is a series of potting boxes lin black 
a.b.s., in 11 sizes. Standard housings can be 
prepared to customers' requirements (for example, 
by pre -punching or modifying existing panels) and 
special units can be produced to individual speci- 
fication. 

Briticent-Fiskars 
Several ranges of sealed enclosures: among them, a 
polycarbonate type with anti -static and fire - 
retardant properties approved for use in coal 
mines. A sealing gasket assures e.m.i. protection. 
Briticent also offer e.m.i. protection in a separate 
low-cost range of polycarbonate boxes ready 
sprayed with a copper -acrylic coating. The EFI 
range, made of impact -resistant a.b.s., is claimed 
almost completely resistant to aqueous acids, 
alkalis and salts. 
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CCS 
Agents for equipment cases, racking systems and 
card -frames manufactured by Merath-Peltzer in 

West Germany. Custom design and manufacturing 
service for all types and sizes of aluminium enclo- 
sure in one-off quantities or large volumes; usual 
turn -round time is six weeks. The company also 
offers a backplane production and cable harness 
assembly service. 

Daturr 
Parent company, Knurr AG of Munich, claims to be 
one of Europe's largest manufacturers of 19in. 
equipment enclosures. Two ranges of extruded 
aluminium racks, Dacobas and Unirack, give many 
choices of height and depth, with steel or glazed 
doors and with various accessories and finish 
options. At lower cost, there is a further series of 
steel enclosures. A special shielded 19in. enclosure 
is available in fixed or mobile versions, with various 
accessories. For mounting electronic instruments 
'r card -frame systems. Mocain cases are available 
in 2U, 3U, 4U and 6U heights with several widths 
and depths, in two powder -coated finishes. The 
company can modify standard products to custom- 
ers' specifications, with special trim and colour. 

Deltron 
Enclosure range includes standard aluminium 
diecast boxes with screw -on lids; two-part heavy - 
gauge mild steel housings with ventilation slots; a 

case incorporating two black anodized extrusions 
for heat -sinking; sloping -front cases; a keyboard 
case; a robust transformer case with sub -chassis for 
heavy assemblies; and two two-part steel cases with 
carrying handles for portable or bench units. 

Eldon Electric 
Several ranges of floor -standing and wall - 
mounting steel enclosures; 19in. swinging frames; 
control desk. Special enclosures produced to cus- 
tomers' drawings. 

Enclosure Technology 
New product3 include Eurostyle aluminium instru- 
ment cases, available from stock in many versions 
including one for 19in. card -frames and chassis and 
another for panel -mounted instruments. The 
Agora cabinet range meets full IEC and DIN 
specifications; among its features are variable 
positioning of vertical rack mountings, lockable 
side -panels, baying options and a wide choice of 
fittings. Also supplied are the Euronorm sub -rack 
for anti -vibration applications, the Challenger all - 
plastic frame; Entel's 1U rack -mounting chassis 
and 3U 19in. socket chassis; the Synthese range of 
desks, tables, computer -type cabinets and cases; 
Ambiance and Technik cabinets; card -frames and 
guides. Full design consultation and prototype 
services are offered. 

Fischer-Metroplast 
Large range of hardware items includes many 
instrument cases and small boxes with various 
accessories. Among them are aluminium extruded 
cases, potting boxes, a two-part plastics hand-held 
case, ventilated cases, and a variety of 19in. types: 
frames, cases plates, modules, bus backplanes, 
aluminium profiles and more. Special sheet metal 
items can be produced to customer specification. 

Daturr's versatile Mocain range, aimed at the OEM sector. 

Modes from the Motek Eurocard rack series, from Global Specialities. 

West Hyde can supply 1100 different cases in over 750 sizes. 
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Developments in packaging 
The business of electronic package - housing electronic systems in 

cases or enclosures - is becoming increasingly sophisticated. 

STEVE HARPER (IMHOF) 

The Image case range from Imhof: functional yet attractive. 

(though the basic product of the enclo- 
sure manufacturer remains - at first 
lance - a straightforward box, the 

rapid growth of electronics has radically 
altered the role of the enclosure. What used 
to be a passive box can now be a major 
contributor to system performance on a 
variety of levels. And in addition to the 
requirements of performance, the market 
has demanded that the new generation of 
enclosures should largely be available as 
standard items. 

To meet this need, the portfolios of today's 
principal enclosure manufacturers cover a 
wide range of products, including 19 -inch 
racks, sub -rack systems, many styles of cases 
in a variety of materials, and a huge selection 
of accessories vital to application suitability. 

lust five years or so ago, case products 
generally fell into two categories: the 
utilitarian/functional, easy to take apart and 
use, but unattractive to look at; and the 
aesthetically pleasing, which had concealed 
fixings to give cleaner lines, but which 
incurred a penalty by being harder to use, 
and more difficult to assemble and take 
apart. 

Today's standard cases strike a balance 
between the two. The combination of good 
looks with functionality has largely been 
achieved through the use of new materials 
and by finding ways to conceal fixings while 
still leaving the electronics easily accessible. 

As with enclosures generally, much 

emphasis has been placed on development 
standard case products to fulfil particular 
purposes, and the need for electronics to be 
wall mounted in a variety of hostile environ- 
ments has led to the introduction of steel, 
wallmounted cases sealed to IP54 and IP55 
(in accordance with the procedures of Brit- 
ish Standard 5490). 

To meet the need for larger enclosures in 
similar environments, sealed versions of 
free-standing racks sealed to IP66 are also 
available as standard. 

The move of electronic systems into the 
front office is also reflected in the cases 
market, with desk top consoles, v.d.u. hous- 
ings and instrument cases all a standard part 
of today's enclosure inventory. 

Developments on the 19in. enclosure 
scene have been driven by two basic forces: 
the adoption of international standard speci- 
fications on dimensions, and customer re- 
quirement for key performance changes. 

An important milestone in achieving stan- 
dardization came with the adoption of speci- 
fications generated by the International 
Electro -Technical Commission, the British 
Standards Institution, and the Deutsche 
Industrie Normen bodies. 

These specifications called for the adop- 
tion of a 600mm external width for instru- 
ment racks, and overall heights from 
800mm up to a total of 2200mm in 200mm 
increments, and depths of 400, 600, 800 and 
900mm. Despite metrication, two things 

remain unchanged: the 19in. panel width, 
and the height increment of 13/4in. (U). 
These were so firmly established that they 
were retained within IEC 297, BS5954, and 
DIN41494. 

European enclosure manufacturers had 
been working with these dimensions since 
the late 1960s, but by and large British 
manufacturers had been slow to conform. 
The introduction by Imhof in 1979 of its 
S80-600 range - which conforms fully to 
these specifications - marked the real begin- 
ning of an emphasis on standard product 
performance. 

These developments have brought direct 
benefits to racking systems users: the extra 
space provided by the 600mm rack width 
provides improved facilities for cable runs: 
power distribution is incorporated into the 
rear vertical members: and the design allows 
for infinite adjustment of the panel mount- 
ing members within the depth of the rack, 
even allowing them to be flush with the front 
face if required. 

With the gradual introduction of more 
IEC based racking systems, a change of 
emphasis has occurred: many features 
which had always been available as extras, 
such as fan trays and integral power distribu- 
tion facilities, have become standard. 

Many recent developments in enclosure 
technology are attributable to the parallel 
surge forward taking place in the perform- 
ance of electronics systems. As developing 
electronics enable designers to make more 
powerful and sophisticated systems, they 
want to concentrate on the capabilities of the 
system rather than having to spend time 
considering the packaging implications. 

This, in turn, means that the enclosure 
manufacturer has to take steps to stay ahead 
of new developments, assess their impact on 
rack requirements, and refine specifications 
to take them into account. 

Nowhere has this discipline been more 
clearly demonstrated than in the area of 
radio frequency interference (r.f.i.) screen- 
ing. It became obvious that in environments 
where increasing amounts of complex cir- 
cuitry were present, problems caused by 
uncontrolled electro -magnetic radiation in 
the frequency range up to 10CHz could be 
severe. 

Technical and regulatory pressures, 
covering all aspects of r.f.i. from car ignition 
system suppression to telecom equipment,- 
have given rise to the availability of low cost 
standard r.f.i. screened enclosures. The 
techniques used in manufacturing non- 
standard screen products have been im- 
proved to make higher volume production 
possible at a realistic price. 
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Global Specialities 
Motek range of modular racking systems, includ- 
ing 19in. types, chassis and instrument cases; 
many to DIN standard. Eurocard rack range, 
designed to accommodate single and double p.c.bs 
(mixed, in some versions), is available in a choice of 
colours and with a wide variety of accessories. 
Transistek range of extruded aluminium instru- 
ment enclosures includes three models in several 
standard sizes; optional vented top cover. 

Hectaphone 
Instrument cases in various styles, with a particu- 
lar emphasis on keyboard -type enclosures for desk 
terminal units; Eurocard heatsink cases. 

Imhof 
Large range of electronic enclosures, with particu- 
lar emphasis in screened types for security in 
telecommunications and data handling. Prices for 
the new Imshield 60 r.f.i.-screened modular rack 
series begin at just £350. Another recently - 
introduced product is a ruggedized card -frame, 
available in 19in. widths and capable of accepting 
all modules and accessories designed for Imhofs 
Inta-Euro 327 Eurocard sub -rack system. Imhof 
also market a range of static -protective carrying 
cases from Hofbauer of West Germany. 

IPK (Ian P. Kinloch) 
Lightweight aluminium rack -mounting cases with 
various depths, lU to 30 high; no constructional 
fixings are visible on the front panel. Other sizes are 
available to special order. Prototype service. 

J.D.R. Sheetmetal 
Steel 19in. rack -mounted cases in 1U, 2U and 3U 
sizes; removable rear and side panels. 

Klippon 
A variety of metal and plastics enclosures: K range 
of screwed die-cast aluminium boxes for indoor and 
outdoor use; two ranges of glass -fibre reinforced 
two-part boxes in polyester or polycarbonate, with 
clear or transparent lids; M range of glass -filled 
polycarbonate boxes designed for total insulation, 
self -extinguishing and capable of withstanding 
prolonged exposures to temperatures between 
-40°C and +80°C; hinged boxes in mild or 
stainless steel; Fibox series of control boxes in 
impact -resistant polycarbonate, dust and water 
protected, with p.c.b. slots and with a separate 
termination compartment; and the Piccolo series 
of small polycarbonate or a.b.s. enclosures. 

Lincoln Binns 
Linc-Ace range of aluminium enclosures based on 
three standard extrusions with matching end- 
plates; suitable for p.c.bs from 40x55mm up to 
100x220. Sizes interlock with one another, enabl- 
ing enclosures to be racked together. Accessories 
include a bracket for power semiconductors which 
slots into the extrusion for heat -sinking. Prices are 
comparable to those of die-cast aluminium boxes. 

Olson 
Numerous types of steel enclosure, including low- 
cost two-part cases, wall -mounted boxes, small 
19in. rack units, drawer case units, consoles and 
keyboard cases. Finishes are textured acrylic or 
electrostatic powder epoxy. Non-standard types 
available by special order. 

Above: some 19 -inch units manufactured by Imhof. 

Schroff's Comptec case is avaala b'e with this transparent cover. 

Rainford Racks 
Several ranges of instrument cabinets, racks, cases, 
desk systems and accessories, including some 
special types. C65 r.f.i./e.m.i. shielding cabinets are 
quoted as giving up to 100dB of shielding over the 
range 10MHz to 1GHz. A range of e.m.p.-protected 
cabinets gives better than 80dB of protection at 
1GHz. The company offers in-house design and 
testing facilities. 

Rider Fenn & Ridgway 
Variety of 19in. racks and housings and frames, 
intended especially for telecommunications 
applications. Prototype and experimental work 
undertaken, including precision sheet metal work, 
production presswork and assembly, paint - 
spraying and certificated welding. 
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Having trouble containing yourself? 

Then why not 
BOX CLEVER 

with one of our 
STANDARD or CUSTOMISED 

BIMENCLOSURES 

Potting Boxes 
Instrument Cases 

Small ABS Desk Consoles 
Low Profile Keyboard Consoles 

Easy Access Hinged Lid Consoles 
Diecast and ABS Multi -Purpose Boxes 

Metal or Genuine Wood Panelled Consoles 

BIMCASES 
BIMBOXES 

BIMCONSOLES 
FOR PROFESSIONAL QUALITY 

AT REALISTIC PRICES 

DES 
INDUSTRIAL MOULDINGS LTD 

James Carter Road, Mildenhall, Suffolk, 1P28 7DE. 
Tel: Mildenhall (0638) 716101. Telex: 818758 

ENTER 49 ON REPLY CARD 

In 

RACKMOUNT CASES t 

Y.. 
19 -Self Assembly Rack Mounting Case vnth lift off Covers Front Panel 10 gauge, 
Brushed Anodised Aluminium, Case 18 gauge, Plated Steel with Removeable Rear 
& Side Panels. In 10 & 2U Types, a Subplate Chassis is Mounted to Bottom Cover. 

3U Type the Subplate is located on two Rails Mounted Between The Side Plates. 

1U (13/4) height, 230m depth £27.00 
2U (3'/2) height, 308m depth £32.00 
3U (5'14) height, 230m depth £39.00 
Width Behind Front Panel 437m (All Types). 

All Prices include Postage & V A.T. Cheques, Postal Orders Payable to - 

J- D. R. Sheetmetal, 131 Grenfell Road, Maidenhead, 
Berks. SL6 1EX. Maidenhead 29450. 

ENTER 51 ON REPLY CARD 

S.M.C. 16 
A series of Eurocards which together form a very powerful microcomputer. 
SMC 16 uses a 16 -bit databus memory expandable to 16 megabytes. 
SMC 32 uses a 32 -bit databus memory expandable to 4,096 megabytes. 

Board 
Description Kit Built only 
CPU 16 (12.5 mHz 68000 & optional numerical processor 83.95 99.95 18.95 

68881 co -processor for above board) 295.00 N/A N/A 
RAM 16 (1 megabyte dynamic RAM) 175.00 199.95 18.95 
ROM 16 (1 megabyte eprom) no emproms supplied 45.95 55.95 18.95 
I/O 16 (2 serial ports, 4 parallel ports) 69.95 85.95 18.95 
SBP (backplane 21 slot upgradeable to SMC 32 later) N/A 390.00 N/A 
PRO 16 (prototyping board for your own circuits) N/A N/A 18.95 
VMP 32 (68020, 68881, 68851 virtual memory processor) 995.00 28.95 
VMP 32 (available to order only, uses 16 or 32 bit databus) 
DSK 16 (floppy & hard disk interface board) 85.95 99.95 18.95 

Other boards planned include colour graphics, RTC, A/D, D/A, Speech in/out and video interfaces. 
Multi -tasking operating system available soon. 
Minimum system CPU 16, ROM 16 (can use static RAMs), I/O 16, SBP 16 complete systems 
supplied to order. 

S.M.C. Electronics, 
Unit 29, Portsmouth Enterprise Centre, 

Quartermaine Road, Portsmouth P03 50T. 
Tel No: 0705 478881 Telex No: 869455 Fax No: 673647 

Please add 70p P&P and 154 VAT- ry 

ENTER 73 ON REPLY CARD 

SAMPLE SELECTION TO 

ITSALL IN SHOW EV QUALITY & PRICE 

WAVECHANGE SWITCHES 

THE L 
Lorlin CK 1P/12W; 2P/6W; 3P/4W; 
4P/3W 

MINIATURE ATDT 68p;TOGGLES 1.05;62p 3PDT 2.30; Low 
Cost SPDT 50p; DPDT 68p; 3PDT 1.25. 

STANDARD TOGGLES 
ELECTHÖYA[WELow Cost: SPST 39p; DPDT 

STANDARD SCREW TERMINALS 49p 
15 amp, 8 different colours TP1 35p 

DIL SWITCHES 
Low cost 4 pole 52p; 8 pole 78p 

FREE ERG4pole 1.35;8 pole 2.06 
ERG C/O 4 pole 2,70; 8 pole 4.16 

SENSORS 
SBV566 Hall effect 4.49 

pressure 26.87 

56 PA G E KKPY12 SY1 O Posit onhallresure effect 29.51 4 32 
KTY10 Temperature sensor 1.58 

CATALOGUE 
opto 1.78 

stor ohms - K164 NTC 
17 values 
P2390PTCthermistor8 for overcurrent< 

238 

protection for discs 4mm to 
26mm dia. P.O.A. 

Write, phone or call for FERRITES 
... galore! See catalogue, send your enquiries! 

yours CRYSTALS 

WIDE RANGE OF 
1MHz, 3.6MHz, 4MHz 88p; 8MHz 1.00 

DIN 41612 CONNECTORS 
SIEMENS PRODUCTS 96 way plug 1.93; 96 way socket 2.73 

ICs, SEMICONDUCTORS, I 

ElectrolyCAPACticTORS in a huge range from small to large 

OPTOS CHOKES 

FREE POSTAGE & 
0.1µH to 33µH 33p; 47-680µH 36p 
1mH to4,7mH 39p 

DISCOUNTS, CWO PANEL METERS (51 x45mm) 
50µA, 100µA, 1 mA, 5mA, 10mA. 50mA, 

COMPONENTS GALORE! 100mA, 500mA, 1 amp. each4.25 

TWO SHOPS FOR Head Office and Mail Order: 
Road, EnglefieldGreen, 

PERSONAL CALLERS 
Phone: 0784 33603. Telex: 264475 

PROMPT DESPATCH NORTH 68e Lan, 
ACCESS OR Man cchester M191NA 

BARCLAYCARD Phone: 061-4324945 
SHOP HOURS 9 - 5.30; Sat 1.30 
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Cases and enclosures 

Reply 
card 

Alumin. Plastics Instr. Euro- Desk- Keyb'd Sealed/ Card 19" 
boxes boxes cases card top enclo. shielded frame rack 

Control Special 
panels types 

EWW400 
EWW401 
EWW402 
EW W403 
EWW404 
EW W405 
EWW406 
EW W407 
EWW408 
EWW409 
EWW410 
EWW411 
EWW412 
EWW413 
EWW414 
EWW415 
EWW416 
EW W417 
EWW418 
EWW419 
EWW420 
EWW421 
EWW422 
EWN423 
EWW424 
EWW425 
EW W426 

Alu sett 
Beechcraft 
Boss Ind. Mouldings 
Briticent Fiskars 
CCS 
Daturr 
Deftron 
Eldon 
Enclosure Technology 
Fischer-Metroplast 
Global Specialties 
Hectaphone 
Imhof 
IPK 
Klippon 
Lincoln-Binns 
J.D.R. Sheetmetal 
Olson 
Rainford Racks 
RFR 
Rittal 
Rose-Radiatron 
Schroff 
Sarei 
Vero 
West Hyde 
XIXIN 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. . 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 
. 

XIXIN's castor -mounted 
Labracks are built of alu- 
minium extrusions on a 
steel base. 

Rittal 
Extensive ranges of racks and consoles: Rittal 
claims to be the world's largest manufacturer of 
standard enclosure systems. The new VR series of 
IEC 297/2 racks, made in the company's Plymouth 
factory, is assembled and sprayed to order from 
standard components, giving short lead-times for 
what is almost a custom-built product. To satisfy 
demand from government users and high- 
technology concerns, Rittal have low-cost e.m.i.- 
r.f.i. shielded rack which in tests achieved attenua- 
tion greater than 100dB. Other products include 
open -frame laboratory racks, the Uniset series of 
card -frames and a variety of instrument cases. 

Rose-Radiatron 
Wide range of standard equipment housings in cast 
aluminium, polyester and polycarbonate. An arc - 
sprayed zinc coating process now available gives 
r.f.i. shielding for plastics housings; and for metal 
boxes, a new polyurethane sealing gasket is said to 
maintain protection even after repeated resealing. 
Among other services offered are drilling, tapping, 
milling, coating and enamelling. 

Sarei 
Extensive range of steel industrial enclosures in 
various sizes and styles, many designed for resist- 
ance to unfavourable environments. Other series of 
enclosures include control desks, aluminium encl- 
osures, 19in. racks and sub -racks. Plastics boxes 
are available in several styles and materials. These 
can also be supplied in r.f.i.-shielded versions 
through an aluminium sputtering process. 

Schroff 
Comprehensive ranges of modular housings for all 
types of electronics equipment: racks, sub -racks, 
industrial cabinets, r.f.i.-shielded enclosures, case 
systems, housings for v.d.u.s and microcomputer 
systems, desks and accessories. 

Vero 
Latest 103 -page catalogue embraces a very large 
range of enclosures of all sorts: 19in. cäses and rack 
systems; wall -mounted cases designed to resist 
adverse conditions; three types of v.d.u. housing; 
potting boxes; flip -top plastics cases for portable 
instruments; battery boxes; instrument cases with 
and without handles and other fittings; cases with 
an optional security fixing kit; moulded keyboard 
enclosures; modem cases; drawer cases; Eurocard 
systems; and much more. 

West Hyde 
Company's selection of enclosures is one of the 
widest in the UK: the 1986-87 catalogue details a 

range extending from miniature nylon or metal 
boxes to desk and computer cases, 19in. racks and 
associated hardware. Materials include aluminium, 
steel and glass -filled plastics. Among many recent 
introductions are the Europack VME card -frame; 
the Internorm range of 19in. rack cases, which won 
a design award at the Hanover fair; the Combicard 
system for Eurocard boards in a.b.s.; Palamos 
moulded enclosures for portable or bench -top 
instruments; and various panel accessories and 
fittings. The company claims to have particular 
expertise in the design and manufacture of card - 
frames, with a system which has MOD approval for 
use in environments subject to shock and vibra- 
tion. 

XIXIN 
Low-cost cardframe for 160mm and 200mm Euro- 
cards, supplied in kit form in standard 3U and 61.1 

sizes. Labracks range of floor -standing racking 
designed for all-round access to the installed 
equipment. Base units are made from 2mm steel 
pre -punched to allow many different configura- 
tions of racking to be added. Recent products 
include a range of stainless steel enclosures with 
seam -welded joints and electro -polished finish. 
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Practical Electronics Micro- 
processor Handbook, by Ray 
Coles. Newnes Technical Books, 
152 pages 188 x 245mm, soft 
covers, £13.50. Software and 
hardware details of 17 assorted 
devices from all the major fami- 
lies: four are single -chip proces- 
sors, six are 16 -bit and the rest 
eight -bit. Useful source of quick - 
reference data for the technician. 

Current Research in Britain: 
Physical Sciences. British Lib- 
rary, 1196 A4 -size pages, soft 
covers, £50 (by post from the 
British Library, Boston Spa, 
Wetherby, West Yorkshire LS23 
7BQ; a handling charge of £2.50 
is levied on overseas orders). 
This work is part of a four - 
volume set which replaces Re- 
search in British Universities, 
Polytechnics and Colleges 
(RBUPC). It lists some 60 000 
research projects now being car- 
ried out in over 300 centres. 
Indexing is by institution, de- 
partment, researcher, study area 
and keywords. Other volumes 
cover Biological Sciences (£50), 
Social Sciences (£38) and 
Humanities (£30); the complete 
set of four costs £ 150. 

Space Tech 86: proceedings of a 
conference held in Geneva in 
May 1986. Online International 
Ltd (Pinner Green House, Ash 
Hill Drive, Pinner, Middlesex 
HA5 2AE), 249 A-4 pages, soft 
covers, £65 including postage. 
Prospects for space stations and 
other developments in space 
technology assessed in some 20 
contributions by experts from 
around the world. The com- 
munications section includes 
John Everett of RSRE on paging 
by satellite; Karen Burt of British 
Aerospace on communications 
satellites of the future; NASA on 
lasers and electronically -hopped 
beam antennas for its Advanced 
Communications Technology 
Satellite; and contributors from 
the Hughes Corporation on 
satellite mobile communica- 
tions. A section on new opportu- 
nities in space technology ex- 
amines robotics and the use of 
expert systems. 

CAD International Directory 
1986, compiled by staff of the 
journal Computer Aided Design. 
Butterworth, 303 pages, hard 
covers, £30. Survey of products 
and services available in the fast - 

[BOOKS 
developing field of c.a.d. Exten- 
sive directory sections give de- 
tails of c.a.d. software and hard- 
ware, consultancies, bureau ser- 
vices, organizations and training 
centres. Information contri- 
buted by the companies them- 
selves through questionnaires is 
set out in a standard format to 
allow easy comparison. Intro- 
ductory articles include a glos- 
sary of c.a.d. terms, a review of 
developments in computer -aided 
engineering and a look at trends 
in workstations. 

Integrated Circuits and Microp- 
rocessors by R.C. Holland (West 
Glamorgan Institute of Higher 
Education). Pergamon Press, 
200 pages. Soft covers, £9.50; 
hard covers, £19.50. Text for 
students, designed to support 
the electronic and microcompu- 
ter sections of courses in electro- 
nic engineering. Examines the 
i.c. buildings blocks of modern 
circuits, digital and analogue, 
with exercises and case studies 

Digital Electronics: a computer - 
aided course (for secondary 
schools, ITECs etc.). Unit 1: Cod- 
ing Information, by R.A. Sparkes 
(University of Stirling). Booklet 
(23 pages) and disc for BBC 
Microcomputer, Addison Wesley 
Publishers, £14.95 + v.a.t. Ana- 
logue quantities, digital data and 
the principles of combining the 
two are introduced by the book- 
let with the help of many dia- 
grams and self -assessment ques- 
tions. But the software fails to 
reach the same standard of pre- 
sentation and interest value. In- 
stead of expanding and develop- 
ing the themes in the printed 
text, the four programs on the 
disc (in all, a bare 12K of Basic) 
are no more than brief illustra- 
tions of a few of the teaching 
points. 

Secondary Science Micro - 
technology: BBC Soft, produced 
in association with the Mic- 
roelectronics Education Prog- 
ramme. Cassette for the BBC 
Microcomputer, transferrable to 

and a glossary. An appendix re- 
produces data on the t.t.l. range 
of i.cs (with the same misprint 
repeated 21 times on its page 
headings: an apt warning of the 
hazards of leaving things to 
machines). 

Old Telephones by Andrew 
Emmerson. Shire Publications 
Ltd (Shire Album 161), 32 pages, 
soft cover, £1.25. Enjoyable 
glance back at nearly a century of 
wired communications in Bri- 
tain. In his text and through the 
many illustrations, the author 
describes not only the instru- 
ments but the whole telephone 
system and the way it worked. 
Tip for nostalgia buffs: ancient 
telephones can still be found 
decomposing peacefully at the 
end of private wires in places 
such as electricity sub -stations 
and other public utilities. 

Signal Processor Based Modems 
Interface Guide. Rockwell Inter- 
national Corporation Semicon- 
ductor Products Division, De - 

SOFTWARE 
disc, £8.25. An Ohm's Law tutor, 
logic tutors (very taxing), flip- 
flop tutor, servo simulation and a 
simple circuit -diagram drawing 
utility, intended for A -level and 
CSE students. Well -designed 
software, interesting to use and a 
bargain at the price. Unfortu- 
nately, the software protection 
(unusual in a BBC title) prevents 
it from running on the Master 
computer or even on the Model B 

when fitted with a non-standard 
DFS. 
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PenFriend: word -processor uti- 
lities in rom for the BBC Micro. 
Word Processing (0902-788207), 
P.O. Box 67, Wolverhampton, 

cember 1985, order number 685. 
Thick A4 -size loose-leaf volume 
containing data and extensive 
application notes on the com- 
pany's modem devices, cards and 
other products. 

Microwave Field -Effect Transis- 
tors: Theory, Design and Ap- 
plications, by Raymond S. 
Pengelly, second edition. Re- 
search Studies Press, John Wiley 
and Sons, 636 pages, hard covers 
£62.80. Comprehensive intro- 
duction to the theory and prac- 
tice of microwave fets, gallium 
arsenide devices especially. Sec- 
tions deal with device theory for 
small -signal and power devices, 
fabrication techniques, amplifier 
design, mixers, oscillators and 
integrated circuits. An especially 
interesting chapter examines a 
variety of novel fet circuits, 
among which are r.f. switches, 
phase -shifters, frequency discri- 
minators, an osciplier, pulse 
multipliers and integrated 
optoelectronic circuits. 

West Midlands; £14.95 inclusive. 
For users of the popular Word - 
wise Plus word -processor, this 
rom provides page -formatting, 
filing and other features through 
convenient drop -down menus. 
Suitable for both Model B and 
Master 128 computers, though it 
will not work across the Tube. A 

customization service is avail- 
able. 

Text -to -speech rom for BBC 
Microcomputer: Computer Con- 
cepts (0442-63933), £39.90 
together with the comple- 
mentary Speech Rom, or £11.50 
as an upgrade to it. Enables the 
computer to speak almost any 
information you can get into or 
out of it: keyboard or RS423 
input, printer output, disc files, 
text on the screen or blocks of 
hex data in memory. The arti- 
culation lacks legato and words 
can be hard to grasp at first 
hearing; but, among other ap- 
plications, the package could be 
a wonderful help for the visually - 
handicapped computer user. 
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Two-dimensional Fourier 
transforms 

As far as we know this is the only implementation of 
multidimensional signal processing concepts on a 

microcomputer of BBC proportions. 

ppending the discussion on computing 
Fourier transforms, this article de- 
scribes a means for the transforma- 

tion of two-dimensional data for the BBC 
microcomputer, based on the FFT imple- 
mentation detailed in the June and July 
issues of this journal. Applications relate 
extensively to image processing and to 2D 
systems frequency domain analysis. 

To process multidimensional signals us- 
ing the Fourier transform, the general inter- 
pretation of the classical equations express- 
ing it has to be modified somewhat. Consider 
the substitution of a spatial variable, x in 
place of t, and the substitution of a spatial 
frequency variable, u in place of f. In the 
expression for the continuous complete fre- 
quency spectrum (equations 1&2). The pers- 
pective of the analysis is altered from a signal 
varying in time to a signal varying in space. 
An image is an example of a two-dimensional 
function which varies in the planes of two 
spatial variables: its continuous Fourier 
transform is obtained by evaluating equation 
3. 

WEYSEL OMER 

DISCRETE TRANSFORMS 

The image g(x,y) is a function whose instan- 
taneous amplitude is related to the bright- 
ness at the point x,y as on a monochrome 

Y 
g x,y) 

07 77 

02 

01 

00 70 

X 

Fig.1. Representation of a digital image in 
matrix form with each picture element 
defined as a coordinate in the matrix. 

display. For all but the very simplest of 
images (e.g. a white square on black back- 
ground), the solution of equation 3 is im- 
possible. As in the case with the one- 
dimensional Fourier transform, the func- 
tion can be sampled and quantized at dis- 
crete values of x and y (as shown in Fig.1 for 
N=8), and a general discrete form equation 
3 applied - the two-dimensional discrete 
Fourier transform (2DFT), equation 4. It can 
easily be shown that it decomposes into two 
successive applications of 1DFTs as equa- 
tions 5 & 6. Hence, the solution of the 
discrete form (4) first requires the computa- 
tion of G(u,y) corresponding to the 1DFTs of 
N rows in the image, g(x,y). The overall 
results are obtained from the solution of 
equation 5 i.e. the DFTs of the columns of 
G(u,y). 

IMPLEMENTATION 

The FFT alogrithm was incorporated to 
compute equations 5 & 6 for N=128 i.e. an 
image of 128 by 128 picture elements. The 
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1 A 

_ _ 

Two-dimensional Fourier transformations obtain the spectral content of image scenes. Transformations of simple shapes shown in 

psuedo-colour form give the grey -scale effect shown when viewed on a black and white monitor. 

form of g(x,y) was that of a binary image 
(black and white only), placed in a defined 
window in the BBC mode 4 screen. Row 
transforms are computed and the results 
stored in a file on disc. Due to inherent data 
transfer problems in obtaining column ele- 
ments on disc -based systems, it is necessary 

626 

749F 

Input imcge 
window 

7FFF 

Fig.2. Boundaries of the window within 
which an input image must be positioned 
in the BBC mode 4 screen memory. 

to transpose the matrix corresponding to 
G(u,y) so that the file is stored columnwise. 
Results of the DFTs of the columns (using 
the FFT) are then stored back in the original 
files as G(u,v). 

The form of the 2D results are complex 
and therefore a choice of representations is 

V(w2) 

Regions 

High pass Low pass Band pass 

UIw1) 

Fig.3. Low-pass, high-pass and bandpass 
regions in a frequency domain transforma- 
tion, with the mean brightness level of the 
original image given by the amplitude for 
the central (d.c.) component. 

available. This implementation uses the 
energy function, defined as 

E(u,v)=Re2(u,v)+ Im2(u,v). 

This is computed for each row of G(u,v) and 
stored in the same disc file as E(u,v). To 
analyse visually the 2D Fourier transform 
results which appear themselves as 3D, the 
mode 2 colour screen of the BBC was 

utilised. A window of 128 by 128 colour 
elements allows the representation of E(u,v) 
as a 'plan view', where each element corres- 
ponds to a frequency harmonic whose ampli- 
tude is colour coded. The code is chosen so 

that the relative amplitudes appear on a grey 
scale when viewed on a monochrome dis- 
play: highest amplitudes appear white, 
lowest black, and mid values, a relative grey. 
Examples of -transformed images are shown. 

USING THE ROUTINE 

Firstly, the input routine to the program 
presented was arranged to process binary 
(mode 4) images: significant alterations 
would be necessary to transform grey -scaled 
images. The routine, although written en- 
tirely in machine language, executes in 
around 45 minutes and necessitates a disc 
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LISTING ell»i:isnueir.a1riieaY1A7/0.[YIU04911111.`MI:IIAV. 

10 MODE 4 

20 FOR I=& 
:!(I+4)=&8080 

30 FOR I=& 
I(I+4)=&01010 

40 FOR I=& 
50 FOR I=& 

62E0 TO &7 
8080:NEXT 
6258 TO &7 
101:NEXT 
7660 TO &7 
6127 TO &6 

6D7 STEP &140:!I=&80808080 

657 STEP&140:!I=&01010101: 

6DF STEP8:?I=255:NEXT 
1A6 STEP8:?I=255:NEXT 

arrangement able to accommodate a 128K 
data file. 

The 2DFT is loaded with 'LOAD F" which is 
an assembled 4K object file which must be 
loaded prior to each image transformation. 
The following should then be carried out to 
perform a transform. 

Initialize the mode 4 screen and establish 
a binary image (by a high-level language 
program or via a vision system) within the 
bounds of the spatial domain window de- 
fined in Fig.2. The listing above generates a 
frame defining the window and if the image 
is software generated, the relevant program 
steps could be included in the same 
program. 

Load (formatted) disc capable of holding a 
file of 128K. 'FFT.DAT' as this is the generated 
transform filename and would thus over- 
write previously stored data. It follows that 
the results of only one transform can be 
stored on one disc. 

Begin transformation by typing CALL,&1c3E 

After approximately 45 minutes, a file con- 
taining the 21) Fourier coefficients has been 
created. The colour encoding display routine 
executes automatically, plotting a white 
screen since threshold registers are initally 
cleared. These may be set using a program as 
follows: 

10 !&2200=150000000 
20 !&2204= 10000000 
30 !&2208= 1000000 
40 !&220C=100000 
50 !&2210=55000 
60 !&2214=8000 
70 !&2218=300 

This may be saved on the same disc as the 
image transform file. The levels, which 
initiate amplitudes of the grey -level scaling, 
may be varied appropriately to obtain the 
required colour definition in the frequency 
domain image. After execution of the above 
threshold initialisation, the display routine 
may be called with CALL &ICCA. 

The register contents may be altered and 
the display routine executed until a satisfac- 
tory result is obtained whereupon the fre- 
quency domain image may be screen - 
dumped or saved on disc. 

APPLICATION 

The interpretation of transforms in terms of 
the 21:1 frequency spectrum is given in Fig.3. 
The presence of sharp points or corners in 
the input image manifests itself as signifi- 
cant high frequency components in the 
Fourier domain. Any periodicity which may 
not be discernible in the original image, is 
easily detected once transformed. Statistics 
relating to an image may also be readily 
obtained, i.e. average intensity. Removal of 

blurring in an image of enhancement of 
certain features may be achieved via filtering 
and reconstruction using the inverse trans- 
form. Current uses of 2DFTs are in such 
areas as Landsat image analysis, magnetic 
resonance imaging, Fourier optics and filter 
design. However, real-time image analysis 
(pattern recognition) for use in such applica- 
tions as robotic vision systems is served by 
11) transforms on edge -detected boundaries 
of objects in view. Such classification is 
obtained by the use of Fourier descriptors 
and Hough transforms (see Pratt) besides 
others. 

Equations 
The equation 

G(f)= f g(t). exp (-j2irft)dt 

obtains the continuous complex frequency spec- 
trum G(f) from the time function g(t). Substitute 
spatial variable x in place oft and u in place of f: 

G(u)= f g(x). exp (-j2'rrfx)dx (2) 

(1) 

For a two-dimensional function the continuous 
Fourier transform is obtained by evaluating 

G(u,v)= f f g(x,y). exp l(-j2Tr(ux+vy)]dx dy (3) 

The general discrete form of (3) is 

N-1 N 

G(u,v)=/, g(x,y). exp[-j2Tr(ux+vy)/N] (4) 
x-Ily-11 

where u,v=0,1,2... N-1, which decomposes 
into 

Nl 
G(u,v)=11 G(u,y). exp 1-j2Trvy/N) (5) 

Ny-u 

and 

G(u,y)=N[1N1N,g(x,y).exp(-j2-rrux/N)1 (6) 

Further reading 
Digital Image Processing, by R.C. Gonzalez and P. 
Wintz, Addison-Wesley. 
Digital Image Processing, by W.K. Pratt, Wiley. 
Multidimensional Digital Signal Processing, by 
D.E. Dudgeon and R.M. Mersereau. Prentice Hall. 
Digital Signal Processing, edited by N.B. 
Jones,Peter Peregrinus. 

Weysel Orner graduated from Brighton 
Polytechnic earlier this year and is engaged 
on a PhD programme in the 'engineering 
applied to medicine' group at Imperial Col- 
lege, London University. This article, along 
with his previous ones in the June, July 1986 
issues, constitutes part of his final year 
undergraduate project supervised by 
CraemeAwcock. 
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NEXT 
MONTH 
Connectors 
We look at the sea of connectors that are 
used to connect printed circuit boards to 
each other, to backplanes, to flat cables 
and to the outside world. 

Television standards 
conversion 
A review of the evolution of standards 
conversion over several decades, from 
optical methods, through analogue 
signal processing, to the techniques 
using digital signal processing. 

Hadamard versus 
Fourier 
The fast Hadamard transform offers a 
considerable increase in speed over the 
fast Fourier transform, is simpler and is 
claimed to be more suitable for use with 
microprocessors. 

Pioneers of electrical 
communication 
The first series of articles 
on great figures in the history of 
communications, starting with Stephen 
Cray, who discovered electrical 
conduction in the 18th century. 

A.f. distortion analyser 
A novel type of filter affords suppression 
of fundamental to 0.1% but, being 
without interdependent tuning controls, 
is much simpler to use. 

Mobile police radio 
The chief engineer of the Lancaster 
Constabulary radio branch looks at the 
use of mobile radio in the Force. 

ON SALE 
DECEMBER 17 
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ADVERTISEMENT 

DATABANK 

CARSTON 
ELECTRONICS 

We sell a wide range of 'second user 
computer equipment, microcomputers, 
computer terminals, peripherals and de- 

velopment systems. 
We also sell test equipment - all fully 

guaranteed. 
We buy good quality under utilised 

equipment. 

ENTER 29 ON REPLY CARD 

FLIGHT 
ELECTRONICS 

LTD Flight Electronics are a leading supplier 
of specialist equipment to teach the prin- 
ciples of Microprocessors and Micro- 
electronics at all levels. 

We now offer a full range of laboratory 
test equipment including oscilloscopes. 
bench power supplies, function gen- 

erators ... all exceptionally good value! 

New products include the FLIGHT - 
68K, a complete training system for the 
Motorla 68000 Microprocessor. 

We have also extended our popular 
range of digital and analogue trainers and 

included a comprehensive Digital Elec- 
tronics 'Self -teach' package. 

ENTER 34 ON REPLY CARD 

Olson Electronics Ltd, a leading manu- 
facturer in the field of mains distribution 
panels of every shape and size to suit a 

variety of needs. In the workshop, lab- 

oratory, office or at home. All panels 
manufactured to the highest standards of 
safety and quality. BRITISH sockets, 
AMERICAN sockets, FRENCH sockets, 

GERMAN sockets, IEC/CEE 22.6amp 
sockets, ELCB units, FILTERED units. 

OLSON 
ELECTRONICS 

LTD 

SUN Q4TA Jt;MI.: 

ENTER 35 ON REPLY CARD 

CARSTON 
ELECTRONICS 

Used Tent Equipment 

Stock Litt 
Autumn 1986 

01-943 4477 

We sell all types of test equipment from 
the simplest to the most sophisticated and 

specialised. 
All of the high quality second user 

equipment we supply is fully calibrated 
and meets the manufacturers original 
specification. All equipment is fully 
guaranteed. 

We also buy good quality under utilised 
equipment. 

DARTINGTON 
FREQUENCY 
STANDARDS Dartington Frequency Standards sell 

their low-cost precision Quartzlock 2A 

off -air frequency standard to improve 
measurement certainty and enable in- 
house calibrating of frequency meters. 
timers, counters, signal generatcrs and 

synthesisers. Model 2A features 1 and 

10MHz outputs for checking accuracy to 
1 part in 101' (109 short term), present 
and future Droitwich standard signals are 

used. Negligable phase change and jitter. 
with no ageing, no drift and no tempco, 
ensure confidence. 2A is self-contained 
with ferrite aerial. Price is held until the 

end of 1986. 

ENTER 32 ON REPLY CARD 

WEST HYDE 

The largest West Hyde catalogue is now 
available with details of the largest and 

most comprehensive range of enclosures 
and accessories in Europe. It contains 
over 100 pages describing everything 
from 19" equipment to small, general 
purpose cases as well as handles knobs, 
opto -electronic components and panel - 
ware. 

This editionlincludes many new items 
and important additions to existing pop- 
ular product ranges. 

ENTER 36 ON REPLY CARD 

ADVANCE 
BRYANS 

INSTRUMENTS 

owdb.=ovtd, 
os-b2ou,ms 

20MNx Reed rn,e 
2 Mtl, Siw<ge 

Advance Bryans brings you the best of all 
worlds in oscilloscope operation! The 

DS -1520 series has a 20MHz bandwidth 
for normal dual -channel real time appli- 
catons, as well as an advanced 2MHz 
digital storage specification. The many 
sophisticated technical features - some 

unique - result in outstanding perfor- 
mance and versatility for an instriment 
in its price range. 

Four versions are available giving hard 
copy output to Advance Bryans XY re- 

corders or digital plotters as appropriate. 

ENTER 38 ON REPLY CARD 

The third edition of the STEbus Product 
Guide, containing details of over 600 
STE -compatible products frorr 30+ 
manufacturers. Nearly all of these pro- 
ducts can be obtained from a single 
source - DEAN MICROSYSTEMS! We are 

in the unique position of being the 'One 
Number Source' for STE and as such are 

able to advise on the most appropriate 
board solution for your application. 

DEAN 
MICROSYSTEMS 

IEEE X000 

ENTER 28 ON REPLY CARD ENTER 37 ON REPLY CARD 
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Hands-on engineers 
A plea for a return to basic thinking and to career 

engineering in the UK. 

nyone following the depressing re- 
ports and comments on the British 
economy, specifically as seen in 

ritish engineering as a whole, 
might well be forgiven for thinking that the 
country had moved out of modern technolo- 
gy altogether. 

Thus in an article with a strong software 
bias it is suggested that British industry is so 
far behind its competitors in the application 
of robotics and computer -based techniques 
generally that it has very little real future 
left. 

Even R&D is not immune. The United 
Kingdom is quoted as having "...just about 
the worst performance (record) in research 
and development compared with out com- 
petitors in the Western world."* 

Clearly, these are extreme views and do 
not represent the full picture but, equally 
clearly, there is some foundation for them 
(one has only to look at the trade figures to 
see something of this). Also, it has to be 
admitted that it is only recently that counter 
arguments have started to appear in print, 
while a further admission is that much of the 
information has to be inferred (is indirect). 

Nevertheless, it is in these recent utter- 
ances that a major element in the rebuttal 
lies, viz. education, where 'education' is used 
in its widest sense, extending from primary 
schooling to high-level apprenticeship and 
beyond. It is in this connection that the term 
'hands-on experience' takes on a special 
significance in being used, in effect, as the 
subject heading for examination of the ways 
in which suitable candidates could be 
attracted into engineering as a profession. 

The consequent implication is that there 
is a requirement for more engineers to be 
brought into the profession which, in turn, 
means that there are organizations in the UK 
who continue to see a future for engineering 
in this country, and furthermore would 
appear to be carrying out future planning on 
this basis. Much the same conclusions are 
reached in an article 'A scarcity of young 
talent stunts hi -tech expansion' (Edward 
Fennell, Daily Telegraph, June 17, 1986). 

Taken in the light of the opening exam- 
ples, the climate has indeed changed; and 
the stage has been reached where 'next steps' 
should be considered. 

Briefly, the introduction of the term 
* Lord Gregson, president of the Parliamentary 
and Scientific Committee. Daily Telegraph, July 5, 
1986. 

R.E. YOUNG 

'hand -on' means that, contrary to the con- 
ventional management approach, the think- 
ing now is that engineers should have had 
lengthy shop-floor experience with working 
plant and equipment. To gauge the extent of 
this requirement for experience, it is not out 
of place to consider the procedure adopted 
by the medical profession, where an initial 
'bedside' period of seven years is undertaken 
by everybody, including those intending to 
become specialists, and for the latter is 
followed by a further seven year's training. 
There is a parallel here and the salient point 
emerges that the building -up of a managing 
engineer's career demands that at least the 
classical seven years should be spent under 
apprenticeship conditions; and that this 
should be made completely clear in the 
process of attracting engineers into the 
profession. 

This leads to the question of the image of 
engineering presented to the outside world. 
It has become apparent that there is a need 
for the presentation of the case for British 
Engineering, with its image having virtually 
disappeared as the result largely of the 
emergence of the generic term high techno- 
logy. This disappearance can be seen to have 
been inevitable, and coincided with the 
spread of the computer. It all forms part of a 
general picture where it is accepted by many 
(quite understandably) that technical life 
has become so complicated that no single 
individual, or even group, can possibly com- 
prehend or manage a modern large-scale 
technological project. This is, in effect, the 
acceptance of the principle of subordination 
to the specialist; and, in practical terms, to 
the establishment of watertight - 
compartment -type organizations with all 
their attendant disadvantages. 

Not everybody will agree with this 
reading of the position, but with all 

deference, it is suggested that much of the 
air can be cleared by defining 'high- 
technology' as 'advanced engineering 
permeated by electronics' which in relation 
to the British case means that the UK has 
been 'in' high technology from the begin- 
ning and does not have to catch up from an 
impossible starting point. Extending the 
definition to 'advanced system engineering 
permeated by electronics' shows that Britain 
has not onlÿ had a high-technology presence 
for so long but has been in the lead in many 

of the major system advances such as in 
computer -based process, power generation 
and control. 

Thus, even from this brief outline, it 
becomes apparent that the experience and 
technical ability available in the United 
Kingdom are still more than sufficient for an 
international -scale contribution to be made. 
This view can be reinforced by pointing out 
that the British power to invent is still 
regarded as unequalled. The importance of 
this power of invention lies in two main 
areas in the present context: the strength 
offered to project work by the adaptability 
and flexibility of thinking that comes with 
invention, and the ability to produce sub - 
and minor inventions which are so vital to 
development in an R&D programme. That 
this represents only one element in such a 
programme highlights the need for under- 
standing (in the full sense of the word) 
coordination and direction of the whole 
project, that is, it brings out the magnitude 
of the task awaiting the managing engineer 
concerned. 

This can be given form by using 
illustrations expressed in working 

language of some of the key principles 
involved. One outstanding issue arises with 
the need to make the maximum use of past 
experience in a new project and its conflict 
with the unknowns of the new. With a 
sufficient spread of experience and know- 
ledge it is possible to decide when to analo- 
gize and when to start up new research; but 
this does demand informed technical judge- 
ment of a high order. In much the same vein, 
but at a somewhat different level, comes the 
need to determine when to go to the compu- 
ter and when to use a pencil and the back of 
an envelope. (This is not original; although 
stemming from experience, it has appeared 
in print in serious discussion.) 

Another aspect which should be brought 
in here is that references are beginning to 
return to "The computer being only as good 
as the information fed into it" - computer 
cognoscenti have a less elegant way of 
putting it. 

The magnitude of the task awaiting the 
managing engineer at the head of a project 
has already been stressed. This can be taken 
further in stating that one of his main 
concerns is to ensure that the masses of data 

continued on page 50 
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Development of the caesium clock as a practical instrument led in 1971 to an 
experiment to verify Einstein's prediction of the "dilation of time", and its 

successful outcome helped to clarify certain aspects of interpretation in 
relativity theory. But a question remains: one prediction by Einstein 

concerning the relative rates of polar and equatorial clocks - has not been 
borne out in practice. It seems that the explanation which was originally put 
forward to account for this failure itself contains a flaw, so that the topic now 

requires a further round of attention from physicists and philosophers. 

"If you want to know the 
time..." 

The clocks -around -the -world experiment of 1971 finally 
confirmed the "dilation of time" of relativity theory - or did it? 

W.A. SCOTT MURRAY 

Ever since that statement was first 
published, in the famous paper which 
launched Einstein's special theory of 

relativity, scientific opinion has remained 
divided as to whether its burden was either 
meaningful or true. Among those who have 
questioned it may be cited Lord Rutherford 
(who said in jest that Anglo-Saxons had too 
much sense to understand it), Herbert 
Dingle2 (himself a well-known supporter of 
the theory, turned renegade), and Louis 
Essen3 (a world-renowned authority on the 
practical definition and measurement of 
time). Among those who have accepted it 
without question must be listed every con- 
vinced Relativist, past and present, bar none. 
Such overwhelming preponderance of 
talented opinion in its favour could not be 
gainsaid, were it not that the 
statement seems to contradict a 

premise of Einstein's own theory 
- the Principle of Relativity. 
Theory suggests that the clock 
on the equator may equally well 
be taken to be the clock "at rest", 
so that the polar clock must run 
slower than the equatorial clock 
by exactly the same amount. 

This is one of several critic- 
isms of relativity theory about 
which argument has persisted 
for some eighty years, and with 
good reason. Defence of the 
statement has taken on many 
forms: that Einstein was speak- 
ing figuratively and did not in- 
tend what he had written down 
so clearly in that paper to be interpreted in a 

literal sense; or that Einstein's result was 
correct but for the wrong reason, in that the 
example he gave referred to a rotating earth 
and hence required the general theory of 
relativity for its proper explanation; or, 
circularly, that since every physical test 
performed to date has confirmed the truth of 
the Special Relativity theory this example 
must also be true, and if we find it illogical - 
a "paradox" - it must be because we have 
failed to understand the theory properly: 
"Only paranoics question Relativity"! 

66 

It will also be claimed by cognoscenti that 
Einstein's statement has been proved by 
direct experimental measurement. Let us 
therefore examine the basis of that claim in 
detail. 

HAFELE AND KEATINGS 
EXPERIMENT 

By the year 1971 the new caesium -beam 
'atomic' clock (our modern international 
standard of time) had been sufficiently de- 
veloped to be called 'portable', to the extent 
that it could maintain an intrinsic accuracy 
of a few nanoseconds per day in the environ- 
ment of a jet airliner. Accordingly, J.C. 
Hafele of the Washington University at St 
Louis, Missouri and Richard E. Keating of 

... If one of two synchronous clocks at 
A is moved in a closed curve with 
constant velocity v until it returns to A, 
the journey lasting t seconds, then by 
the clock which has remained at rest the 
travelled clock on its arrival at A will be 
'/2tv2/c2 seconds slow. Thence we con- 
clude that a balance -clock at the equator 
must go more slowly by a very small 
amount than a precisely similar clock 
situated at one of the poles under 
otherwise identical conditions." 

Albert Einstein, 1905' 
the US Naval Observatory in Washington, 
DC co-operated in an experiments designed 
to measure the timekeeping performance of 
travelling clocks, in a direct observation of 
Einstein's "dilation of time". 

A standard mean time was maintained on 
the ground at the observatory; four caesium 
clocks circumnavigated the world, first to 
the eastward and then to the westward. 
Having allowed for times spent on the 
ground, for courses and speeds actually 
flown, and for the effects of the change of the 
gravitational potential with altitude (in 

accord with the general relativity theory), 
the experimenters calculated that the west- 
bound clocks should show a net gain of time, 
relative to the "fixed" time standard in 
Washington, of about 250 to 300 ns over the 
whole trip. By contrast, due to the approxi- 
mate balancing of the two effects (motion 
and gravitation), the eastbound clocks 
should just about break even on completion. 
That was their theoretical prediction and, 
within the accuracy of their estimations of 
flight path, it was what they actually 
observed. 

In the face of what seemed to them a 
magnificently clear-cut demonstration of 
the correctness of both of the relativity 
theories, it was difficult for the relativists to 
understand why the Hafele-Keating result 

did not immediately convince all 
scientists once -and -for -all of the 
truth of the relatively concept. 
But between the scepticism of 
the physicists on the one hand 
and the condescension of the 
mathematicians on the other, 
conditions for even discussing 
such difficult ideas have always 
been far from ideal. 

The dissent of the non - 
relativists in this case might 
perhaps be put into words as 
follows: 
According to Einstein's special 
theory the Principle of Relativity 
is paramount; that is, every 
observer in uniform motion is 
equally entitled to declare that 

his own local environmental system is at 
rest. In what way, then, do the clocks at the 
US Naval Observatory differ from those in 
the aircraft? If the westbound aircraft is 
moving westward at velocity v relative to the 
observatory, then so also is the observatory 
moving eastward at velocity v relative to that 
aircraft. Surely this must mean that each 
clock must run more slowly than the other- 
the well-known paradox? 

What you have declared in your calcula- 
tions is that because of the rotation of the 
earth your eastbound clock is travelling 
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fastest, at velocity (lr + u, the Naval 
Observatory is slower, at velocity v = Or, 
and the' westbound clock is slower still, at 
velocity fir - u. * From this you claim to 
deduce, by Einstein's theories, that the 
eastbound clock will run slower than the 
observatory clock, while the westbond clock 
will run faster. But measured relative to the 
observatory the aircraft's speeds are the 
same, so that the proportional slowing of 
their clocks should also be the same, namely 
St1t = -%u'/c?: differential time loss is 
zero. 

By assigning different absolute speeds to 
the two aircraft, as you have done, you have 
allowed one particular reference frame (that 
is, the frame which is at rest relative to the 
geocentre) to be preferred for this purpose 
over, for example, that of the Naval Observa- 
tory. If your experimental result agrees with 
your assumption of the existence of this 
preferred standard of rest - and it seems that 
it has done so - then it must deny Einstein's 
first postulate, the Principle of Relativity. 

Far from demonstrating support for Ein- 
stein's theory therefore, as you intended it 
should, your experiment has in fact served to 
disprove its premise and hence the theory 
itself. 

The experimenters had foreseen that par- 
ticular criticism, and had taken care to 
forestall it by inserting the following sent- 
ences into their experimental report 5: 

"Because the earth rotates, standard clocks 
distributed at rest on the surface are not 
suitable in this case as candidates for coor- 
diante clocks of an inertial space. Neverthe- 
less, the relative timekeeping behaviour of 
terrestrial clocks can be evaluated by reference 
to hypothetical coordinate clocks of an under- 
lying nonrotating (inertial) space." 

-and again, as a footnote6 

"It is important to emphasise that special 
relativity purports to describe certain physical 
phenomena only relative to (or from the point 
of view of) inertial reference systems, and the 
speed of a clock relative to one of these systems 
determines its timekeeping behaviour (G. 
Builder, 1958)." 

Although couched in esoteric, 'relativis- 
tic' jargon, what is being said here is ex- 
tremely important because it proposes a 
re -interpretation of one aspect of special 
relativity which it suggests has been univer- 
sally misunderstood. Paraphrased, it says 
that an observer must be "at rest relative to 
an inertial frame of reference" (i.e. un - 
accelerated himself) if the explanations of 
the physical observations are to be meaning- 
ful; but not such restriction applies to the 
phenomenon being observed - which might 
legitimately be an electron orbiting inside a 
hydrogen atom at about 1015 revolutions per 
second, or a muon travelling at over 99% of 
the speed of light and under enormous 
centripetal acceleration in a storage ring at 
CERN,' or a clock airborne in a Boeing 707. 
And there is no need for any second "obser- 
ver" to be involved: this Relativity is not 
reciprocal. 

By these criteria the relativistic equations 

*12 is earth's angular velocity, r is earth's radius, and u is 
speed of the aircraft over the earth's surface, assumed to 
be along the equator in this example: 12 = 465.1 mis u 
220 m/s. 

(the Lorentz transformations) do not re- 
quire that there should be any symmetry 
between an observer's laboratory clock and 
the clocks of the muons that he may be 
examining. Reciprocity of time -keeping is to 
apply only between observers both of whom 
are moving inertially, and one of the three 
observers in Hafele and Keating's experi- 
ment was truly inertial. It seems to be 
inertial motion, not relative motion, that is 
now important. It is easily shown by this 
argument that any other `inertial observer' - 
one situated above the north pole, say 
moving axially away from the earth at a 
constant, inertial velocity - will observe 
exactly the same time differences between 
the experimental clocks as would an obser- 
ver who was "stationary" at the pole itself or, 
hypothetically, at the geocentre. But an 
earthbound observer, it seems, will see 
something different. 

In summary, any technician who tries to 

compare the rates of clocks at the US Naval 
Observatory, Washington, DC with others at 
the Royal Greewich Observatory, Herst- 
monceux, or for that matter at the National 
Physical Laboratory in Teddington, is going 
to get a wrong answer. 

FURTHER DISCUSSION: 
SOME CONSEQUENCES 

The Hafele-Keating-Builder argument pro- 
vides an answer to Dingle's 1967 questions, 
which until now has gone unanswered. 
Dingle had quoted Einstein's statement (at 
the head of this article) and asked: "What 
entitled Einstein to conclude from his /spe- 
cial relativity] theory that the equatorial, 
and not the polar, clock worked the more 
slowly?" The answer, it now seems, is that it 
is only the 'fixed' (inertial) observer - at the 
pole - who is entitled to hold a valid opinion 

HAFELE-KEATING-BUILDER RULES OF RELATIVITY 

0 Estimates and observations of the behaviour of time as measured by clocks are valid only 
when referred to some real or hypothetical inertial (unaccelerated) frame of reference. 

Clock readings estimated or observed from different inertial reference frames will differ 
as between each other, but all will be equally valid ('relativity of simultaniety'). 
C) If v is the velocity of any clock relative to any inertial reference frame K, then the rate of that 
clock as observed from K will be et= -1/2v2/c2. 
O The rate of any clock depends directly upon the gravitational potential at the location of the 
clock. 
011 V is the difference between the gravitational potentials at the locations of any clock and 
any reference point Q. then the rate of that clock as observed from Q will be t/t= 
O No restriction of any kind is placed on the motion of the clock whose behaviour is being 
observed; and in particular the acceleration of an ideal clock, whether caused by graviational 
or local mechanical forces, has no effect on its timekeeping behaviour. 

The effects of relative velocity (v) and relative gravitational potential (V) on timekeeping 
are simply additive. If either or both of V and v should vary during the observing period their 
overall effects on timekeeping are to be obtained by integration. 
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about the physical fact of the relative rates of 
the clocks. Any observer whose state is not 
`inertial' within a necessary degree of preci- 
sion must automatically come to some 
erroneous conclusion. It would seem that 
the earlier argument, that the rotating earth 
is not an "inertial reference system" within 
the restrictions of the special relativity 
theory, was correct. 

At the same time it is worth noting that 
the clock -slowing effect due to motion 
which was observed in this experiment, 
assumed genuine (and most certainly it 
needs to be confirmed by repetition), is 
according to this explanation entirely due to 
the special or restricted relativity theory; 
Einstein's general relativity theory is in- 
volved here only as a necessary correction to 
allow for the variation of the earth's gravita- 
tional potential with altitude. This is a static 
effect -a point which will become important 
later on. And, remarkably, nowhwere has 
there been an mention of acceleration. 

This new interpretation of relativity is 
completely at variance with previous 
attempts to resolve the twins paradox (the 
asymmetrical -ageing variant of the clock 
paradox, during a space journey). The stan- 
dard explanation, for example by Sir Her- 
mann Bondi9, supposes that some unspeci- 
fied effect of acceleration modifies the be- 
haviour of one of the clocks; it fails through 
its vague inability to handle more than one 
case without changing the assumption. 
Even the explanation due to Einstein 
himself10, which is specific enough but 
which relies on a abstruse and unconvincing 
ad hoc argument (devised for a different 
purpose anyway), permits an accelerated 
observer to draw correct deductions about a 

distant clock. Nor is this the only difficulty 
that arises if one follows this route: for the 
paper by Builder, on which Hafele and 
Keating chose to rely, was in fact arguing the 
case for a Very Special theory of relativity of 
Builder's own, in which he claimed, 

"Thus we conclude that the relative retarda - 
tion of clocks predicted by the restricted 
theory does indeed compel us to recognise the 

causal significance of absolute velocities." (My 
italics). 

So clearly we are no longer dealing with 
Einstein's theory of relativity; there seems to 
be little left of that but the name! Neverthe- 
less, the new interpretation (or theory) is 

self -consistent, has provided an answer to 
Dingle's Question, seems to have resolved 
the twins paradox, and incidentally seems to 
agree with experience - that is, the Hafele- 
Keating experimental results are consistent 
with the Builder interpretation - so that one 
has no choice but to take it seriously. Not 
least of its virtues is that, despite Dingle's 
protest, it supports Einstein's polar -vs - 
equatorial clock contention word for word. 

EXPERIMENTAL TEST OF 
EINSTEIN'S STATEMENT 

But we have not reached the end of the 
matter. Is it really true that a clock on the 
equator will run more slowly than a clock at 
one of the earth's poles, as Einstein original- 
ly suggested?* This is an issue that could be 

put to practical test. Hafele and Keating by 

their experiment have alerted us to the 
accuracy to be expected of modern atomic 
clocks. The amount of the differential 
timekeeping discrepancy between polar and 
equatorial clocks, according to all inter- 
pretations of special relativitiy, is not in 

doubt: given the earth's equatorial velocity v 

= = 465.08 m/s, it is 

St/t= - 1/2v2/c2 = -1.2033 x 1042 

or A t= -104.0ns per day. 

A discrepancy of this magnitude is well 
within the measurement capability of instal- 
led (non -portable) caesium clocks, and to 
make matters easier still, the rate is constant 
and cumulative over an observing period of 
unlimited duration. Thus neither the in- 
strinsic accuracy of the clocks nor their 
readability is a determining factor in the 
feasibility of this experiment. 

Various difficulties present in the Hafele- 
Keating experiment are not relevant here. 
For example, two sources of error were the 
integrated geographic locations of the 
clocks, then carried in aircraft but now fixed, 
and their velocities over the surface, now 
zero. There, gravitational effects of altitude 
varied from zero at sea level to A t = +113ns 
per day at the 12km operating altitude of the 
707. Here, the south pole is the obvious 
choice, since it lies on a land mass and it is 

the site of a permanent international scien- 
tific base. Its height is some 3,000 metres 
above sea level; if the modern city of Quito 
(altitude 2,850m) were selected as the cor- 
responding equatorial site, the timing dis- 
crepancy due to altitude (gravitational 
potential, from the general relativity theory) 
would also be reduced to insignificance. We 
would then be testing the time dilation of 
special relativity alone, directly, and without 
confusing side -issues. 

The only technical problem remaining in 
this experiment is the obvious one - how 
does one compare the readings of the polar 
and equatorial clocks in situ? The well -tried 
method is to rely on radio signals for the 
transmission of timing information between 
them. Provided the comparison is mutual 
(that is, by simultaneous two-way links), 
such communications links are self - 
compensating: slow phase drifts in both 
directions over the same transmission path 
will cancel each other out to second order. 
Synchronous or geostationary communica- 
tion satellites, whose residual station - 
keeping errors are limited to just a few 

kilometres and whose relative motions are 
smooth and very accurately repetitive over 
the sidereal day, are entirely suitable for this 
task. (It will be remembered that we are 
interested in the differential rates of these 
clocks, not their synchronization, so the 
mean length of the link is immaterial). 

However, for our purpose the Satcom link 
suffers from the prohibitive snag that geo- 
stationary satellites are necessarily posi- 
tioned some 81/2 degrees below the local 
horizon as seen from the pole itself (Fig. 2), 
so that the timing waveforms would have to 

Einstein's text (at the head of this article) is the 
statement that clock B runs slower than clock A while 
clockA runs faster than clock B, and as such it involves no 
"paradox". 

be relayed over about 1,000 km by tropos- 
pheric scatter or short-wave ionospheric 
link before being transmitted out to the 
satellite. Such links are notoriously prone to 

n 

Distant 
42,300 km 

Earth B'5° Comsat 

multipath interference effects: the result 
would be to destroy the vital self - 
compensatory properties of the two-way 
links. So for the time being we cannot work 
to and from the poles themselves. 

But all is not quite lost. Probably the 
highest latitude for a terminal with en clair 
access to a synchronous satellite -while also 
incidentally looking under the auroral mul- 
tipath zone - is about 70°. Iceland is an 
obvious candidate. A clock in the observa- 
tory at Reykjavik, at 64° north and at sea 
level, could with great convenience be com- 
pared by direct satellite link with a similar 
clock at Recife, Brazil, at 7° south and also at 
sea level. As promising sites to complete an 
experimental network one might suggest 
Brighton (51°N) on the UK coast near 
Herstmonceux, and Funchal (32°N) in 
Madeira. The predicted relative time dila- 
tions at these stations are readily calculable: 
between Reykjavik and Recife the sliprate 
should be -82.5 ns per day, and even over 
the short Sussex -Madeira link it should still 
be -33.6 ns/day - that is, a discrepancy of 
one complete cycle per day at 30MHz. 

We do not need to perform this experi- 
ment today because its result is known 
already. International time centres have 
been comparing the rates of each others' 
standard clocks for many years as a matter of 
routine. The finding is that relativistic dif- 
ferential time dilation as predicted by Ein- 
stein and implied by Hafele and Keating does 
not in fact take place. No mention of it 
appears in the CCIR Report which deals with 
the presumed effects of relativity on interna- 
tional timekeeping.12 If this result puzzles 
you, you have my sympathy; please read on. 

A WHIFF OF PARADOX... 

Let me amplify that a little, and try to make it 
clearer. Hafele and Keating's formula for the 
proportional timekeeping behaviour of their 
airborne clocks, or time dilation, was 

St/ = gh/c2 - 1/2V2/c2. (1) 

The term -t/2v2/c2 is Einstein's 1905 predic- 
tion due to motion at velocity v (by special 
relativity theory), where 

v = fir cos + u, (2) 

d being the latitude and u being, effectively, 
the eastward component of the aircraft's 
speed over the earth's surface. The term 
+gh/c2 is an extra, static contribution from 
general relativity theory, due to the earth's 
gravitational field; if g is the acceleration, 
then gh represents the gravitational poten- 
tial, relative to the earth's surface, of an 
airborne clock at altitude h. It is held by the 
Relativists that the Hafele-Keating results, 
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which are said to be entirely consistent with 
equation 1, provide via its term gh/c2 and 
1/2v2/c2 a complete and satisfactory con- 
firmation of both the general and the special 
relativity theories. 

That would be a magnificent outcome if it 
were true, but unfortunately it suffers from 
the following small difficulty. Rather than 
flying these aircraft, keep them on the 
ground for a day or so. Then their altitude 
above sea level becomes permanently h = 0 
and their ground -speed remains permanent- 
ly u = O. Making those simplifying substitu- 
tions in (1) -which must of course apply just 
as well to clocks in grounded aircraft - the 
time -dilation prediction becomes 

8 tit =-1/Zv2/c2=1/2( fir 4))2/c2, (3) 

where v = H cos 4) is simply the eastward 
motion due to earth rotation (only) of the 
grounded aircraft at latitude .. And it must 
describe equally well the eastward velocity of 
the US Naval Observatory at its latitude, or 
the Reykjavik and Recife Observatories at 
their respective latitudes. 

Clearly, by this relativistic formula the 
local dilation of time, St/t, should be pro- 
portional to the simple function (cos24)) of 
an observatory's latitude, as predicted by 
Einstein and in agreement with the Hafele- 
Keating experimental result. But the truth is 
that the timekeeping of fixed (earthbound) 
observatories at sea level does not demons- 
trate a systematic dependence on latitude. 
Surely somebody should have asked, Why 
not? 

...ANDA RELATIVISTIC WRIGGLE 

This failure of fundamental theory, which 
from the point of view of the philosophy of 
science might be considered quite an impor- 
tant failure, was relegated by Hafele and 
Keating to a mere footnote in their report, in 
which theÿ cited a dicussion13 by W.J. Cocke: 

"Clocks at rest on the earth's surface (at 
average sea level) keep the same relativistic 
time independently of latitude differences. 
The effect of the difference in surface speed at 
different latitudes is cancelled to lowest order 
by a corresponding effect from the difference 
in surface potential owing to the oblate figure 
of the earth.s14 

Although just what the `relativistic time' 
means in this context is not clear, we can 
still analyse this argument. As defined above, 
(gh) was the gravitational potential, relative 
to sea level, due to flight at altitude h. Here it 
would seem that another kind of 'h' - H, say 
- actually the height difference between the 
earth's local radius r at latitude 4, and its 
polar radius b, due to oblateness - is to be 
made responsible for cancelling out the two 
relativistic effects of velocity (Special theory) 
and gravitational potential (General theory) 
exactly, in accord with the very convenient 
equation 

gH/c2-1/2v2/c2 = 0! (4) 

The elegant simplicity of this proposal 
may well serve, for believers, to conceal the 
fact that it is intenable. The reason why the 
earth's surface follows its flattened, oblate 
(eliptically curved) shape is simply that 
everywhere on its surface, neglecting effects 

Fig.3. The vector accelerations acting on any particle or body 
at sea level and geocentric latitude 4, are two: Ar 

Ag = GM/r2, purely gravitational toward the geocentre, and 
A° = +fl2r cos .1), centrifugal away from the axis of rotation. 

Put A, = +fi2r cos (6 = fix = -dV°/dx (i.e. - grad Vc). 

Then on integrating, V, = -1/zS22x2 C. 

At the pole, where x = 0, set V, = 0; thus C = 0, so that V, = -1/zfi2x2 = -1/2v2. 

Also, on integrating Ag = -GM/r2 = -grad Vg, one obtains 

Vg= [-GM] bM(r- 

having set H = (r -b) = 0 at the pole. Hence the total gravitational potential due to both force fields 
combined is 

n 

(A) 

(B) 

V = Vg + V, = (gH -1/zv2) (C) 

- which by definition is zero over the entire geoid surface. Thus the contribution of general relativity to 
timekeeping at sea level is nil. 

Note particularly that the term -1/zv2 in (C) is derived from the gravitational potential (general 
relativity), and is not to be identified with the term - '/2v2/c2 of equation 1 in the main text, which was 
derived from the Lorentz transformations (of the special relativity theory). 

gravity (plumb -line) is at right angles to the 
local horizontal (spirit -level); if it were not, 
the oceans would flow north or south to 
make it so. The fallacy in the argument lies 
in assuming that the gravitational term 
Vg=(GM/r2)H=gH represents the whole of 
the matter; but the centrifugal term V. (the 
cause of the earth's oblateness) must also be 
included. When it is, (see panel), the total 
gravitational potential at each observatory 
clock is not just Vg=gH as in equalion 4, but 
exactly Vg+Vc=O.'s Pace W.J. Cocke, the 
surface of the geoid - mean sea level, where 
h=0 - is now (and always has been) a 
unipotential surface world-wide. 

In other words, the gravitational potential 
at sea level is the same everywhere in the 
world. Hafele and Keating's "difference in 
surface potential owing to the oblate figure 
of the earth" does not exist. It follows that 
general relativity is irrelevant to this argu- 
ment, since its contribution is zero; it does 
not influence the timekeeping of clocks at 
sea level at different latitudes, however 
desirable such an influence might have been 
for the defence of relativity theory. 

INTERIM CONCLUSION 

"To sum up: In 1905 Albert Einstein pre- 
dicted, as a consequence of relativity theory, 
free of paradox, that an ideal clock [at sea 
level] on the equator would run more slowly 
than an identical clock [also at sea level] at 
the earth's pole. An experiment performed in 
1971 purported to confirm the influence of 
both special and general relativistic effects 
on the timekeeping of quasi -ideal clocks. 
The theory which was said to underlie that 
experiment was also seen to support Ein- 
stein's original prediction. 

"However, it is observed that the differen- 
tial slowing of clocks due to latitude alone 
(independent of geographic motion and alti- 
tude), which was predicted by Einstein, does 
not in fact take place. It seems that the 
explanation put forward - and apparently 
generally accepted - to account for this 
theoretrical failure was physically unsound." 
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APPLICATIONS SUMMARY 
FUNCTION GENERATOR 
Analogue shaping techniques are used in the 
AD639 to provide all normal trigonometric 
functions and their inverses. Selection re- 

quires only an input voltage representing an 
angle. 

In this function -generator circuit, part of 

Squarewave output 
(15V)0 

Linear - 
frequency 
control 60 - 
input 12Ví s) 

P 

1k 2k67 4 

the 639's 12 -page data sheet, frequency from 
20Hz to 20kHz is voltage controlled and 
amplitude is within 0.1dB of 2V r.m.s. 
Amplitude modulation is possible using the 
U2 input. 

Other applications in the Analog Devices 

.15Vt 
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2k 

AD 654 
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DYNAMIC -RAM CONTROLLER 
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modulation O 
input U 

Reference o 
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data sheet are a four -quadrant sine/cosine 
multiplier and a sine/cosine oscillator. Con- 
nections for basic cosine, tangent and 
arctangent output are also given. 
EWW300 on reply card 
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8 

X1 
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Two microprocessors can access 
the same bank of d -ram using the 
74LS764 dual -ported controller. 
Arbitration, signal timing, 
address multiplexing and refresh 
generation are performed by the 
764 which, with nine address 
lines, can control up to 1M -byte 
of ram. 

Note M86-1196/RST from 
Mullard details the device and 
shows three memory -sharing 
circuits, this one for two Z80 
processors, one for a Z80 and 
68000 and one for two 68000 
devices. 

Clock rates of up to 30MHz 
can be used; adjustable refresh 
timing is possible through use of 
a separate refresh clock section. 
Provided that both c.p.us operate 
from the same clock, the con- 
troller also allows priority to be 
given to a particular processor. 
EWW301 on reply card 
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PINEAPPLE SOFTWARE 
Programs for the BBC models `B' with disc drive with FREE updating service on all software 

DIAGRAM 
Still the only drawing program available for the BBC micro which gives you the ability to draw really large 
diagrams and scroll them smoothly around the screen stopping to edit them at any time if required. 
Pineapples unique method of storing the diagram information on disc means that the size of diagrams is 

limited only by the free space on disc, and not the amount of computer memory you have available. (A blank 
80 track disc will allow up to 39 mode 0 screens of diagram). 
The superb print routines supplied with the program enable large areas of the diagram to be printed in a 

single print run in a number of different sizes and rotated through 90 deg. If required. Full use can also be 
made of printers which have a wider than normal carriage available. 
The program is fully compatible with the Marconi Tracker ball described below. 

PLEASE STATE 40 or 80 TRACK DISC & WHETHER STANDARD BBC or MASTER VERSION IS REQUIRED 

PRICE £25.00 + VAT 

DIAGRAM UTILITIES 
A suite of six utility programs which add additional features to the 'Diagram' drawing program. The utilities 
include the saving and loading of areas of diagram to and from disc. The ability to display the whole of your 
large diagram on the screen at one time (in either 4*4 or 8*8 screen format). The addition of borders and 
screen indents to diagrams, and the ability to shift a whole diagram in any direction 

PRICE £10.00 + VAT 

PCB 
This new release from Pineapple is a printed circuit board draughting aid which is aimed at producing 
complex double sided PCB's very rapidly using a standard BBC micro and any FX compatible dot-matrix 
printer. 

The program is supplied on EPROM and will run with any 32k BBC micro (including Master series). Also 

supplied is a disc containing a sample PCB layout to demonstrate the program's features. 

By using an EPROM for the program code the maximum amount of RAM is available for storing component 
location and ASCII identification files etc. (Up to 500 components and 500 ASCII component descriptions 
may be stored for a given layout). There is no limit to the number of tracks for a given PCB, although the 
maximum size of a board is restricted to 8"*5.6". 
Using a mode 1 screen, tracks on the top side of the board are shown in red, while those on the underside 
are blue. Each side of the board may be shown individually or superimposed. A component placement 
screen allows component outlines to be drawn for silk screen purposes and component numbers entered on 

this screen may be displayed during track routing to aid identification of roundels. 
The print routines allow separate printouts of each side of the PCB in a very accurate expanded definition 
1:1 or 2:1 scale, enabling direct contact printing to be used on resist covered copper clad board. 
This program has too many superb features to describe adequately here, so please write or 'phone for more 
information and sample printouts. 

PRICE £85.00 + VAT 

MARCONI TRACKER BALL 
This high quality device comes with its own Icon Artmaster drawing program and utilities to enable it to be 
used in place of keyboard keys, joysticks, or with your own programs. 

PRICE £60.00 + VAT p&p £1.75 
PRICE INCLUDING `DIAGRAM' SOFTWARE £79.00 + VAT p&p £1.75 

CONVERTER LEADS 
Converter leads to enable the Trackerball to run mouse software and the mouse to run trackerball software 
(incl. DIAGRAM). Please state which way.round when ordering. 

PRICE £8.00 + VAT 

TRACKER BALL for MASTER series 
The Pointer ROM is supplied instead of the Icon Artmaster disc and enables the Tracker ball to work directly 
with the MASTER series computers (e.g. to use with TIMPAINT etc.) Prices are the same as for the standard 
tracker ball. 

BASIC COMPILER 
Use our Basic Compiler to produce direct 6502 machine code programs and ROMs for your own Basic 
programs. Speed increases of up to 25 times are achieved. 

PRICE £25.00 + VAT 

POINTER 
The Pointer Rom is available separately for people already owning tracker balls, and comes with instructions 
for use with the MASTER computer. 

PRICE £12.50 + VAT 

ALL ORDERS SENT BY 
RETURN OF POST 

39 Brownlea Gardens, Seven Kings, Ilford, Essex 1G3 9NL. $ Tel: 01-5991476 
ENTER 30 ON REPLY CARD 

VALVE 'SPECIAL Prices are as at going to press but may fluctuate. 
QUALITY Please phone for firm quotation. V.A T. included. 
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866E 
931A 
931A* 
954 
955 
956 
5763 
6060 
6030 
6146 
81688 
80681 
9001 
9002 
9003 

19.50 
1.00 
0.75 
0.95 
0.95 
0.75 
1.25 
1.85 
9.95 

10.55 
0.55 
1 

1.25 
0.75 
0.80 
1.25 
0.70 
1.45 
2.20 
0.70 
2.80 
0.90 
1.35 

11.50 
10.35 
38.00 

0.80 
1.30 
.60 

1.60 
2.80 
2.80 
2.55 
2.55 
2.20 
3.40 

44.80 
28.50 
68.50 
16.00 
24.00 

5.05 
9.80 

13.95 
19.80 

1.20 
1.20 
1.20 

.95 
1.95 
7.30 

13.80 
12.50 
12.50 

0.95 
0.95 
0.95 

VALVES AND TRANS STORS NEW PYE EQUIPMENT 
Telephone enqui es for valves, transistors, etc: & SPARES 
Retail 749 3934. Trade and Export 743 0899 

HARNESS "A" & "El" CONTROL UNITS 
FIELD TELEPHONECABLE TYPE Dß0 A" 
FIELD TELEPHONE'S TYPE 'J'. Tropical, in metal cases. 
10-1ine MAGNETO SWITCH -BOARD. Can work with Microphones No 5, 6, 7 connectors, frames, 
every type of magneto telephones. carrier sets. etc. 

POSTAGE AND PACKING CHARGES: £1-£3 50p, £3-£5 60p. £5-£10 80p, £10-£15 £1.00, £15-£20 £1.50, 
Over 120 12.00 but below 2kg. Parcels over 2kg at Cost. 

COLOMOR (ELECTRONICS LTD.)170 Goldhawk Rd, London W12 
Tel: 01-743 0899 or 01-749 3934. Open Monday to Friday 9 a.m. - 5.30 p.m. 

ENTER 60 ON REPLY CARD 

SOWTER AUDIO FREQUENCY 
TRANSFORMERS 
You name it! We make it! 

For the past 45 years we have concentrated on the design and manufacture of high 
grade audio transformers during which period our total sold exceeds half a million. We 
continually take full advantage of all the improvements in magnetic and insulating 
materials and in measuring techniques utilising the most up to date instrumentation. 

We have a very large number of original designs made for clients all over the world 
but naturally there are certain types of Sowter Transformers which are in constant 
demand. These have taken into account the tendency towards small size without 
sacrifice of performance, particularly for PCB mounting, and a few of these are listed 
below. They can be supplied with or without mumetal shielding cans. Performance 
requirements can be modified on request (utilising our readily available questionnaire) 
and generally without alteration in price. 

We specialise in LOW COST AND QUICK DELIVERY which means a few days only or 
ex -stock. 

TYPICAL PERFORMANCES 

Type Ho . 3575 4652 3678 6499 4079 6471 6469 
Description Miniature 

bridging 
transformer 

Line output MuHi primary 
microphone 
transformer 

Line output 
high level low 
distortion 
toroidal core 

Splitter 
combiner 
transformer 

Midget mic. 
transformer 
for BT private 
systems. 

Very high 
quality 
microphone 
transformer 

Impedances 1050/10511 
can be fed 
from 
50-6000 

600 or 1500 
Meats or 
outputs 

Pys 60.200 
or 6000 
Sy 5K0 down 
to 1580 

5000/6000 2000 Bal. Py 
Two 2000 
Sys. 

Py 6000 
sy 6050 

2001 Py for 
lid) loading 
(Bifilar) 8/1 
step up 

Frequency 
range 

2083.2058e 20.20kCz 30H3.20kHz 20'2051C 20.20kHz 300.3k4Hz 20.2059e 

Performance 30.1dß over 
above range 

±025d9 over 
above range 

±0.5dß over 
above range 

±0.303 
40.15kHz 
±0.5dß 
20.205Hz 

-0.5dB over 
above range 

:0.5dß over 
above range 

±0.2dB over 
above range 

Maximum 
Level 

7.75V rms. 
on secondary 

7.75V rms. 
on 6000 

on 550 
3.4V ryes. 
at 30Hz 

26d8m at 
30Hz 

2.3V r.m.s. 
at 30Hz 

0.60 
nn 

on 
Print'& 

20Vr.ms. on 
Py at 30Hz 

Maximum 
Distortion 

With 10V 
r.m.s.at 
40Hz only 
0.12% 

On 6000 
low source 2 
0.1% 

Less than 
0.1% at IkHz 

<0.1% at 
30Hz at 
26413m 

negligible 
<0.1%at 
15Hx 

negligible 0.1% at 20Hz 

Shielding Electrostatic 
screens and 
mumetal can 

Mumetal can 
if desired at 
extra cast 

Mumetal can Toroidal can Mumetal can 
rigid fixing 
bolts 

PCB 
mounting 

Mumetal can 

Dimensions 33mm diam 
x 22mm high 

36mm high x 
43mm x 
33mm 

33mm diam 
x 22mm high 

50mm diem 
x 36mm high 

33mm diam 
x 37mm high 

11.1mm high 
19mm x 
17mm 

33mm diem 
x 22mm high 

Prices each 
at works 

1.5-110.83 
50-19.77 
100-19.27 

1.5-19.67 
50-18.89 
100- 18.69 

1-5-19.67 
50-18.67 
100- 08 41 

1.5-117.12 
50-115.69 
100 -115.35 

1.5-114.59 
50-113.37 
100- 11108 

15-13.89 
50-13.55 
100-L3.29 

1.5-011.38 
50-110.12 
100 -19.92 

E. A. SOWTER LTD. (Established 1941) Reg. No. England 303990 
The Boat Yard. Cullingham Road, Ipswich IP12EG, Suffolk. PO Box 36, Ipswich IP12EL, 

England. Phone, 0473 52794 & 0473 219390 - Telex. 987703G SOWTER 

ENTER 5 ON REPLY CARD 
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Settling time 
measurements 

Automatically measuring the settling time of an 
operational amplifier using a programmable digitizing 

oscilloscope. 

Settling time is the time required, 
following the initiation of a specified 
stimulus to a linear system, for the 

output to enter and remain within the limits 
of a specified error band centered on the 
ideal steady-state output value. For example, 
when testing the settling time of an op -amp, 
the system stimulus is a step change of the 
applied input voltage usually scaled so that 
the output swings between its upper and 
lower design limits. 

When testing a digital -to -analogue con- 
verter, the stimulus is the application of a 

digital word or clocking signal that causes 
the output to swing between zero and full 
scale. Figure one shows how settling time is 

specified for these two applications. 

TEST SETUP 

Whether settling time is measured manually 
or automatically, the success of the 
measurement depends on the ability to 
resolve small variations of the base or top of a 
relatively large signal accurately. Typical 
error -band specifications, usually expressed 
as a percentage of final value, range between 
0.1% and 0.001%. 

One of the best ways to make this 
measurement is to use the virtual ground 
method. This is a differential probing techni- 
que which allows signal error, i.e. settling 
information, to be analysed directly. The 
general set up for this test is illustrated in 
Fig. 2. 

At the virtual ground point, the signal 
under test is summed with a reference signal 
equal in magnitude to the final value of the 
test waveform but of opposite polarity. Vol- 
tage at the summing node, Etest, is zero 
when the signal under test Eout has the same 
magnitude as reference voltage E fef. 

While the test waveform is settling error 
waveform Etest can be measured to deter- 
mine the degree to which Eout has settled. 
Since Etest=(Eout+Eref)/2, amplitude of the 
error waveform is reduced by a factor of two 
and the error band should be adjusted 
accordingly. Figure three illustrates the 
relationship between Eout, Eref, and Etest. 

The signals could be summed in an 
oscilloscope using an A+B mode, but this 
would require a wider dynamic range than is 

usual for instrument inputs. 
Summing with R12 allows clamp diodes 

D1,2 to be included to limit the maximum 
voltage excursion of Eout. This minimizes 

Input 

Allowable 
Output error bond 

settling time 

Fig.1. Specification 
converter, right. 

of settling time 

Stimulus source 

Estim 1 

Estim 

Digital a 0 
input 

+f.s. 

Converter 
output 

-fs 

Final value 

Converter 

settling time 

measurements for an op -amp, left, and a d -to -a 

Sync. 

Oscilloscope 

Device 
under test 

Reference 
source 

J 

1 

Eout 

RI 

Eref 

Etest 

Fig.2. Typical test set up for settling -time measurement. This method allows signal error 
to be analysed directly. 

input overdrive and effectively controls test - 
system recovery time. 

For this example, the device under test is a 

741S high speed op -amp. This amplifier is to 
be used as an output buffer for an eight -bit 
d -to -a converter and is configured as a unity 
gain, inverting, current -to -voltage conver- 
ter. Its full-scale output is -10 to +10V and 
the specified settling -time error band is 

0.1% f.s. 
The test system, Fig. 4, consists of a 

function generator as the stimulus, a test 
fixture for the op -amp, an automatic digital 
oscilloscope for measuring the response and 
a p.c. as the system controller. 

The function generator must be able to 
produce a low distortion squarewave that 
has a specified settling time. When operated 
into high impedance, it should supply the 
required voltage swing into the test fixture. 
Since the amplifier is used in inverting 
mode, the squarewave stimulus can also be 

used as the reference voltage applied to the 
summing network. 

The test fixture is a carefully laid -out 
p.c.b. containing the components shown in 
Fig. 4 and a socket for the op -amp. A BNC 
cable couples the stimulus signal and two 
test points allow direct connection of the 
oscilloscope probes to the test circuit. 

A pair of 10:1 probes couple the test 
fixtures signals to the oscilloscope. The 
stimulus signal is input to channel one and 
error signal Etest is input to channel two. A 

BNC cables connects the function generator 
sync. output to the main trigger external 
input of the automatic oscilloscope; the 
sync. ouput triggers the oscilloscope. 

Analysing the Etest measurement path 
shows that its effective bandwidth is approx- 
imately 1MHz, due primiarily to the high 
source impedance of the R1,2 summing 
network taken with the clamp diode and 
probe. capacitance. This bandwidth should 
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Controller 

Stimulus 

Personal 
computer Response 

measurement 

Function 
generator Digitizing 

50kHz 20Vp.p oscilloscope 

10k* 

/7 

e s't; fï'x t ÿ r e,,,,; A 

Fig.4. Set up for automatic settling -time measurement of a high-speed op -amp. 

Eref 
Eout 

Etest 

J ,.. 
Fig.3. Test waveforms for settling -time 
measurement. Waveform Etest represents 
the degree to which the E., has settled. 

be adequate for the measurement of the 
741S op -amp, but may need to be reconsi- 
dered for other measurements. 

MEASUREMENT ALGORITHM 

When making an automatic measurement, 
the computer needs to perform the same 
sequence of operations as an operator per- 
forms when making manual measurements. 
Measuring settling time is basically measur- 
ing the time between two signal sources; the 
necessary steps are shown in Fig. 5. 

There are several important considera- 
tions to be made when designing a test 
system to measure settling time. System 
noise, stray capacitance, signal reflections, 
and ground path impedance can all cause 
significant measurement errors. Here are 
some suggestions that can improve 
measurement accuracy. 

While the reference source selected de- 
pends on the specific measurement applica- 
tion, it is important that the source output 
has a low noise content. If a pulse generator 
or function generator is used, both ampli- 
tude accuracy and settling time must be 
well-defined and within the test require- 
ments. This is particularly true if the stimu- 
lus signal is not accessible or is difficult to 
trigger on. 

Resistors used to sum Eout and Eref should 
be good quality metal -film types and should 
be tightly matched to minimize the gain 
error at Ete$t. Select the resistors to a 

tolerance at least one order of magnitude 
better than the error band being tested. For 
example, if the error band is 0.1%, match R1, 

to 0.01%. 

Alternatively, a potentiometer can be used 
to trim the summing network. Also, since R1 

and R2 in parallel determine the source 
impedance of Etest their value should be 
made as small as possible without excessive- 
ly loading the device under test. 

Diodes should be Schottky barrier types. 
Of primary importance are the diode's 
capacitance, reverse recovery time and 
current/voltage characteristics. Also, the 
diodes must be connected to a good, low - 
impedance ground. 

Because the source impedance of the R1.2 
summing network is high and capacitance at 
the test fixture is unavoidable, the wrong 
probe can drastically affect wide bandwidth 
measurements. In many cases, the lower 

Start 

Assign i/o paths and 

allocate variables 

Initiate function generator 
and oscilloscope 

for test procedure 

Measure time at which 
stimulus crossed 50% level 

Measure final (settled) 
value of Etest and calculate 
error band in screen units 

Measure the time when Etest 
last entered the error 

band and display results 

End 

Fig.5. In the test set up of Fig. 4, a computer 
controls the measurement. This flow chart 
outlines the program requirements. 

capacitance of a resistive divider probe or an 
active probe makes them an important 
addition to a test system. 

Most oscilloscopes have a dynamic range 
of approximately five divisions beyond top 
and bottom of screen. To reduce effects of 
system noise and to improve resolution, the 
display signal should be scaled as large as 

possible. However, beyond 20 divisions of 
vertical deflection the recovery time of the 
oscilloscope will affect the measurement. 

IMIRIIMIlr1v1302M:7 MIi7UILrLM.rila9a:i` 

ELECTRONICS Editorial 
& WIRELESS WORLD Feature List 
JANUARY 1987 

FEBRUARY 1987 

MARCH 1987 

APRIL 1987 

Printed -Circuit board connectors. We look at 
the morass of types that are used to connect 
printed circuits to backplanes, to each other, to 
flat cables and to the outside world. 

Instrument read-outs. Numerical displays are 
now used on the humblest of equipments. This 
feature examines the characteristics of liquid - 
crystals, fluorescent, plasma and other types and 
lists those available. 

Production soldering and re -working 
equipment, with reference to the techniques used 
in the surface mounting of components. We 
include all types from the ordinary soldering iron 
to flow -soldering machines. 

Spectrum analysers. Advances in the 
application of microprocessors to these 
instruments have opened up a wider area of use. 
Those on the UK market are listed and new 
techniques examined. 

For further advertising details please ring 
Ashley Wallis on: 661 8641 
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Low-cost automated 
response using GPIB 

Measurements for personal computers using IEEE488 bus. 

This software approach enables simple 
automated measurements, without 
needing the full g.p.i.b. capability to 

do parallel poll and SRQ handling, on any 
personal computer with two eight -bit user 
ports. The hardware costs just a few pounds. 

Using a general-purpose interface adaptor 
so that software overhead can be kept to a 
minimum allows for full implementation of 
the g.p.i.b. interface. But other approaches 
are more cost-effective where only a particular 
aspect of the interface function needs to be 
used. For example, if a low-cost controller is 
required to automate a measurement, and 
either store or display the results on a screen, 
an ideal solution will be to use any common 
microcomputer with two eight -bit i/o ports 
and a minimum of additional hardware. 

T. SEGARAN 

A computer with two eight -bit i/o ports is 

required to act as a controller talker and 
listener. As a controller the interface indicates 
which instrument is addressed at any particu- 
lar moment and initializes the bus when 
necessary. As a talker, it sets up specific 
measurement parameters and ranges for the 
instrument currently being addressed. Final- 
ly, as a listener, it receives measured data from 
an instrument and performs some functions 
on it like storage and display. 

To implement g.p.i.b. on a computer you 
need two eight -bit i/o ports. One i/o port forms 
the data highway and the other consists of two 
control lines and three handshake lines. The 
two control lines are 1Fc and ATN. Signal REN will 
be hard -wired low so that whenever a particu- 
lar instrument is addressed its front panel 

controls will also be disabled. 
Necessary hardware connections are shown 

below. The bus tranceivers enable one to meet 
the correct drive conditions and also to switch 
from sending to receiving data. An extra i/o 
bit is necessary to decide data direction 
through the transceiver. 

Port A is connected to the data lines and is 

fairly easy to handle using POKE and PEEK 

commands. However, some bits in port B are 
used as inputs while some are outputs, there- 
fore a bit -handling facility is necessary. For 
this reason and for faster data transfer, these 
lines are controlled with a machine -code 
routine. 

Software to implement the interface con- 
sists of the following subroutines. Before this 
first routine to set an instrument to 'talk' or 

Fig.1. GPIB interface hardware. In many applications, a very simple hardware interface suffices - most of the work is done in software. 
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`listen' is entered, variable A must be set to the 
required address, which could be the talk or 
listen address of that particular instrument. 

PROG. A PSEUDOCODE 

CALL SUB DTO LOGICALLY INVERT ADDRESS 

SET PORT A AS OUTPUT 

PLACE CONTENTS OF VARIABLE A IN PORT A 

SET NDAC, NRFD OF PORT B AS INPUTS 

SET DAV, ATN AND IFC AS OUTPUTS 

STROBE IFC LOW TO CLEAR AND INITIALIZE BUS 

SETATN LOW 

SET DAV HIGH 

WAIT FOR NRFD TO GO HIGH 

SET DAV LOW 

WAIT FOR NDAC TO GO HIGH 

SET DAV HIGH 

RETURN 

This next subroutine takes the contents of 
string A$ and sends it to the instrument that 
has been addressed to listen. The Ascii codes 
are inverted to satisfy the requirement that 
the logic is active low. 

PROG. B PSEUDOCODE 

SET PORT A AS OUTPI rr 

SET NDAC, NRFD, OF PORT B AS INPUTS 

SET DAV, ATN AND IFC AS OUTPUTS 

SET ATN HIGH 

SET DAV HIGH 

FOR THE STRING A$ PROCESS ALL THE "LETTERS" 

OBTAIN ASCII OF LETTER 

INVERTIT LOGICALLY 

PLACE IN PORT A 

OBSERVE THREE WIRE HANDSHAKE PROCESS 

NEXT LETTER 

RETURN 

The following subroutine accepts data from 
the designated talker, and makes the compu- 
ter a listener. Received data is inverted logical- 
ly and string A$ is created, which holds the 
data. This is in exponential form and is 
converted to a real number R by the last 
section of the routine. 

PROG.0 PSEUDOCODE 

SET PORT A AS IN PUT 

SET NDAC, NRFD, ATN, IFC AS OUTPUTS 

SET DAV AS INPUTS 

CLEAR STRING A$ 

SETATN HIGH 

Source 

NRFD signal goes high 

when all acceptors 
are ready 

Data valid 

NDAC 
goes high 

When all acceptors 
have accepted Pted 

Data no,Gd\` 

Fig. 2. Three -wire handshaking flow. 

Acceptor 

Set NRFD 
NDAC low 

o 

Set NRFD high 

Yes 

Set NRFD low 

Accept byte 

Set NDAC high 

Set NDAC tow 

SET NDAC, NRFD LOW 

DO FOLLOWING UNTIL RECEIVED BYTE B REPRE- 
SENTS LINE FEED: 

OBSERVE THREE -WIRE HANDSHAKE PROCESS 

PLACE RECEIVED BYTE IN VARIABLE B 

LOGICALLY INVERT CONTENTS OF B 

ADD STRING REPRESENTATION OF B A$ UNLESS 
IT REPRESENTS CARRIAGE RETURN 

CONTINUE 

CALCULATE REAL NUMBER MANTISSA/EXPONENT 
FORMAT 

PLACE THIS IN VARIABLE R 

RETURN 

The fourth subroutine controls the line of port 
B using the use command which enables one 
to mix Basic and assembly -language routines. 
It operates on a single bit, either setting, 
resetting or returning its state in X, depend- 
ing on the use call. For example, 

X = USR (Q) sets bit zero high 

x = usa (Q1) sets bit zero low and 

x = USR (LP) returns the state of bit zero in x 

It also is entered when the logical significance 
of a byte is to be changed. 

PROG.D. PSEUDOCODE 

DETERMINE WHETHER I/O BIT OPERATION OR BYTE 

INVERSION REQUIRED 

FOR BIT OPERATION 

DETERMINE WHICH I/O BIT OF PORT B 

IS REFERRED 

SET, RESET OR READ BIT AS REQUIRED 

PLACE READ VALUE IN RELEVANT LOCATION 

RETURN 

FOR BYTE INVERSION 

FETCH BYTE FROM RELEVANT MEMORY 
ADDRESS 

PLACE THE INVERTED BYTE BACK IN STORE 

RETURN 

The frequency response measurement pro- 
gram calls up the relevant subroutines A,B or 
C after setting the required values in A and A$. 

FREQUENCY -RESPONSE 
PSEUDOCODE 

SET A TO ADDRESS OF AUDIO ANALYER (8903A) 

CALL SUB A 

SET A$ TO SELECT LEVEL AND MEASUREMENT 
PARAMETERS ON 8905A 
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With a personal computer, some software and a few t.tl. i.cs, the 8903A audio analyser 
becomes an audio test station. 

CALL SUB B 

FOR FREQ = START FREQ TO STOP FREQ, STEP 

SET AS TO FREQ 

CALL SUB B 

CALL SUB C 

STORE R IN ARRAY 

NEXT FREQUENCY 

COMPUTE GAIN IN DB FROM STORED ARRAY 

DISPLAY GRAPH OF FREQ VS GAIN ON SCREEN 

The external transceivers are needed to meet 
the drive conditions on the g.p.i.b. interface. 
The 74160 has open -collector outputs and can 
be set for send or receive by placing TE (pin 1) 

high or low respectively. (PE to low sets output 
to open -collector). 

The 74161 is specially designed for control- 
lers. By keeping oc low (pin 11) ATN, REN and ¡FC 

are always designated as outputs, since a 

controller always has this configuration. Note 
that NDAC and Niel) can only be open -collector 

outputs since operation of the handshake 
allows the slowest instrument, being the last 
to release these then, to control the speed of 
information flow. 

CPIB/IEEE488 INTERFACE 
PROTOCOLS 

Addressing and data transfer take place over 
an eight -bit bus. Five control lines indicate 
and set the status of the bus. Interface clear 
(lec) is used by a controller to initialize the bus 
to a known state. In this state, none of the 
instruments is addressed and the controller is 

in charge. Attention (ATN) is used by the 
controller to indicate the significance of the 
'information on the bus. 

When the \TN line is low, all the instruments 
interpret the information on the bus as being 
an address. If an instrument recognizes the 
address as being its own, then it interprets 
further data bytes as being set-up information. 
When the set-up information is being put on 
the bus the ATN line is put high by controller. 

Remote -enable line REN is set low by the 
controller when addressing an instrument to 
disable front panel controls. The other two 
lines carry service request SRQ and end or 
identify (col) signals. The Eot signals, optional- 
ly indicating the end of a multi -byte transfer, 
are not necessary for the simple application 
and are beyond the scope of this article. 

Three remaining lines are used for hand- 
shaking during byte transfers on the bus, data 
valid (oAv) not ready for data (Nun) and no data 
accepted (None). 

APPLICATIONS SUMMARY 

DOUBLE- BALANCED MIXER 

Commutation gives a wide dyna- 
mic range without increasing 
local oscillator drive in a double - 
balanced mixer circuit from Sili- 
conix. Input third -order inter- 
cept points higher than 39dBm 
with 17dBm of local -oscillator 
drive have been achieved. 

Unlike conventional diode - 
ring or active-fet mixers, the 
commutation mixer relies on 
the switching actions of quad 
fets. This mixer is in effect a pair 
of switches reversing the signal - 
carrier phase at a rate deter- 
mined by local -oscillator fre- 
quency. 

The note, called Designing a 

super -high dynamic range 
double -balanced mixer, also in- 
cludes data on the Si8901 ring 
demodulator/balanced mixer 
used in the prototype design. 
EWW303 on reply card 

Signal 

ó 

Si8901 

--ºQ9º 
Q ci.f 

To Vu 

Local 
oscillator 

O «Vgg 

O-V 

-7 680p T 680p 

Commuhil ion, t ;Active f.et- -ISi8901y ì w350l. { _ _ 

Diode ring_ 

I 
5 10 15 20 25 30 35 

LOCAL OSC.POWER (+dBm) 

Performance comparison of double - 
balanced mixers. Compared with conven- 
tional diode -ring double -balanced mixers, 
the 8901 mixer gives an order of magni- 
tude performance improvement at local - 

oscillator power levels. 
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DTI to study 
custom i.cs 

The current and potential use of 
custom-made integrated circuits 
is to be the subject of a study by 
the Department of Trade and 
Industry. Despite the reliability, 
cost -saving and enhanced per- 
formance offered by these de- 
vices, many companies, espec- 
ially small concerns seem reluc- 
tant to use them. The consultan- 
cy team will study the circuits, 
their use and the factors that 
may be inhibiting potential us- 
ers. The Association of Instru- 
mentation, Control and Automa- 
tion (Cambica). The National 
Economic Development Office 
and the Electronic Components 
Industry Federation have all ex- 
pressed a strong interest and will 
be participating in the study 
which is being carried out by 
Michael Shortland Associates in 
collaboration with Butler Cox 
and Partners. Anyone wishing to 
contribute information or com- 
ments should contact them at 
100 High Path Road, Guildford, 
Surrey. Telephone: 0438 
859535. 

As if to reinforce the need for 
such a study, a newsletter has 
come from a market research 
organisation, Nu -Markets 
Associates. In it Prof.Stan Hurst 
of the Open University details the 
types of application -specific i.cs 
(asics); gate arrays are uncom- 
mitted chips that need an inter- 
connection overlay, while cell - 
library i.cs are designed from a 
range of predesigned cells which 
are then ordered to provide the 
required function and manufac- 
tured using all the stages of chip 
fabrication. He points out that 
there are now a number of design 
suites available for low-cost com- 
puters and he envisages the day 
when "every equipment designer 
in both large and small com- 
panies will have a c.a.d. system 
on the desk." Software and 
equipment is becoming more 
complex and yet easier to use so 
that electronic beam lithography 
will permit a very rapid turn - 
round service for gate array de- 
sign which, can then be commit- 
ted to a corresponding cell lib- 
rary or other design if required 
for production. 

The newsletter gives many ex- 
amples of the new approach to , 

rUPDATE 

i.c. production. Many of the ma- 
jor I.C. manufacturers are now 
forming alliances between them- 
selves or with third -party c.a.d. 
system designers, to enter the 
asic field which they may see as a 
threat to their standard pro- 
ducts. Independently, Intel have 
told us that they are to offer a 
c-mos gate array service origi- 
nally developed by IBM for their 
internal use. In return IBM will 
have access to the Intel cell 
library. 

Automatic 
volume 

measurement 
A new system has been installed 
at British Airways Cargo centre. 

It can measure the volume of 
cargo automatically. The prob- 
lem is that freight charges do not 
only depend on weight. Light- 
weight, bulky cargoes are 
charged by volume and also pre- 
sent problems for packing the 
cargo holds of the aircraft. This 
needed a tape measure and a lot 
of time. Now the packages are 
passed at a uniform speed 
through an opto-electrinic scan- 
ning gate which acquires a com- 
plete profile of the side and top of 
each package. The packages are 
also automatically weighed. The 
information is stored and proces- 
sed in a system computer which 
can then give the required 
volume measurement. The line - 
scan cameras and computer in- 
terfaces are produced by Inte- 
grated Photomatrix Ltd, who 
specialize in opto -electronics. 

RTX is claimed to be the world's first 'personal working robot'. 
Controlled by an IBM PC and using totally accessible software, the 
six -axis arm can pick up a 2kg load and place it anywhere within a 
30 cubic feet space. "A robot with a 0.1mm accuracy moving at 
9m/s is overkill if all you want to do is place p.c.bs onto a piece of 
test equipment" comments Tim Jones, technical director and 
co-founder of UMI. IRTX is designed for mass production and 
currently costs £5000. UMI can be reached on 01.8711339. 

Eiffel tower in 
space 

One can imagine the rocket-like 
shape of the Eiffel tower rising 
majestically skyward, but this is 
not to happen: Candidates at a 
recent competition have been 
asked to propose a durable struc- 
ture in space, visible to the naked 
eye from earth, and symbolising 
universal communication. The 
structure should have neither 
commercial nor military applica- 
tions though the delegates to the 
Congress of the Committee on 
Space Research (Copsar) have 
been invited to submit ideas for 
scientific and peaceful use. The 
project (with technical assist- 
ance from the French National 
Space Studies Centre and help 
from ESA) is part of the Centen- 
ary celebrations for the tower 
which was the subject of a simi- 
lar competition, won by Gustav 
Eiffel in 1886 and erected for the 
Paris Exposition, 1889. 

Phone sockets 
liberalized 

As from the first of December it is 
legal to add your own sockets and 
extensions to the public tele- 
phone networks. There are one 
or two conditions: All equipment 
and wiring must be of approved 
types. There must be a new -type 
master socket provided by the 
public network. All add-ons can 
be taken from wire plugged into 
the front of the master socket, 
not connected directly. It is plan- 
ned to produce a new pattern of 
master socket which will enable 
direct rather than plug-in con- 
nection of extension wiring. 
Sockets offered by retail outlets 
should have clear instructions 
related to their installation. 

Windows 
screened from 

r. . i. 
Very thin, transparent coatings 
on glass can provide an effective 
electromagnetic screen to radio 
frequency interference; accord- 
ing to research carried out by 
ERA technology. Such glass 
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panels can reduce the emmis- 
sions from computer devices 
(thus preventing electronic 
eavesdropping) and protect 
against high -intensity radiation 
from radar transmitters. The 
high -frequency tests carried out 
by ERA agree with accepted 
screening theory and have per- 
mitted the derivation of simple 
expressions to obtain a rapid 
assessment of screening per- 
formance on the sheet resistance 
value, a report covering the 
work, ERA report 86-0056R, can 
be obtained from ERA Technolo- 
gy Ltd, Cleeve Road, Leather - 
head, Surrey KT22 7SA. 

Transducer film 
A plastic film has both piezo and 
pyro-electric properties. Its 
piezo effects allow it to be used 
for touch -sensitive keyboards, in 
loudspeakers and microphones. 
It can also be used as a heat 
detector and in strain gauges. In 
an alarm system, it has been used 
to detect an intruder at more 
than 6m. Its other advantages 
are that it can be shaped or 
moulded for specific application, 
can be cut or punctured without 
loss of function and is imper- 
vious to most chemicals. The 
poled Kynar polyvinylidene 
fluoride (PVDF) film has been 
developed in the US by Pennwalt 
Corp. 

Honour for Ray 
Dolby 

Dr. Ray Dolby, of the noise re- 
duction system for tape record- 
ings, has been awarded the OBE 
by the Queen. As he is an Amer- 
ican citizen, the award is honor- 
ary and carries no title. Dr. Dolby 
studied in Cambridge and gained 
his PhD while researching at the 
Cavendish Laboratory. He has 
been consultant to the UKAEA 
and a UNESCO technical adviser 
in India. The A -type noise reduc- 
tion system is twenty years old. 
B -type has been accepted as a 
standard for cassette recorders 
and players and a new system, 
spectral recording, has been 
announced for use in profession- 
al music recording, broadcasting 
and many other applications. 

rUPDATE 

Compatible 
semiconductor 
technology is 
"first whole 

Alvey project to 
mature" 

A compatible set of semiconduc- 
tor process steps can produce 
devices that extend from low - 
power high-performance c-mos 
to very fast bipolar devices as well 
as devices that merge the two 
processes. Under installation at 
STC Components semiconduc- 
tor division at Foots Cray and set 
for production of 1.25µm derives 
next year, the process is a joint 
Alvey project (with Racal and 
British Aerospace). A spin-off 
from this project has led to a 
2µm installation at Foots Cray 
which has been making static 
rams since early 1985, alongside 
existing lines of 5 and 2.5p.m 
n-mos production. 

The first product of the "inte- 
grated technology concept" is a 
merged technology device which 
expoits the self -alignment of c- 
mos with the high performance 
of polysilicon emmitters and 
allows cmos devices to have 
totally unaffected by bipolar cur- 
rent gain is an application - 
specific digital signal processor 
that offers a lower cost route to 
transcoding of 64kbit/s.p.c.m. to 
adaptive differential p.c.m. and 

vice versa. 
STC aim for only "moderate 

capacity" of 2000 wafers per 
week. "We aim to manufacture 
the more challenging products 
to enable us to improve our sales 
revenue per wafer" said market- 
ing manager Richard Phipps. 
STC Semiconductors are on 01- 
300 3333. 

In Brief 
Canadian Home Shopping Net- 
work (CHSN), which operates 
through the cable networks, now 
has a satellite link so that Cana- 
dian shoppers in even the re- 
motest areas can buy the goods 
displayed on their tv sets. The 
link is only one-way; shoppers 
need to use the telephone to 
order the goods. 

CONFERENCE 
& EXHIBITIONS 

3-4 December 1986 
Satellite Broadcasting. Confer- 
ence. Tara Hotel, London 
Online, as above. 

9-11 December 1986 
Videotex International Confer- 
ence and exhibition. Wembley 
Conference Centre, London. 
Online, as above. 

23-27 February 1987 
Fiarex 87 international electro- 
nics trade fair. Rai Exhibition 
Centre, Amsterdam. Rai 
Gebouw, Europaplein, Am- 
sterdam. 

3-6 March 1987 
International Open Systems 
Conference (and a MAP seminar, 
4 March). Barbican Centre, Lon- 
don. Online, as above Semicon 
Europa 87 exhibition of semi- 
conductor equipment and mate- 
rials. Zuspa Convention Centre, 
Zurich. Enquiries to Cochrane 
Communications, Tel: 01 353 
8807. 

24-26 March 1987 
Cadcam 87 exhibition. NEC 
Birmingham. 
EMAP int. Exhibitions, Tel: 01 
608 1161. 

25-26 March 1987 
Instrumentation Bristol 87 Ex- 
hibition. Bristol Crest Hotel. Tri- 
dent Int. Exhibitions, Tel: 0822 
4671. 

6-8 April 1987 
Offshore computers conference 
and exhibition. Heathrow Penta 
Hotel, London. Offshore Confer- 
ences, Tel: 01 549 5831. 

28-29 April 1987 
Cellular and mobile communica- 
tions Conference. Barbican Cen- 
tre, London. Online, as above. 
Value-added network services 
(VANS) Conference. Barbican 
Centre, London. Online as 
above. 

28-30 April 1987 
City communications exhibi- 
tion. Barbican Centre, London. 
Online, As above. 

18-20 June 1987 
Television measurements, Third 
international IERE conference. 
Montreux, Switzerland. IERE 
Tel: 01 388 3071. 
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Inmarsat and 
satellite 

navigation 
Olof Lundberg, Director-general 
of the International Marine 
Satellite Organization, Inmar- 
sat, has made a plea for the 
rationalization of satellite 
navigation and communication 
systems. In an address to the 
1986 conference of the Royal 
Institute of Navigation, he 
pointed out that Inmarsat was 
founded for that very purpose 
but many nations are forging 
ahead with their own, usually 
military, systems. 

The United States, for exam- 
ple, has five different systems 
which are to be phased out and 
replaced by the Global Position- 
ing System (GPS) also called 
Naystar. This will consist of 18 
satellites in a network of orbits so 
arranged that three are `visible' 
at any specific time at any point 
on the globe. Any two satellites 
used together can enable users to 
determine their precise location, 
speed and time and use passive 
(i.e. receive only) instruments 
which can perform the timing 
and triangulation operations. A 

third satellite is used to provide 
altitude information. The USSR 
is developing a similar system 
with 12 satellites, known as Glo- 
nass. It uses spread -spectrum 
techniques in frequency bands 
near those of GPS and both sys- 
tems are broadcast and could 
accommodate an infinite num- 
ber of users. They are both being 
developed primarily for military 
use but would be of great benefit 
for civil aviation and maritime 
use. 

Objections to such systems 
related to cost, accuracy, inter- 
national acceptance, coverage 
and other problems. Taking GPS 
as an example, receivers are ex- 
pensive (though becoming 
cheaper). US Congress has de- 
creed that civil use will be free of 
any fees, but it could change its 
mind. Military users will be able 
to use the Precise Positioning 
Service which is highly accurate, 
but national security demands 
that civil users will be restricted 
to the standard positioning ser- 
vice (SPS) which is accurate to 
about 100m. [Readers might re- 
member that Magnavox found a 
way round this with their 

rUPDATE 

MX4400 receiver - News Aug. 
1986]. The fourth source of con- 
tention is the international 
acceptability of such systems 
which are under the control of a 
signal country - and its armed 
forces. 

Matters are further compli- 
cated by the proposal of a sepa- 
rate commercial system provid- 
ing radiodetermination satellite 
services (RDSS) Proposed by the 
US Federal Communications 
Commission (FCC), the two-way 
Geostar satellite system has been 
recommended. Objections to 
this system centre around the 
wide bandwidth required and the 
limited number of users at one 
time. Users will have to pay a 
registration fee and usage fees. 
Yet another commercial system, 
the Mobile Satellite Service, has 
been proposed, by the Omninet 
Corp, and accepted by the FCC. 
This is based chiefly on speech 
communication for mobile voice 
and rural radio and telephone 
services. Further proliferation is 
likely as the FCC believes that 
competition provides choice and 
encourages excellence. Interna- 
tional competition comes from 
the European Space Agency Nav- 
sat system and the Granas sys- 
tem proposed by SEL in West 
Germany. 

Olof Lundberg has reached a 

number of conclusions: that 
there is a demand for an interna- 
tional satellite mobile com- 
munications and radio - 
determination service; that the 
USA will rationalize its federal 
system but will also encourage 
commercial services; that there 
will be a number of different 
services; that there will be stron- 
ger links between communica- 
tions and navigation systems and 
between maritime and aero- 
nautical users. 

He reiterated that Inmarsat 
was set up to coordinate exactly 
such services. Many of them are 
already available through their 
channels. The Inmarsat Stan- 
dard C ship station is about the 
size of a shoebox and will be as 
low-cost as any proposed. It pro- 
vides message communications 
through the international telex 
and data networks. Automatic 
position -reporting and polling 
could find more applications if 
the national systems collabo- 
rated to produce a universal for- 
mat and access arrangements to 
enable the data to be automati- 
cally transmitted and processed. 
Ranging systems for position de- 
termination could and should be 
provided by Inmarsat, who are 
planning to demonstrate the 
accuracy obtainable from geo- 
stationary satellites during the 

approaching year. 
Another service required in- 

ternationally is an "integrity" 
channel; a system that could 
monitor and validate satellite 
navigation systems so that users 
of, say Glonass or GPS, can be 
assured (within 10s) of the cor- 
rect working of the system. The 
channel could be used to provide 
differential corrections to enable 
precise navigation or position 
determination. Inmarsat is 
studying the feasibility of provid- 
ing such a channel. 

Aircraft can be provided with 
surveillance systems that auto- 
matically provide position and 
ranging reports to traffic con- 
trollers. These can even be inde- 
pendent of the aircraft's own 
navigation system as the traffic 
control computer could interro- 
gate the satellites directly as to 
the aircraft's position. 

Dr Lundberg suggested that 
the framework already existed 
within Inmarsat for an interna- 
tional body that could accommo- 
date under its umbrella the mul- 
tiplicity of systems that would 
and could provide international 
and neutral management of 
national systems which may not, 
by themselves be wholly accept- 
able, but which could become 
acceptable if an international 
buffer were adopted. 
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rCIRCUIT IDEAS 

Subcode converter for c.d. 

Serial subcode data from a Pioneer PD6010 
disc player is converted by this interface into 
twelve bytes for feeding into a micro- 
processor. 

Data from the player is shifted into an 
LS164 register using the player's clock 
signal which also increments input -bit 
counter IC2a. When eight bits have been 
shifted the bit -counter's D output goes high. 
This triggers the LS123 monostable mulit- 
vibrator, causing parellel data from the shift 
register to be written into ram. At the same 
time, the write pulse clears the bit counter 
and increments ram -address counter IC2b. 

When a sync pulse is sent by the player, 
both counters are cleared and a DATA READY 

signal is produced., The falling edge of this 
signal interrupts the microprocessor con- 
nected to the interface. Signals ENABLE and 
SYNC from the player are gated together to 
inhibit DATA READY when incoming subcode 
data is invalid. 

In response toihe interrupt, the processor 
gains access to the ram address lines by 
taking the multiplexer select input high so 

+5V 

DATA 

9 

SYNI 13 

$ _ CL 3 

that the 12 bytes can be read. Data must be 
read within 1.3ms of the falling edge of DATA 

READY since the interface generates a write 
pulse for the next subcode block after this 
time. Reading can still take place after the 
DATA READY signal returns high. 

In a 6502 -based computer with a 6422 
v.i.a., the CBI input can be used to sense the 
DATA READY interrupt. Data format is de- 
scribed in Watkinson's article 'Subcodes 
explained' in E&WW, September 1986. 
P. Griffiths 
Uppingham 
Leicestershire. 
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[CIRCUIT IDEAS 
One i.c. p.w.m. power amplifier 
In this pulse -width -modulated amplifier in- 
tended for voice -grade communications re- 
ceivers, a UC3637 switched -mode control 
i.c. functions as a class AD audio power 
amplifier. 

Bandwidth is 300Hz to 2kHz, voltage gain 
is around 10 and maximum input voltage is 

about 1V pk-pk. These quantities are im- 
possible to measure directly because audio 
output is available only as sound from the 
loudspeaker. Electrical output from the 
amplifier is a pulse waveform which the 
loudspeaker filters to form the audio signal. 

The amplifier operates in an open loop 
configuration with output switching fre- 
quency set to 30kHz. Closed -loop operation 
is possible but the switching frequency must 
be increased to the point where switching 
losses become excessive. Without feedback, 
the 3637's pulse -width modulator is very 
linear. 

A small 8S2 loudspeaker can be driven at 
adequate volume levels but for safe con- 
tinuous operation, the amplifier should 
drive a load resistance of at least 3052. 
Addition of a four -transistor H -bridge driver 
would increase output capability. 

Supply current is 145mA during normal 
operation with a 30S2 load. Taking the 
shutdown input high, to about 7V or higher, 
or letting if float reduces supply current to 
29mA. 

A low-pass filter at the amplifier input is 
designed for 60051. If this value is different, 
adjust the value of the 1kSZ resistor con- 
nected to pin 15 so that the sum of this 
resistor and the output resistance is about 
1.6141. 

The entire amplifier, including the loud - 
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speaker, should be shielded to prevent radi- 
ated r.f.i. 
C. Embler 
Palo Alto 
California 

If you have meter pulses on your telephone 
line, a cheap pocket calculator and simple 
circuit can be used to monitor call costs 
without making physical contact with the 
telephone line. 

To put the meter pulses on your line, BT 
will charge about £17 and a £2.50 a quarter 
rental charge* thereafter. The pulses are 
easily distinguished from other line currents 
since they are high -amplitude signals fed 
down both wires of the line in parallel and 
earth referenced. 

All that's needed to detect the pulses is a 
capacitive pick-up device consisting of a 
dozen turns of wire wrapped around the 
telephone line (or a medium-sized Bulldog 
clip). Earth connection can be made to a 
nearby radiator or pipe of any sort. 

The circuit is based on a quad analogue - 
gate and can be made small enough to fit 
inside a pocket calculator. It is powered from 
the calculator batteries and draws very little 
current in standby mode. 

Functionally the circuit consists of a 
high -impedance buffer followed by a recti- 
*Pre-November rates. 

fier and smoothing network to reject short - 
duration interference. The final stage cleans 
up the pulse and provides a switch output. 

Output connections are wired in parallel 
with the calculator keypad "=" key. The 
:alculator should have an auto -constant 
facility, as most do. Try to obtain a calculator 
without automatic shut-off, otherwise the 
setting -up procedure will have to be carried 
out each time a call is made. 

Before making a call, press the clear key, 
enter the unit cost (currently 5.75p), press 
the plus key twice, then press the equal key. 
Check counting by pressing the equal key, 
then press zero. Each time a pulse is re- 
ceived, the calculator adds the unit cost to 
the displayed total. The total can be left to 
accumulate or be zeroed before each call is 
made. 

Making connections on some types of 
calculator keyboards may prove difficult, 
though a combination of screws, conductive 
paint and solder will cope with most types. 
John Hartley 
Amersham 
Buckinghamshire 
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CIRCUIT IDEAS 

Autobiasing preamplifier Half -wave rectifier 
Resistor -based autobiasing circuits do not 
work well with low supply voltages. This 
general-purpose preamplifier uses active 
autobiasing and runs with supplies from 1.2 
to at least 12V, taking about O.5mA from a 
2.4V supply. 

Active autobiasing uses a transistor to 
compare mean output level with a reference 
voltage and feed back corrections even at low 
supply voltages. In most low -noise preampli- 
fiers, VcE is kept small to minimize shot 
noise. Here, the first transistor is kept 
almost saturated and the collector of the 
second is at mid -rail for maximum output - 
voltage swing. 

Low -frequency roll -off is determined by 
the low-pass filter used to average output 
level and high -frequency performance de- 
pends on transistor characteristics. With the 
input open -circuit, the filter must give 
sufficient attenuation near d.c. to make the 
autobiasing stable. 

Input -signal impedance should be less 
than about 1kfl, and amplitude a few milli- 
volts, so the amplifier is suitable for coil 
microphones and tape heads. In the pro- 
totype, Tr1,2 had gains of about 500 and Tr3 
about 190. 
P.J. Ratcliffe 
Stevenage 
Hertfordshire 

A basic LM324 non -inverting amplifier 
working from a single -rail supply can be 
considered as a precision half -wave rectifier. 
Note that the peak negative value of Vir, must 
not exceed 3OOmV. For higher voltage, add a 
series resistor at the input to form a poten- 
tial divider. A coupling capacitor may be 
used if necessary. 
Kerim Fahme 
Autolight 
Aleppo 
Syria 
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Compact digital echo unit 
Despite its simplicity, this compact sound - 
delay unit gives a repeating echo with a 

half -second period and good fidelity. Input 
and output are at line level and current 
consumption is about 65mA. 

Two controls are provided; the delay -time 
control gives the period between echos and 
the recirculate control sets the fraction of 
the delayed signal fed back to give multiple 
echos. The unit's single 64K -bit ram i.c. 
gives a comparable memory to echo units 
with eight -bit converters and 8K -byte of 
storage. 

Simplicity is achieved through use of a 
type of digital/analogue conversion known as 
delta -sigma modulation. As well as requiring 
few components, this type of converter 
produces only one output bit and so does not 
suffer from the same kind of clipping distor- 
tion that occurs when conventional conver- 
ters are overdriven. Instead, over -large sig- 
nals cause slew -rate distortion which is far 
less noticeable to the ear. This means that far 
less headroom needs to be allowed for sound 
peaks when setting up and the overall signal- 
to-noise ratio is correspondingly increased. 

Each memory location is selected in turn; 
on each selection, old contents are read and 
new data is written. Time taken to cycle 

round all 65536 locations is the echo or delay 
time. 

Counter IC9 is constantly clocked at 
around 5OOkHz by the oscillator formed by 
IClla,b. This counter is used as a sequencer to 
control the rest of the digital electronics. It 
counts through four phases 00, 10, 01 and 
11, performing the following actions. 

In phase 00, ICI1, goes low, incrementing 
the main address counter IC7,8. During the 
rest of this state, the address counter ripples 
through and settles down. 

During phase 10, ICI id pulls the memory 
its line low. This causes the memory to latch 
the low eight bits of the address counter and 
takes care of memory refresh. At about 3Ons 
after RAs, the signal propagates through the 
delay section around IC10b. This causes data 
selectors IC5,6 to switch and present the 
high -order eight bits of data to the memory. 
At the same time, CAS is pulled low. 

Phase 01 causes the memory device to 
recall its stored information for the current 
address and put it on pin 14. This data is 
latched into IC3b on the transition to the 
next state. 

The memory's WE line is held low during 
phase 11, causing data from IC3a to over- 
write the data that has just been read out. At 

the end of the state, CAS, RAS and WE all go high 
and IC3a is clocked to fetch a new bit from 
the input. 

I have built the unit into an existing 
commercial mixing desk between the echo - 
send and echo -return connections. It is 
wired so that it switches out when an 
external effects unit is plugged in. However 
the circuit can be used as a stand-alone unit 
without modification. 

Using battery power only a single -pole 
on/off switch is needed. When the circuit is 
switched off, the diode prevents power drain 
from the -3V battery. 
D.J. Greaves 
St John's College 
Cambrige 

DON'T WASTE GOOD IDEAS 
We prefer circuit idea contributions with neat 
drawings and widely -spaced typescripts, but we 
would rather have scribbles on "the back of an 
envelope" than let good ideas be wasted. 

Submissions are judged on originality and/or 
usefulness so these points should be brought to 
the fore, preferably in the first sentence. 

Minimum payment of £35 is made for 
published circuits, normally early in the month 
following publication. 
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Wide -area binary paging 
To conclude this two-part article, an examination of the 

signalling formats used in radio -paging. 

number of different signalling formats 
exist. Among them GOLAY and pocsAc 

een adopted by pager manufacturers. 
PocsAC is the Post Office Code Standardisation 
Advisory Croup format; the couv code comes 
from Motorola. 

A P0CSAc transmission always begins with a 
preamble followed by a batch of codewords 
(Fig.4). The preamble consists of alternating 
ones and noughts repeated for at least 576 
bits, enough for the paging units to acquire bit 
synchronization. The bit rate is 512 bits per 
second and so the preamble lasts for just over 
one second. 

Every batch must contain 17 codewords, 
each 32 bits long. The first is a synchroniza- 
tion codeword, to give the pager word syn- 
chronization (Fig.5). Eight frames each of two 
codewords must follow. These maybe address 
codewords, message codewords or idle code - 
words. 

ADDRESS CODEWORDS 

The structure of an address codeword is 
illustrated in Fig.6. Bit 1 is always zero. The 
next 18 bits distinguish the address of the 
pager. POcsAc pagers have seven -digit decimal 
address codes which translate into 21 binary 
bits. Only the most significant 18 bits are 
transmitted, however, the remaining three 
address bits serving to define which of the 
eight frames in the address codeword will be 
used for transmission of the address code. Bits 
20 and 21 offer four different function codes 
indicating to the pager which sequence of 
bleeps to use during alert. 

Ten parity check bits follow. These corres- 
pond to the co -efficients of the terms from x9 

and x° in the remainder polynomial when a 
polynomial having terms x31 down to x10 (the 
first 21 information bits) is divided, modulo 2, 
by the generating polynomial 
x10-1-x9+x8+x6+x5+x3+ 1. 

Using check bits means that one or two bit 
errors in 32 bits of address codeword can be 
corrected by the pager. The final bit of the 
codeword (bit 32) is an even parity check bit 
for the whole codeword. 

MESSAGE CODEWORDS 

Structure of a message codeword is illustrated 
in Fig.7. Bit 1 is always set to binary 1. The 
next 20 bits in the message codeword identify 
characters to be displayed, but this depends 
upon the type of pager. The character set of a 
numeric -only display pager consists of figures 
0 to 9, a star symbol, the letter U, a space, 
hyphen and comma. These 15 characters 
require 4 bits (0000-1111), so five numeric 

Batch 1 Batch 2 
Preamble 

J.C. KIRBY 

576 bit reversals 

Fig.4. Data structure of POCSAG code. There are two codewords in every frame, eight frames 
plus one extra codeword in every batch. 

1 8 16 24 32 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

62 5ms 

Fig.5. Synchronization codeword for POCSAG. The word takes 62.5ms to send; its bit pattern 
never changes. 

8 

0 
1 

_ :M ress tins 

16 

Function 
bits 

t t t t t t t t tt t t t t t t t t i i i 

} 1 1 1 11 I 

7 -digit pager address 

21. 32 

Check bits 

Parity bit 

21- bit binary address 

Fig.6. Address codewords. Bits 2.19 uniquely identify a single paging receiver. 

8 16 

} t t t t t t t t t 
t t t 

t t t t t t t 
Either Çnar. 1; Çhac`2, ,Chgc 3, I ;Char. 4, -1 Char 

24 32 

y 
Parity bit 

Numeric data characters only 

ft t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t f -Bit 2 of next codeword 

Or Çharacter 1 , Character Character 3' Alpha -numeric dota characters 

Fig.7. POCSAG message codewords. Twenty message bits are available: when seven -bit 
alpha -numeric text is being sent, some characters become split between one codeword and 
the next 

8 16 24 32 

0 11'1'1'0'1'0'1'0'0'0'1'0'0'1'1'1'0'0'0'0'0'1'1'0'0'1'0'1'1'1 
Í-' 62.5ms 

Fig.8. Idle codeword. This bit pattern may not occur in any other codeword. 

characters are sent per message codeword. 
In the case of the alpha -numeric display 

pager, 128 characters are defined (although 
not all are printable), and seven bits are 
required per character. Three seven -bit char- 
acters cannot fit into 20 bits and so remaining 
bits of a character are sent in the next message 
codeword. 

The 10 check bits are again calculated from 
the first 21 bits of the codeword. Bit 32 is 
always an even parity bit. Once message 
codewords have begun, they continue until 
the end of the message is reached, except that 
a synchronization code word must be inserted 
after each 18 frames to maintain the batch 
structure. 

One bit error in 32 bits can be corrected 
from a message codeword. 

IDLE CODEWORD 

The idle codeword, a pattern of bits which can 
never occur randomly, is transmitted in the 
absence of any address or message codewords. 
It may fill a part -used frame, or can pad out 
the batch to its correct length (Fig.8). 

GOLAY 

The Gout sequential code (CSC) is truly 
asynchronous. It has functional addressing, 
which means that the actual address code 
determines how the pager will bleep. (In 
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POCSAG the function code is separate.) 
A design objective was to produce a code 

suitable for use on a channel carrying both 
voice and data paging. No system operator in 

the UK, to the writer's knowledge, ever mixes 
binary data (f.s.k.) and voice (f.m.) on the 
same wide -area paging channel. 

Transmissions are usually batched for max- 
imum throughput, although coIAY allows 
transmission of individual calls. For example 
an urgent call to a hospital team can be 

transmitted immediately upon receipt, where 
even a 30 second maximum batch wait may be 

too long. 
Golarspreamble is complicated (Fig.9). The 

word repeated in the preamble is selected 
from a choice of ten. Ten preambles divide the 
population of pagers into ten groups except 
where pagers without any battery -saving fea- 

ture are used. In this case the same preamble 
is common to all pagers and the addressing 
capacity of the system is reduced by a factor of 
ten. 

In addition, the polarity of the preamble 
words signifies whether an individual or a 
batch call is due. 

The preamble is sent at 300 bit/s except 
during the comma, and it lasts 1.4s. The 
comma is simply a sequence of 14 bit reversals 
transmitted at 600 bit/s. 

CODEWORDS 

A start codeword, an activation codeword and 
an address codeword all have the same format 
(Fig.10) and take 0.202s seconds to transmit. 

Each codeword has a comma and two words 
and a `gap'. The two words are separated by a 

gap of half a bit (at 300 bit/s). The gap bit is 

opposite in polarity to the first bit of the word 
which follows. The words within the codeword 
have 12 information bits and 11 parity bits. 

Within the address codeword, word 1 has 
only 50 possible values and word 2 has about 
2000 possible values; so the number of possi- 
ble combinations is 100 000. Since there are 
ten possible preambles and pagers distinguish 
between them, a maximum code capacity of 
one million is realized. 

Complements of each address codeword are 
also recognized by pagers providing four more 
addresses for each code. 

DATA BLOCKS 

Data blocks, transmitted at 600 bit/s, also last 
for 0.202 seconds. The gap is at the beginning. 
Following on are eight words of 15 bits each. 
Data is encoded using the 15,7 cyclic acw code. 
Eight alpha characters or twelve numeric data 
characters are encoded into one data block 
(Fig.11). 

TABLE 2: features of the two signalling formats 

This tone -only pager can produce four different bleep patterns. 

Message length is limited to 80 alpha 
characters, because there is a maximum limit 
of ten consecutive data blocks. 

Error correction is good: three errors can 
be corrected in 23 bits of address information, 
and 16 errors in 120 bits of message. 

GOLAY OR POCSAG THEN? 

Consider the features of each format (Table 2). 
The fade -length comparisons suggest that if a 

GOLAY subscriber has received an alert, then he 
is more likely to receive an uncorrupted 
message. POCSAG, on the other hand, offers 
more correction to its address information 
than for its data information. 

Bit synchronization is essential to Pocsnc, 

and pagers acquire bit synchronization during 
the preamble. Since groups of Pocsac pagers 
are assigned specific time slots, they can 
switch into low current mode for periods 
whilst calls are transmitted to other PocsAc 

pagers. This achieves a reasonable battery life, 

but may sacrifice, according to Motorola, 
flexibility to permit other code formats and 
voice on the same channel. Another preamble 
must be sent before the next batch of Pocsnc 

data, since pagers will have lost synchroniza- 
tion during the transmission of speech and 
other formats. The argument is that extra 
transmission of preamble results in wasted air 
time. 

Since cum is an asynchronous code, its 
pages can be interspersed randomly among 
the transmission of voice etc. This gives, it is 

suggested, greater flexibility of system imple- 
mentation. 

Digital Mobile Communications have .en- 

GOLAY POCSAG 

Code capacity 
Tone -only call rate 
Data call rate (80 characters) 
Battery saving option 
Error correction 
Correction of bit errors: 
Address bits 
Data bits 
Max. tolerable signal drop out 
Address word 
Data word 

1 million of 4 addresses 
5 calls per second 
0.45 calls per second 
Yes 
Yes 

3 out of 23 bits 
16 out of 120 bits 

lOms 
27ms 

2 million of 4 functions 
15 calls per second 
0.52 calls per seconds 
Yes 
Yes 

2 out of 32 bits 
1 out of 32 bits 

4ms 
2ms 

1 2 3 5 6I 7 9 11 7 1 14 15 1 17 18 

I I l I l I I I 1 1 l J 

One 23 -bit word repeated 18 times 

Fig.9. Preamble structure of GOLAY sequen- 
tial code (Motorola). 

Comma Word 1 Gap Word 2 

202ms 

Fig.10. GOLAY codeword format, each word 
contains 23 bits and is transmitted at 300 
bit/s. The gap is equal to half a bit at 300 
bit/s. 

IGap) Nord 1 'Word 21 Word 3I Word 4 I Word 5 'Word 6 I Word 7 !Word 8 

202 ms - -1 

Fig.11. GOLAY data block format Each word 

contains 15 bits and is transmitted at 600 
bit/s. 

countered no problems in operation of either 
format, but have no plans to create a voice and 

data channel. Data is transmitted on a v.h.f. 
frequency, whereas the company's high - 
quality voice paging service uses a frequency 
in the u.h.f. band. 

All Pocsnc mentioned previously refers to 
the 512 bit/s code, but it should be mentioned 
that a faster code is being introduced with a 
signalling rate of 1200 bit/s. All addressing and 
data coding is identical, but in comparing this 
with 512 bit/s data, timings etc. should be 
reduced accordingly. BT Radiopaging hope to 
implement this before the end of the year. 
Other operators also have networks capable of 
1200 bit/s transmission and are awaiting the 
supply of pagers. 

References 
A standard code for Radiopaging, British Post Office 

StandardAdvisory Group, 1976-1977. 
Considerations for Future Paging, Communica- 
tions October 1981. 
MPT 1325 VHF and UHF radio transmitters for use 
at base stations in the wide area paging service, 
Department of Trade and Industry, 1986. 
Quasi -synchronous operation of two or more trans- - 

mitters, Pye Telecommunications Ltd, 1980. 
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The Archer Z80 MC 
The SDS ARCHER - The Z80 based single board 
computer chosen by professionals and OEM users. 
* Top quality board with 4 parallel and 2 serial ports, 

counter -timers, power -fail interrupt, watchdog timer, 
EPROM & battery backed RAM. 

* OPTIONS: on board power supply, smart case, 
ROMable BASIC, Debug Monitor, wide range of I/O & 
memory extension cards. 

from £ 185 + VAT. 
ENTER 24 ON REPLY CARD 

The Bowman 68000 cYïC. 
The SDS BOWMAN - The 68000 based single board 
computer for advanced high speed applications. 
* Extended double Eurocard with 2 parallel & 2 serial 

ports, battery backed CMOS RAM, EPROM, 2 counter - 
timers, watchdog timer, powerfail interrupt, & an 
optional zero wait state half megabyte D -RAM. 

* Extended width versions with on board power supply 
and case. 

from £295 + VAT. 
ENTER 25 ON REPLY CARD 

Mcrtwood Dit ytern Ltd 
Sherwood House, The Avenue, Farnham Common, Slough SL2 3JX. Tel. 02814-5067 

AFFORDABLE ACCURACY 
Quality Multimeters from 

ANALOGUE 
HM-102BZ - I OADC Range. 20k1 b'VDC. 
Buzzer. Battery Test Scale £ 12.50 
19 measuring ranges 

1 -1M -102R - Low end voltage & current 
ranges. Jack for Audio o/p voltages £11.00 
20 measuring ranges 
HM -1015 - Rugged. Pocket sized meter, for 
general purpose use £7.50 
16 measuring ranges 

Battery. Test Leads and Manual included 
with each model. 

Please add 15% for VAT 
and 70p for p&p 

Cirkit 
A comprehensive range 

of Analogue and 
(Pushbutton or Rotary 

Switched) Digital Models 

DIGITAL 
HC -7030 
0.1% Accuracy. Standard Model £39.50 
HC -6010 
025% Accuracy. Standard Model £33.50 
HC -501 OT 
0.25% Accuracy. TR Test Facility £39.50 
DM -105 
0.5% Accuracy. Pocketable £21.50 

All models have full functions and ranges 
and feature 312 digit 0.5" LCD display - low 
battery indication - auto zero& auto polarity 
- ABS plastic casing - DC AC I Oamp range 
(not DM -105) - Overload protection on all 
ranges - battery. spare fuse. test leads and 
manual. 

Full details and specification from: 

Cirkit Distribution Ltd 
Park Lane, Broxbourne, Herts EN 10 7NQ 
Telephone (0992) 4441 1 1 Telex 22478 

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

IIMICLAYCAM 

ENTER 59 ON REPLY CARD 

SATELLITE TELEVISION 
Buy direct from the manufacturers, low cost full 

band satellite TV systems. 
Complete satellite receiving system from 

£495.00 + VAT. 
Write or telephone for details, or call in at our 

factory showroom. 

NETWORK SATELLITE 
SYSTEMS LTD 

Units 7-8 
Newburn Bridge Industrial Estate 
Hartlepool, Cleveland TS25 1 UB 

Tel: (0429) 274239 or 869366 
ENTER 10 ON REPLY CARD 

DATA GENERAL MINICOMPUTER 
PARTS AND SYSTEMS 

Does your application need those multi-user megabytes but your 
budget stretch only to a PC? Or is your old DG mini flat on its 
back? Need an upgrade? Second printer? Hardware support? As 
traders in commercial systems, we always have stock of older 
(and newer) equipment. We also deal in second-hand and surplus 
micro systems. Large SAE for current catalogue. 
Sample stock: Nova 4X 16 -slot chassis (valid for MV7800 upgrade) with 
CPU and memory board - £2,000; 50MB 6067 Zebra drive subsystem 
£2,500; 73MB Kismet subsystem - £5,500; Eclipse S130 with 256KB - 
£1,000; Eclipse CS/100 with 128KB - £900; 10/12.5/20/25MB drive 
subsystems £800 each; 6125 tape streamer - £3,500. 

SILICON GLEN LTD 
Moray Street, Blackford, Perthshire, Scotland 

Callers & Overseas Enquirers welcome 
or Telephone: 076482 315 or 464 

Telex: 295141 TXLINK G quoting MBX 076482315 on first line 
Bulletin Board Sales Catalogue (Prestel Standard) on 076482465 

ENTER 31 ON REPLY CARD 
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Getting to the root of 
root -mean -square 

R.m.s. is another expression often used without much 
thought. JW roots out the true meaning. 

What is your r.m.s. music power? 
During very quiet passages, 
perhaps in the silence just before a 

dramatic chord - nothing at all! 
So do such ideas have any meaning, or are 

they figments of advertisers' imaginations? 

ROOT MEAN SQUARE - OR 
AVERAGES? 

The woolly thinking does not end with 
amplifiers. I came across a student a short 
time ago, who was quite convinced that the 
r.m.s. voltage reading produced by his train 
of square waves on the AVOmeter a.c. range 
bore some resemblance to the truth. A quick 
look at an oscilloscope showing the same 
square waves indicated how very far out he 
was. It took quite a while for him to find why 
he had an 11% error! 

Therefore, are the meter manufacturers 
conning us for some reason, regarding their 
r.m.s. a.c. ranges? The answer is no - not if 
you keep strictly to sine waves, because by a 
bit of juggling of the meter calibration, an 
average has been used to denote an r.m.s. 
value. You can see at once that in no way 
could you estimate a music r.m.s. value on 
such a meter. 

The simple sine wave estimation of r.m.s. 
is achieved by rectifying the wave, then 
averaging the result and displaying the 
average - but with r.m.s. values marked on 
the scale. This process is called finding the 
m.a.d. (mean average deviation) and in this 
case use is made of the known relationship 
between the m.a.d. and the r.m.s. values for 
a sine wave. All waveforms have r.m.s. values 
and m.a.d. values as well. But here's the rub; 
the relation between m.a.d. and r.m.s. varies 
greatly according to the shape of the waves 
you are looking at. So, average -reading 
rectifier meters are strictly for sine waves. 
Figure 1 illustrates the point. 

M.a.d. is not the simple average - because 
for many waveforms and signals such an 
average is zero: there is no d.c. component. 
Some people have termed the m.a.d. the 
"one-sided" average, but this is not very 
accurate. It is the absolute value that is 
relevant and its derivation can be written: 

1 f to 
Emad= e(t)dt ó 

where to is the averaging time over which 
the operation is required. As the time passes, 
the average is up -dated every to. This 

JOULES WATT 
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n 
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FIRING PERIOD 

T 

2 

Fig.1. If an average -reading meter is used to read the r.m.s. value of an s.c.r.-controlled 
waveform, the errors likely might reach 30%. 

eltlO f"-/ 

e2 lt) 

Fig2. Direct analogue squaring, filtering and square rooting appears easy, but the output 
dynamic range of the squarer might have to reach thousands to one. 

amounts to what statisticians call the run- 
ning average. Summing the squares of the 
instantaneous values, averaging, then tak- 
ing the square root yields the r.m.s. value: 

fto 
Erm5= of e2(t)dt 

0 

Finally, there is a maximum value reached 
by a waveform as it varies about the zero 
mean. This is the peak value, EPk. 

Historically, the ratio of the r.m.s. value 
to the m.a.d. was called the form factor by 
the power engineers. It was briefly, discus- 
sed by Ken Smith in his "Power supplies..." 
articles. 

A ratio of equal significance is that be- 
tween the peak and the r.m.s. This is called 
the crest factor, and is a measure of the 
peakiness relative to the energy content of a 
given wave shape. 

Summarizing these ratios: 

Crest factor = Kc = E°k 
Eros 

Form factor = KF = Erms 

Ermd 

POWER 

An even worse misuse, is the meaningless 
statement "r.m.s. power" seen on some 
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TABLE 1. A number of waveforms are here shown with their r.m.s.. mad., and Kc values. A true-r.m.s. converter will 
give the correct value, but errors increase as the crest factor increases. 

rms MAD K 

Sine 
wave 

- 
V 2V 

1t 

TL 
-1.111 

21/7 

l - l 1.414 0-8V-- 

Triangular 
wave 

v-- 

0 

V 

VT 
V 

2 

23 
-1155 

1 

=1.732 

square 
wave 

vSymmetrical 
p \-/V 1 1 

Pulses :1or 
6 -duty factor 

V \2,5l 
FE,- l 

r --T--1 

e( t) 

Multiplier/ 
divider 

Fig.3. The circuit block at the front end of an implicit r.m.s. converter is a multiplier/ 
divider which yields a much lower output dynamic range requirement 

specifications. There is an r.m.s. voltage or 
an r.m.s. current, but what can r.m.s. power 
mean? Power is rate of using energy. This 
can vary with time and therefore an instan- 
taneous peak power can be talked about and 
the average is the appropriate quality for a 
mean over a given time - not r.m.s. 

R.M.S TO D.C. CONVERSION 

The measure of true r.m.s. values must be a 
little more detailed than the simple methods 
common in a.c. meters. A direct application 
of the expression for r.m.s. can be realised by 
analogue methods. 

Figure 2 illustrates the use of a squaring 
circuit followed by an averager (i.e. a low 
pass filter with a characteristic time to 
together with a square -rooter. The main 
problem with this approach is the dynamic 
range. If you suppose that an input signal 
has a dynamic range of 100:1, (100mV to 
10V, say), then the output of the squarer 
must have a dynamic range of 10 000:1. 

By using a three -input multiplier/divider 
device, this problem can be overcome. Fi- 
gure 3 shows the diagram of what is known 
as an implicit r.m.s. computing circuit. 
Because Erms is a very slowly changing 
voltage over the averaging time, it passes the 
averager very nearly unchanged. In other 
words, it can be used to carry out the division 
before the averaging. The output of the first 
stage now has a dynamic range of the same 
order as the input. 

What now limits the signal handling 
capacity of these r.m.s. circuits is the crest 
factor. Large crest factors means high peaks 

with rather small r.m.s. values. The dynamic 
range has to be wide enough to cope without 
limiting-which would introduce errors. 

Table 1 lists a few of the more common 
waveshapes with the appropriate factors and 
quantities. Noise and music waveforms are 
not deterministic in this way, and their 
statistical properties are all we have. 

SPECIALIZED CHIPS 

The Linear Device people have come up with 
chips that will do the whole job. All the 
designer has to do is watch the levels for the 
dynamic range and set the time constant 
component values for the desired averaging 
time. Analog Devices market the 5362, 
which is a dedicated r.m.s.-to-d.c. converter. 
Raytheon produce a logarithmic multiplier 
chip (the type 4200) which implements 
r.m.s. measurements with a minimum of 
external components. 

Finally, digital realisation of the r.m.s. 
conversion function has been implemented 
- as one might expect. One way used an 
eprom look -up table for the squaring opera- 
tion, summed and stored a whole series of 
the squared data words (over a one second 
period, say) then passed the accumulated 
data, after division by the number of sam- 
ples, to a digital square rooter. The final 
eight -bit word represented the r.m.s. value. 

References 
1. Smith, K.L. `D.c. supplies from a.c. sources' 

Wireless World 1985 
2. R.M.S.-to-D.C. Conversion Application Guide. 

Analog Devices 

Hands-on 
engineers 
continued from page 27 

which come in are split into orderly streams 
which can be analysed and interpreted and 
put into practical engineering form (data 
marshalling). This process is far from being 
as simple as it looks, and whether it is, for 
example, for a far-reaching R&D project or 
for the complete design of a large scale 
control system, the need for the widest 
possible hands-on experience cannot be 
over -emphasised. 

The final conclusion is that the need for 
staff of the highest calibre to be used applies 
even for minor fault investigation. This 
principle is so often obscured by the fact that 
the solution to a difficult fault turns out to be 
simple in the extreme - as with a good 
invention - and in retrospect it is not easy to 
see how the expenditure of so much effort 
was required. In response it may be added 
that one of the indirect objectives of working 
in this way is to ensure as far as possible that 
vital information is not missed, something 
which has to be borne in mind throughout 
the whole duration of a project. 

This, then, is the final picture seen from 
the point of view of someone wishing to 
establish that there has been a return to a 
management attitude (virtually a change in 
way of thinking) which recognizes the im- 
portance of putting 'staff engineers' on work 
containing any form of unknown, even if it 
does seem beneath them. In parenthesis, it 
should be added that the world has been 
made fully aware that a single, isolated, 
elementary fault can cause the complete 
breakdown of the biggest installation both 
on Earth and in space. 

The term 'staff engineer' has been chosen 
for what has become a somewhat indeter- 
minate classification which, as already im- 
plied, is needed to cover those who provide 
the modern equivalent of "...designing 
works of public utility (given in the context 
of bridges, canals, gas works etc.)" as well as 
continuing to meet these original require- 
ments of providing ultimate service to 
humanity. This is not the purely academic 
issue which it may seem - as many will 
know, this question of name, and all that 
goes with it, have exercised the minds of 
representative bodies over the years; and it is 
becoming increasingly clear that, on the 
grounds of defining responsibility alohe, a 
satisfactory title has to be found for this vital 
section of the community. 

This whole matter has been ventilated, 
perhaps slightly indirectly, by the writer in a 
Wireless World article (March 1985). The 
problem to be met here is that of relating 
educational qualifications to the name Char- 
tered Engineer - an obvious choice. In the 
discussion given in the Wireless World arti- 
cle, apart from commending the HNC route, 
(particularly suited to 'generally' hands-on 
engineers) it is suggested that a return to 
giving recognition to the three R's would be 
more than desirable; and it is of interest that 
such a return in now being put forward as 
near -mandatory, literally at government 
level. 
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Trunked mobile radio in 
Band III 

GEC's national voice -and -data network uses the shared - 
system concept to offer a wide range of communications 

services to businesses small and large. 

In recent years users have been in- 
creasingly attracted by shared systems, 
such as common base stations and mess- 

age handling. Growth rates in this market 
area are several times greater than for p.m.r. 
as a whole, reflecting the user benefits; such 
shared systems can offer considerable spec- 
trum efficiency improvements, particularly 
if trunking techniques are employed. 

GEC will use its allocation of spectrum to 
construct an integrated network which will 

provide a full range of communications 
facilities for the business users. This net- 
work will overcome the shortcomings of 

existing shared systems, particularly cover- 
age limitations, and will offer services not 
currently available. 

The network concept is illustrated in 
Fig.1. This diagram assumes a selective 
mobile -to-mobile call, but other classes of 
call are treated similarly. Mobiles communi- 
cate through their respective trunked com- 
mon base stations, which are interconnected 
by a voice and data switching network. This 
allows authorised mobiles to communicate 
as they roam throughout the combined 
coverage area of the networked base sta- 

tions. 
Mobiles and network communicate by 

digital signalling, either on nominated con- 
trol channels when a call is not in progress, 
or by blank-and=burst signalling during a 

call. Each base station has available a pool of 
frequency pairs which are assigned to calls 
on demand. Accordingly, mobiles must be 

frequency -agile (synthesized) over the band 
used by the network. 

The voice and data switching network 
includes digital voice switches, packet data 
switches and digital transmission links. 
Setting -up and clearing down of calls within 
this network is vested in a network control 
sub -system. This is shown conceptually in 
Fig.1. as a single element, but in the real 
network a number of processors will be 
distributed throughout its extent. This con- 
trol sub -system is assisted by a network 
data -base which holds up-to-date informa- 
tion on users, including tracking data to 
enable the network to locate them easily. 
The network data -base is also a distributed 
sub -system. 

Performance of the nètwork is monitored 
and optimized by a network management 
sub -system. This is also responsible for 
maintaining a central register of users and 
providing billing information. 

P.J. DELOW 
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Fig.1. How the system handles a mobile -to-mobile call. Users are free to communicate 

throughout the area covered by the network of base stations. 

NETWORK REALIZATION 

The network is arranged in a four -level 
hierarchy. At the lowest level are the mobile 
unit and customer's fixed terminal equip- 
ment. 

Base stations, grouped into traffic areas, 
occupy the second level of the hierarchy. All 

base stations within the same traffic area are 
connected, in a star configuration, to a 

traffic area switching centre (rase). This 
forms the third level in the hierarchy, the 
highest at which call set-up operations are 
carried out. 

A network management centre (NMc) 

occupies the topmost level. It serves as 

overseer of the general system operation, 
maintains customer records and collates 
billing and traffic data. 

USER INTERFACE 

The British government licence terms for 
Band III network operators will prohibit 
them from dealing directly with end users. 
except in special circumstances. According- 
ly, service providers will have to be 
appointed to act as a link between the 
network operators and the users. Service 
providers will be reponsible for the terminal 
equipment, mobile and fixed, which custom- 
ers operate. 

To ensure satisfactory peformance, this 
equipment must be totally compatible with 
the network. However, it is highly desirable 

FACILITIES OFFERED 

GEC's national network will provide a flexible 

carrier for basic voice and data communica- 
tions. The limits to these facilities will probably 

be set by commercial and regulatory consider- 
ations, rather than technical constraints. Cur- 

rent plans embody the following services: 

VOICE SERVICES 

selective, two-party calls 
fleet calls (broadcast and group) 

dispatcher facilities (including queueing and 

multi -desk working) 

priority and emergency 
unattended mode (storage of call data at the 

mobile for call-back) 
p.a.b.x. incoming and outgoing calls 

p.s.t.n. outgoing calls - mobile to telephone 
unit 
advice of call transfer 
value-added voice services 

DATA SERVICES 
status reporting 
circuit -switched data (audio band) 

store -and -forward short data messages 

shared data channel 
bureau data services 
access to public data services 
vehicle tracking and security 
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Fig.2. Structure of the GEC network. A common pool of communications channels is shared out dynamically. 

that users should have a choice of equipment 
and scope for customization to suit their 
own requirements. These requirements can 
be met by specifying two standard interfaces 
between the network and users' equipment: 
the air interface and the line interface. 
Providing these specifications are satisfied, 
service providers and customers will be free 
to configure the terminal equipment as they 
desire. 

The air interface will provide a standard 
for units which use Band III radio as their 
means of interconnection with the network. 
This will encompass all mobile units and 
some 'fixed mobile' control units. The air 
interface specification is being produced by a 

collaboration between the Department of 
Trade and Industry, the network operators 
and the service providers. It is based on the 

work carried out to produce the digital 
signalling standard for trunked systems, 
MPT1327. 

When work is complete the air interface 
specification will be published and all radio 
equipment offered for Band III networks will 
be required to comply with it. This will allow 
users to benefit from freedom of choice and 
price competition and should enable manu- 
facturers to enjoy economies of scale. 

LINE INTERFACE 

Many users will find that their communica- 
tions requirements will be best satisfied by a 

direct line connection from their office, 
control centre or p.a.b.x. into the network. 
GEC will publish a line interface specifica- 
tion to enable service providers to obtain 
suitable equipments. 

In view of the relatively small volume of 
the fixed equipment market compared to the 
mobile market and the greater variability to 
be expected between networks in the tech- 
nical realization of a line interconnection, 
the DTI are not sponsoring a common line 
interface between all networks. 

The line interface will be provided by a line 
terminating unit, which can be a fairly 
standard piece of equipment regardless of 
the customization required to meet special 
user requirements. These may be met by 
additional equipment designed individually. 

Peter Delow is technical manager of GEC 
Communication Networks Ltd. 
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RESEARCH NOTES 
A new approach 

to short term 
weather 

forecasting 
The UK will soon benefit from a 
new approach to precision 
weather forecasting. FRONT- 
IERS, an advanced image man- 
ipulation system originally de- 
veloped by Logica for the 
Meteorological Office, is to enter 
service at the Met. Office Head- 
quarters, Bracknell. 

FRONTIERS is the result of 
some five years research at the 
Met. Office laboratories at Mal- 
vern. Logica supported the 
evolution of the system through- 
out the research programme and 
has recently been contracted to 
build the operational version. 

The FRONTIERS concept 
allows meteorologists to study 
and correct data from a network 
of weather radars covering Eng- 
land, Wales and Ireland. The 
detailed rainfall maps provided 
by the radars are further en- 
hanced by merging in satellite - 
derived imagery, giving rainfall 
fields accurate in both intensity 
and location. The latter are used 
to predict the movement of the 
rain areas for the next six hours. 

The system has a high (5km) 
resolution and uses measure- 
ments made in real time, up- 
dated every 15 minutes. This 
permits more accurate and de- 
tailed short-term rainfall fore- 
casts than was previously 
possible. 

The DEC VAX -based system 
uses high -resolution graphics 
and a variety of input devices, 
including touch -sensitive 
screens, to provide meteorolo- 
gists with easy access to the 
image manipulation facilities. 

Metal oxide 
Varistors and 

transients 
Varistors, as their name implies, 
are non-linear resistors used to 
suppress transients and over- 
loads in power switching cir- 
cuits. They are constructed by 
sintering together zinc oxide 
(ZnO) with various other oxide 
dopants in powder form. The 

non-linear properties derive 
from the semiconducting nature 
of the grain structure in the bulk 
material. 

D. de Cogan and M. Leeson at 
the University of Nottingham 
have been investigating a cu- 
rious feature of Varistors, name- 
ly their tendency to pass dispro- 
portionately high currents when 
subject to a voltage pulse. This 
current overshoot, which has 
been observed many times in the 
past, has been assumed to be due 
to the capacitance of the crystal- 
line microstructure. 

Using commercial Varistors, 
the Nottingham researchers 
compared the effects of different 
voltage rise times on the V/I 

curves of the Varistors. These 
showed quite clearly that the 
current through a Varistor at a 
fixed applied voltage is larger for 
larger values of dv/dt. 

ci-115V/Ns 
b- 90V/Ns 
c - 40V/ps 

500 600 
VOLTAGE ACROSS DEVICE 

What these curves also show is 

that the effect is not simply due 
to the capacitance of the device. 
It can however be explained by a 
modification of the popular 
equivalent circuit, viz: 

CPT! 

i 

Since a fast pulse contains a 

greater proportion of high fre- 
quencies, a higher current will 
flow through Rp. For a pulse of 
infinite dv/dt, the current is 

limited only by rg, the grain 
resistance. 

This response to fast tran- 
sients probably explains why 
Varistors are so effective in pro- 
tecting power semiconductors. 
But, say the Nottingham resear- 
chers, it may also explain why 
Varistors themselves fail pre- 
maturely, unless dv/dt is control- 
led by a snubber network. 

New m.f. 
broadcasting 

antenna designs 
The US National Association of 
Broadcasters (NAB) is planning 
practical tests on two new types 
of m.f. broadcasting antenna, de- 
signed to minimize unwanted 
skywave. Current antennas, 
mostly vertical towers or wires, 
radiate less than 15% of their 
energy into usable groundwave - 
the signal that provides the 
primary service for the listener. 
Not only is this inefficient, it can 
also lead to problems after dark 
when the spurious skywave is 

reflected back to earth by the D 

layer of the ionosphere. This can 
result in co -channel interference 
hundreds or thousands of 
kilometres from the primary ser- 
vice area of the transmitter. One 
of the new antenna designs, by 
Richard Biby of Communica- 
tions Engineering Services, 
Arlington, Va., is based on a 
conventional vertical monopole, 
surrounded by a number of short 
vertical auxiliary radiators. 
These are placed to increase the 
groundwave and to cancel out 
unwanted skywave. 

The other novel design to be 
tried by the NAB is by Ogden 
Prestholdt of A.D. Ring & Associ- 
ates, Washington. It employs a 

combination of vertical, hori- 
zontal and diagonal elements to 
give, it's hoped, separate control 
over groundwave and skywave 
components of the signal. 

Construction of both ex- 
perimental antennas is expected 
to take a year, after which there 
will be another year of compara- 
tive field tests. 

67 GHz 
bandwidth 

photo -diode 
Wideband photodiodes are 
assuming increasing importance 
with the growth of infra -red 
optical communications systems 
operating in the gigabit/sec re- 
gion. Primary design considera- 
tions are the need to keep the 
active area small to reduce device 
capacitance and the need to keep 
the layers thin to minimize elec- 
tron transit time. Another limit- 

ing factor is the need to keep 
electrical parasitics as low as 
possible by mounting the device 
in a wavelength microstrip or 
coaxial fitting. 

Using a coaxial mount, scien- 
tists at AT & T Bell Laboratories, 
Holmdell, New Jersey, have con- 
structed an indium gallium arse- 
nide (InCaAs) infra -red photo- 
diode with a modulation re- 
sponse from d.c. to 67 GHz. This 
is the fastest response so far 
reported for this type of device, a 

PIN diode with an active area of 
150µm2 and an intrinsic layer 
thickness of 0.5µm. 

The actual frequency response 
was determined by a Fourier 
analysis of the impulse response 
to a 1.3µm laser operating at a 
repetition rate of 3.7GHz. The AT 

& T Bell researchers say the 
67GHz (3dB) response indicates 
that parasitics are the limiting 
factor with the present design. 
Higher bandwidths may be possi- 
ble if care is taken to reduce 
parasitics, though they admit 
that transit time will prevent a 
very significant increase. 

New insight 
into dielectric 

breakdown 
Steven R. Kurtz and Robert A. 

Anderson of the US Sandia 
National Laboratories have made 
what they claim to be the first 
ever direct measurements of 
charge distribution in the dielec- 
tric of a capacitor stressed to 
near breakdown. This is now 
providing new insight into why 
electrical insulation fails and 
also why it sometimes becomes 
conductive when subject to in- 
tense radiation. 

The material Sandia are using 
for their experiments is Mylar 
(polyethylene terephthalate), a 
material commonly used in 
capacitor construction. Space 
charge is injected from a high 
voltage placed across metal films 
deposited on either side of a 
Mylar film. The resulting capaci- 
tor is then subject to brief pulses 
of radiation from an infra -red 
laser, which generate an acoustic 
wave that propagates through 
the Mylar film, causing a brief 
deformation. The resulting 
localized changes in capacitance, 
in conjunction with the space 
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RESEARCH NOTES 
charge, generate a current 
across the metal films which 
provides a direct measure of the 
space charge. Knowing the rate 
at which the acoustic wave pro- 
pagates through the Mylar then 
enables the Sandia researchers 
to create a detailed map of what 
goes on in every part of the 
stressed dielectric. 

One interesting finding is that 
the charge distribution near the 
electrodes does not increase in 
direct proportion to the applied 
field. In fact there's a reduction 
as the field approaches 4MV 
cm -1. Kurtz and Anderson attri- 
bute this to the onset of tunnell- 
ing. This, they say, may produce 
high current densities which 
ultimately lead to dielectric 
breakdown. 

Space charge mapping is now 
being used to investigate other 
properties of Mylar capacitors, 
including radiation -induced 
breakdown. Active components, 
its seems, are not the only ones 
that are subject to the damaging 
effects of e.m.p. or cosmic rays 
from space. 

50 farads in 
a cotton 

reel 
The Insulating Systems Depart- 
ment of ERA Technology has 
developed and tested a method of 
making capacitors with an un- 
precedently high capacitance per 
unit volume. A 50F 1V unit 
would be about the size and 
shape of a cotton reel - 16cm3. 
The energy storage density, 
about 6 joule/cm3, has been 
achieved by exploiting the prin- 
ciple of an electric double layer, 
already a feature of some com- 
mercially available memory 
back-up capacitors. Up till now, 
however, these double layer 
capacitors have not been avail- 
able in values of more than a few 
farads. 

Although the ERA design has 
so far only been fabricated ex- 
perimentally in values of 4-5F, 
Mike Weller of the Insulating 
Systems Department believes it 
is inherently extendable to any 
required size. 

Tests on the prototype indi- 
cate discharge characteristics 
and an ability to retain an almost 
full charge for many months. 

Atomic 
particles break 
energy record 

Researchers at CERN, the Euro- 
pean Laboratory for Particle Phy- 
sics, have accelerated atomic 
nuclei to the highest energy ever 
achieved in the laboratory. 
CERN's machines, which extend 
for many kilometres under- 
ground, normally work with pro 
tons, but to extend their studies 
of matter, the physicists chose to 
work with oxygen ions which are 
16 times heavier and which carry 
a double charge. To provide 
these ions, one of CERN's injec- 
tor accelerators was adapted in 
collaboration with the West Ger- 
man Gesellschaft für Schwer- 
ionenforschung and the Law- 
rence Berkeley Laboratory in 
California. Both these research 
teams have a strong tradition of 
research with ion beams, but 
only CERN's system of interlink- 
ed accelerators could provide the 
energy levels needed. 

After leaving the injector, the 
ions passed through several 
accelerators, ending up in the 
Super Proton -Synchrotron 
(SPS) with an energy level of 3.2 
TeV. In absolute terms this isn't a 
huge amount of energy, but car- 
ried on oxygen nuclei, it repre- 
sents a huge concentration of 
energy. 

Using the ion beams, CERN 
physicists will search for signs of 
the so-called 'quark -gluon' plas- 
ma, a state of matter thought to 
exist under extreme conditions 
where protons and neutrons fuse 
into a 'soup' of the constituent 
quarks and gluons. This state of 
matter is thought to have existed 
in the first second after the Big 
Bang that created the Universe 
and before matter condensed to 
form atoms and molecules. Pre- 
liminary experiments with the 
oxygen ion beam have already 
demonstrated that useful results 
will be achieved when the ex- 
perimental programme gets fully 
under way. 

CERN's track record with high 
energy research is already im- 
pressive. It was in the SPS 
accelerator in 1983 that proton/ 
anti -proton collisions revealed 
evidence of the W and Z particles. 
These are the particles that 
mediate the so-called 'weak 
force', the agent of radioactive 

decay. The same experiment 
later provided evidence for yet 
another building brick of matter, 
one of the predicted family of 5 
quarks, the component parts of 
neutrons and protons. 

Perception of 
voltage dips 

Voltage dips occur on any supply 
network when load is suddenly 
applied or disconnected. Most of 
the time such dips go unnoticed, 
especially if loads are well - 
regulated or of a sort that don't 
rely on continuity, e.g. heating 
or refrigeration plant. Lighting 
is entirely different, however. 
Electricity authorities are fre- 
quently faced with complaints 
about flickering lights, especially 
in rural areas at the ends of long 
supply lines. 

One solution, though an ex- 
pensive one, would be to rein- 
force the supply network to 
minimize such dips. A more 
practical approach, and one 
that's recently been the subject 
of study at the Electricity Coun- 
cil Research Centre at 
Capenhurst, is to try and identify 
the characteristics of supply dips 
that are most annoying and then 
take steps to mitigate them. 

An experiment was carried out 
in which people reading were 
exposed to voltage fluctuations 
of different waveforms at differ- 
ent time intervals. In each case 
the source of illumination was a 
standard tungsten lamp. The 
percentage modulation of the 
waveform was adjusted in each 
case until the subject noticed the 
fluctuation and until they said 
that such a fluctuation would be 
annoying if it occurred regularly. 

These tests showed that differ- 
ent waveforms need different 
percentage modulations for 
perception and annoyance to 
occur. In general, the faster the 
voltage change, the greater the 
degree of annoyance. This sug- 
gests that once a troublesome 
load has been identified, the 
effects of switching it on and off 
could be minimized by the use of 
a 'soft start' system. 

In order to identify the source 
of voltage dips, it is necessary tc 
have some means of measuring 
their subjective effect and for 
this purpose the ECRC has de- 
veloped a digital 'flicker meter'. 

This will predict whether a volt- 
age fluctuation applied to it will 
cause annoyance to anyone us- 
ing a tungsten lamp connected 
to the same supply. Tests have 
shown that the meter's readings 
compare very closely with the 
subjective effects of a large num- 
ber of different waveforms. It is 
now available commercially 
from the licensee Dicoll Electro- 
nics Ltd. of Basingstoke. 

Polarisation 
diversity in 

radar 
It has long been acknowledged 
that polarization is a dimension 
of radar backscatter that can 
provide additional target in- 
formation. However, several fac- 
tors such as cost, technical com- 
plexity and incomplete know- 
ledge have placed severe limits 
on progress in this field. Up till 
now, therefore, much of the de- 
scription of a radar target has 
been derived from the ampli- 
tude, the frequency, the phase 
and the bearing of the returned 
signal. 

In a paper published by the 
I.E.E.E., Dino Guili reviews 
some of the latest developments 
in radar polarization studies. 
These include the polarization 
behaviour of different target ob- 
jects and ways in which this can 
change under differing condi- 
tions of motion and according to 
the resolution of the radar. 

Dual -polarization radar can 
now effectively distinguish be- 
tween light rain, heavy rain, hail 
and snow on account of the 
differing shape, and hence reflec- 
tive properties, of the different 
hydrometeors. 

Cuili's paper goes on to look at 
other valuable features of 
polarization -diversity radar, in- 
cluding its military potential for 
obviating or at least minimizing 
the effects of 'chaff and jam- 
ming. Several technical options 
are offered for implementing 
these theoretical possibilities, 
few of which have yet been stu- 
died extensively. Guili concludes 
that only when experience has 
been gained with such oper- 
ational radars will it be possible 
to assess the techniques defini- 
tively. (Proc. IEEE, Vol. 74, No. 
2) 
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Cost-effective baseband 
signal generator 

A novel and simple method of generating periodic 
waveforms 

AIthough designed specifically to support 
a research project involved in the 
investigation of multiplexing 

strategies suitable for the simultaneous 
transmission of speech and data over land- 
mobile radio linksl, the principle used in 
this design can be extended to cater for many 
different types of application. An attractive 
feature of the method used to reproduce 
various baseband test signals is the fact that, 
as well as generating sinusoidal test tones at 
standard audio frequencies, many other 
user -defined complex signals which extend 
over a defined bandwidth can be produced 
and switch -selected when required. In con- 
trast, using standard pieces of test equip- 
ment would demand a far greater level of 
complexity to achieve the same result. 

In general, assessment of the dynamic 
performance of electronic systems, such as 
amplifiers and filters, usually demands that a 
suitable test signal be injected at the input 
and the resulting output waveform ex- 
amined. In this way, frequency response and 
distortion can be quantified. Consequently, 
many pieces of test equipment are available 
to enable a wide range of performance 
measurements to be carried out. Although 
the system to be described does not offer a 
new performance -assessment strategy, it 
does provide the engineer with the possibil- 
ity of developing and using unique wave- 
forms for specific measurement tasks. These 
customized waveforms can be produced 
without the need to modify the electronic 
system used in their generation. 

Figure 1 is the block diagram of the 
configuration which has successfully been 
used to generate and store a library of 
periodic baseband signals. Each waveform is 

stored as a pulse -code -modulated data 
frame, which consists of 64, 8 -bit quantized 
samples extending over a 5ms sequence. 
Consequently, each waveform can contain, 
in theory at least, frequency components 
extending up to 6.4kHz, as defined by the 
Nyquist sampling theorem. Increasing the 
number of samples and/or modifying the 
data frame length can, of course, enable 
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Fig.l. Schematic block diagram of the baseband waveform generator. 

periodic signals covering a much wider 
bandwidth to be obtained. However, as 
previously indicated, the system was de- 
signed to provide test signals for a radio 
telephony speech band up to 3kHz. The 
stored waveform data samples are output in 
a cyclic manner, repeating every 5ms as 
determined by the 12.8kHz clock frequency, 
as 8 -bit codewords to a d -to -a converter. 

In response to the frame sequence of 8 -bit 
data codewords, the converter reproduces a 

quantized approximation to the stored base - 
band waveform which has been selected. As 

Fig.2 shows, the low -order addresses needed 
to access the 64 data samples per frame are 
produced by a six -stage binary counter, 
which in turn is driven by the clock gener- 
ator. In contrast, the high -order address, 
which defines the baseband waveform to be 
generated, is determined by a hex. code 
thumbwheel switch arrangement. The low 
cost and availablity of the 2716 eprom makes 
it an obvious choice for this application: a 
64 -byte data frame for each individual wave- 
form means that a total of 32 distinct test 

signals can be catered for, if required, by the 
standard configuration. 

The remaining circuitry following the 
d -to -a converter consists of a low-pass filter 
to smooth out the quantized signal from the 
converter and reproduce the desired band - 
limited periodic test signal. A means of 
adjusting the output level has also been 
included. 

A SELECTION OF BASEBAND 
SIGNALS 

As previously indicated, as well as generating 
standard audio test signals such as 400Hz 
and 1kHz tones, the stored -waveform tech- 
nique encourages the design of other differ- 
ent complex test signals. Before reviewing 
certain signals which have been adopted for 
investigating the effect of baseband signal 
processing, it is useful to indicate the quality 
of sinusoidal test signals that can be 
obtained using this method. Practical 
measurements have confirmed that the 
second -harmonic distortion using this con - 
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figuration is better than 0.5% and the third 
harmonic generated is less than 0.3%. These 
values compared very favourably with 
laboratory signal generators which employ 
oscillators. Also, high frequency stability is 
assured, provided that a crystal oscillator is 
used as the clock generator. 

Figure 3 shows a small selection of test 
signals that have been successfully gener- 
ated using this technique, indicating both 
their time -domain and frequency -domain 
representations. The waveform of Fig.3(b) 
consists of the sum of two audio tones, 
800Hz and 1200Hz, and is used as a test 
signal for assessing the non -linearity of 
baseband speech -signal processing systems. 
Any non -linearity in such systems leads to 
the generation of spurious frequency com- 
ponents in the output signal which take the 
form of harmonics and intermodulation 
products related to the input signal tones. 
This technique of assessing non -linearity is 
known as 'two-tone' testing and is well 
established in the testing of r.t. circuits. 

The next waveform in the sequence, 
Fig.3(c), is a more complex audio test signal 
consisting of four distinct frequency compo- 
nents which are odd and prime number 
multiples of a 200Hz fundamental which is 
itself excluded. 

11 

f(t)= sin(wit+4i) 

1#1 
i # even 
i=prime 

where i can take the values 3,5,7 and 11. 

The amplitudes of the sinusoidal compo- 
nents are all equal; however, their phase 
values 41) are chosen to ensure a composite 
waveform with a controlled peak-to-r.m.s. 
value. The ratio of peak to r.m.s., defined 
here as the dynamic range of the test signal, 
should be as small as possible, since a 
smaller dynamic range will minimize the 
effect of quantization noise introduced by 
the d -to -a process. The problem of how to 
adjust the phase angles of a periodic signal 
with a given power spectrum to minimize 
the 'peak -to -trough' ratio of the resultant 
signal envelope is dealt with in detail in 
Ref.2. 

This particular test signal, covering a 
range of frequencies from 600Hz to 2200Hz, 
has proved very useful in assessing the 
performance of a quadrature -based, narrow - 
band, angle -modulated system' which is 
under investigation as a possible multiplexer 
for speech and f.f.s.k.-modulated data in 
mobile radio. 

A test signal composed of prime sinusoids 
is well suited to the rapid measurement of 
frequency response when used in conjunc- 
tion with a microcomputer -based measur- 
ing system using a discrete Fourier trans- 
form to derive a spectral information from 
the output of a test system3. Any non- 
linearities in a system being tested in this 
way will not corrupt the frequency response 
estimates at the specific test frequencies. 
This is because the input signal consists of a 
sum of sinusoidal components which, as 
already described, are odd and prime num- 
ber multiples of a reference fundamental 
frequency. Consequently, any spurious dis- 

tortion products generated will fall at fre- 
quencies other than those contained in the 
test signal. 

The final test signal shown in Fig.3(d) has 
been designed to have a specific amplitude 
spectrum; a sinc(x) distribution from zero to 
1.6kHz, with a peak value occurring at 
800Hz. As indicated by the spectrum analys- 
er display of Fig.3(d), the signal consists of a 
fundamental at 200Hz and harmonics up to 
and including the seventh. Spectral zeros of 
the distribution are chosen to occur at d.c. 
and the eighth harmonic. 

The amplitudes of each harmonic compo- 
nent are weighted according to the ex- 
pression 

an =Ksin(x) 

where K=An amplitude scaling 
component 

x=n(T/T-1) for n=r1;2;3;4;5;6;7 
T=waveform period (in this case 

5ms) 
T=T/4 

Phases of the individual components have 
been selected to yield a dynamic range of less 
than 10dB. This waveform was designed to 
investigate the likely levels of distortion and 
crosstalk that would be produced by syn- 
chronous detection of an orthogonal multi- 
plexing strategy based on narrow -band angle 
modulation after successive stages of fre- 
quency multiplication4. The amplitude spec- 
trum of the baseband signal, recovered after 
multiplication by a coherent local carrier, is 
compared to the original amplitude spec - 
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trum to assess the amount of spectral distor- 
tion introduced. 

OBTAINING THE TEST -SIGNAL DATA 

The success of the stored -waveform concept 
for generating complex test signals depends 
to large extent on the p.c.m. data frame that 
is stored in the eprom as the waveform 
signature to be reproduced by the d -to -a 
converter. Clearly, this depends on the 
ability to obtain accurate sample values at 
equally spaced intervals over the desired 
time period for each waveform. Once these 
instantaneous values have been obtained, it 
is a relatively simple matter to optimize the 
steps in sample values over the amplitude 
range of the frame period and convert them 
to 8 -bit codewords. Since the waveforms are 
periodic, they will all contain discrete fre- 
quency components and can therefore be 
accurately defined by a Fourier series. 

Such a representation can easily be evalu- 
ated to express the instantaneous amplitude 
of the composite signal at all sampling 
instants over the period using a micro- 
computer running a high-level language 
such as Basic. 

Even if a micro is not available, the 
instantaneous values can be calculated to 
significant degree of accuracy, on a point-to- 
point basis, with a calculator possessing the 
basic sin/cos trig. functions. Inevitably, this 
second option will demand a great deal of 
time to complete if the calculator is not the 
programmable type. The method used by the 
author to derive the p.c.m. data -frame wave- 
form signatures is based on a c.a.e. package 
known as Astec 35'6 - a general-purpose 
analogue circuit and system package capable 
of performing d.c.,a.c., and transient 
analysis. 

The reference to Astec 3 is included here 
for the sake of completeness. There is abso- 
lutely no need to resort to such levels of 
sophistication as c.a.e. software packages to 
obtain the data -frame signatures. 

When one considers the very small hard- 
ware costs involved, and the inherent pro- 
grammability, this unit is worthy of serious 
considerations for any lab. or test environ- 
ment. 
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Fig.3. A selection of test signals successfully generated by the stored waveform method: 
1kHz sinusoidal test tone(a); a two tone test signal(b); a prime sinusoid complex test 
signal(c) and a complex audio test signal with sinc(x) discrete amplitude spectrum at (d). 
y scale 0.5V/div., x scale 0.5 ms/div. 
Fig.4. A 10ms transient simulation of the sinc(x) distribution, using Astec 3. 
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Fig.4. A 10ms transient simulation 
sinc(x) distribution, using Astec 3. 
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Hydraulic 
using 
water 

NEPTUNE I, H 

2.5Kg at 
1120mm 

EXPANDABLE 
CONVEYOR SYSTEM 

stepper drive belt 
length 0.5-5.0m 

WALLI IS FREE! 
WALLI is a powerful high level language (Work -cell 
Amalgamated Logical Linguistic Instructions) for 
controlling up to 4 robots and their peripheral 
equipment simultaneously from single computer 
(BBC, Apple Ile or IBM PC). WALLI is supplied FREE 
with any robot. 

SERPENT I, H 

2Kg at 400 or 650mm 

DC servo/pneumatic 
SCARA 

CNC 
micro 
mill 

X 200mm 
Y I00mm 
Z 100mm 

stepper/ball screw 
drive. 

WIDE 
RANGE GAUGES, 

SENSORS ETC FOR 
ROBOTIC WORK -CELLS 

IN OUR 
FREE BROCHURE. 

ROBOTS 
From only 

£4751 
INDEXING 

TABLE 

stepper drive 
4 steps/degree 

MENTOR 
1Kgat 

420mm 

500gm 
at 500mm 
with see 
through 
perspex 
Cylinders. 

DC servos 

NAIAD 
Water hydraulic/ 

DC servo/ 
pneumatic. 

UKs WIDEST RANGE of low 
cost robotic & FMS equipment. 

Tel 

0264 
50093 

Telex 
477019 
ASR.G 

West Portway Ind. Est., Andover, Hants. SPIO 3WW 
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Matmos Ltd, 1 Church Street, Cuckfield, West Sussex RH17 5JZ. 
Tel: (0444) 414484/454377 

Computer Appreciation, 111 Northgate, Canterbury, Kent CT1 1BH 

Tel: (0227) 470512. Telex: 966134 COMPAPG 
ITT Model 3500/3510 FACSIMILE Machines. Very compact Group 2 machine supplied in good ex -demo condition. 
Compatible with most Group 3 equipment. British Telecom will 6t a suitable socket for around C20.00 C295.00 
FAIRCHILD Model 1310 CCD line scan carnet's and control. CCD cernera with 1.024 , 1 sensor. Controller 
provides digital outputs at TTL levels C550.00 
HEWLETT PACKARD Model 59307A dual VHF switch. DC to 500MHz 50 Ohm switch for HP -1B C485.00 
COHERENT Model 804mW Helium -Neon LASER head. In good order and can be demonstrated working, but 
without power supply £125.00 
HATFIELD INSTRUMENTS Type 2105 50 Ohm attenuator £50.00 
CALCOMP Model 563 AO drum plotter. With drive electronics, but without intelligence or interface £425.00 
TEKTRONIX Model 4051 DESKTOP GRAPHICS COMPUTER. With integral tape drive, 4000 series high resolution 
display and BASIC in ROM. With IEEE and RS232 interfaces....._..._..._........._ .......................................... ...................... C425.00 
PERTEC Series 3000 disc drive. 14" hard disc drive with PERTEC interface. 5Mbyte removable + 5 Mbyte fixed. 
NEW C350.00 
PERTEC disc exerciser for Series 3000 drives (350.00 
CDC MINI DOUBLE DISC DRIVE (MMD). 160MB fixed disc drive wdh SMD interface. This ant was used for 
evaluation only and has had very little use C350.00 
RICOH Model GP11 graph plotter. Intelligent drum -type incremental graph plotter with RS232 interface. Features 
include: 4 size character plotting; continuous or broken line vector plot; arc or circle plot; triangle and rectangle plot; 
plotting in any one of four directions. Plotting speed is 667 increment/s; incremental distance (X & Y) is 0.09525mm. 
Takes 9 inch wide sprocketed roll fed paper and pressurised ball point pen. BRAND NEW £75.00 

RICOH Model GP15 graph plotter. As above. but with 15" paper width, self test, three pens and other extra 
features. BRAND NEW £195.00 
TEKTRONIX Model 851 digital tester. "One knob lets you dial 22 functions ... eleven functions measure timing, 
two 
register plus and minus peak voltages, three carry out DMM measurements ... and one reads line voltage at the 
outlet ... the 851 measures its 4 input thresholds to adjust to the logic levels of the equipment being serviced". 5 

digit readout, 35MH frequency/timing, autoranging etc £350.00 
BRYANS Model 45000 UV recorder with 6 x 45001 amplifiers 1 mV/cm - 50V/cm and chart speeds from 1mm/min 
- 500mm/g, Timing line interval is adjustable from 0.0020 - 100 and Record Duration 0.5s -20s. With remote control 
facility C350.00 
HEWLETT PACKARD 20MHz pulse generator Model 8011A with Opt 001 burst mode (preselected no of pulses 
delivered on trigger). Pulse width: 25ns-100ms in four ranges C400.00 
HEWLETT PACKARD Model 5045A digital IC tester. With IEEE interface and print out of test results. Complete 
with substantial library of mag card test programs for 74 series TTL £750.00 
TIME ELECTRONICS Model 9810 programmable power supply 0250.00 
TIME ELECTRONICS Model 505 DC current source, 0.05% . £150.00 
DEC Model BA11MF 8 -slot box, backplane and ps.u. for O -bus devices. NEW 0295.00 
ADAC Model 1822 128KB CMOS memory for DEC O -bus with battery back-up £350.00 
GTSC quad aeries) Interface for DEC O -bus with battery back up £125.00 
DEC LS1-11 CPU CARD with 4k memory ._£75.00 

Please note:' VAT 8 carriage extra on all items. More details Information is available on many Items- please enquire. 
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RF U.S. supplier of RF POWER DEVICES. 
Prices LOWER than current domestic prices. 

POWER Query us for immediate needs. 

A quality source for a complete range of RF POWER devices - From 2- 
30MHz, SSB 12.5V 7 28V transistors -14-30 MHz CB/AMATEUR 27-50 
MHz, low band FM - 66 - 88MHz, mid band FM - 66 - 88MHz, mid band 
FM -156-162MHz VHF MARINE RADIO FM -130 - 175MHz HI-BAND 
VHF FM - 108-152MHz VHF AIRCRAFT AM - 225 40MHZ UHF 28V - 
407 - 512 UHF CATV/MATV CLASS A linear transistors -A SMALL 
indication of types are listed below. SEND FOR OUR FREE BROCHURE 
AND/OR CONTACT FOR IMMEDIATE QUOTES. 

MRF450 MRF453 MRF646 BLY88A BLY9O BLY93A 
.2N3553 .2N4933 .2N5109 .2N3375 .2N5016 -589 
.2N4128 .2N5070 .2N5591 .2N6080 .2N4427 .2N5090 
.2N5634 .2N6083 .2N4431 .2N5102 .2N5918 .2N6084 

T `C Semiconductor inc. 
18 WEST 21st STREET NEW YORK, N.Y. 10010 U.S.A. 

TEL: (212) - 675 6722 TELEX: 284564 TICS UR 
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14 
KESTREL ELECTRONIC 

COMPONENTS LTD. 
All items guaranteed to manufacturers spec. 
Many other items available. 

`Exclusive of V.A.T. and Post and Package' Y 
1+ 50+ 1+ 50+ 1+ 501 

74LS00 .13 .10 6821 1.40 1.00 27C64 3.50 3.00 
74LSO4 .13 .10 6502 3.30 2.80 2764-25 2.30 2.20 
74LS08 .13 .10 6522 3.30 2.80 27128-25 2.30 2.20 
74LS37 .13 .10 6551 4.00 3.50 27256-25 3.60 3.30 
74LS74 .13 .10 74S00 0.25 0.20 6116LP-3 1.30 1.15 
74LS86 .13 .10 74SO4 0.35 0.30 6264LP-15 2.30 2.15 
74L5122 .20 .18 74S138 0.35 0.30 4164-15 0.90 0.78 
74LS244 .40 .35 74S240 0.90 0.65 41256-15 2.20 2.10 
74LS245 .48 .35 8255-5 1.50 1.30 Z8OACPU 1.40 1.20 
74LS367 .48 .40 4 meg Crystals 0.50 0.35 280ACTC 1.50 1.20 
74LS373 .40 35 WO11B 0.11 0.09 Z80AP10 1.50 1.20 
74LS374 .40 35 W020B 0.35 0.30 556 0.30 0.25 
74LS393 .40 35 W040B 0.36 0.30 7611 BCPA 1.20 1.00 
74LS399 .35 30 LM311 0.22 0.18 7407 0.25 0.20 

All memory prices are fluctuating daily, please phone to confirm prices. 

178 Brighton Road, 
Purley, Surrey CR2 4HA 
Tel: 01-668 7522 
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ANALOGUE METERS LEVELL DIGITAL METERS 

LEVELL AC MICROVOLTMETERS TM3A/B £159/179 
16 ranges 150Vfs/50OVfs, accuracy 1% + 1 %fs+ 1pV. 
- 20dB/+6dB scale. ±3dB 1Hz-3MHz. 150mVfs output. 
TM3A: 83mm scale. TM3B: 123mm scale and LF filter. 

LEVELL BROADBAND VOLTMETERS TM6A/B£249/279 
16 LF ranges as TM3A/B + 8 HF ranges 1mVfs/3Vfs, 
accuracy 4% + 1 %fs at 30MHz. ±3dB 300kHz-400MHz. 

LEVELL DC MICROVOLTMETER TM8 £135 
28 linear ranges ±3pV/±300V and ±3pA/±300nA plus 2 
log ranges for nulling. Output ±300mV at fs. 

LEVELL MULTRESTER TM11 £179 
50pV/50OVfs ac, S0pA/500mAfs ac, 150pV/500Vfs dc, 
150pA/500mAfs dc, 0.20 to 100GR, lin/log null. 
Diode/LED test. Optional RF. HV and Temperature. 

for INSTRUMENTS 

LEVELL TRANSISTOR TESTER TM12 £199 
Transistor, diode and zener leakage to 0.5nA at 2V -150V. 
Breakdown to 100V at 10p4, 100µ4, 1 mA. Gain at 
1A-100mA. Vsat and Vbe at 1mA-100mA. 

LEVELL INSULATION TESTER TM14 £210 
Log scale covers 6 decades 10M0 -10T2 at 250V, 500V, 
750V, 1kV; 1M-1TR at 25V -100V; 100k-100GR at 
2.5V -10V; 10k- IOW at 1V. Current 100pA-10044. 

BENCH POWER SUPPLIES 

THURLBY SINGLES P1.1541310/320 £159/125/155 
0.5" LED digit meters, acc 0.1%, resoln. 10mV, 1 mA. 
<0.01% change for 50% load change. Remote sense. 
154: 0-15V 0-4A. 310: 0-30V 0-1A. 320: 0-30V 0-2A. 

THURLBY DUALS PL3100MD/3200MD £269/339 
Two 0-30V 0-1A (2A on 3201 with isolated, series 
tracking, series or parallel modes of operation. 

THURLBY TRIPLES PL310K/320K £275/345 
310K: 0-30V at 0-1A, 0-30V at 'hA & 4V -6V at 31/2A. 
320K: 0-30V at 0-2A, 0-30V at 1A & 4V -6V at 7A. 

LEVELL DECADE BOXES 

C410 10pFto 111, 110pF, acc 1%±2pF. £49 
R401/410 : 4 decs. 12 or 102 steps, acc 1%, 2.5W £49 
R601/610 : 6 decs. 1R or 100 steps, acc 1%, 2.5W £63 
R601S : 6 decades. 10 steps, acc 0.3%, 2.5W £75 
R701 : 7 decades. 10 steps, acc 1%, 2.5W £72 

LEVELL DIGITAL THERMOMETER DT1K £44 
- 120°C/+820°C, acc 0.2%±1°C. 3 digit 8.5mm LCD. 
A standard Type K thermocouple socket is fitted. Bead 
couple is supplied. Battery life >3000 hrs. 

LEVELL DIGITAL CAPACITANCE METER 7705 £49 
0 1pF 2000eF, acc 0.5%. 37: digit 12.7mm LCD. 

IB 6 

HC DIGRAL MULTIMETER HC4510 £69 
4 digit 11 mm LCD. Up to 1 kVdc, 750Vac, 10A, 20MR. 
Resoln. 10í,V, 100nA, 10mO. Buzzer. dcV 0.05%. 

HC DIGITAL MULTIMETERS HC5040/5040T £37/39 
3 Y2 digit 12.7mm LCD. Up to 1kVdc, 750Vac, 
10A, 20MR. Resolution 100pV, 100nA, 10mO 
15040T: 100mO). Buzzer. dcV 0.25%. Battery life 
2000hrs. 5040T: has a TR test. 

THURLBY DMMs 1503/1503HA/1504 £169/185/199 
4% digit 9mm LCD. Up to 1.2kVdc, 75OVac, 10A, 32M0, 
4MHz. Resoln. 10pV, 10nA, 10m1-2. Mains / battery. 
1503: dcV 0.05%. 1503HA: 0.03%. 1504: True mis ac. 

THURLBY INTELLIGENT MULTIMETER 1905a £349 
51/2 digit 13mm LED. Up to 1.1 kVdc, 75OVac, 5A, 21 MR. 
Resoln. 1pV, 1nA, 1mO. dcV 0.015%. Computing and 
storage functions. RS232/IEEE interface options. 

OTHER INSTRUMENTS AVAILABLE - FREE DELIVERY MAINLAND UK -QUANTITY DISCOUNTS -VAT EXTRA 

LEVELL ELECTRONICS LTD. 
Moxon Street, Barnet, Herts., EN5 5SD, England 

Telephone: 01-440 8686 & 01-449 5028 
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Z80 CONTROL Z80 
CARDMASTER CPU 

4/6 MHzZ80CPU 

CP/M compatible 

User transparent MULTI -TASKING 

Up to 32K EPROM & 16K RAM 

Watchdog crash protection 

RS232 & RS422 Comms 

2'Z80aPIO (one uncommitted) 
On board bus buttering 

g, 
, 

Power -on jump hardware 
Euro -card construction 

NOW FROM £99 + VAT 

CUB MICROCONTROLLER 
Z80 CPU 

4 x Z80a PTO's (64I/0lines) 
Z80a CTC 

4K Battery backed RAM (2K sup.) 

4K EPROM (2K MCV2.0 sup.) 

Powerful monitor (MCV2.0) 

' I 

t Eurocardconstruction 

NOW FROM £86 - VAT 

STARBURST V1.31 
A CROSS ASSEMBLER FOR 

CMR16 NOW FROM 
£165.00 

CP/M80 covers four major 
families of single chip uP's and 

uC's 
* 8048 inc. 8741/2 8748/9/50 
* 8051 inc. 8031/28751 8744 
* 6801 inc. 6800/1/2/368701 
* 6805 inc. 68705 63705 

Bare PCB's Available 
1+ 10+ 

C/M CPU 28.50 25.65 
C/M I/O 28.50 25.65 
CUB 23.50 21.15 
CMR16 40.00 36.00 

Supplied with a complete set of 
demonstration files. 

STARBURST V1.31 £95.00 
+ VAT 

Requires Z80 CPU 

Manuals on request 

GNC ELECTRONICS 
Little Lodge, Hopton Road, 

Thelnetham, DISS IP22 1JN. 
Tel: 0379 898313 
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GUI ICOM] 
Communications 

ICOM introduces the 1C -R7000. advanced technology, continuous coverage 
communications receiver. With 99 programmable memories the IC -R7000 
covers aircraft, marine, FM broadcast, Amateur radio, television and weather 
satellite bands. For simplified operation and quick tuning the IC -R7000 features 
direct keyboard entry. Precise frequencies can be selected by pushing the 
digit keys in sequence of the frequency or by turning the main tuning knob. 
FM wide/FM narrow/AM upper and lower SSB modes with 6 tuning speeds: 
0.1, 1.0, 5, 10, 12.5 and 25kHz. A sophisticated scanning system provides instant 
access to the most used frequencies. By depressing the Auto -M switch the 
IC -R7000 automatically memorises frequencies that are in use whilst it is in the 
scan mode: this allows you to recall frequencies that were in use. Readout is 
clearly shown on a dual -colour fluorescent display. Options -include the RC- 12 

infra -red remote controller, voice synthesizer and HP -1 headphones. 

I T Please rush me details of the IC -R7000 and my nearest ICOM dealer. 
Name 

Address 

Tel - 

Post to: ICOM, Thanet Electronics Ltd., Dept W W, FREEPOST, 
Lnerne Bay, Kent CT6 8BR. (no stamp needed). Te1.0227363859._ J 
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Telephone 
anniversary 

Next year is the 75th anniversary 
of the first public and private 
automatic (dial telephone) ex- 
changed in this country and I am 
engaged in research for an article 
to make sure the events do not go 
unrecorded. There are a number 
of uncertainties about the really 
early exchanges, not least, for 
instance, the tones provided. It 
was some years before ringing 
tone was standardized and dial 
tone provided. In consequence I 

would be most pleased to hear 
from anybody who has know- 
ledge or reminiscences of the 
early exchanges. 

Although there are a number 
of museums with telephone 
equipment, there is a limited 
scope for preservation under offi- 
cial auspices, and private switch- 
boards have not figured in these 
collections. It would be interest- 
ing, therefore, if anyone would 
care to nominate the oldest pri- 
vate exchanges still in service, 
and it may be possible to prevent 
some unique museum pieces 
from going to scrap. 

Please write to me at the 
address shown or leave a mes- 
sage on 0604-844130; every re- 
sponse will be followed up. 
Andrew Emmerson, 
71 Falcutt Way, 
Northampton NN2 SPH. 

Surplus 
equipment, 

please . 

Readers might remember the 
article (E&WW July 1985) de- 
scribing electronics club work 
within the Youth Service. I 

would like to thank generally all 
the readers who contacted me 
regarding this kind of work and 
wish them well with any projects 
that have started. By the way, 
Professor James of the National 
Youth Council, and the people at 
the National Youth Bureau, 
Leicester, are very interested in 
the implications of this kind of 
work. So if any readers have 
suggestions or comments, let me 
encourage them to communi- 
cate with these bodies. 

With respect to my work in 

[FEEDBACK 
Thanet, it is still progressing well 
and a member has just been 
admitted to university on an 
electronics degree course. He 
has become an avid reader of 
E&WW. 

Here is a point well worth 
mentioning to readers who are 
responsible for the disposal of 
surplus material. As an example, 
an acquaintance of mine men- 
tioned that a Kent electronics 
firm was disposing of a quantity 
of obsolete test equipment and 
components. I drove off to see 
the stores manager, but when I 

got there he said, "We have just 
got shot of that lot a week ago - 
on a skip. Nobody wanted it. 
There was a couple of signal 
gens., a 'scope or two, an early 
sweeper - and quite a few boxes 
of bits... We offered the lot to a 
broker, but as it was mainly valve 
equipment, he didn't want to 
know. The local college and 
school were not interested 
either. There was also a small 
lathe - with the tail stock mis- 
sing. I wish we had known you 
were keen." 

Needless to say, I was dis- 
appointed, as this kind of support 
is life blood to unfunded volun- 
tary youth work. Therefore if 

there are any other small firms - 
or anyone for that matter, with 
older apparatus such as radio 
equipment, 'scopes, sweepers, 
meters, small machine or hand 
tools for disposal, then my work 
could make direct and valuable 
use of it. 
K.L. Smith, 
Staple, 
Canterbury. 

If readers wish to write to Dr 
Smith, I will be happy to forward 
their letters from this office - Ed. 

Frequency 
allocations 

Mr Price, in his letter on long - 
wave frequency allocations 
(E&WW, October, 1986), seems 
to imply that only if the channels 
are centred on multiples of 9kHz 
will the intermodulation 
products formed in a receiver fall 
on a carrier frequency. This 
criterion is met for any equi - 
spaced group of channels. 

So a group of channels could 
have been chosen to include 

200kHz and thus preserve a 
unique and widely available 
frequency or time standard. As it 
was, the UK delegation to WARC 
1979 was obliged to subscribe to 
the purely bureaucratic nicety of 
having all the frequencies 
divisible by 9. 

With the advanced state of 
present date technology, I do not 
believe the argument that 
receiver design is simplified can 
be given much weight. 
J.L.Eaton, 
Great Bookham, Surrey. 

Radio - 
frequency 

ignition hazards 
In his report on my presentation 
at the Birmingham URSI Collo- 
quium (`Communications Com- 
mentary', EWWSeptember, page 
9), I am afraid that Pat Hawker 
has allowed his journalistic nose 
for a whiff of scandal to get the 
better of his engineering judge- 
ment. 

I made it very clear that Brit- 
ish Standards 6656 and 6657 are 
the very best that can be achieved 
by the traditional process where- 
by a committee identifies all of 
the physical effects involved and 
then decides what level of multi- 
plying factor, associated with 
each of these effects, can be 
considered to constitute a 
`reasonable worst case', more 
extreme sets of circumstances 
factors, a great deal of time is 

spent deciding which set of cir- 
cumstances constitutes a 

`reasonable worst cause', more 
extreme sets of circumstances 
being then deemed to be so 
bizarre as to have a negligible 
probability of occurrence. The 
same decision process must 
occur in the drafting of all safety 
standards, be they for aircraft 
guidance systems, electric mow- 
ers or toilet seats. 

The problem in the drafting of 
a safety standard for r.f. ignition 
hazards is that excessive caution 
can exacerbate other types of 
hazard. For instance, on an 
offshore oil production platform, 
the number of portable trans- 
ceivers may have to be restricted: 
as a result, an urgent message 
(such as 'man overboard' or 'gas 
leak spotted') may be delayed, 

with hazardous consequences. It 
is therefore essential that the set 
of circumstances deemed to be 
`reasonable worst case' should be 
no more extreme than is abso- 
lutely necessary, and the gui- 
dance of the Health & Safety 
Executive on this point was re- 
spected by all concerned, since 
the HSE has to carry the ulti- 
mate responsibility on such mat- 
ters. 

In advocating adherence to 
extreme worst cases, justified by 

an unscientific appeal to `Mur- 
phy's Law', Pat Hawker effective- 
ly shoots himself ìn the foot. For 
one thing there would be no 
question of allowing mere 
amateurs to use such dangerous 
devices as radio transmitters! 
There would also be men with 
red flags walking ahead of all 
horseless carriages. 

As in most areas of human 
activity, absolute safety is simply 
not achievable, except by ban- 
ning the activity (in the present 
case this would mean a ban on all 
radio transmitters). The aim of 
any safety standard is therefore 
to reduce the probability of 
occurrence of an accident to a 
level that is neglible compared 
with everyday risks that are 
generally accepted by the public 
(mainly determined by the risks 
of disease, and of road traffic 
accidents). 

The decision on what consti- 
tutes a reasonable worst case is 
implicitly a decision on probabi- 
lities. At present this is under- 
taken intuitively, on the basis of 
the collective experience of the 
committee members. The 
ongoing research that I de- 
scribed at the colloquium 
(funded by the Science and En- 
gineering Research Council) will 
attempt to quantify the probabi- 
listic factors involved, so that a 
more informed decision may be 
taken when the time to revise the 
standard comes again. As we had 
expected, our preliminary re- 
sults are showing that, although 
the factors and configurations 
for each step in the British Stan- 
dards appeared to represent 
`reasonable worst cases', the 
probability of each is very low. 
When all the steps necessary for 
an accident are concatenated, 
the product of the probabilities is 
so low as to be negligible. 

Our work will have to be vali- 
dated carefully by a future com- 
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mittee but our results suggest 
that a substantial reduction in 
the stringency of the Standards 
will be possible without com- 
promising safety (i.e. without 
bringing the probability of an 
accident up to a non-neglible 
level). No-one, least of all a radio 
amateur, should lose any sleep 
over this process. In fact, they 
should rest more easily, knowing 
that the probabilistic factors are 
well -quantified, rather than 
being based on intuition. 
Peter S.Excell, 
Senior Lecturer, 
University of Bradford. 

Novel Q -meter 
Mr Egerton's article in the 
October E&WW is both timely 
and useful, as there seems to be a 

revival of interest in simple test 
equipment. No doubt this is 
partly due to the huge prices 
commanded by proprietary 
equipment, symptomatic of 
which is the recent claim of 
`low-cost' coupled with a 

£7000+ price -tag!. 
Unfortunately, there are some 

problems with the circuit 
diagrams which may cause much 
confusion, and lead prospective 
users of the new technique to 
believe that it doesn't work. 

The first diagram is meant to 
illustrate the principle of the 
two -terminal oscillator, and as 

such could be permitted to take 
liberties with such incidentals as 

d.c. levels. However, there are 
more fundamental problems. 
There are two n -p -n. transistors 
shown, with their corresponding 
electrodes connected to opposite 
supply rails. This cannot be, and 
simply reversing the emitter 
arrow on the left-hand device to 
make it p -n -p still results in a 

single polarity -inversion around 
the loop, and not an oscillator. 
What appears necessary is to 
invert the right-hand device, and 
take the upper supply -rail as 

negative. This gives a long-tailed 
pair oscillator, described many 
years ago in WW by `Thomas 
Roddam', with variable emitter 
feedback. However, the practical 
circuit is not the same at all. It is 
a loop containing two common - 
base stages, and is perhaps new. 
Fig.1 shows the basic circuit, 
with the two followers omitted. 

Because the oscillator 

FEEDBACK 

transistors are in common base, 
oscillation is possible up to a 

frequency near ft, but the 
frequency will be seriously 
affected by the transistor 
characteristics. A limit of ft/10 
would be prudent. 

In the practical circuit, there 
are more problems. The 4k7 
resistor should go to the +15V 
rail, not otherwise used, while 
the 2N3906 base, etc. goes to 
+5V. The unmarked decoupling 
capacitor could be 100nF 
ceramic. The 'Q or Rp range' 
potential divider values should 
be as shown in Fig.2: the 
preferred values are more 
convenient and make only a 

slight difference to the Rp range. 
The circuit is capable of 
producing quite low -distortion 
sine waves, and could be the 

56k 

560 
Pp range 

Low 

High 4k7 

Rp ranges 
560 Low, 510 to 5k 

Hü.h,5k1 to 57k 

basis for a low-cost signal 
generator. These days a 1V 
output is often useful. 

I hope that these comments 
will be helpful. Mr Egerton's 
technique has sufficient merit to 
justify the clearing up of these 
potential difficulties. 
J.M. Woodgate, 
Rayleigh, 
Essex. 

Well into retirement, I have been 
experimenting with various 
circuits which have appeared in 
the popular press featuring 
transistorized Q meters - my 
modest requirement being 
accuracy around 5% and 
covering frequencies from 
200kHz to 1 megaherz. Results 
have been inconsistent with Q 

values indicated by old Marconi 
and Boonton instruments, valve - 
operated. 

Clearly the requirement is to 
inject a small known value of 
e.m.f., occasioning minimum 
resistive loss, and then to 
measure resulting voltage 
appearing across coil or 
capacitor at resonance at the 
required frequency - the 
voltmeter load to be small 
compared to the dynamic 
resistance at resonance. I have 
never come across the 
"conventional Q meters" circuit 
referred to by your contributor. 
My ancient Marconi Q meter 
keeps the injection resistance 
down to 0.04 ohms. I believe 
Boonton uses 0.02 ohms. The 
introduction of an "ammeter" in 
series as shown would add some 
further indeterminate resistance 
of the order of 10 to 20 ohms 
perhaps (the actual value 
depending on the temperature 
reached by the filament of the 
thermocouple). This would more 
or less completely mask the 
effective series resistance of the 
circuit under test. 

The basic "alternative Q 

meter" illustrates n -p -n (and p - 

n -p?) transistors in harness, and 
has the appeal of simplicity, but 
how does it work and where does 
one introduce the supply volts? 
When the writer constructed the 
final version, how did he verify 
the results and against what 
instrument? Surely all the 
hardware engulfing the coil 
under test would impair its 
potential Q and the figure arrived 
at from the "calibrated resistor" 
would show effective circuit Q. 

Nevertheless, I'm delighted 
someone has shown an interest 
in what appears to be an obsolete 
instrument reserved for 
Analoguists Anonymous. 
Frank Henry, 
Chatham, 
Kent. 

Regarding "Novel Q Meters" on 
p.38 of the October issue of the 
Wireless World, I totally disagree 
with Mr McKenny-Egerton 
Junior's proposition that the 
"inelegant beast requiring much 
calculation and considerable 
thought on the part of the 
operator to avoid erroneous 
measurements is no longer in 
vogue". Additionally, the 
illustration of the "inelegant 

Coil under test 

L R 

E,=IR 

Q- 

beast" described under 
"Conventional Q meters" on p.39 
bears no resemblance to Q 
meters as used in industry and 
research over the last 50 years. 

The attached schematic shows 
the standard layout of a practical 
Q meter, and it will be seen that 
the ammeter actually measures 
the current through the feed 
resistors and thus establishes the 
input voltage. The valve 
voltmeter measures the e.m.f. 
across the capacitor and Q is the 
ratio of the two voltages -a very 
complicated, nerve -shattering 
experience to méasure and 

' calculate! The resistance was 
originally 0.04 ohm, and the 
input current 0.25 amp; the 
valve voltmeter had a full scale 
reading of 5 volts (Q = 500). On 
the Q = 250 range, the current 
was increased to 0.5 amp. 

The instrument was designed 
by Les Woods of the Philco 
Corporation (USA) in the early 
1930s, manufactured by the 
Boonton Company (USA) and 
produced in the UK by Ekco 
Instruments (who became 
Marconi-Ekco, and much later, 
Marconi Instruments - their TF 
1245 Q -meter is a direct 
descendant in basic concept 
from Les Woods' original 
design.) 

I would be very interested to 
know the date and name of the 
manufacturer of the Q Meter 
which Mr McKenny-Egerton 
Junior illustrated under the title 
"Conventional Q meters". 
Stanley Kelly, 
Broadstairs, 
Kent. 

A simpler circuit which covers a 

wider range of dynamic 
resistance is shown here. Like Mr 
Egerton's, this is essentially a 

calibrated negative resistance in 
the form of a complementary 
emitter -coupled oscillator. 
Emitter -follower Trt drives 
common -base amplifier Tr2, 
whose load contains the LC 
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circuit under test. When R2 is set 

at the critical point its scale is 

read off in the dynamic 
resistance (rd) of the LC circuit. 

If Tr1 has a voltage gain of 1, 

and Tr2 a current gain of 1, the 
circuit oscillates when R2 is 

equal to or less than the collector 
load of Tr2. In practice, the gains 
are less than 1, and the collector 
load is not simply the LC circuit, 
but this in parallel with RI, R3, R5 

and a couple of transistor 
impedances. The presence of the 
output buffer Tr3 also has some 
effect. 

Fortunately, all these 
uncertainties can be calibrated 
out. Calibration consists of 
substituting a physical resistor 
for the LC. The circuit can then 
be made to produce relaxation 
oscillations. So long as the 
amplification is the same at the 
(low) relaxation -oscillation 
frequency as at the LC frequency 
the value of the physical 
resistance is the same as the 
corresponding rd and the scale of 
R2 can be marked accordingly. 
Thus R2 can be calibrated from a 

resistance box or a selection of 
known resistances. Strictly 
speaking, Vcc should be 
increased to compensate for the 
d.c. drop in the physical resistor 
but in practice it is not worth the 
trouble. 

For R2, use a carbon -track 
potentiometer with an earthed 
metal case. It is important to 
avoid stray capacitance from X to 
Y and from X to earth: both make 
the circuit read high. (R4 buffers 
the effect of the input 
capacitance of Tr3.) 

Audio transistors can be used, 

since modern planar types have 

high cutoff frequencies. It is 

useful to choose types with low 

collector -base capacitances 
(COB) since these fall across the 
input terminals. 

For many years I have kept one 

of these 'negative -resistance 
generators', made up in a two - 
ounce tobacco tin, handy on the 
work -bench. It is invaluable for 
quick checks on coils, 
capacitors, i.f. transformers, etc. 
Sometimes it is possible to make 
tests on components in -situ in 
other circuits, but care should 
then be used to avoid damagingly 
high amplitudes of oscillation. 
This entails starting with R2 at 
maximum and reducing it slowly 
to find the critical setting. Two 
silicon diodes back-to-back 
parallel across the input will 
limit amplitude to about 1V 

peak. An inverse log. pot. is the 
best for R2, since regeneration 
thèn increases with clockwise 
rotation and the tapering enables 
low values of rd to be read off 
easily. The minimum achievable 
negative resistance depends on 

the maximum current through 
Tr1 and Tr2, hence on hfe and 
Vcc. Values down to about 100,9, 

are readily obtainable. 
G.W. Short, 
Westminster, 
London. 

Relativity 
Alan Watson (Feedback, 
October, 1986) asks for 
experimental evidence to 
contradict Einstein's second 
postulate. There isn't a lot, but 
what there is conclusively rules 
out the special theory of 
relativity (STR) as a conceivable 
explanation of physical 
phenomena. 

In his original paper" 
Einstein developed the Lorentz 
transformations - on which STR 
is entirely dependent - from two 
equations which Einstein 
claimed expressed the form of 
the wavefront radiating from a 

flash of light, as seen by two 
observers in uniform mutual 
relative motion. In fact, at least 
one of the equations must be 

false, for the only way the 
equations could both be true 
would be that flashes of light 
could arise without any physical 
cause and that the flash should 
have zero duration in time. This 
is contrary to all experience - 
real flashes of light are of finite 
duration, however small, and 
require lamps of some kind. For 
a detailed discussion, see 
reference 2. 

Another piece of observational 
evidence which contradicts 
Einstein, though perhaps not 
quite so conclusively, comes 
from spectroscopic binary stars. 
De Sitter") argued that 
measurements of the radial 
component of motion of a 

spectroscopic binary fit in with 
Kepler's laws if no allowance is 

made for different travelling 
times for light emitted at 
different points in the orbit of the 
star (and so for different 
velocities of the source relative 
to Earth). On the other hand, he 
claims, Kepler's laws would 
appear to be broken if the 
travelling times were actually 
different. De Sitter also points 
out that if the velocity of the light 
depends on the time of emission, 
some overlapping of the light 
emitted at different times is to be 

expected, causing an apparent 
splitting of spectrum lines into 
two or more components. This 
splitting, he says, is not 
observed. 

De Sitter's points are hailed by 
supporters of STR as the best 
direct observational evidence for 
the theory. It is unfortunate, 
therefore, that neither of de 

Sitter's contentions is true(4). 
Kepler's laws are not seen to be 

violated because the distances, 
separation of stars, and orbital 
velocities are such as to make it 
impossible to see a violation, and 
splitting of spectrum lines is 
observed. While the splitting 
does not prove that Einstein's 
second postulate is false, it 
cannot be held to be true until 
the splitting is explained in some 

other way. This point seems to 
escape the notice of the 
supporters of STR. 

A further consideration is that 
by virtue of its paradoxical 
features, STR can be used to 
predict more than one outcome 
for more or less any experiment. 
At most, only one can be right. 
The actual outcome will 
contradict all the other 
predictions. 
Prof. R.A. Waldron, 
Universityof Ulster. 
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In his article of June, 1986, p.41, 
M.H. Butterfield states that the 
theory of relativity has changed 
very little since Einstein 
described it, and I therefore 
suggest, with respect, that he 
refers to my paper in the Wireless 
World of October 1978, p.44, and 
to my earlier papers mentioned 
there. In these I argue that the 
theory is demolished by its own 
internal errors and 
contradictions. Butterfield 
admits that Einstein's 
assumption of the constancy of 
the velocity of light might be 

difficult to swallow since it goes 
against common sense but what 
scientists seem to be unable to 
accept is that it also contravenes 
the foundations of science. 
Science is based on experimental 
results which are expressed in 
terms of the units of 
measurement, which must not 
be duplicated if contradictions 
are to be avoided. By making the 
velocity of light constant 
Einstein duplicated the units 
because the units of time and 
length were already defined. 

Einstein committed another 
grave error by using thought 
experiments which are a travesty 
of science. They cannot give new 
results and when they appear to 
do so it is because errors or 
additional assumptions have 
been made. They are used by 
many writers, including 
Butterfield in their attempts to 
explain or support the theory of 
relativity. 
L. Essen, 
Great Bookham, Surrey. 
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8085 development on the 
BBC Micro 
Software for the simple 8085 controller board 

described in September 

Firmware for the prototype board was 
listed in the earlier article. The origin of 
the code is at 020016, but on reset, a 

JUMP instruction to 02F2 is executed. This is 
identified by the label START in the assembly 
listing. 

The first task performed by the firmware on 
reset is to set the stack pointer to 80FF16. This 
location is within the ram of the p.i.a. In the 
present version of the code, the stack is 
situated in the p.i.a. ram and is therefore be 
restricted to 128 bytes. If the stack should 
attempt to grow beyond this limit, the 
microprocessor controller will crash. But the 
advantage of placing the stack here is that the 
full 1K of main memory is available to the 
user. 

Next the firmware sets up the data direction 
register of port B for communication on the 
lower four bits. Bit 0 represents data in, bit 1 

data out, bit 2 input handshake and bit 3 
output handshake. In addition, the output 
handshake line is forced high. This prevents 
the sending machine from allowing a data 
transfer before the controller is ready. 

Finally the main loop of the program is 

entered. This consists of two simple calls: 

receive four bytes from sender 
interpret command and do job. 

This loop is executed continuously provided 
that command is returned to the control 
firmware. The four byte block of data used in 
the firmware is made up as follows: byte 1 is 

the control byte specifying the command; 
bytes 2 and 3 are low and high address bytes; 
and byte 4 is the data byte. 

In the control byte, value 1 means 'accept 
data to address', value 2 means 'send data from 
address' and value 5 'execute program at 
address'. Routines exist within the firmware 
to perform these three functions. To allow 
asynchronous operation, handshaking on the 
data transfer is done bit by bit. From the 
controller's point of view, sending a bit 
involves the following steps: 

look at input handshake line 
wait for it to become high 
put bit to send on data out line 
clear handshake out line 
wait for handshake in to go low 
set handshake out line. 

Receiving a bit is accomplished as follows: 
wait a set time for handshake input to go low 

if low then continue, else fail 
read data bit on data in line 
make handshake out line low 
wait for handshake in line to go high 
set handshake out line high. 

J. L. GORDON 

When the controller is connected to another 
machine (for example, a BBC microcomputer 
running the communication software), the 
cables must be crossed as follows: data in to 
data out, data out to data in, handshake in to 
handshake out, handshake out to handshake 
in. This arrangement has worked successfully 
in several different machines with different 
microprocessors running at various clock 
speeds. 

With this simple communication 
technique, data transfer is allowed only in one 
direction at a time. A drawback is that if both 
devices decide to send at the same time, both 
machines will lock up. The programmer 
should therefore try to stop this condition 
occurring. More complex communication 
routines may be developed when the board is 
functional and, when they have been proved 
error -free, installed in eprom. 

SOFTWARE 

In the communication program is machine - 
code which includes the primitive routines 
also provided in the 8085 controller firmware. 
These routines differ in the assembly 
languages that they are written in. The BBC 
version works with port B of a 6522 v.i.a. The 
program offers options to send, receive and 
run. 

Data sent to the controller is verified and 
any difference between the byte sent and the 
byte received is reported as a failure. Since 
four bytes must be sent for each one put into 
the controller's memory, communication is 
fairly slow, although quite reliable. But this is 
not really a problem because the controller 
has only 1K of user ram. With the 8085 
controller, 1K -byte may be sent in 70 seconds 
and received in 36 seconds. 

Sending involves the transfer of nine bytes: 
four send, four request -verify and one for the 
verified byte. Receiving involves five bytes, 
four send and one receive. With a Basic 
program, the transfer rate is about 140 bytes 
per second. With asynchronous operation, the 
speed of transfer depends on the slowest 
machine. 

An 80 -track disc containing 
software for this project can be 
supplied by the author at a cost 
of £5. Requests should be sent 
to him at 19 Windlebrook 
Crescent, Windle, St Helens, 
Merseyside WA1 O 6DY. 

The BBC microcomputer may interrupt the 
communication task at any time to attend to 
normal housekeeping. The bit -transfer 
routines of the communication program 
therefore disable interrupts whilst data is 
transmitted or received. 

The communication routine is directly 
compatible with the firmware in the 
controller and the two should not get out -of - 
step. If, however, the user selects the option to 
run the program installed in the controller, 
then the controller must either be reset or its 
program should cause a jump to 0000 on 
completion in order to continue with the 
communication process. 

The function of the loader is to take a 
named target file from disc, from the T (for 
Target) directory, and send it to the controller 
with the correct address for each data byte. 
Address and data are part of the target file. 

The user will be asked to supply a run 
address for the file. If no address is entered, 
the first address in the file will be taken as the 
run address. 

USING THE ASSEMBLER 

The 8085 assembler is the final program in the 
software package. It loads a file called 
ASMCODE, a data file containing op -codes. The 
file consists of three columns: op -code, octal 
value and number of bytes per op -code. Data 
for the file may be entered as records 
consisting of three entries (or fields) per 
record, two string and one numeric field. 

Note that the last four entries in the file are 
not real op -codes but pseudo op -codes. These 
are found in most assemblers in one form or 
another. In building a file, it is important to 
ensure that these records appear right at the 
end, immediately before the final, dummy 
record END. 

The letter X in the octal value field indicates 
that the assembler must add to the op -code 
value according to the operand used. 

MAX, a constant in the assembler, set the 
maximum number of lines which may be 
entered. Lines are stored as single string 
entries in the array text$(). This string array 
is treated as a link list and so never has to be 
sorted or shuffled if lines are added or 
deleted. Line numbers are generated when 
the file is listed but are not relevant to the file 
unless the commands Kill or Merge are used. 

Assembly is a two -pass operation. On the 
first pass the assembler attempts to assign 
values to all labels. No errors are reported 
unless a value cannot be assigned because of 
an operand field error. The second pass 
produces target code and reports any errors. 
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Full -wave rectifier uses 
one diode 

It should be possible to produce full -wave rectification 
using only a single diode - if only by accident. 

The student of Fourier series is often 
surprised to find that a full -rectified 
sine wave differs from a half -rectified 

wave of twice the amplitude only in the 
presence of absence or a fundamental - 
frequency sine wave. The panel shows the 
half -wave -rectifier has the form of et, and 
the full -wave rectified wave has the form of 
e3, from which it is clear that e3 can be 
formed from et by the addition of the sine 
wave e2 = -E0 sin wt. These waves are shown 
in Fig.1, and it can be seen either from the 
Fourier series or from direct inspection of 
the waveforms that e3=e1+e2. This relation 
suggests that it should be possible to build a 
full -wave rectifier utilizing this principle of 
voltage addition and having only one diode. 

A naive application of this idea results in 
the circuit of Fig.2. This circuit will clearly 
not operate as intended because the two 
transformer voltages are simply added and 
their sum rectified, resulting in the voltage 
e5 of Fig.3. Since e5=e4 and e, must be as 
shown in Fig.1, e4 must have the form 
shown in Fig.3. 

The difficulty with the circuit of Fig.2 is 

that the voltage e4, which was intended to 
have the form el, is allowed to go negative. 
The obvious cure is a clamping diode, 
resulting in the circuit Fig.4. This circuit 
does indeed produce the desired output e3 

but does not of course qualify as a full -wave 
rectifier with only one diode. 

Fig.4 can be simplified and put in more 
familiar form if it is recognized that the 
potential at the bottom of the lower winding 
is the same as that at the centre of the upper 
winding. The lower winding can accordingly 
be replaced by a centre tap on the upper 
winding. The result is the circuit of Fig.5, 
which is of course simply a conventional 
full -wave rectifier. 

Although we have not yet succeeded in 
forming a one -diode full -wave rectifier based 
on the addition of voltages et and e2, it 
doesn't follow that it can't be done. If the 
half -wave rectifier part of Fig.2 is given a 
resistive load and no current is drawn from 
the combined circuit, the voltage e4 will not 
go negative, and the output will have the 
desired form e3. 

More generally, either circuit of Fig.6 will 
produce the output voltage e6 shown in 
Fig.7, and this approaches the desired form 
e3 if RL is much greater than R I . 

The circuit of Fig.6(b) is occasionally 
produced by accident when one diode in a 
conventional full -wave rectifier fails. 

FRANK A. REGIER 

2E0 

-E0 

o T 

Fig.1. Full -wave rectified wave e3 is formed 
by the addition of half -wave rectified wave 
el and sine wave e2. 

les 

Fig.2. Unsuccessful attempt at a full -wave 
rectifier with one diode. Eo and 2E. are the 
peak voltages of the two windings. 

2E0 

Eo 

o T 

Fig.3. Voltages e4 and e5 occuring in the 
circuit of Fig.2; e2 is shown in Fig.1. 

e 

Fig.4. The circuit of Fig.2 modified by the 
addition of a clamping diode produce the 
desired full -wave rectified output e3. 

3 e3 

Fig.5. Conventional full -wave rectifier, 
equivalent to and desired from the circuit 
of Fig.4. 

(b) 

e6 

1 

e5 

Fig.6. Equivalent one -diode rectifier cir- 
cuits using two (a) and one (b) transformer 
secondary windings and producing the 
output voltage waveform e6 shown in Fig.7. 
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Fig.7. The output voltage e6 produced by 
the circuit of Fig.6 approaches the desired 
form e3 if RL is much greater than R1. 

e=2°I1+2 inwt-3 os2wt-15cos4wt-35cos6w't...] 

e=N1 -3cos2wt- 5cos4wt-35cos6wt..., 
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You've read the 
book, now see 
the film! 
FREE VIDEO 

on the 
amazing PM 3055 
DUAL TIME BASE 
50MHz 'SCOPE from 
ELECTRONIC 
BROKERS 

See for yourself why it's called the 'smart scope'. Just released exclusively 

by Electronic Brokers -a video showing the features that made the Philips 

PM 3055 a world leader in scope technology. 

Autoset of amplitude, timebase and triggering for any input signal. 
All -new panel design for clear and simple operation. 
Fast action up/down controls. 
LCD panel showing settings and status. 
Multifunction menu driven soft keys. 
CRT 16kV acceleration voltage. 
Triggering to 100MHz, with secure microprocessor control. 

AT A PRICE OF JUST £895 
The video is absolutely free. Available in VHS and Betamax formats it lasts 

4 minutes and will be yours once you complete and send off this card. 

NAME Interested in video? 

POSITION If so, format required 

COMPANY Please contact me for 
product discussion 

ADDRESS Please send me product 
information 

TEL. NO I would like to order the 3055 

AND Ulf, 
\\% VIUNEIT 

Wide ranges of Tektronix, Hewlett Packard, 
Marconi, Philips, Wavetek equipment fully 
refurbished and available from our multi -million pound 
inventory. 

SEND NOW TO 
RECEIVE II 
FULL 
DETAILS 

I OHMIC 1111% 
/11111 SDtIIk 

NAME POSITION 

COMPANY 
ADDRESS 

TEL. NO.. 

Circle Box No. 4 For Further Information 
www.americanradiohistory.com
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SAT LI 
Satellites in 
Australian 

broadcasting 
Australia has just the right kind a 
geography and demography to 
benefit from satellite transmis- 
sions. It has a small population of 
about 15 million (less than a 
third of that of the UK) spread 
over a huge land mass of nearly 
three million square miles (more 
than thirty times the area of the 
UK). Obtaining electromagnetic 
coverage, for whatever purpose, 
is therefore difficult and expen- 
sive by terrestrial methods. The 
Australian government knew 
from the start that they could 
achieve complete coverage of the 
entire continent with a single 
transmitter on a geostationary 
satellite, and in 1979 they went 
ahead to establish a national, 
domestic satellite system. 

Called AUSSAT, this compre- 
hensive Ku -band system is own- 
ed and operated by Aussat Pty 
Ltd. The government holds 75% 
of the company's shares and 
Telecom Australia the remain- 
der. Its purpose is to provide 
services for telecommunica- 
tions, broadcasting, air traffic 
control, banking, mining, the 
press, private network custom- 
ers, education, the police and 
other public organizations. 

The first phase is now almost 
complete, with two Hughes 
HS376 satellites in operation and 
a third due to be launched soon. 
The first satellite was put up in 
August 1985 by NASA's 'Discov- 
ery' space shuttle and is in geos- 
tationary orbit at 160°E. The 
second was launched in Novem- 
ber 1985 by space shuttle 'Atlan- 
tis' and has an orbital slot at 
156°E. Satellite No 3, complet- 
ing the first phase, will be posi- 
tioned at 164°E after launching 
by the European Space Agency's 
Ariane rocket in early 1987. 

Each spacecraft, with a cylin- 
drical structure 2.2m in dia- 
meter and 6.6m high, carries 15 
transponders. Four of these have 
an r.f. output power of 30W while 
the remaining eleven give 12W. 
The high -power ones are used for 
broadcasting applications. Spare 
transponders are carried. Up- 
links to the transponders operate 
in the 14-14.5 CHz band, while 
downlink transmissions are in 
the 12.25-12.75 GHz band. 

SYSTEMS 
Coverage from each satellite is 

provided by two national beams, 
encompassing the entire conti- 
nent, and four spot beams for 
particular areas. 

Quick off the mark to utilize 
the AUSSAT system was the Au- 
stralian Broadcasting Corpora- 
tion. They have had transpon- 
ders on lease for over a year now, 
for two purposes in their Nation- 
al Broadcasting Services. One 
function is to distribute sound, 
vision and data signals to broad- 
casting stations in' the seven 
states. The second has been to 
provide direct broadcasting from 
the satellites to individual homes 
in remote areas beyond the reach 
of terrestrial radio and televi- 
sion. 

This second system is called 
the Homestead and Community 
Broadcasting Satellite Service 
(HACBSS). It provides each 
home with the ABC radio and 
PAL television services that are 
appropriate to that part of the 
country. So far about 2,500 
homes have installed receiving 
equipment, made by Plessey Au- 
stralia. 

At the recent International 
Broadcasting Convention at 
Brighton. E.G. Warren of ABC 
was at pains to point out that 
HACBSS is not a universal d.b.s. 
system as specified in the WARC 
1977 plan. Although it operates 
in the 12.5-12.75 GHz sub -band 
allocated to Region 3 d.b.s. it 
does not use the orbital slots 
reserved for Australian d.b.s. 
satellites. 

The HACBSS direct broad- 
casts are beamed to particular 
areas by the appropriate spot 
beams, fed from four 30W trans- 
ponders and one 12W transpon- 
der. Homes in New South Wales, 
Queensland, Victoria and Tasma- 
nia receive HACBSS signals from 
the south-east beam of the 160°E 
satellite. Homes in Western Au- 
stralia, the Northern Territory 
and South Australia get theirs 
from a spot beam of the 156°E 
satellite, vertically polarized for 
W. Australia and horizontally 
polarized for the rest. 

Mr Warren said that this 
scheme gives the majority of the 
populated areas an e.i.r.p. of at 
least 47 dBW, with only small 
areas receiving less than 44 dBW. 
For these radiated powers, re- 
ceiving dish antennas with dia- 
meters of 1.2m to 1.8m are 
adequate. 

The HACBSS direct broad- 
casts are also used to distribute 
signals from Sydney to the va- 
rious ABC radio and television 
transmitters throughout the 
country. A national beam is em- 
ployed for this as well. 

For the whole continent the 
distribution arrangements are 
quite complicated but can be 
studied in the IBC 86 published 
papers. As a worst -case example, 
a PAL signal from a Sydney tv 
studio is decoded to RGB and 
encoded to B -MAC (see later), 
uplinked from Sydney to the 
satellite, received in, say, Ade- 
laide, decoded to PAL, recorded 
onto and replayed from video 
tape to give the necessary time 
delay for that geographical zone, 
decoded to RGB, encoded to B - 

MAC, uplinked from Adelaide to 
satellite, received at a transmit- 
ting station in South Australia, 
decoded to PAL and finally 
broadcast to the local audience. 

B -MAC was chosen as the 
satellite transmission format-as 
distinct from, say, C -MAC/ 
packets - simply because B -MAC 
encoding and decoding equip- 
ment was already available from 
a manufacturer when the AU- 
SSAT satellites were launched in 
late 1985. B -MAC uses the same 
principle of multiplexed ana- 
logue components for the vision 
signal as in the original MAC 

system proposed by the IBA and 
later adopted by the EBU in the 
European C-MAC/packets stan- 
dard. But the rest of the signal is 
different because B -MAC was ori- 
ginally designed for a satellite 
scrambled pay -tv system. View- 
ers' decoders can be individually 
addressed, though ABC is only 
utilizing this facility for its own 
signal distribution system. 

Six digital audio channels us- 
ing Dolby adaptive delta modula- 
tion are provided by four -level 
data added to the signal during 
the vision horizontal blanking 
interval. Two of these are used as 
stereo sound channels for televi- 
sion, the others for two mono 
and one stereo radio program- 
mes. During the vertical blank- 
ing interval a data packet is 
transmitted. ABC use this for a 
form of teletext that they call 
Mactext. 

The B -MAC sysem and equip- 
ment was developed about five 
years ago by the Canadian com- 
pany Digital Video Systems Cor- 
poration, now a subsidiary of 

Scientific Atlanta. Keith Lucas, 
an engineer associated with the 
conception and development of 
MAC at the IBA, now works for 
them. 

UKd.b. 
satellite 
design 

Also presented at IBC 86 at 
Brighton was a small-scale mod- 
el of a satellite that could be used 
for d.b.s. in the UK. It was shown 
by British Aerospace, who have 
offered the design to competing 
applicants now being considered 
by the IBA for the d.b.s. contracts 
currently available. Three new tv 
services and some teletext ser- 
vices are to be taken up. 

BAe's proposed design is a 
version of their existing Eurostar 
86 satellite already sold to IN- 
MARSAT (see diagram). The 
spacecraft main body, con- 
structed in aluminium hon- 
eycomb and carbon -fibre - 
reinforced plastic, is about 1.6m 
square. When the two folded 
solar arrays are fully extended 
the total span is 15m. These two 
arrays turn slowly to track the 
sun and generate a total power of 
at least 1kW at the solstices. The 
whole craft is position -stabilized 
in three axes, using small 
momentum wheels to give 
gyroscopic 'stiffness'. 

The repeater electronics, 
shown by BAe in breadboard 
form, is designed around six 
100W travelling -wave tube r.f. 
wideband power amplifiers. As 
the Japanese experiences showed 
in 1984, the reliability of high - 
power t.w.ts in space is a critical 
matter. Apparently the tube 
cathodes are the most vulnerable 
items. BAe have chosen AEG 
tubes, in transmitters supplied 
by the German company ANT. In 
the operational satellite only 
three of the six t.w.t. amplifiers 
are in use at a time. Possible 
damage due to switching the 
tubes on and off is avoided by 
keeping them on 24 hours a day. 

Received uplink signals go to a 
wideband single -conversion 
front end. After frequency con- 
version, filters establish the 27 - 
MHz channel. Then individual 
channel amplifiers, with gain 
control, drive the t.w.t. ampli- 
fiers. 

The r.f. output passes through 
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a multiplexer to the single feed - 
point of the antenna system. This 
uses two reflectors with surfaces 
shaped to give the required beam 
coverage. The main reflector is 

elliptical and measures 2.8m by 
1.1m. BAe claim that this design 
is lighter and has lower losses 

than an antenna using several 
feed horns, a passive splitting 
and phasing network and a single 
reflector. 

In the transmission beam the 
e.i.r.p. is expected to be 59 dBW 
at the outer edge of the coverage. 
BAe reckon that with this power 

the domestic receiving dish need 
not have a diameter greater than 
45cm. In the satellite the G/T 
figure of merit of its receiving 
system is- 5 dB/K. 

Seven commercial groups 
have applied for the d.b.s. con- 
tracts. The wide range of com- 

panies within these includes, 
electronics manufacturers, re- 
tailers and rental firms, telecom 
and broadcast network oper- 
ators, publishers, film com- 
panies, shipping, travel and hotel 
firms, banks, and existing televi- 
sion programme contractors. 

Antenna reflectors 

Folded solar -cell 
array 

Repeater electronics 
including six 100W 
travelling -wave tube 
amplifiers 

Feed ho 

Four propellant tanks 

lih 
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HART - The Firm for QUALITY 
LINSLEY HOOD 300 SERIES AMPLIFIER KITS 

Superb. HART designed, integrated amplifier kits derived from 
Linsley -Hood's articles in 'HiFi News'. 
Ultra easy assembly and set-up with sound quality to please the 
most discerning listener. Ideal basis for any domestic sound 
systems if quality matters to you. Buy the complete kit and save 
pounds off the individual component price. 
K300-35, 35 Watt, Discount price for Complete Kit £98,79 
K300-45, 45 Watt, Discount price for Complete Kit £102.36 
RLH4&5. Reprints of Original Articles from 'HiFi News' £1.05 no VAT 

LINSLEY-HOOD SYNCHRODYNE AM RECEIVER - 

Very high quality kit for this recent design featured in Wireless World'. Advanced construction 
system, approved by the Author, uses 3 double sided PCBs in a stacked layout for total stability, ease 
of construction and minimal wiring. This module will form the AM section of an ultra high quality 
AM/FM switched bandwidth tuner to match our 300 series amplifiers. Power supply and tuning gang 
will be included with the FM section. 
K450 JLH Synchrodyne Kit Special Price £59.95 

LINSLEY-HOOD CASSETTE RECORDER CIRCUITS 
Complete very high quality low noise signal handling stages for any stereo cassette recorder. 
Separate record and replay sections for optimum performance. Switched bias and equalisation to 
cater for chrome and ferric tapes. Very easy to assemble on plug-in PCBs. Complete with full 
instructions. 
K800 Complete Stereo Record/Play Kit £33.70 
860X Stereo Mic Amp Kit to suit £8.70 
RLH 1 & 2 Reprints of Original Articles 75p no VAT 

HIGH QUALITY REPLACEMENT CASSETTE HEAD 
Do your tapes lack treble! A worn head could be the problem. Tape 
heads are constantly improving and fitting one of our latest 
replacement heads could restore performance to better than new! 
Standard mountings fit most decks and our TC1 Test Cassette will 
make it easy to set the azimuth spot on. As we are the actual 
importers you get prime parts at lowest prices. All our heads are 
suitable for Dolby machines. 
HC20 Permalloy Stereo Head. Good quality standard head fitted as original equipment on many 
decks E7.66 
HS16 Sendust Alloy Super Head. Quite simply the best. Longer fife than permalloy, higher output than 
ferrite, fantastic frequency response £14.86 
HQ551 4 -Track head for auto -reverse or quadrophonic use. Full specification record and play head 

Special Offer Stereo R/P Heads 
££2.49 

f3.50 
4 -Track Auto -Reverse Play Head £3.50 
HS9510 2/4 Stereo DC Erase Head £6.70 
H0751 E 4/4 Erase compatible with H0551 £39.70 
Full data on these and other heads in our range are contained in our free list. 

HART TRIPLE -PURPOSE TEST CASSETTE TC1 
One inexpensive test cassette enables you to set up VU (Dolby) level, head azimuth and 
tape speed without test equipment. Vital when fitting new heads. Complete with instructions £4.66 

Send for your FREE copy of our lists with full details of our complete range of Kits, Components, PCBs, 
Cassette Heads and Decks:- Overseas please send 5 lRCs for Airmail Post. 

Please add VAT to all prices. Postage on orders up to £10- 50p. £10 to £49- £1. Over £50-£1.50. 

ELECTRONIC KITS LTD 
1, Penylan Mill, Oswestry, Shropshire Si 10 9AF 
24 In SALES LINE Í06911 bbzts94 Please add VAT 

WE 
REAL-Y r 
SATE 

FEEDBACK 
MODEL WSR524 
e.r.ri.r..r 

110 t_ 17r3ti 

ü= I 

l_. IL1LE-3 
Receive live images in your home (not simulated graphics) from A.P.T. 
Polar Orbiting Satellites. The WSR524 receives and stores automatically 
visible and infrared pictures which can be superimposed for accurate identification of 
atmospheric features. Latitude and Longitude grid plus user location indicator is automatically 
displayed and can be used with any TV set or monitor (A Feedback approved monitor can be 
supplied) and comes equipped with an easy to install antenna. 

FEEDBACK 
Park Road, Crowborough, E.Sussex TN6 2QR 

Please send me further details.) would/would not require a dedicated monitor. 

Name. Address 

A 

Fluke 8840 
Series 
Digital 
Multimeters 

--'_!-..1'l 

These 51/2 digit multimeters combine 
high performance with low cost, and are 
ideal for bench or system applications. 

FEATURES 100nV resolution (8842A) 
0.05% basic DC accuracy High intensity 

display IEEE -488 Option Prices from 
£630,00. 

Low cost Hand Held 
Multimeters 
The Fluke 70 Series are 
reliable easy to use 
instruments with an analogue 
and digital display. 

FEATURES 
Fully auto 
ranging 
10A AC/DC 
current 
capability 

Comprehensive 
measurement facilities 
Prices from 
£72.00. 

NEW 
CATALOGUE 
Our latest catalogue 
details products from 
many of the leading 
manufacturers of test 
and measurement 
instrumentation... 
from transducers to 
data loggers...signal 
sources to 
multimeters. If you 
haven't received 
your copy call us 
now. 

electroplon 
Test 8( Measurement 

PO Box 19, Orchard Road, Royston, Herts, SG8 5HH. 

FOR FAST DELIVERY RING 0763 45145 
Qan electrocomponents company 

ENTER 33 ON REPLY CARD 

ENTER 26 ON REPLY CARD 
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OFF -THE -SHELF ANSWERS TO 
PROCESS CONTROL QUESTIONS 

1,:L'1.!1:1,r1Uunttytr,fti, l 
Chameleon controller module 

..t 

;5 
11111111111111i11Q1- I' 

Opto isolated I/O module 

Customised modules? 

Analogue I O module 

Colour graphics module 

You don't have to re -invent the wheel when you want answers 
to process control questions. That's because the solutions are 
now available off -the -shelf - thanks to the Essex System. 

The remarkable flexibility of this system enables you to tailor 
modules exactly to your requirements. It's fast. It's versatile -the 
powerful Chameleon controller can be programmed in a choice of 
languages. It's also comprehensive since you can add opto - 
isolator, analogue and video interfaces as well as a high-speed 
EPROM programmer. In short, it's a complete system. 

What's more, it's much less expensive than PLC solutions. All 
the more reason then to put your process control questions to us 
next time. 

Essen Electronics Centre 
Wivenhoe Park, Colchester, Essex CO43SQ. Tel: (02061865089 

distributed by: 

RC.S.ÍYlKROSYSTEMS UNWED ED 
141 Uxbridge Road, Hampton Hill, Middlesex TW121 BL. 
Tel: 01-979 2204 

ENTER 8 ON REPLY CARD 

WRONG TIME? 
MSF CLOCK IS EXACT 

8 DIGIT display of Date, Hours, Minutes and Seconds. 
SELF SETTING at switch -on, never gains or loses, automatic 

GMT/BST and leap year, and leap seconds. 
EXPANDABLE to Years, Months, Weekday and Milliseconds and 

use as a STOPCLOCK to show event time. 
COMPUTER or ALARM output also, parallel BCD (including 

Weekday) and audio to record and show time on playback. 
DECODES Rugby 60KHz atomic time signals, superhet receiver 

(available separately), built-in antenna, 1000Km range. 
LOW COST, fun -to -build kit (ready-made to order) with receiver 
ONLY £89.80 includes ALL parts, 5x8x15 cm case, pcb by -return 

postage etc and list of other kits. Get the TIME RIGHT. 

CAMBRIDGE KITS 
45(WM) Old'School Lane, Milton, Cambridge, Tel 860150 

IN VIEW OF THE EXTREMELY RAPID CHANGE TAKING 

PLACE IN THE ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY, LARGE 

QUANTITIES OF COMPONENTS BECOME REDUNDANT. 

WE ARE CASH PURCHASERS OF SUCH MATERIALS AND 

WOULD APPRECIATE A TELEPHONE CALL OR A LIST IF 

AVAILABLE. WE PAY TOP PRICES AND COLLECT. 

R. Henson Ltd. 
21 Lodge Lane, N. Finchley, London, N12 8JG. 

5 mins. from Tally Ho Corner 

Telephone: 01-445 2713/0749 

ENTER 12 ON REPLY CARD 

EPROM programmer 

TURN YOUR COMPUTER INTO 
A REAL TIME IMAGE PROCESSOR 

WITH THE IMAGE Ill FRAME STORE 

PRICE 
£1,990.00 

IMAGE III is a high resolution Frame Store which can capture and display pictures in real time from 

any 625/525 line video source. Once captured in 512.512 frame memory, the computer can access 

the stored image for processing or manipulation. The store utilizes 6 bit A/D and D/A converters to 

give up to 64 grey levels per pixel. A major feature of this store is that if a lower resolution picture is 

selected then the store can be partitioned to store multiple pictures, e.g. for 256 x 256 resolution, 
four pictures can be stored. This allows the computer to compare two or more pictures captured 
from the same or different video sources. 
The IMAGE III Frame Store turns your computer into a low cost image processing system and opens 

up a range of possibilities such as Robotic Vision, Medical Imaging, Factory Inspection etc. Alternat- 

ively the store can be used in applications where picture data is arriving slowly, e.g. weather satellite 

transmissions, ultrasonic imaging, enabling the user to have a steady display without the need for 
long persistence display devices. 
IMAGE III is available for the IBM PC, Apple and BBC computers. The interface card connects directly 
to the expansion ports of the computer and software is supplied which demonstrates the features of 

the store. 

Price: £1,990.00 

NEW: - IMAGE PROCESSING SOFTWARE FOR THE IBM AND BBC 
These user friendly software packages offer powerful image processing routines like noise reduc- 

tion, measurement analysis, edge enhancement, contrast stretching, histogram of grey scale. 

Price: £590.00 
COMPLETE IMAGE PROCESSING PACKAGE 
Containing IMAGE Ill, Camera, Video Monitor and Image Analysis software for BBC or IBM PC. 

Price: £2990.00 
All prices exclude V.A.T. and delivery. 

FOR FULL SPECIFICATION CONSULT THE IMAGE PROCESSING SPECIALISTS 

ELTIME LTD 
Unit D29. Maldon Industrial Estate, Fullbridge Maldon, Essei CM9 7LP 

Tel* 0621 59500 

ENTER 52 ON REPLY CARD 
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Video frame store 
This high-performance system offers many features 
at a reasonable cost. Circuit description begins with 

the analogue section. 

D.E.A. CLARKE 

The analogue board per- 
forms all analogue signal 
processing and digital - 

analogue -digital conversion and 
would be useful as the front-end 
of any digital video application. It 
requires only clock and blanking 
signals to operate. 

Anti-aliasing filters are not 
incorporated in the basic unit 
because user requirements will vary depend- 
ing on the application. It is fairly straightfor- 
ward, and standard practice, to connect 
filters between the video source and frame 
store as required. 

SYNC SEPARATORS 

The composite video input signal (1V p -p) is 
terminated by e and a.c. coupled by c2 (or 
separate sync can be used.) The signal is then 
clamped to about 2.5V by the potential 
divider R3,4 and diode ol, Fig. 9. Resistor Rz 

provides a time constant when switching 
between video sources. 

Colour burst, if present, is filtered out by 
R5/c3 and the resultant signal applied to the 
comparator ic2a. Sync slicing level is set by 
potentiometer p1 with R6.7. Positive going 
composite syncs appear at ic2a pin 1 and are 
inverted at ic3 pin 10. 

Composite syncs are integrated by e9/c4 
and field syncs extracted by iczb; the clipping 
level is set by the divider el1.10:Hysteresis is 
provided by R12 which prevents double trig- 
gering on residual line -sync edges. Field 
syncs appear at ic2b pin 7. 

This field sync waveform has an uncertain 
relationship with respect to line sync and 
can cause vertical jitter on the display. 
However, this is the simplest method for 
handling non-standard video sources and is 
therefore provided as a link -selectable op- 
tion (rs1). 

A jitter -free, digitally -derived field sync 
waveform is generated on the control board 
for use with the on -board test video gener- 
ator and standard video sources. 

VIDEO AMPLIFIER AND A.D.C. 

The 1V p -p input signal from Ri (Fig. 10) 
must be amplified and clamped at a precise 

FEATURES 

sir gle frame acquisition from tv camera, v.c.r. 
etc. 
resolution (64K ram): 
256 x 256 x 128 -bits 
(8 Dits displayed) 
resolution (256K ram): 
a) 512 x 512 interlaced 
b) 512 x 313 non -interlaced 
variable sampling frequency (to over 11MHz), 
wit -i variable sampling window. 
computer interface for read/write access to 
frame memory 
colour palette option: 

-16 colours from palette of 4096 
- t.t.l. r.g.b. outputs 
- 1 V p -p r.g.b. outputs 
-external r.g.b. inputs for programmable 

colour -keying on main picture 
dual image storage in 512 x 512 mode. 
modular construction allowing retrospective 
enhancement. 

Link options enable straightforward upgrading to 
256K rims when their cost becomes reasonable. 

d.c. level for feeding to the a.d.c. The signal 
is a.c.-coupled by c6 and applied to the 
non -inverting input of the fast op -amp ic4. 
The trailing edge of the line sync is diffe- 
rentiated by c5, the resulting negative spike 
is inverted at ici; pin 8. This positive pulse 
switches rR1 which clamps the video wave- 
form black -level to approximately 0.8V set by 
the poteniometer p2/R17.15. 

Voltage gain of ic4 is set to about 3.6 by 
p3/e19 and the compensation network R20/c8 

selected for optimum pulse response; the 
3dB bandwidth is about 8MHz. The ampli- 
fied video signal now has an amplitude of 
2.5V and sits 2.5V above ground, meeting 
the input voltage specification of 

the a.d.c. ic5 (+2.5V to +5V). 
Converter ic5 is a relatively 

inexpensive type (around £16, 
1 -off) from Mullard. Previously, 
such devices were available only 
in hybrid form and cost well over 
£100. The i.c. has a maximum 
conversion rate of 22 mega- 
samples/s and a resolution of 
seven bits. It acquires the 

sample virtually instantaneously and there- 
fore does not require a sample -and -hold. 

Link 1 selects whether two's complement 
(link open) or binary codes are available at 
the data outputs. 

The incoming clock (cKi) is delayed and 
inverted by ic3. Data from the a.d.c. is 
available on the positive edge and latched by 
ic4, which is a 74F364 (input hold time 
<4ns). The a.d.c. data is guaranteed to be 
held for 6ns, thus ensuring correct latching 
on the same clock edge. Notice that the 
a.d.c. data is justified towards m.s.b. and bit 
0 tied to OV in order to extract the maximum 
dynamic range from the video ouput d.a.c. 

The latch outputs are tri -stated (signal LE) 

when memory or host data is applied to the 
bus. 

D.A.C. AND VIDEO OUTPUT 

The d.a.c. 1c7 (Mullard PNA 7518) is a 
companion device to the a.d.c. It is relatively 
inexpensive (around £9), works at clock 
rates to 30MHz, and has a resolution of eight 
bits (256 levels). Data from the bus is 
internally latched on the positive edge of the 
clock input. 

The d.a.c. negative reference input vrefl is 
clamped to about 0.7V to ensure that the 
video ouput black -level sits above the 
ground, thereby simplifying the insertion of 
syncs. The positive reference voltage vrefh is 
derived from RL5 in conjuction with the d.a.c. 
ladder resistance. The ladder resistance is 
relatively stable with temperature but varies 
from device to device (150-30051). 

A convenient point at which to insert 
blanking pulses is vre¡h, which is clamped to 
vre¡1 (0.7V) by Tr2 driven by blanking pulses 
derived on the control board. The maximum 
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Fig.7. Prototype analogue board. 
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gate threshold of Tr, is 2.4V with respect to 
the source (which is at 0.7V); minimum 
blanking pulse amplitude therefore needs to 
be 3.1V, and this is ensured by the pull-up 
R24. 

Positive going video from the d.a.c. is 
boosted to about 1.4V p -p (and 1.2V d.c. 
offset) by ic8 which is a fast op -amp; the video 
amplitude is set by r4/R28. Compensation 
network c16/R30 has been selected for opti- 
mum pulse response; overall (3dB) band- 
width is about 8MHz. 

Negative -going syncs are inserted by Tr3. 

Sync amplitude is set to about 0.6V by R32.33. 

Emitter follower Tr4 buffers the output for 
driving a 7552 load. 

Link 3 determines whether two's comple- 
ment (link open) or binary codes are 
selected. 

TEST GENERATOR 

The analogue board incorporates an optional 
video test generator which has been found 
very useful for stand-alone use of the frame 
grabber. The unit will not function without a 
video source and its internal generator can 
be switched -in when necessary. It produces a 
white rectangle on a black ground. 

One method of generating CCIR standard 
syncs is to use a teletext display i.c. The 
chosen for this unit is a Mullard device, type 
SAA5020 (teletext timing generator). An 
internal clock buffer (pins 2,3) turns into an 
oscillator with a 6MHz crystal and R36/c19 

connected. 
With the control inputs connected as 

shown, composite syncs appear at pin 5 and a 
gating signal which can be used as a video 
signal at pin 13. Pull-ups R37/038 ensure full 
5V swing on thse outputs. The two signals 
are added by R39, R40 and buffered by an 
emitter follower Try. Resistor R42 limits the 
output to 1V p -p into a 7552 load. 

CONTROL BOARD 

The purpose of the control board is to supply 
a clock and blanking signal to the analogue 

The frame store is an excellent tool for 
image manipulation. Later articles will 
introduce some of its possibilities. 

Fig.8. Analogue board. Fast digital conver- 
sion is made possible at reasonable cost 
by two new Mullard devices. 

Fig.12. This video test source produces a 
white rectangle on a black ground. The 
teletext timing generator i.c., SAA5020, 
offers a method of producing CCIR stan- 
dard syncs at little cost. 
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Fig.13 (above). The control board. A set of 
p.c.bs is in preparation (pictures, right and 
on page 70); details later. 

board, and address and control signals to the 
memory board. Interface circuitry for an 
external computer is also provided. 

The prototype control board (right) con- 
sists of a single -height Euro-p.c.b. Compo- 
nent numbers have been prefixed by 1 to 
distinguish them from components on other 
boards. 

It is necessary to phase -lock the master 
clock oscillator to the incoming video signal 
to prevent random horizontal displacement 
of the picture. 

Several approaches are possible for the 
design of this oscillator. These range from 
phase locked loops to simple gated oscilla- 
tors. I approached the problem from the 
angle of minimum complexity and max- 
imum reliability; and after designing and 
evaluating different types with varying corn - 
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Fig.14 (left). Block diagram of the control 
board. The system can work with or without 
a host computer. 

plexity, ended up with a simple gated oscilla- 
tor with very good performance and sta- 
bility. 

The basic oscillator comprises a Schmitt - 
trigger nand gate 'cu.), inductor 1.1 and 
variable capacitor c1,,5. These form a feed- 
back oscillator with Q controlled by the 
series resistor R110. 

To phase -lock the oscillator to the incom- 
ing video signal, it is gated off at íc112 (pin 10) 
by a narrow pulse derived from line sync. 
The oscillator could simply be gated directly 
by the line sync waveform, but the point at 
which oscillation is terminated would be 
undefined and so the mark -space ratio of the 
final clock cycle in the line would be ran- 
dom. To avoid this, the gating is synchro- 
nized to the clock itself. 
to be continued 
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BEST PRICE COMPONENTS - SAME DAY DESPATCH 
All the latest fastest devices as used by industry. Do not confuse with slower old stock offered elsewhere. We only stock components 
produced by established manufacturers whose products have been subjected to long-term U.K. testing, datasheets available on all 
items at £1 each. 

MEMORIES Our extremely Goldstar top quality 74HC High Speed For Standard CMOS and 
popular ex -equipment 74LS TTL Logic CMOS Logic Linear Pricing Phone Us 

DRAM 5v NMOS 150nS memories 
(Not Texas) 74LS00 20p 74LS158 40p 74HC00 25p 74HC125 55p 74HC243 79p 
4164 64kx 1 £0.99 Guaranteed UV erased, cleaned 74LS02 20p 74LS161 55p 74HCO2 25p 74HC132 49p 74HC244 89p 
41256 256kx 1 £2.20 74LSO4 20p 74LS163 55p 74HC04 25p 74HC138 49p 74HCT244 95p 
4416 16kx4 £2.80 

and tested. 
74L505 20p 74LS164 55p 74HCU04 25p 74HC139 49p 74HC245 95p 

41464 64kx4 £5.90 1000's sold to delighted cus- 741,508 20p 74LS165 60p 74HC08 25p 74HC151 59p 74HC257 55p 
tomers 74L509 20p 74LS166 60p 74H010 25p 74HC153 59p 74HC259 70p 

SRAM 5v NMOS 150nS 4116 l6kx 1 DRAM 60p 74LS10 20p 74LS174 40p 74HC11 25p 74HC157 55p 74HC273 89p 
2114LP lkx4 £1.50 2716 2kx8 EPROM £1.50 74L511 20p 74LS175 55p 74HC14 40p 74HC158 55p 74HC354 85p 
2128LP 2kx8 £2.50 2732 4kx8 EPROM £1.50 74L514 32p 74LS193 60p 74HC20 29p 74HC161 55p 74HC365 59p 

2764 8kx8 EPROM £1.50 74L520 20p 74LS194 50p 74HC21 29p 74HC163 55p 74HC367 55p 
SRAM 5v CMOS 150nS 74LS21 20p 74LS240 65p 74HC27 27p 74HC164 55p 74HC373 95p 

6116LP 2kx8 £1.30 10% DISCOUNT 74LS30 20p 74LS241 65p 74HC32 35p 74HC165 75p 74HC374 95p 

62256LP 32k 8 £2.90 
£25 On all orders over £25 74L551 

74LS244 
20p 

65p 
74HC393 69p 

74HC51 25p 74HC14HC42 

49p 
73 55p5 74HC4040 69p 

regardless of mix add 74LS74 20p 
74LS245 80p 74HC74 39p 74HC174 55p 74HC4060 69p 

EPROM 5v NMOS 250nS 15% VAT sentpost FREE. 74LS86 20p 74LS257 50p 74HC85 59p 74HC175 55p 74HC573 £1.20 
2716 2kx8 £2.70 74LS93 45p 74LS273 65p 74HC86 49p 74HC193 75p 74HC574 £1.20 
2732 4kx8 £2.65 Orders under £25 add 74LS123 60p 74LS280 75p 74HC107 49p 74HC240 89p 74HC640 £1.25 
2764 - 8kx8 £1.90 15% VAT plus £1.00 p&p. 74LS125 40p 74LS365 40p 74HC113 49p 74HC241 79p 74HC643 £1.25 
27128 16kx8 £2.10 74LS138 40p 74LS367 40p 74HC123 55p 74HC242 79p 74HC688 85p 
27256 32kx8 £3.40 

EPROM 5v CMOS 250nS 

Overseas:- 
Europe £2 p&p 
Elsewhere £5 p&p 

74L51 
74LS153 53 
74LS154 

40p 74LS374 
45p 74LS374 
85p 74LS393 

65p 
65p 
60p 

TELEPHONE ORDERS 
27C64 8kx8 £3.50 (no VAT) 74LS157 40p 74LS395 60p Phone between 8.00am & 12.00 noon banker's 
27C256 32kx8 £1000 cheque card holders only who are telephone 
EEPROM 250nS Educational establishments, Gov't depts. subscribers. Components sent same day by 
2816A 2kx8 £13.50 Send official order for invoiced despatch first calss recorded post with 7 day invoice. 
2864A 8kx8 £45.00 £1 surcharge to cover validation & recorded post 
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Blakesley, Towcester, Northants NN128RB. 0327 860130 
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checking transmitter performance as well as being suited to communications use 
and news gathering from international short wave stations. 
The modifications include four additional circuit boards providing: Rechargeable 
memory and clock back-up Balanced Audio line output Reduced AM distortion 

Buffered IF output for monitoring transmitted modulation envelope on an 
oscilloscope Mains safety improvements. 
The receiver is available in free standing or rack mounting form and all the original 
microprocessor features are retained. The new AM system achieves exceptionally 
low distortion: THD, 200Hz - 6kHz at 90% modulation -44dß, 0.6% (originally 
- 20dB, 10%). Reviewed by Angus McKenzie, Amateur Radio, December 1985. 
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Hard disc interfacing 
Falling prices and easy -to -use controllers bring hard -disc 

drives into the realms of add-on periperals. 

Hand or fixed disc drives, usually Win- 
chester types, are appearing in more 
and more high-performance micro- 

computers. As a result, the cost of drive units 
has fallen until now, byte for byte, they are at 
least ten times cheaper than floppy -disc 
drives. 

Despite this cost fall, hard disc drives are 
not significantly affecting the general add- 
on peripheral field as they are perceived as 
being difficult and expensive to interface to 
general-purpose microcomputers in hard- 
ware and software terms. 

Certainly the i.cs involved are almost as 
expensive as the drive unit and the drive 
sends out data so fast that it would over- 
whelm most microcomputers. But the same 
factor that has brought down the cost of 
drives - the enormous IBM PC and clone 
market - has led the manufacturer of the 
highly priced i.cs to supply ready -built drive 
controllers capable of working with high or 
low -performance systems at a reasonable 
price. 

With the aid of a working example in the 
form of a hard -disc interface to the SC84 
microcomputer, this article describes how 
such a ready built controller is applied. 

When fitting a hard -disc drive to a compu- 
ter, there are two distinct interfaces. The 
interface between the controller and drive 
unit is usually well defined. In the design 
example it is an ST506 type, which is similar 
to a floppy -disc drive interface. Open - 
collector active -low drive control signals are 
used and each alternate line on the cable is 
grounded. The difference is a separate 20 - 
way signal cable carrying data to and from 
the drive using RS422 balanced lines. Lines 
conforming to RS422 can carry data at up to 
10 Mbaud over 1200m and so are well suited 
to the 5Mbaud requirement of standard 
hard -disc drives. 

The second interface, between the con- 
troller and host computer, should be made 
to suit the host's internal bus. In the design 
example, the controller used is intended for 
the IBM bus but the structure of this 
interface and options on the controller inter- 
face make connection to a different bus quite 
easy. 

For the design example, the controller 
chosen is a Western Digital WD1002S-WX1. 
Through extensive use of surface -mounting 
technology, this half IBM -size board mea- 
sures only 4.9 by 3.8in and is small enough 
to sit on a Eurocard. A slightly cheaper 
alternative using conventional mounting 
technology, the WD1002S-WX2, measures 8 

by 3.8in. 
The controller board is a complete micro- 

computer with its own instruction set. These 

J.H. ADAMS 

Using a proprietary controller card like the WX1 shown here greatly simplifies hard -disc 
interfacing and reduces costs. Note that the interface boards are not wired together. 

instructions cover drive -parameter in- 
itialization, resetting, seeking specific cylin- 
der positions, reading/writing single or mul- 
tiple sectors, formatting single or multiple 
sectors and self -testing. 

Besides features such as programmable 
write precompensation and reduced write 
current to improve reliability, the controller 
includes an error -correction code (e.c.c.) 
function and options for d.m.a. and 
interrupt -on -completion functions. 

There is a fully -decoded 8K -byte eprom on 
the board and an eight -bit input port. These 
features can form part of the hard -disc 
system, as they do in the IBM PC, or 
alternatively become general system facili- 
ties. 

The host interface is designed for a non - 
multiplexed 8 -bit data and 20 -bit address bus 
with 8088 control signals. How such signals 
are derived from HD64180 Z80 -like signals 
using simple gates and inverters is shown in 
the circuit diagram. Most of the circuit is 
devoted to matching two different types of 
d.m.a. system. 

In direct memory access, d.m.a., data is 
transferred from one part of a system to 
another as a background task to the main 
processing. This task is performed by a 

dedicated i.c. or, as with the HD64180, by a 
controller integrated into the processor. 
Transfers to be discussed here are between 
memory and an i/o device. 

The d.m.a. controller is initialized with 
data including source memory address or i/o 
port number, destination memory address 
or i/o port number, transfer count and a flag 
for increment or decrement memory 
address. Once initialized, on receipt of a 
hardware request signal from a device, the 
d.m.a. controller gains control of the system 
bus, makes the transfer and then hands 
control back to the main processor. This 
process may repeat until access is complete 
or may be controlled by the d.m.a. rate 
requested by the device. In practice there are 
two distinct methods used for the transfer. 

The 8237 d.m.a. controller, as fitted to the 
IBM-PC, has a series of request (DRQ) inputs 
and matching acknowledge (DACK) outputs. 
On receipt of a DRQ signal the controller sets 
the corresponding DACK line active. This line 
goes directly to the requesting device and is 
used as a cue in conjuction with boR or iow to 
gate data from or to the device, independent 
of chip select or addressing logic. This 
means that the d.m.a. controller can be 
sending the memory address for the other 
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end of the transfer and by activating the 
MEMWR or MEMRD signal data is transferred 
directly between the two. 

During this transfer another signal, AEN, is 
produced which disables all devices it drives 
so that they (i/o devices) don't interpret the 
memory address and i/o control strobe as an 
invitation to perform a conventional i/o 
operation during the d.m.a. transfer. In- 
creased speed is the advantage of this type of 
d.m.a. Disadvantages are the extra bus lines 
required and the dedication of DACK lines to 
individual devices, making expansion diffi- 
cult. 

The HD64180 d.m.a. controller responds 
to a d.m.a. request by performing two 
processor -like cycles to transfer the data. 
There is no intrinsic DACK signal; `servicing' 
of the requesting device acts as an acknow- 
ledge. This interrupt -like service allows the 
system to be expanded almost indefinitely 
but also means that the d.m.a. process is 
slower. Having two - and more - d.m.a. 
systems complicates using peripheral de- 
vices in d.m.a. applications. 

Probably the most dissimilar examples of 
d.m.a. processing are the 8237 and the 
HD64180 so the approach taken in the 
circuitry should cover other processors' 
requirements. By gating HD64180 1ÓE, VTR 

and Rñ signals together, an active -high signal 
is produced during any i/o operation. This 
combined signal is inverted using part of a 
transparent latch wired to be permanently 
transparent and then gated with the ST signal 
to produce an active -low signal signifying a 
d.m.a. i/o operation. When active, this signal 
freezes the states of the DRQ lines coming 
from the hard -disc controller. 

After further gating with the "DMA vo" 
signal, this latched signal forms an active - 
low signal signifying "d.m.a. i/o taking place 
in response to my d.m.a. request" which 
conforms to the 8237 RACK signal. Signal DRQ 

has to be latched because one of the re- 
sponses of the peripheral board to a DACK 
signal is to turn off the DRQ. If DRQ is not 
latched, the DACK signal is removed im- 
mediately. 

One awkward feature of the controller 
board is that its DRQ output floats when the 
controller d.m.a. is disabled. An open - 
collector gate drives the bus DREQ line and 
polarity of the DRQ signal combines with the 
naturally high input of t.t.l. gates to produce 
a permanently active DReQ signal under these 
conditions. 

To counter this effect a pull -down resistor 
is used. The resistor's value must be low 
enough to pull the low -power Schottky t.t.l. 
input to a logical zero when DRQ is disabled 
yet high enough to allow the controller to 
pull the DRQ line high enough to produce a 
logical one without overloading its output. 
For this reason, only low -power Schottky 
t.t.l. must be used for this device. 

The circuit is a general purpose IBM 
interface with extra DRQ and irrr lines which 
are not used with Jhe SC84 implementation 
of the hard disc interface but which may be 
of use in other applications. Signal AEN is 
provided but should not be used in SC84, the 
AEN input to the controller being wired low. 
No buffering of the address or data lines is 
provided as it is expected that the peripheral 
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COMPLETE 
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Set"get correcton 
length command 

Return error 

Return erro 

Return error 

Return error 

board will provide standard buffering. 
When using the unit in the SC84 the 

controller board should be mounted on an 
IBM inter -face card using nylon p.c.b. spac- 
ers and hard wired to it using short sections 
of ribbon and single cable. 

To the host computer, the hard disc 
controller appears as an 8-Kbyte eprom at 
address C8000-C9FFF (48000-49FFF for 
SC84) in the memory map and as four 
consecutive i/o points at addresses 0320-3 
or, by a link option, 0324-7. The first port is a 
bi-directional data port. Status of the con- 
troller is provided by the second port, which 
is read only. While read-only, this port may 
be written to in order to reset the micro- 
processor on the controller board. The third 
port is read-only and reads the external 
eight -bit port described earlier. This port 
can also be written to in order to prime the 
controller board for a command sequence. 
Interrupt and d.m.a. hardware functions are 
enabled or disabled through the fourth port, 
which is write only. When using a Z80 or 
HD64180-based host, load the BC register 
with the i/o port address and then use 
instructions IN g,(C) and OUT (C),g to effect 
the transfer between the port and general- 
purpose register g. 

There are four phases in the controller 
execution sequence - selection, command, 
data (some commands only) and comple- 
tion. The BUSY flag is set by the selection 

0 

o 

phase and remains active through to the 
completion phase. During the command 
phase six bytes of data are passed to the 
controller. Most commands have no data 
phase but if they do, data is transferred by 
either d.m.a. or programmed means. 

If the IRQ function is selected during the 
command phase, the IRQ bit in the status 
register or the external IRQ signal can be used 
to indicate that the controller is ready to pass 
to the completion phase. When the host 
reads the completion byte from the control- 
ler data port the command is completed. Any 
error in the command execution is signalled 
in this byte. 

In the event of an error, the host may 
execute another command for reading the 
status of the last operation to obtain in- 
formation about the error. Note that this 
command is completely separate from the 
one it is reporting on and is subject to its 
own errors. Software for the controller must 
allow for this. 

All non-d.m.a. data transfers between the 
host and port 0320 of the controller must be 
qualified by the bits BUSY, CID, vo and REQ in the 
status register. Driving software must con- 
tain a routine to check the status of the 
controller (REQ and BUSY set) before contem- 
plating a transfer and then must further 
check cin and vo to make sure that the 
direction and type of transfer expected by the 
host is that expected by the controller. 

Error data available when the command 
completion byte indicates an error has the 
same structure as the first four bytes of the 

N4 

0 

o 

Yes 

No 

Returi 

Return error 
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command block except that the first byte is 
the error code with bit seven set to indicate 
validity of the current and subsequent three 
bytes. By reading this code back into the 
buffer used for the command block, the 
block is automatically set to retry or con- 
tinue since the details returned are those of 
the failed sector and/or track when an error 
occurs or in the event of no error those of the 
next track. 

Sector count is the number of sectors to 
be processed during read, write and verify 
operations. Sector interleave is the skew 
allowed in between sequentially numbered 
sectors and applies during formatting opera- 
tions. 

Interleaving (or skewing) is necessary as 
the hard -disc controller reads data from a 

sector into an internal buffer memory and 
then offers the data to the host computer (or 
vice versa for writes). Hence if truly sequen- 
tial sectors were used, unless the host was 
extremely fast, the start of the next sector to 
be processed would already have passed 

under the drive heads before the system was 
ready to process it. A delay of one disc 
revolution would be needed before that 
sector could actually be accessed. The opti- 
mum interleave is a function of the host 
processor's ability to service the internal 
buffer. 

Unfortunately, Western Digital (and other 
controller manufacturers) do not provide 
direct d.m.a. bypassing the buffer, for sys- 
tems such as the SC84 which are easily fast 
enough to process the disc data directly. 
More annoyingly the controller card cannot 
handle the interleave of two (i.e. read/write 
every other sector) even when the external 
d.m.a. process only takes half a sector 
period, and so the minimum practical inter- 
leave appears to three. 

Thus it takes three disc revolutions rather 
than one to read a complete track. This is the 
price to be paid for using an off -the -shelf 
product. In practice this may not greatly 
affect overall system performance. While it 
adds 100ms to the time taken to read a 

Hard drive controller -board connections and options 

A Edge connector B 

n.c. 1 OV 

D, 2 RESET 
Db 2 +5 
D5 4 NC (IRQ2) 
D4 5 NC 
D3 6 NC 
D2 7 NC 
D, 8 NC 
Do 9 +12 
NC 10 OV 

OV (AEN) 11 NC 

A18 12 MEMWR 

A18 13 IOW 

A17 14 IOR 

A16 15 DACK 
A15 16 DRQ 
A14 17 NC 
A13 18 NC 
Al2 19 NC 
A11 20 NC 
A10 21 NC 
A9 22 NC 
A8 23 NC (IRQS) 

A, 24 NC 
A6 25 NC 
A5 26 NC 
A4 27 NC 
A3 28 NC 
A2 29 +5 
A1 30 NC 
Ao 31 OV 

Hard -drive option switches; SW1 (D3126), TERMRES SW 
(D5126) - all switches on, SW2 (D3126), DS (D5126) - 
switch 2 on, all others off, SW3 (D3126) - all switches 
off. 
J1 is 34 way ribbon cable to drive J2 is unused and J3 is 
20 way ribbon cable to drive. 
Option links in place are W3 link 1-2, W4 link 23 nd W6 
link 2-3. 

complete cylinder (34 -Kbytes), the average 
seek time of 85ms and the fact that files are 
rarely written as one contiguous block 
means that operations to access different 
parts of the file may become dominant. 

All errors other than e.c.c. ones are 
affected by the general -retry bit. When the 
bit is set any error is immediately reported. 
When the bit is clear ten attempts are made 
to recover the error. If the requested sector 
is not found, recalibration to cylinder zero, a 
re -seek and then ten more attempts to 
execute the command are carried out. 

When the e.c.c. retry bit is set the e.c.c. 
code is used to attempt to correct an error as 
soon as one is detected. When the bit is clear 
no attempt is made to correct the error until 
two consecutive error patterns are the same, 
providing extra protection against error. 

Stepping rates vary between 3ms (bit 
pattern 000) and 10.5µs (bit pattern 111). 
Given a drive capable of "buffered seeks" as 
high a rate as the drive can accept should be 
used. Buffered seeks are ones where the 
number of stepping pulses are logged rather 
than executed by the drive, which then 
produces the optimum sequence of pulses to 
move and settle the head as quickly as 
possible. Increased speed produced by this 
"intelligent" stepping is quite impressive 
and so drives with buffered seek capability 
should be chosen. 

A feature of this controller is that it 
doesn't check the seek -complete signal at 
the end of the SEEK command's execution but 
at the latest point possible in the following 
command. Thus the host computer can 
issue a seek, do something else such as set 
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Controller board data structures 

Port 320 bit significance (returned by routine COM- 

PLETE) 

Bit Label Function 

1 E Set if anerroroccured 
5 D Drive number 

Port 321 

Bit Label Function 

0 REQ Controller is ready for a data transfer when 
set 

1 I/O Controller is to be read when bit set, 
written to when bit clear. 

2 C/D Data is expected when bit set a command 
or status byte when bit clear. 

3 BUSY Controller is executing a command if bit 
set 

4 DRQ D.m.a.requestbit 
5 IRQ Interrupt request bit 

Port 323 bit significance 

Bit Label Function 

0 DRQEN Enables DRQ external signal and status bit 
1 IRQEN Enables IRQ external signal and status bit 

Command block 

Byte Function 

Op -code for command to be executed 
1 Bits 0 to 4, head number. Bit 5, drive number 
2 Bits 0 to 4, sector number. Bits 5 to 7; m.s.b. of 

cylinder number 
3 L.s.r.ofcylindernumber 
4 Sector count or interleave 
5 Bits 0 to 2, step rate. Bit 6, e.c.c. retry bit Bit 7, 

general -retry bit 

Initialisation data 

Length Function 

Word 
Byte 
Word 

Word 
Byte 

Number of cylinders (615) 
Number of heads (4) 
Reduced write -current start cylinder (doesn't 
matter) 
Write precompensation start cylinder (128) 
Maximum e.c.c. Burst Length (11) 

DROO 

DRO1 

RESET 
(16c1 

ST 

(3c) 

I0E 
11Gc) 

RD 
(tic) 

+SVt OV 

IC2 

C 

1 

1k 

RESET 

12' 
a 

11 

WR 
112 t 1 

o 

e - C) 

IC1 
120 

1 

ME 
13 

0 
(9c) 

IC2 

C 

13 

2 

16 

15 

11 

rIC4 

R1 

1 V\,-+5V 
470 

10R 

10W 

13 

10 

MEMWR 

A -31. 74HCT32 

B- 74LS38 
C - 1/2741-K1-75 

MEMRD 

IRO 

5 

IC4 

OV 

C3 

3 

IC4 

DREG 
(19c) 1 

AEN 

DACKO 

DACK1 

INTn 

Interfacing Z8O-like signals to a low-cost controller board is easy - most of the 
circuit is devoted to matching two different d.m.a. systems. The connector 
numbers are for SC84 using the 64180 processor. 

These commands ignore command block parameters. 

Op -code Operation 

Values in parenthesis are for the NEC D5126 drive 

Error codes in hexadecimal 

OE Read sector buffer 
OF Write sector buffer 
EO Execute sector buffer diagnostic test 
E4 Execute controller diagnostic test 

Code Error 

Only a drive needs to be specified in these commands. 00 No error 
02 SEEK COMPLETE has not become active 

(occurs 3.5s after executing SEEK) Op -code Operation 
03 WRITE FAULT active 00 Test drive ready 
04 DRDY not active when drive selected 01 Recalibrate to track zero (also needs general - 
06 TRACK ZERO has not become active during a retry bit) 

RECALIBRATE instruction 03 Read status or last operation 
08 Drive still seeking. This is no so much an error OC Initialise drive parameters 

as a request to wait OD Read e.c.c. burst length (only valid after error 
11 Uncorrectable read error type 18) 
12 Data address mark not found in sector E3 Execute drive diagnostic test (also needs 
15 Sector identification requested not found general -retry bit and step rate) 
18 Corrected read error. This warns that the read 

was marginal. The e.c.c. burst length may be 
read to assess how bade the potential failure These commands need all parameters. Byte four is the 
was, and on the strength of that the sector 
re -written or the complete track reformatted. 

sector count 

19 An attempt to access a track marked as being 
bad 

Op -code Operation 

20 Invalid op -code 05 Verify sectors 
21 Invalid sector number 08 Read sectors 
30 Error during sector -buffer test OA Write sectors, e.c.c. bit not used 
31 Internal rom sum -check error diagnostic test E5 Read long 

of controller c.p.u. E6 Write long 
32 Error during test of e.c.c. generator. 

Following commands need all parameters to be valid, 
although the sector and e.c.c. parameters are not used. 
Byte four is the interleaved factor. 

Op -code Operation 

04 Format complete drive 
06 Format track 
07 Format bad track 
OB Seek specified track (byte 4 not used) 

Format commands generate 17 sectors of 512 bytes 
each numbered 0 to 16 and interleaved as specified. 

All diagnostic commands start with E16. No error 
codes are generated by the executive controller - 
diagnostics test The series of tests are repeatedly 
executed until an error occurs or until the controller is 

primed by writing to port 0322. When an error occurs 
and error code is put on the ST506 head -select lines. 
Under these conditions, the head number implies 1, 

error in WD1010A, 2, error in WD11C00-17 e.c.c. 
mechanism, 3, error in sector buffer, 4, error in 
WD1015 ram and 5, error in WD1015 rom. 

Read and write -long operations allow the e.c.c. 
system to be tested. If an e.c.c. error is occurring it may 
be due to a disc fault an e.c.c. checker fault or an e.c.c. 
generator fault Read -long reads both the 512 data 
bytes and the four appended e.c.c. bytes. Used after a 

conventional write, this command can be used to see it 
is the e.c.c. pattern on the disc or the e.c.c. checker that 
it at fault 

Having performed the read -long test, the write -long 
operation writes both the 512 data bytes and four e.c.c. 

bytes back onto the disc, bypassing the e.c.c. gener- 
ator. Now, reading the sector normally it can be estab- 
lishes whether the disc or e.c.c. generator is at fault 
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DRIVE AND CONTROLLER PRICES 

T5 o drives suitable for this development are similar in performance and storage capacity, the only 
differences being in size and power consumption. The D5126 has the outline of a half height 

.25in floppy -disc drive and requires 5V at 1A and 12V at 1.8A (2.5A peak start up current). 
A smaller unit with the outline of a 3.5ìn floppy -disc drive is the D3126 requires about half the power 

of the larger drive. As the drives are almost the same price, the smaller one is the best choice, 
especially where power consumption and cooling need to be considered. 

Pronto are offering these NEC drives and WD interface cards to E&WW readers at special prices. The 
D3126 20-Mbyte 3.5in drive is £341.73, and the DS5126 20-Mbyte drive is £333.26. Cables are 
included with the controllers, which are the WD1002S-WX2 at £89.63 and the WD1002-WX1 at £99.76. 

All prices include v.a.t., UK postage and packing. Please send cheque with order to Barry Rennick at 
Pronto Electronic Systems, City Gate House, 399 Eastern Avenue, Gants Hill, Ilford, Essex IG2 61..R. 

Boards for the SC84 to WX1 interface circuit shown in this article are available from Combe Martin 
Electronics at King Street, Combe Martin, North Devon EX34 OAD for £8 each inclusive (UK or 
overseas). 

Components are available from John Adams. The complete SC84-to-WX1 interface set is £7.25 
excluding v.a.t. to UK readers, £7.75 to readers within Europe and £8.25 to readers outside Europe. 
Small modifications are needed to the board and kit if the WC2 board is used. John is at 5 The Close, 
Radlett. Hertfordshire WD7 8HA. 

another drive seeking and then return and 
perform a read or write command. All of this 
serves to speed up the system. 

OPERATING SYSTEM 
REQUIREMENTS 

Application of a hard disc drive requires the 
hardware to implement it, the driver to 
operate it and a system which can use it. To 
an operating system there are only two 
differences between hard and floppy discs. 
The most obvious is storage capacity, the 
other is the cost of the disc. 

To expand on the latter point, if a floppy 
disc is not perfect you can replace it for one 
or two pounds. Perfection in a hard disc may 
literally cost hundreds of pounds as it is not 
just the disc but the whole drive that has to 
be replaced. For this reason manufacturers 
of hard drives supply units which are not 
100% defect -free. In fact hard drives are 
graded by the manufacturer. A commercial 
compromise is struck and so the drive you 
obtain may have defects which the operating 
sysem must be able to tolerate. There is no 
hard and fast rule as to number of defects but 
a common practice is that cylinder zero of 
the drive must be perfect. 

Imperfections can be handled in three 
ways. In some systems "the controller re- 
serves tracks which it substitutes for faulty 
ones much in the same way that in the new, 
larger, dynamic memories, rows of extra 
storage cells are available to connected in 
place of faulty ones. This technique reduces 
disc capacity by the number of reserved 
tracks and also slows disc access since the 
reserved tracks may be on a completely 
different part of the disc. 

A technique which maximises good disc 
space is for the controller to split the disc 
into logical and physical storage units and 
then form a translation table between the 
two, the mapping of which skips over defec- 
tive physical units. This allows the host 
computer to talk to the hard drive controller 
in terms of logical units wihout it needing to 
know of tracks, heads or sectors, but is 
makes the controller quite complex. 

The third technique is similar to the 
second except that the mapping -out of defec- 
tive areas on the disc is handled by the 
operating system. Being part of the operat- 
ing system rather than a hardware sub- 
system enhances overall system flexibility. 

Most disc -operating systems maintain 
files and a directory of those files. The 
directory- contains an entry for each file 
detailing at the least the name of the file and 
the point on the disc at which the file begins. 
Thus the directory links something a human 
recognizes with something the computer 
can use to provide access to the named file. It 
is over this aspect that operating systems 
falter when presented with a hard disc as, 
simply due to the disc's enormous capacity 
the directory may contain hundreds - even 
thousands of files names. 

Operating systems pre -dating large stor- 
age media, such as CP/M, were essentially 
single -directory systems. Later versions of 
CP/M and CP/M-compatible systems such as 
ZCPR have allowed extra directories to be 
placed on discs but the changes have subdi- 
vided the hard disc into many smaller units 
rather than expanding the attributes of the 
operating system. 

Directories created under such systems 
are almost completely isolated from each 
other. Post -hard -disc systems, such as MS- 
DOS also support multiple directories but 
each directory is part of a hierarchical 
system. Thus at the highest level is a single 
directory often called the root, below which 
may be sub -directories called ACCOUNTS, CAR, 

ARTICLES, BILLS, etc. Within the BILLS environ- 
ment for example there may be further 
directories called CAS, WATER, ELECTRIC and 
CLEANING and in each of those, directory files 
such as 1984, 1985 etc., or even other direc- 
tories. 

Structured directories of MS-DOS are 
more in line with the human approach to 
filing. You have an office within which are 
filing cabinets, within which are drawers, 
within which are files, within which are 
papers, on which are paragraphs etc., etc., 
but MS-DOS is not an eight bit system and so 
users of eight bit systems such as SC84 have 
not had access to such facilities. 

To complete the application of a hard disc 
to the SC84, a new version of the operating 
system SCIDOS, version 3.0A, has been 
developed which offers the same concepts 
and native commands as MS-DOS but in a 

CP/M compatible system and in a package 
one tenth the size of MS-DOS! The difference 
in size illustrates the benefits of RISC (re- 
duced instruction -set computing) as a 
means of minimizing code and of im- 

plementing software at assembly -language 
level. The resident portion of the DOS 
occupies less than 3 -Kbytes of logical mem- 
ory leaving the user with more than 59 - 
Kbytes of working space. 

New features introduced in this version of 
Scidos are a fully -structured, hierarchical 
directory system with user -defined search 
paths and file sizes only limited by disc 
capacity. File (and directory) allocation is on 
the daisy -chain system, resulting in typically 
15% extra storage capability on a floppy disc. 
CP/M application software is incapable of 
handling any of the new features so to 
control them are in the enhanced ccP. This 
now processes BAT files and commands CHDIR, 

MKDIR, RMDIR, PATH and COPY in an MS -DOS -like 
way as well as recognizing command file - 
specifications including pathways. 

SUBSCRIPTION 
OFFER 
The offer of a year's 
subscription to the new 
Electronics and Wireless 
World remains in force until 
the end of November. You can 
subscribe for one year at a cost 
of £11.70, which is half the 
cost of buying 12 issues at a 
bookshop, and represents a 
saving of £6.30 on the normal 
yearly subscription of £ 18. 

From December, there will 
be a slightly less advantageous 
offer which will continue until 
early 1987, after which the 
£18 per year subscription will 
be in force. All subscriptions 
include the annual index. 

A gratifying number of 
readers have already taken 
advantage of the offer - don't 
leave it too late. 
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NEW PRODUCTS 
TEST & MEASUREMENTS 

Signal processing on 
a PC 
Waveform processing, display and 
manipulation is possible with a 
software package from Tektronix for 
use on an IBM PC -AT or XT. Signal 
processing algorithms, enhanced 
graphics and flexible data structures 
are included in the package. Time - 
domain displays can be converted 
into frequency -domain using an FFT 
program. More than 190 processing 
functions are provided through a 
menu -driven interface. The 
programs are written in C and may be 
accessed directly through C, by 
menu selection or through a Basic 
interface included in the program. 
The signal processing and display 
(SPD) package includes colour and 
graphics with multiple displays and 
grids. An anti-aliasing wave display 
removes the staircase effect of digital 
sampling. 
226 on reply card. 

HPIB extender 
A major enhancement to the GPIB 
(HPIB, IEEE 488) interface is 
Hewlett-Packard's HP37204A 
extender which allows the bus 
(restricted in its definition to two 
metres) to be used up to 1250m. This 
means that the bus can now be used 
for distributed equipment all over a 
factory or office environment for 
testing, measurement and control. 
For example, a number of printers 
and plotters can be controlled from a 
single port on a computer. A system 
can be expanded by adding single 
extenders and the multi -point 
capability allows daisy chaining of 
remote sites. Up to 30 sites can be 
linked in this way. 
217 on reply card. 

Signal source with 
pulses 
Sine, triangle, squarewaves and 
pulse trains can be generated by the 
Global 8241 multipurpose 
programmable pulse/function 
generator. The frequency range is 
2MHz to 20MHz. It provides 
complete control over amplitude, 
symmetry, offset, pulse width and 
pulse delay. It is claimed to be the 
only instrument which allows 
independent adjustment of the rise 
and fall times of leading/trailing 
edges. Output can be continuous, 
gated or triggered internally and 
externally. An internal timer is 

provided for repeated trigger 
generation and a burst counter can 
provide a specific number of bursts 
up to 500 000. The instrument can be 
programmed though a GPIB 
interface and battery -backed ram can 
store and recall up to 10 front panel 
settings. 
212 on reply card. 

Low-cost function generator 
All British in design and 
manufacture is the Jupiter 500 
function generator from Black Star 
Ltd, which offers sine, triangle and 
squarewaves from 0.1Hz to 500KHz. 
A special feature is the instrument's 
high output amplitude which can be 
varied up to 30V peak -to -peak with a 

d.c. offset from -15 to +15V. There 
is also a low level output and a t.t.l. 
square wave that can drive up to 30 
loads. Output amplitude and 
frequency sweep are voltage - 
controlled through external 
connectors. 
213 on reply card. 

Precision watts 
Six different version of the Yew 2533 
precision power meter cater for 
different applications including 
those where distorted waveforms can 
cause measurement problems. Three 
6 -digit displays are incorporated and 
the instrument can measure volts, 
amps and watts in single or three- 
phase circuits and will produce 
parallel analogue outputs for each 
measured parameter. The computer 
can calculate and display real, 
reactive or apparent power and 
power factor. Accuracy is 0.01%, 
voltage and current imputs of 30 to 
600V and 0.5 to 20A are autoranging 
and will cover frequencies up to 
20kHz. Internal processing enables 
the programming of transformer 
ratios for direct reading from 
external transformers. IEE 488 and 
RS232c interfaces are available. 
224 on reply card. 

New generation of oscilloscopes 
The most noticeable difference 
between the new 11000 series 
oscilloscopes from Tektronix and 
more conventional ones is the 
absence of the majority of front 
controls and buttons. This is because 
they have been replaced by a touch - 
screen controller. Internally, 
powerful computing processors have 
been added to offer such facilities as 
automatic display of waveform, 
trigger control, cursor control, 
windows, pull -down menus and 
many other facilities, all operated 
just by touching the appropriate part 
of the screen. In multi -trace displays, 
for example, waveforms of interest 
are highlighted by operator touch. 
Displayed measurement data then 
refers to the waveform which is 
highlighted. Mathematical 
manipulation of the waveform to 
calculate and display, for example, 
power factors. 

Four models have been produced 
in the new series; two analogue and 
two digital; more are promised. 
Depending on the section of plug-in 
input modules up to eight waveforms 
can be displayed at one time. The two 
analogue oscilloscopes are 400 and 
500MHz models, both with built in 
500MHz counter/timers and a 
counter -view trace enables the user 
to see exactly which part of the 

waveform is being measured. Traces 
can be superimposed, added to or 
subtracted from each other, with the 
Y -T and X -Y signals being displayed 
simultaneously. Despite being 
analogue instruments, they can store 
digitally reference waveforms for 
comparison. Highly accurate 
timebases are included. 

The two digitizing oscillocopes are 
500MHz and 1Ghz and display 10240 
points across the screen. Each has a 
9in screen and is claimed to have the 
largest waveform display area of any 
oscilloscope. They have triggering 

levels that are accurate to within 1% 
of full-scale and adjustable in 0.1% 
increments. 10 -bit vertical 
resolution is offered and it is possible 
to have 14 -bit resolution with signal 
averaging. 

All the models incorporated a self - 
calibrating system and have both 
RS232C and GPIB interfaces for 
communication and control. They 
can be operated remotely through 
these interfaces in automatic test 
rigs. The digital instruments have a 
Centronics printer port. 
205 on reply card. 
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Gould OS300 versus Douglas DC3 
0S300 

Proven wórldwide 

Inexpensive 

Proven worldwide 

Inexpensive 

Rugged construction 

Go anywhere 

Rugged construction 

Piece of cake to fly 

NATO approved 

Two year guarantee 

U.K. design and manufacture 

Modern spec' 

Available off -the -shelf 

Go anywhere 

Piece of cake to fly 

NATO approved 

The Gould 0S300 
dual -trace 20MHz 'scope 
For £342 + VAT. 

Gould Electronics Ltd., Instrument Systems, 
Roebuck Road, Hainault, Ilford, Essex IG6 3UE. 
Telephone: 01-500 1000. Telex: 263785. 

HIGH -FLYING TECHNOLOGY YOU CAN TRUST 
'Much as we admire the Dakota's traditional hard-working virtues, sadly its 
last spec. update was in 1945. The Gould OS300, on the other hand, offers 
1980's features -dual -trace with true 20MHz operation, continuously 
variable amplifier sensitivity to eliminate loss of bandwidth over the 2mV 
to 5V/cm, X -Y operation, P43 phosphor and quick heat cathode for rapid 
set-up and brighter displays. 

TELESCOPIC C . MASTS 

Pneumatic 

Hydraulic Ram 
Operated 

Winch Operated 

o 

Cd 

i 

J 

Hilomast Ltd. 
THE STREET - HEYBRIDGE - MALDON 

ESSEX - CM9 7NB - ENGLAND 
Tel: (0621) 56480 Telex: 995855 

ENTER 15 ON REPLY CARD 

HI -FIDELITY WITH 
SOUND PRINCIPLES 

Complete kit for less than £ 140 
* 40 watts RMS per channel into 8, 

80 watts into 4 
* High current output, stabilised PSU 

for power amps 
* Minimum capacitor passive 

equalisation design 
* MM/MC with infra cut, CD, Rad, 

Tape 1 & 2 inputs 
* Rugged T03 complementary 

output & PUS transistors 
* Comprehensive instructions, 

quality components 
Much is said about amplifier design. Specification and technical performance 
alone no longer rules supreme. Concepts such as musicality are regarded as 
sacred by the Hi-Fi fraternity. The state of the art is for amplifiers to have high 
output current capability, high overload margins, be "neutral sounding yet 
articulate and dynamic". High feedback designs are definitely out and cables 
affect the sound. 
Where does the engineer stand in all this? We think you would like an amplifier 
with real state of the art features, but not over the top in insignificant design 
detail. You are unhappy at paying for a mass produced product. You 
appreciate a top class system but cannot justify the price of more exotic 
products. Building your own to an exlusive and well engineered design has a 
definite attraction. 
GATE ONE utilises the latest audiophile techniques in its design. Great 
attention is given to the layout with separate signal and component earths. 
RIAA equalisation and tone controls (with in/out switch) are of a passive 
design. A low lift switch lets you tailor response to compensate for loudspeaker 
deficiency. A unique volume control circuit increases overload margin and 
optimises S/N ratio. 
You can buy a GATE ONE in kit form for £139.61 inc. with a professionally 
finished case and all components. There is also a GATE MONITOR ONE 
power amp kit. Both are available fully assembled and tested. Order now or 
send for further details. 
Go on, when did you last buy yourself a Christmas present? 

GATEHOUSE AUDIO Money back 
guarantee if kit 

PO Box 6, Evesham, returned unused. 

Wores WR11 4NP 
ENTER 44 ON REPLY CARD 
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Low cost switchers to order 
A range of six 30W switching power 
supplies can be arranged to meet 
customers' specific requirements for 
voltage and cabling. The ACP -188 
series of flyback supplies from Akhter 
offers single, dual or triple outputs 
and can be supplied with or without 
ventilated case. Output voltages 
range from -12 to +24V with 
currents from 0.2 to 6A. All models 
operate at an efficiency ofabout 70%. 

The supplies can provide a 40W 
output for a burst of up to 20s which 
makes the 12Vversion suitable for 
disc drives, stepper motors and 
solenoids. Unlike many power 
supplies they do not need a 
minimum load and are capable of 
driving high-energy circuits. The 
caged versions are sized to fit a 5.25in 
half -height hard disc drive. 
244 on reply card. 

Thick -film resistors 
Thick -film shunts are used for 
current sensing applications on 
densely populated p.c.bs. The four - 
terminal TFS2 series from CGS. 
allows detection of very small 
changes in voltage or current levels 
due to environmental changes. 

Stability is <2%/1000h at the rated 
dissipation of 2W at a maximum 
current of 10A. Temperature 
coefficient is ±0.05%/°C. Values 
available are 10 and 20m1ì with 10% 
tolerance and 50,100, 250 and 
500míì. and 1Sì. with 5% tolerance. 
243 on reply card. 

[NEW PRODUCTS 
COMPONENTS 

Power switching 
hexfets 
Hexpak is a high -power device 
containing four power transistors in 
either parallel or half -bridge 
configuration. Handling currents up 
to 145A and a very low residual 
drain/source resistance, with fast 
switching, the device is suitable for 
switching high energy pulses. Their 
compactness eases assembly and 
saves space. These IR devices are 
available through Hi -Tek 
Electronics. 
223 on reply card 

Isolated power 
Darlingtons 
Two 1000V versions of the Semikron 
range of power Darlington modules 
feature a built-in isolated baseplate 
which makes it easier to mount one 
or several onto a common heatsink 
while all electrical connections are 
on the top of the package. The 
devices incorporate parallel 
connected, fast recovery, inverse 
diodes and so reduce the count of 
external components. 

SK3ODB100D has a maximum 
continuous collector current rating 
of 30A while the SK30DB100D can 
handle 50A. Each has a total power 
disipation of 300 and 400W 
respectively. 
210 on reply card. 

Desolderer 
Simple ideas are often the best and 
this desoldering tool from Antex is a 
good illustration. It combines a 
sprung desoldering pump with one of 
their soldering iron elements. Push 
the nozzle onto the point to be 
desoldered, hold for a couple of 
seconds and release; the solder is 

drawn up and, because the pump is 

heated, it remains fluid and can be 
ejected using the same action. As the 
pump is fixed permanently to the 
heating element, this is a separate 
tool, not an add-on for the soldering 
iron. 
220 on reply card. 

Flat relays 
Provided with a dil package and a 
height of only 6.5mm, the SA series 
of relays from SDS-Relais are 
available with one or two open or 
closed contact. Low wattage on the 
coils makes tham suitable for use in 
telecommunications, measurement 
or alarm systems on p.c.b. with high 
density of components. Isolation 
between coil and contacts is 1500V. 
The relays can be combined with the 
C series of switching circuits which 
provide latching of the relay with no 
further power comsumption. 
213 on reply card. 

Stable p.c.b. film 
A new film for the photographic 
images of p.c.b. racks has been 
produced by Dupont. As component 
pinouts become closer and more 
complex further precision is needed 
in the production of the boards. 
Currently used films can change 
dimensions rapidly with changes in 
temperature and humidity. 
Dimension Master, the film with a 
new polyester base and hard 
emulsion, expands three to five times 
more slowly in response to humidity 
changes and under a normal 
humidity cycle of ±8% relative 
humidity over 24h, the film will 
remain within a tolerance of 1 in 
24000. It is also thicker and tougher 
than conventional films so will last 
longer. The principle advantage is 
that it may be used in existing 
production phototooling equipment, 
without needing to upgrade to 
accommodate p.c.bs requiring 
greater precision. 
219 on reply card. 
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IT'S YOUR CHOICE... 

QUICKPAD 
The low cost solution to PCB design 
contact us now for full information 

Conguin Software Limited 
Freepost, Morden, Surrey SM4 1 BR Telephone: 01-640 9130 

ENTER 42 ON REPLY CARD 

THREE INTO ONE WILL GO - WITH THE 
1 SCOPE: 

y si DC - 20MHz Bandwidth 
2mV/div Sensitvity % £ 4Ons - 0.2s/div Sweep 
14 Trigger Functions 
Including active TV trigger on line 
& frame. 

3 Triple Output DC Source 
+5V (1A); -ve grounded 
±12V (200mA) Common Floating 

CROTECH 3132 
2 Active Component Comparator 

(for checking Transistors, diodes and 
I.C.'s etc) 
Test Voltage: 8.6Vrms (28mA) 

All for the price of a scope at 
£285* 

*(Excluding Delivery and VAT) 
Correct at time of going to press 

Crotech instruments United 
2 Stephenson Road, St. Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs. PE17 4WJ 

Telephone: (0480) 301818 
Also available from Audio Electronics & Henry's 

11MERK/W 
e7RE5S 

.f111111111113 

Ars.,s 

Ate 

ENTER 20 ON REPLY CARD 

Toroidal & E.I. 
Transformers 
As manufacturers we are able to offer a 
range of quality toroidal and laminated 
transformers at highly competitive prices 

Toroidal Mail Order Price List 
prices inclusive of VAT & Postage 
15va 7.95. 30va 9.18, 50va 10.16, 80va 11.36, 120va 12.07, 160va 14.20, 225va 
15.21, 300va 17.04, 500va 22.10, 625va 24.66, 750va 28.75, 1000va 44.82. 
Also available 1 k2, 1 k5, 2k, 2k5, 3k. Prices on request. 

Available from stock in the following voltages: 6-0-6, 9-0-9, 12-0-12, 15-0-15, 18-0- 
18, 22-0-22, 25-0-25.30-0-30. 35-0-35, 40-0-40, 45-0-45, 50-0-50, 110, 220, 240. 
Primary 240 volt. 

Quantity prices and delivery on request 

Air Link Transformers - 

Unit 6, The Maltings, Station Road, 
Sawbridgeworth, Herts. Tel: 0279 724425 

ENTER 22 ON REPLY CARD 

QUALITY QUARTZ 
CRYSTALS QUICKLY 

M.P.U. Crystals 

M.P.U. Oscillators 

Our frequency ranges are: 

1 

*10kHz 50kHz 100kHz 500kHz 1MHz 100MHz 250MHz 360MHHz 

l Professional Crystals 1 

We also supply quartz crystal tilters. 
oscillators of all types and 
communication antennae. 

Webster Electronics 
ILMINSTER, SOMERSET TA19 90A, ENGLAND 

TEL: (046 05) 5166 TELEX: 46571 FRONCY G 

FAX (046 05) 5865 

ENTER 23 ON REPLY CARD 
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KNEW PRODUCTS 
STE processor card 

A double Eurocard is used to 
implement a c.p.u. card built around 
the STE bus. The SPC-180 from 
Kemitron uses the Hitachi HD64180 
processor which runs Z80 code, has 
two serial channels, an on -chip 
timer, runs at 6MHz and can address 
up to 2Mbit ram. The board is 
provided with 512Kb of eprom or 
96K of static ram. A further two serial 
channels are provided which can be 
configured to RS232, 20mA, or 
RS422. Disc control facilities include 
a SASI interface for hard disc. 
Further facilities include a maths 
co -processor, real-time clock, 
watchdog timer and status indicator. 
The second DIN connector allows the 
board to be completely plug-in and 
all connectors can be routed through 
the backplane. The board may be 
incorporated into an STE -based 
system and, as it contains all the 
necessary functions, can also be used 
as a stand-alone computer. 
221 on reply card. 

Fastest p.c.b. design 
The Vutrax p.c.b. design system from 
GM Design has not been changed 
but, used with the Compaq 386 
computer, its speed has been 
increased by two to three times. This 
is the fastest design system available 
in the market today, claims GM. An 
example is the ability to autoroute 
the tracks on a circuit board with 
more than 100 components to 98% 
completion in three minutes. The 
computer is built around the Intel 
32 -bit 80386 processor and features 
up to 14Mbytes of ram,130Mbyte of 
hard disc storage with a 25ms 
average access time and 40Mbytes of 
tape streamer backup. Alan Mallyon 
(the marketing manager of GM) 
claims that the 386 offers the power 
of a much larger "number cruncher" 
in a desk -top. A series of one -day 
seminars has been arranged to 
demonstrate the capabilities of the 
system. 
233 on reply card. 

RS232 made easy 
An RS232 rescue kit comes from 
Componedex. It contains a selection 
of useful and educational items for 
interfacing computers with printers, 
Terminals and modems. Included is 

the Cablefaker breakout box and 
monitor, a gender change ribbon 
cable, patch box and tools and a 
200 -page manual RS232 made easy 
along with quick reference card. 
229 on reply card. 

Low cost quick chip design 
An advanced, fully integrated, 
heirarchical design system, 
providing automatic layout, 
simulation, routing and rule 
checking of gate arrays is provided by 
the Quickchip c.a.d. package for 
v.l.s.i. from Qudos. Based around the 
32 -bit Acorn Cambridge 
Workstation, the entire system 
including the c.a.d. software, 4MByte 
of ram, 20MByte hard disc, colour 
monitor, floating point maths, and a 

software bundle of five standard 
languages, all costs. £7500 which is 
less than the cost of software alone 
on many systems. Quickchip is also 
available for computers running 
Unix. Designs produced on the 
system are submitted to Qudos on 
floppy disc or magnetic tape and can 
be manufactured, using their 
electron -beam lithography facility in 
a very short time. 
235 on reply card. 

STE -bus SCSI 
interface board 
Mass storage peripherals with 
standard SCSI interfaces can be 
easily connected to the STE -bus 
using a board from Arcom Control 
Systems. The single Eurocard use 
the NCR5380 i.c. to control up to 
eight storage devices and can be used 
with an external d.m.a. controller for 
high-speed applications. Arcom has 
drives for the Rodime 20MByte hard 
discs and the routines work with any 
of their STE -bus c.p.u. cards running 
under Concurrent DOS, CP/M-80, or 
OS -9. Data transfer rates under OS 
control are typically three times 
faster than floppy discs; outside the 
constraints of the operating system 
the rate can be ten times faster. 
242 on reply card. 

68000 cross 
assembler 
The latest addition to the XA8 series 
of cross assemblers from Real Time 
Systems is the X68000 which is 
suitable for the 68008 and 68010 as 
well as the 68000. It will run on Unix 
and VMS computers and on PC/MS- 
DOS computers (IBM-PC and 
clones). The XA8 series is available 
for more than 60 target processors, 
running under a wide variety of 
operating systems. It provides full 
listings, macros and repeats, 
conditional assembly, importing of 
files, division of a program into 
sections, temporary labels and 
absolute addressing or relocatable 
code. The manufacturers' 
instructions mnemonics are used. 
236 on reply card. 

Transputer 
development 
systems 
The 16 -bit version of the lnmos 
transputer is now available from 
Hawke Components. Claimed to be 
faster than the 32 -bit device (T414), 
the T212 has all the same features; 
2Kbytes of on -chip sram and four 
communications links. Using Occam 
concurrency it is possible to achieve 
very high speed procedure calls, 
process switching, and interrupt 
latency. Also from Hawke is a series 
of transputer evaluation boards. The 
IMS B003 has three 32 -bit 
transputers, B006 has nine 16 -bit 
devices and the B007 has one 32 -bit 
transputer along with a video ram 
and a colour look -up table to provide 
a video graphic driver board. Ten 
B003 boards (i.e. 40 32 -bit 
transputers) are combined in the 
ITEM400 which offers up to 
400mips. 
227 on reply card. 
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TAYLOR VESTIGIAL SIDEBAND 
TELEVISION MODULATOR C.C.I.R/3 

Power Requirement 
Video Input 
Audio Input 
F.M. Sound Sub -Carrier 
Modulation 
I.F. Vision 
I.F. Sound 
Sound Pre -Emphasis 
Ripple on I.F. Saw Filter 
Output (env channel 47)860MHz) 
Vision to Sound Power Ratio 
Intarmodulation 
Spurious Harmonic Output 

C.C.I.R/3 SPECIFICATION 

- 240V 8 Watt (available in other voltages) 
- 1V Pk -Pk 75 Ohm - .8V 600 Ohm - 6MHz (available 5.5MHz) - Negative - 38.9MHz - 32.9MHz (available 33.4MHz) - 50us - .6dB - +6dBmV 12mVI 75 Ohm 
- 5 to 1 - Equal or less than 60dB 

-40dB 180dB if fitted with TCFL1.Filter or com- 
bined via TCFL4 Combiner/Leveller 

CC.I.RJ3.1 - Specification as above but output level 60dBmV 
t000uv 

CRYSTAL CONTROLLED OSCILLATOR 
19" RACK MOUNTING, 1 u HIGH, 205mm DEEP 

CHANNEL COMBINER/FILTER/LEVELLER 
to combine outputs of modulators 

TCFL2 
TCFL4 
TSKO 

2 Channel Filter/Combiner/Leveller: Insertion Loas 3.5d8 
4 Channel Filter/Combiner/Leveller. Insertion Loss 3.5dB 
Enables up to 4 x TCFL2 or TCFL4 to be combined. 

TAYLOR BROS (OLDHAM) LTD 
BISLEY STREET WORKS, LEE STREET, 
OLDHAM, ENGLAND. 
TELEPHONE: 061 652 3221 TELEX: 669911 

ENTER 18 ON REPLY CARD 

Happy Memories 
Part type 1 off 25-99 100 up 

4164 15Ons Not Texas 1.05 .95 .88 

4125615Ons 2.25 2.15 2.05 

41464150ns 3.35 2.99 2.79 

2114 200ns Low Power 1.75 1.60 1.55 

611615Ons 1.40 1.25 1.20 

6264 15Ons Low Power 2.40 2.15 2.05 
2716 450ns 5 volt 2.75 2.60 2.45 

2532 450ns 5.40 4.85 4.50 
2732 450ns 2.60 2.40 2.25 
2732A 250ns 3.30 2.85 2.75 
2764 250ns Suit BBC 2.45 2.20 2.05 
27128 250ns Suit BBC 2.75 2.60 2.40 
27256 250ns 3.70 3.45 3.30 

Low profile IC sockets: Pins 8 14 16 18 20 24 28 40 
Pence 5 9 10 11 12 15 17 24 

Please ask for quote on higher quantities or items not shown. 

Data free on memories purchased. Enquire cost for other. 

Write or 'phone for list of other items including our 74LS series 

with DIY discounts starting at a mix of just 25 pieces. 

Please add 50p post & packing to orders under £15 and 
VAT to total. Access orders by 'phone or mail welcome. 

Non -Military Government & Educational orders 
welcome for minimum invoice value of £15 net. 

HAPPY MEMORIES (WW), 
FREEPOST, Kington, 

Herefordshire HR5 3BR. 
Tel: (054 422) 618 

ENTER 48 ON REPLY CARD 

R. WITHERS ' LTD. 

AGENT TO THE STARS! 

RWC are main agents/distributors for Yaesu, loom, Kenwood, M. 
Modules, Jaybeam, Tonna, Revco Antennas, Cleartone, Mutek, 
AKD, Drae, FDK, Welz, Tait and Neve Radiotelephones to name 
but a few! We are able to supply: Receivers (inc. scanning), 
Transmitters, and complete communication systems including 
antennas for all types of location and applications. We specialise 
in custom systems HF -UHF. 

El ICOM; 

TUNE INTO OUR SPECIALIST SERVICE! 

* We manufacture our own range of VHF/UHF beam and Raycom 
mobile antennas and 13.8V DC PSU's 3-12A. 

* We're the only company in the UK that produces modular VHF/UHF 
Rayconi power amplifiers (15-50 watts output). 

* We supply a large range of specialist RF power transistors/modules 
imported directly from Japan. 

* We supply/repair amateur/business radio systems. 
* We check transceivers on our spectrum analyser - £12.50 for a 

comprehensive report while you wait! 
* Only supplier of modified Yaesu FRG 9600 MII (60-950MHz) and 

Revco RS 2000E (60-179 and 380-520MHz) scanning receivers. 
* Probably the UK's largest seller of used radio equipment. 
* We offer the largest selection of radio allied services under one 

roof. CALL NOW FOR FULL DETAILS. 

EXPORT AND TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED 

584 Hagley Road West, Quinton, Birmingham B68 OBS. 

Tel: 021-421 8201 (24hrs) Telex: 334303-TXAGWM-G 

ENTER 61 ON REPLY CARD 
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ANEW PRODUCTS 
Video controller 
improved 
A new c-mos version (HD6345) of 
their c.r.t. controller has been 
produced by Hitachi. Compatible 
with the HD6845 n-mos version, the 
new chip offers a higher clock 
frequency - 4.5MHz which allows an 
improved screen update. Its flexible 
screen format offers enhanced 
facilities including four split screens 
and smoother scrolling. The 6345 is 
compatible with the 68 family of 
processors while a similar device the 
HD6443 is for use with the 80 family 
including the Z80. The device offers a 

variety of functions under m.p.u. 
control including programmable 
timing signal output for c.r.t. 
monitor and display screen control 
operation. It can be applied to all 
types of c.r.t. displays. A standard 
40 -pin package is used for the device 
which operates over a range of 1 to 
2MHz bus speeds. 
241 on reply card. 

Fast d.s.p. 
A new digital signal processor has 
been announced by Motorola even 
before its predecessor has been 
released. The DSP56001 offers a 

speed of 10.25mips, and 56bits. It is 
functionally identical to the 
DSP56000 but instead of 2Kwords of 
program rom it has 512words of 
program ram and a hardware 
bootstrap that enables this ram to be 

loaded with the user's program 
easily. The advantage is that it does 
not need to be mask programmed 
and becomes an off -the -shelf 
product. There are also two other 
roms. The X -rom is preprogrammed 
with Mu -law and A -law to linear 
conversion tables for the interfacing 
of codec/filter chips and time division 
multiplexed networks, the Y -rom has 
a sine table for waveform generation 
and F.F.T. analysis. Also on the chip 
are serial communications interface, 
a synchronous serial interface, and a 

host interface. 
The processor has seven buses so 

that the three arithmetical logic 
units and the program controller are 
not waiting for each other. 
Applications include 
communications and speech 
processing as well as high-speed 
control, image processing for 
instrumentation and navigation and 
audio. Both d.s.ps are to be available 
in sample quantities early in 1987 
and for those who can't wait or want 
to get cracking in advance, Motorola 
have made available a simulation 
package and macro -assembler in 
versions to run on many micro and 
minicomputers. 
208 on reply card. 

Matchbox Beeb 
A multitasking version of the BBC 
micro has been mounted on a multi - 
layer board, by Cambridge 
Microprocessor Systems. It 
combines surface mounted 
components with conventional ones 
to fit on a board just 3.5 by 2.5in. The 
6502 -compatible system can support 
a whole host of functions including 
three independent programmable 
serial channels, RS422/423 
interfaces, high speed synchronous 
serial interface, quad duart, two 
stepper motor outputs, four 
analogue input channels, 35 
independent user definable i/o ports, 
liquid crystal display interface driver, 
six programmable counter/timers, 
real time clock, p.w.m. facility, up 
to 64K battery -backed ram 2K to 

3Mbytes of eprom, 8MHz clock and a 

watch -dog facility. In addition it is 

possible to have a full -colour video 
output which includes teletext, user 
definable characters and 32K of 
paged ram. The board can be 
programmed in BBC Basic, Pascal, 
Forth or any other high-level 
language and can be networked to up 
to 126 remote stations. 

The computer is designed as a 

control component for use by o.e.ms 
and can be used for almost any 
control/monitoring task from simple 
switching to complex applications 
requiring the full video display. The 
simplest configuration costs as little 
as £50, for the full bells and whistles 
variety it goes up to £300. 
207 on reply card. 

Improved eprom programmer 
The hardware of the Lloyd Research 
1000 series of eprom programmers is 
as good as it was but there has been a 

great improvement in the software to 
enable very rapid programming. It is 
now possible to download and 
program in one command, without 
manual intervention. The 
instrument can store such 
parameters as device type and set 
details and can store the files for 
eight different programs which can 

be all be programmed individually. 
Many more device types have been 
added to the internal list. The 
programmer can cope with eight 
27256s at the same time or two sets 
of four 27512/3s. Another addition is 
the ability to program the Hitachi 
range of ZTAT processors which 
incorporate eproms. To 
accommodate these a low-cost 
adapter is added. 
209 on reply card. 

Industrial computer 
A single -board computer system 
from Analog Devices is particularly 
suited to analogue input and output. 
It communicates through single - 
channel signal conditioning modules 
which may be configured to input 
and output, channel by channel. The 
computer combines direct sensor 
input, analogue signal conditioning 
and processing circuitry on a single 
board. Additional processing boards 
may be added which communicate 
through the GPIB interface so the 
computing power remains sufficient 
to cope, however, complex the 
system. 

Applications for the µMAC -6000 
include process control and 
monitoring and machinery control. 
Examples are test automation, boiler 
and furnace control energy 
management. It can be used as a 

remote slave processor in distributed 
control applications. The basic 
version consists of the computer 
board, which includes analogue and 
digital i/o circuitry. This fits into a 

backplane which accommodates 24 
signal conditioning modules. The 

system uses the 16 -bit 8MHz 80188 
processor and has space for the 8087 
co -processor, if required. It features 
14 -bit d -to -a and a -to -d conversion, 
16 low -speed counters, two high- 
speed counters, six frequency inputs, 
a real-time clock, 64K of user prom 
and 256K of battery ram. there is also 
1Kbyte of e-eprom which can be 
reprogrammed without removing 
from the board, and can be used to 
store conversion factors, calibration 
constants, correction coefficients 
and the like. There is an RS422 port 
for communication with a host 
computer, two RS232 interfaces as 

well as the GPIB. The basic system 
can accept 72 i/o signals. The system 
can be expanded in many ways. The 
RS422bus can be used in a multi - 
drop mode to allow a host computer 
to communicate with up to 15 MAC - 
6000s. The system may be 
programmed in C (libraries of 
additional routines for the control of 
applications are provided) or in a 

special version of Basic, although C 

provides much faster processing. 
206 on reply card. 
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Hitachi Oscilloscopes leading the way from £299 
in performance and pricing! +VAT 

The highest quality 
The Hitachi name is synonymous with quality and reliability and 
is backed by a 2 year or 3 year warranty on every oscilloscope. 
The keenest pricing 
With prices starting at only £299 for a 20MHz dual -trace model 
Hitachi's price -performance ratio can not be bettered. 
The largest range 
Now totalling 18 models the Hitachi range covers bandwidths 
from 20MHz to 150MHz and digital storage models to 60MHz. 
The fastest service 
We can supply any Hitachi 'scope immediately from stock and we 

back it with full calibration and after -sales service. 

For colour brochure giving specifications and prices ring (048W 63570 
Thurlby Electronics Ltd., New Road, St. Ives, Cambs. PE17 4BG 

ENTER 62 ON REPLY CARD 
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low-cost logic analysis 
Today's digital circuitry can't be debugged with just a logic probe and 
oscilloscope. A logic analyser has become an essential tool. 
The Thurlby LA160 system puts logic analysis within the reach of every 
engineer with a wide range of options to suit many different applications. 

Prices from £395 plus vat 
16 or 32 data channels 
IBM-PC interface options 

Data pods for random logic 
Personality modules for uPs 
Microprocessor disassemblers 

No other logic analyser system approaches the value for money of the 
Thurlby LA160. Contact us now for full technical data. 

III Thurlby I/ Thurlby Electronics Ltd 
New Road, St.lves, Huntingdon, Cambs. 

designed and built in Britain PE17 4BG, England. Tel: (0480) 63570 

ENTER 63 ON REPLY CARD 

The world's most advanced low-cost bench multimeter! 
Thurlby 1905a £ 349 t VAT 

A complete high performance bench DMM 
5t/2 digits; 0.015% acc; 1 0V, 1mf1 1nA. 
Full ac and current functions as standard 

A sophisticated computing and logging DMM 
Linear scaling with offset; null/relative 
Percentage deviation; running average 
dBV, dBm general logarithmic calculations 
Limits comparison; min and max storage 
100 reading timed data logging 
RS232 and IEEE -488 interface options 

Thurlby Electronics Ltd 
New Road, St. Ives, Cambs. PE174BG 
Tel: (0480) 63570 

III Thurlbyl+ 
designed and built in Britain 

ENTER 64 ON REPLY CARD 

IEEE -488 controlled laboratory Power Supplies -at low cost 
the new Thurlby PL -GP series 

30V/2A and 15V/4A single and twin units 
Constant voltage or constant current operation 
Programmable to 10mV and 10mA resolution 
Readback of current demand via the bus 
Twin units have fully independent outputs 
Remote sensing terminals provided 
Bench mounting or 19" rack mounting 

Singles £395 + vat, Twin units £598 + vat 
Thurlby Electronics Ltd 
New Road, St. Ives, Cambs. PE17 4BG 
Tel: (0480) 63570 

III Thurlbyl 
designed and built in Britain 
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SUBSCRIPTION 
Wireiessworiu ORDER FORM. a8,2 

Packed with accurate 

news and technical 

features covering every 

aspect of electronics 

Electronics & Wireless 

World is the best way to 

really stay ahead. 

Make sure you receive 

your own personal copy - 
use this subscription 

card today. 

Please send me Electronics & Wireless World each month for 12 months. 
I enclose a cheque/PO to the value of £18 UK (£23 outside UK). Cheques 

should be made payable to Business Press International Ltd. Airmail rates 
available on request. 

Please debit my credit card account: 

Tick relevant box 
Access 

Signed 

Name 

Job Title 

Address 

Telephone 

BarclaycardNisa Diners Club American Express 
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NEW PRODUCTS 
COMMUNICATIONS 

Clean-up for video 
A real-time video noise processor can 
be used to improve the quality of a tv 
picture containing random noise. It 
is possible to process at 3000 
pictures/min very poor signals where 
the noise exceeds the available 
signal. Improvements to the signal/ 
noise ratio can be selected between 
2:1 and 45:1 with corresponding 
processing times of 80ms to 82s. The 
Eltime video noise reduction system 
contains two frame store boards to 
hold the pre and post -processing 
images. The process can be viewed 
and controlled manually or an 
'improvement factor' can be selected, 
allowing the processing to be 
continuous. Applications include 
enhancing low -power X-ray, electron 
microscope, night -vision infra -red, 
ultrasonic, and may other research 
and surveillance images. 
225 on reply card. 

Towards HDTV 
Although standards for high 
definition tv have not be finalized, 
BAL components realize that any 
system will require high -precision 
delay lines and have produced 
20MHz lines in both fixed and 
programmable formats. They have 
an amplitude ripple of <0.2dB at 
lower delay times and <0.3dB at the 
higher rates. Group delay ripple is 
<20ns peak -to -peak. Total delays are 
from 100 to 500ns in fixed modules 
and 5 to 155ns for the programmable 
ones. Impedance in all cases is 75fl. 
BAL anticipate that this will meet 
most requirements for the initial 
stages but are contiuing work on 
widening the bandwidth and 
reducing physical size. A30MHz 
delay line is likely to be announced 
soon. 240 on reply card. 

R.f. distribution 
amplifiers 
A range of low -noise receiver 
multicouplers for the 70 to 250MHz 
range is claimed to be highly reliable. 
This is due, says Beronheath, to the 
use of generously rated power 
devices in a negative feedback circuit 
combined in an hierarchical 
structure, exclusive to this design. 
Input bandpass filters, including 
Butterworth and Tchebyshev 
designs, may be specified to meet 
individual requirements. 4,8, or 16 
outputs can be provided (larger or 
intermediate numbers to special 
order). Input/output gain can vary 
between 0 and 3dB (more if needed) 
above the splitting level, with low 
v.s.w.r. on input and output. 
Broadband circuits are used in the 
splitters and offer good interport 
isolation. Despite the high reliability, 
the units are easy to service. 
214 on reply card. 

DBS decoder chip 
A single -chip decoder for use in 
direct broadcasting by satellite using 
the D2-MAC/packet system has been 
produced by ITT. Called the DMA 
2270, the devices meets all the 
requirement of the D2 MAC 
standard, itself a subset of the C -MAC 
standard. Due to the baseband 
configuration, the chip is also 
suitable for decoding cable tv signals. 
The decoder is able to treat different 

sound services automatically by 
decoding the packet header. Eight 
sound channels are available for each 
tv service. All sound packets are 
converted into sequences of 14 -bit 
samples. Medium -quality channels 
are up -sampled to the 32kHz 
sampling frequency so that all 
subsequent processing uses only one 
data format. 
222 on reply card. 

Radio data transmission 
A single -channel version of 
Measurement Devices' Microtel 
transmits and receives data by digital 
telemetry. The system combines the 
functions of antenna, radio and 
modem in one unit. A simplex system 
consists of two portable units: each 
has a serial data port and up to five 
channels in the u.h.f. 400 to 500MHz 

band. Data rate is 1200Baud and it is 
possible to transmit over 50km as 
long as 'line of radio sight' is 
maintained. Two sets of units can be 
used to establish a duplex link. 
Applications include remote 
monitoring and control and 
guidance of unmanned vehicles. 
228 on reply card. 

Compact s.s.b. 
transceiver 
Claimed to be the most compact 
full -feature s.s.b. transceiver in the 
world, the Link/4000 comes from 
Danish Communication Systems. It 
incorporates two microprocessors 
and 192K of ram. This allows the 
display to offer 'help' messages at the 
appropriate moment and monitors 
all the function of the set. There is a 
complete self -test on startup and the 
internal programs can control up to 
80 preprogrammed frequency pairs 
and store up to 400 frequencies in 
memory. 

Dual parallel amplifier stages 
ensure continuation of transmission 
in the event of a failure in one of the 
stages. An automatic antenna tuner, 
located on the set or remotely, can 
compensate for a broken antenna 
automatically. The tranceiver is 
designed for use in fixed/mobile 
operation on land or sea and has been 
particularly designed to be easy to 
use. A.c. or d.c. power can be used 
and the set can operate in simplex, 
semi or full duplex depending on the 
antenna installation; full duplex 
requires two antennas. Type 
approved under CEPT specifications 
the set can be installed, operated and 
serviced worldwide. 
216 on reply card. 

Digital video effects 
This twin -channel system from CEL 
combines image control facilities 
from their Maurice controller with 
twin frame stores and an integral 
vision mixer/combiner. Called the 
P148-3, the system allows 
manipulated images and their 
relative keys to be combined to form 
composite pictures with internally 
generated background colour matt 
or external background or 
foreground sources and keys. The 
flexible system offers a touch -screen 
interface with access to the many 
functions though they can also be 
controlled by a computer through an 
RS422/432 interface. It combines 
wipes and mixes with the ability to 
build composite pictures from up to 
five layers. Three internal video 
sources are provided; a background 
matt, a caption generator which can 
also be used as another background 
and a picture black. 

Clever software allows the system 
to provide complex functions despite 
the fact that has only two effects 
buses. The controller itself can be 
reconfigured by software to match 
different equipment combinations 
and it can be controlled through 
screen menus. All software; 
programs or control configurations 
can be downloaded from disc. 
218 on reply card. 
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RAE 
SERVI 

102 PRIORY ROAD, SCRIB 

Tel: 021-474 6000 

Telex No: 312242 

MIDTLX G. 

ERS LANE, HALL GREEN, BIRMINGHAM B28 OTB. ENGLAND. 

DEK ELECTRONICS 
G THE COMMUNICATIONS AND ELECTRONICS INDUSTRIES 

TRANSISTORS: VALVES: 
TYPE: LIST: TYPE: LIST: TYPE: LIST: TYPE: LIST: TYPE: LIST: TYPE: LIST: TYPE: LIST: 

£ £ £ 

2N3375 11.25 
2N3553 1.90 
2N3632 12.95 
2N3733 12.95 
2N3866 1.50 
2N4416 0.75 
2N4427 1.75 

2SC1978 6.40 
2SC2053 0.80 
2SC2237 11.50 
2SC2287 9.60 
2SC2290 20.00 
MRF237 3.50 
MRF238 11.90 

AH211A 137.50 
AH2511 90.00 
AH2532 31.50 
BT5 52.50 
BT5B 52.50 
BT17 142.00 
BT17A 130.00 
BT95 125.00 

EF94 2.00 
EF95 1.60 
EF183 1.90 
EF184 1.80 
EK90 1.40 
EL34 3.90 
EL36 2.30 
EL84 3.00 

OA3 2.50 6AU5GT 
082 2.50 6AZ8 
OB3 2.50 6BA6 
OC3 2.50 6BE6 
2C39A 39.90 68H6 
2C39WA 42.00 6BJ6 
2D21 2.90 6BK4C 
2E26 7.50 6BN8 

3.70 813 30.00 
3.80 934 18.00 
1.70 935 41.20 
1.95 2050 4.80 
2.15 2050A 4.80 
2.00 5544 81.00 
4.50 5545 95.00 
3.50 5557 . 24.50 

2N5090 10.90 MRF240 20.70 C3J 30.00 EL86 2.10 21(25 114.00 6BZ6 2.50 5559 52.50 
2N5109 1.95 MRF245 33.00 C3JA 30.00 EL519 7.70 3-400ZEIM 78.00 6C4 1.95 5727 2.95 
2N5160 3.00 MRF247 33.30 E55L 56.00 EL803S 9.95 3-500ZEIM 89.00 6CB6A 1.80 5867A 140.00 
2N5589 8.00 MRF433 9.00 E8OCC 14.00 EL821 13.75 3828 15.00 6CJ3 2.30 5879 6.15 
2N5590 8.25 MRF449A 10.15 E80L 21.00 EN32 16.25 3C45 24.50 6CW4 8.00 5965 2.20 

2N5591 10.00 
2N5641 7.50 
2N5642 10.20 
2N5643 11.85 
2N5913 2.50 
2N5944 8.20 

MRF450 14.50 
MRF450A 14.50 
MRF454 17.25 
MRF454A 17.25 
M R F455 16.50 
MRF458 17.20 

E88CC 3.90 
E9OCC 7.50 
E130L 21.25 
EB91 1.35 
EBC91 1.10 
EBF89 1.35 
EC90 1.25 

EN91 2.00 
EZ80 1.90 
EZ81 1.50 
EZ90 1.50 
FG17 24.50 
FG105 160.00 
GXU1 15.00 

3CX100A5 70.00 6DC6 
4-65A 52.50 6E5 
4-125A 60.00 6EA8 
4-250A 76.00 6GK6 
4-400A 110.00 6HF5 
4-4008 110.00 6HS6 
4-400C 110.00 6JB6A 

2.45 5991 32.00 
4.20 6130 24.50 
2.25 6146A 9.00 
2.50 61468 9.00 
4.25 6360A -GE 4.95 
3.95 6550A 7.90 
4.70 68838 8.70 

2N5945 10.60 MRF475 2.30 ECC32 3.25 GXU4 45.00 4832 30.50 6JE6C 6.25 6973 3.95 
2N5946 11.50 MRF476 2.15 ECC81 1.90 GZ34 3.90 4C35A 135.00 6JS6C 4.70 7027A 6.50 
2N6080 7.00 MRF644 22.50 ECC82 1.90 KT66 9.00 4CX2508 EK7 2.50 7199 4.20 
2N6081 8.75 MRF646 27.00 ECC83 1.90 KT77 8.75 EIM AMP 55.00 6K11 2.25 7247 3.20 
2N6082 10.90 MRF648 32.70 ECC85 3.80 KT88 . 24.95 4CX2508 6KD6 5.90 7262A 26.00 

2N6083 11.95 
2N6084 12.50 
2SC1729 14.50 
2SC1945 3.45 
2SC1946A 16.00 
2SC1947 8.50 

MRF901 2.75 
SD1013 9.75 
SD1019-STUD 23.10 
SD1019-5 22.80 
SD1127 3.10 
SD1134-1 2.25 

ECC88 2.00 
ECC91 2.00 
ECC189 2.00 
ECF80 1.50 
ECF86 1.65 
ECF801 1.80 
ECH81 2.30 

ML8536 275.00 
ML8741 265.00 
NL SERIES 
QQV02-6 22.00 
QQVO3-10 5.30 
0V03-12 7.00 
0Y3-65 57.50 

NAT 48.00 6KD8 
4CX350A 87.00 6L6GC 
4X150A 33.70 6LQ6 
5AR4 3.90 6011 
5AS4A 2.10 6SL7GT 
5R4GYA-B 3.50 6SN7GTB 
5U4GB 2.10 6U8A 

2.00 7360 12.20 
3.90 7586 11.50 
6.25 7587 35.00 
2.25 7591A 4.65 
2.25 7815AL-GE 48.00 
3.05 7815R 53.00 
2.00 8122RCA 101.00 

2SC1969 1.80 SD1136 11.90 ECL82 1.90 
. 

0V3-125 63.00 5V4GA 2.50 12AT6 1.90 8906AL 55.00 
2SC1970 1.40 SD1143 9.40 ECL86 1.60 0Y4-250 69.80 6AH6 2.30 12AU6 1.90 15062 6.50 
2SC1971 3.50 SD1219 14.70 EF80 1.70 RG1-240A 10.00 6AK5W 2.50 12AV6 2.00 572B CETRON 55.00 
2SC1972 6.00 SD1272 10.95 EF85 3.00 RG4-3000 90.00 6AK6 1.95 12BA6 1.95 807 2.90 

SD1278 13.75 EF86 2.30 XG1-2500 52.50 6AL5W 1.80 12BA7 2.35 810 82.00 
EF89 2.30 XG5-500 24.50 6A05A 1.75 128E6 2.00 812A 36.85 
EF91 2.95 XR1-3200 72.50 6AQ5W 1.80 12BY7A 2.70 

INDUCTION AND DIELECTRIC HEATING SPARES WE ALSO SUPPLY EF92 2.20 XR1-6400 120.00 6A56 2.40 12BZ6 3.70 
EF93 1.50 OA2 2.00 6AS7G 4.30 12DW7 3.75 EIMAC TUBES AND 

INCL. ACCESSORIES 

CERAMIC CAPACITORS SOLID STATE RECTIFIERS 1000's of VALVES/TRANSISTORS/IC's IN STOCK. PLEASE ENQUIRE ON TYPES NOT LISTED. 
PRICES - CORRECT AT TIME 

VACUUM CAPACITORS RECTIFIER VALVES SERVICE AIDS IGNITRONS SOLID STATE REPLACEMENTS OF GOING TO PRESS 
GRID LAMPS 
CARBON FREE HOSE 

WATER FLOW SWITCHES 

OSCILLATOR VALVES 

COOLING FANS/FILTERS 

etc. etc. 

BACKWARD WAVE OSCILL 
CRTs 

KLYSTRONS 
MAGNETRONS 
RECEIVING TUBES 

THYRATRONS 

TRANSMITTING TUBES 

TERMS - PLEASE ADD El .00 

P&P AND VAT rrr 15% tb orders 

ENTER 17 ON REPLY CARD 

LOW COST C.A.D. 
ATTENTION ALL ELECTRONICS 

CIRCUIT DESIGNERS!! 
I.B.M. PC (and compatibles): BBC MODEL B, B+ and 

MASTER: AMSTRAD CPC and SPECTRUM 48K 
ANALYSER I and II compute the A.C. FREQUENCY RESPONSE of linear 
(analogue) circuits. GAIN and PHASE, INPUT IMPEDANCE, OUTPUT 
IMPEDANCE and GROUP DELAY (except Spectrum version) are calculated 
over any frequency range required. The programs are in use regularly for 
frequencies between 0.1 Hz to 1.2GHz. The effects on performance of 
MODIFICATIONS to. both circuit and component values can be speedily 
evaluated. 

Circuits containing any combination of RESISTORS, CAPACITORS, 
INDUCTORS, TRANSFORMERS, BIPOLAR and FIELD EFFECT 
TRANSISTORS and OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS can be simulated - up to 
60 nodes and 180 components (IBM version). 

Ideal for the analysis of ACTIVE and PASSIVE FILTER CIRCUITS, AUDIO 
AMPLIFIERS, LOUDSPEAKER CROSS -OVER NETWORKS, WIDE -BAND 
AMPLIFIERS, TUNED R.F. AMPLIFIERS, AERIAL MATCHING NETWORKS. 
TV I.F. and CHROMA FILTER CIRCUITS, LINEAR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 
etc. 
STABILITY CRITERIA AND OSCILLATOR CIRCUITS can be evaluated by 
"breaking the loop". 
Tabular output on Analyser I. Full graphical output, increased circuit size 
and active component library facilities on Analyser II. 

Check out your new designs in minutes rather than days. 
ANALYSER can greatly reduce or even eliminate the need to breadboard 
new designs. 
Full AFTER SALES SERVICE with TELEPHONE QUERY HOT LINE and 
FREE update service. 
Used by INDUSTRIAL, GOVERNMENT and UNIVERSITY R & D 

DEPARTMENTS worldwide. IDEAL FOR TRANING COURSES. VERY EASY 
TO USE. Prices from £20-£195. 

For further details and example computation or for details on our New 
DRAUGHTING program, please write or phone: 

Mtln g l_f5ffl ewe 23w drome FCC 1 
Dept WW, Crown Street, 
St Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs. PE17 4EB. 
Tel: (0480) 61778 

ENTER 39 ON REPLY CARD 

HIGH QUALITY - LOW PRICES 

Ä 

4+11 GHz SATELLITE TV RECEIVING EQUIPMENT 
RECEIVERS, LNB's, LNC's, FEED HORNS, 

ANTENNAS, ANTENNA POSITIONERS, 
POLOROTORS, LINE AMPLIFIERS, ETC. 

For further details contact 

HARRISON ELECTRONICS 
Century Way. March. Cambs. PE15801N Tel- (0354) 51289 

SMALL SELECTION ONLY LISTED- RING US FOR YOUR 
REQUIREMENTS WHICH MAY BE IN STOCK 

Racal Solid State Communication Recei. 
vers - RA1217 - Mechanical digit readout 1 

- £300. Racal RA17L Communi- 
cation Receivers 500KC/S to 30MC/S in 30 
bands 1MC/S Wide - £175 - All receivers are air 
tested and calibrated in our workshop - 
supplied with dust cover - operation 
instructions - circuit - in fair used condition. 
Racal Synthesisers (Decade frequency 
generators) MA250 - 1.6MC/S to 31.6 MC/S - 
£100. MA1350 for use with RA17 receiver - 
£100. MA259G - precision frequency standard 
5MC/S - t MC/S - 100KHz - £100 to £150. RA137 
and RA37 - LF convertors 10 to 980KC/S - £40 
to £75. RA98 SSE-ISB convertor - £50. RA121 
SSB-ISB convenor - £75. Plessey PR155G 
Solid State receivers - 6OKC/S - 30MC/S - £300. 
Transtel Matrix Printers AF11R - 5 level 
baudot code - up to 300 bauds - for print out on 
plain teleprinter paper - £50. Army Field 

Telephone sets type F L and J - large quantity 
in stock - £6 to £15 depending on type and 
quantity. P.O.R. Don 10 Telephone Cable - 
half mile canvas containers - £20. Night 
Viewing infra -red periscopes - twin 
eyepiece - 24 volt DC supply - £100. EA. 
Original cost to Government over £11.000. EA. 
Static Inverters - 12 or 24 volt input - 240 volt 
AC sinewave output - various wattages. P.O.R. 
XV Plotters and pen recorders - various - 
P.O.R. Signal Generators - various - P.O.R. 
TF 893A - Power meter - £50. Racal 
frequency counter type 836 - £50. Tektronic 
plug -Ins - 1A1 £50. 1A2 £40. 1A4 £100. M £50. 
All items are bought direct from H.M. 
Govemment being surplus equipment. Price is 

ex works. S.A.E. for enquiries. Phone for apeotio of any items: 
alsopointm availabilityntfor or 

dem 
pricenstra change.n V.A.T. and 

carriage extra. 

EXPORT TRADE AND QUANTITY DISCOUNTS 
JOHNS RADIO, WHITEHALL WORKS, 

84 WHITEHALL ROAD EAST, BIRKENSHAW, 
BRADFORD BD11 2ER. TEL NO: (0274) 684007 
WANTED: REDUNDANT TEST EQUIPMENT - VALVES - PLUGS - SOCKETS, 

SYNCHROS ETC. RECEIVING AND TRANSMITTING EQUIPMENT 

911 
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-TELEVISION BROADCAST, 
Encrypting tv 

CSP International have been 
awarded a Home Office contract 
to study how "subscription tele- 
vision", as envisaged by the 
Peacock Committee, could be 
implemented in the UK, not only 
for d.b.s. services but also for the 
BBC and possibly for ITV ser- 
vices. This has come at a time 
when techniques for encrypting 
television signals have become 
technically possible but when 
the practicalities of this method 
of financing broadcasting, parti- 
cularly when introduced on to 
existing services not requiring 
any special decoder, remain un- 
certain. In the United States the 
introduction of scrambling by 
Home Box Office early this year 
decimated the sale of C -band 
TVROs, although recently there 
has been some revival of sales. 
The special decoders add signifi- 
cantly to receiver costs, apart 
from the imposition of the sub- 
scription charges. 

European broadcasters have 
developed sophisticated forms of 
"conditional access" encryption 
that automatically "disconnects" 
viewers whose subscriptions 
have not been paid. Both the 
BBC and IBA have implemented 
systems in respect of "Datacast" 
and "Subscriber User Group Ser- 
vices" on teletext. The Belgian 
French -language service RTBF 
have developed a patented 
addressable "DAVE" (digital au- 
dio visual encrypting) system 
based on very large-scale in- 
tegration claimed to provide 
"absolute security" against pira- 
cy, capable of providing a credit 
limit for pay -tv and with an 
electronic lock against unautho- 
rized use. 

In a paper at the recent inter- 
national IEE conference on "Se- 
cure Communication Systems", 
D.T. Wright and S.M. Edwardson 
of BBC Research described some 
of the problems of key manage- 
ment in broadcast conditional 
access systems. They pointed out 
that unlike encryption for com- 
munications, any broadcast sys- 
tem has to be designed to last for 
many years, possibly for many 
millions of users. The broadcas- 
ter needs to be reasonably confi- 
dent that his conditional access 
system, specified now, will re- 
main secure against sophisti- 
cated technological piracy 
throughout its many years of 

service. Being a one-way system 
there is no permanent return 
path to provide the administra- 
tive convenience of efficient in- 
teractive dialogue with the user 
as available for most encryption 
applications. Electronic encryp- 
tion based on secure "keys" nor- 
mally involved frequent change 
of keys. Over -air addressing in- 
volved the problem of how fre- 
quently can each viewer be indi- 
vidually addressed without im- 
posing an excessive data trans- 
mission requirement. 

There is also the problem, 
already to be seen in the USA, of 
different broadcasters and cable 
operators developing or select- 
ing entirely different systems, 
increasing still further the cost 
to the viewer wishing to watch a 
number of channels. 

Even where all technological 
problems can be solved, there 
remains the question of mixed 
"advertising - supported" and "all - 
subscription" channels. Would 
viewers, for example, pay to 
watch BBC News if they could 
watch ITN free? 

No more UK 
cameras? 

The closing of the Andover facil- 
ity of Link Electronics and the 
concentration of its OB vehicles 
and systems activities in New- 
bury where it will share facilities 
with Quantel, another UEI com- 
pany, must put in question the 
future of broadcast camera pro- 
duction in the UK. There seems 
little or no likelihood of produc- 
tion of the Link 130 camera 
being transferred to Newbury, 

even if the firm remains a camera 
supplier. 

The Link 130 has recently 
been the only camera designed 
and manufactured in the UK, 
with both EMI and more recently 
Marconi withdrawing from this 
market. Similarly, in the United 
States, RCA have moved out of 
the broadcast camera market. 

In Europe, Philips and Bosch 
have joined forces as BTS 
(Broadcast Television Services) 
and Thomson-CSF with the sup- 
port of the French Government 
remain active in this field. But 
Japanese electronics and lenses 
are now dominant in most parts 
of the world. 

Closing of Link's Andover 
plant has led to a number of 
redundancies among highly spe- 
cialized engineers. 

IBC 86 showed that similar 
pressures are mounting in the 
field of video tape recorders. 
With Marconi no longer manu- 
facturing, there is no UK produc- 
tion. RCA are similarly out. 
Pioneering Ampex are still a 
major force but the new M.II 
machines using 1/ein metal - 
particle tape demonstrated by 
Panasonic and JVC threaten to 
open a new format battle. Unlike 
other 1/ein tape formats, the M.II 
prototypes appear to provide a 
performance that makes them 
serious contenders not just for 
electronic news gathering but 
for all applications including 
studio and post -production use. 
NBC have opted for M.II 
machines for their new New York 
City production centre. But with 
relatively new lin format C 

machines in most studios an 
immediate swing to M.II is un- 
likely, though Sony must be wor- 

ried at the threat to their very 
successful 1/ein Betacam and 
their new Betacam-SP. 

No u.h.f. tv in 
USA? 

Whereas the UK has, as a result 
of the interim (1982) Merriman 
Report, closed down all v.h.f. 
television broadcasting and con- 
centrated on u.h.f. (Bands 4 & 5), 
possibly extending later to 12 

GHz d.b.s., the North Americans 
are seriously thinking of closing 
all u.h.f. broadcast services. In- 
creasingly, u.h.f. channels have 
been utilized mainly by the pub- 
lic service and ethnic channels 
(e.g. Spanish language) and it is 
claimed these could be 
accommodated on cable. 

For more than 25 years u.h.f. 
broadcasting has been regarded 
as very much a second best. The 
FCC forced setmakers to provide 
u.h.f. tuners, but many of these 
had no r.f. amplifier and tend to 
be noisy by European standards. 
More recently the FCC are open- 
ing u.h.f. to land -mobile services 
on a shared basis and the possi- 
bility of mutual interference 
appears to be one reason for the 
possible closing of u.h.f. 

It is perhaps ironical that 
another drawback, the power 
costs of running high -power 
u.h.f. transmitters (often 110kW 
output, compared to the highest 
power UK Crystal Palace station 
with two 40kW units per chan- 
nel) could be much reduced by 
use of higher efficiency klystrons 
or the new "klystrode" (half klys- 
tron, half tetrode) device which 
can operate in Class B, and which 
is now being offered is vision 
transmitters of up to 60kW out- 
put with a figure of merit better 
than 123% (figure of merit 
equals peak sync. power output 
divided by average picture power 
input, including sync. pulses). 
Gain at 23dB is less than achiev- 
able with a four -cavity klystron 
but it is claimed that lifetime, 
despite the incorporation of a 
grid wire, should approach that 
of a klystron. Four -cavity klys- 
trons now have greatly improved 
conversion efficiency by switch- 
ing the beam power and by the 
use of annular beam control. 
Efficiencies of 60 to 65% can be 
achieved operationally and with 
careful control of pre -correction 
this could be raised to over 80%. 
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BEST EVER VALUE END -OF -LINE BARGAINS! 

COMPUTER SYSTEMS 

SAMURAI S-16 MSDOS COMPUTER SYSTEM. 8086 based true 16 bit machine 
with high -res green screen; 128K memory (do-it-yourself expandable to 

512K); twin DSDD 8" floppy disc drives (total 2.3 MB); CENTRONICS parallel 
interface; 2 x RS232 interfaces; MSDOS with full manuals. INCLUDED in the 
price are PEACHTEXT word processing software, PEACHCALC spreadsheet, 
and PEACHTREE TELECOMMUNICATIONS. All BRAND NEW with original 
manuals. £299.00 

TRIUMPH -ADLER P40 COMPUTER. 128K dual processor machine (8085 & 

8088) with high res. monitor, single HOD 80 track floppy, 12.5 MB half height 

WINCHESTER drive. CP/M & MSDOS are included in the price. BRAND NEW. 

£295.00 

TRIUMPH -ADLER P30 COMPUTER. As above, but with twin floppy disc drives. 
BRAND NEW. £195.00 

PYRAMID Model 501 CP/M MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEM (Manufactured by 

HTE Ltd). With 4mHz Z80A processor, 64K memory & twin TEAC Model FD -55F 

DOD 80 track half height 51/4" floppy disc drives (total 1.5 MB). With serial 
RS232 & CENTRONICS parallel interfaces & provision for a second serial 
interface. These very compact (23/4' high) machines are S-100 based (with 
one spare slot), and are software compatible with NORTH STAR HORIZON. 

CP/M Ver. 2.2 & some TELEX software is included in the price. BRAND NEW 

or EX DEMO condition. (requires terminal). £195.00 

MATMOS PC. Available without disc drives only. 64KB Z80A based machine 
with RGB, composite video outputs & UHF modulator. Serial, parallel, 
cassette & peripheral bus interfaces are provided. MICROSOFT BASIC is in 

ROM. A terminal emulation ROM is available at £20.00. £49.00 

PERIPHERALS 
HITACHI Model 305S 3" disc drives. With SHUGART compatible interface (34 

way edge connector) & suitable for BBC with DFS, AMSTRAD 664/6128, 

TATUNG EINSTEIN & many others. 250K (double density unformatted) per 
side reversible; 40 track; standard power connector for 12V & 5V; overall 
power consumption typically 3.7W. Supplied BRAND NEW with connector 
pin -out details etc. but uncased. Data cables only are available for AMSTRAD 
& BBC (£7.50) and TATUNG (f10.00) £29.95 

HITACHI Model 3050 double sided 3' disc drives. As above, but double sided 

(500KB unformatted accessible without turning disc over). Not suitable for 
AMSTRAD 664/6128. £39.95 

HITACHI COLOUR MONITOR Model 1480P. High resolution 14" monitor with 
RGB, intensity & sync inputs at positive TTL levels. Horizontal frequency is 

15.75kHz & resolution is 640 X 200. IBM compatible. BRAND NEW. £149.00 

HITACHI COLOUR MONITOR Model CD2053 high resolution (720 x 416) 20" 

colour monitor with RGB & sync input at positive TTL levels. Horizontal 
frequency is 24.2kHz. Suitable for Olivetti M24. BRAND NEW UNCASED. (We 
have various other new uncased colour monitors still available at £95.00). 
f195.00 

HITACHI MONO MONITOR. All BRAND NEW but uncased and for 12VDC. 

t 5.625kHz-l5.75kHz horizontal frequency; 50-60Hz vertical. Positive TTL video 
& sync. 9", 12" & 14" available. £18.50 

WORD PROCESSOR 
ITT SCRIBE III WORD PROCESSING SYSTEM. Dual processor (Z8OH & TI 

9995) machine with 126K memory, QUME printer interface & RS232 comms. 
interface. With dual 51/4' floppy disc drives (double density, double sided); 
high resolution green -screen monitor & low profile keyboard. Excellent 
professional word processing software with many advanced features 
including extensive help files, slow scrolling, mail -merge, information 
retrieval, integrated data base, etc. is included in the price together with 
BASIC. Originally selling at over £5000.00. BRAND NEW. £295.00 

ITT SCRIBE III as above with 10MB Winchester & single floppy, 256K & NEC 

Model 7700 SPINWRITER 55cps daisy wheel printer. All BRAND NEW. £995.00 

Please note: 'VAT & CARRIAGE must be added to all items. Carriage is £2.00 
+ VAT for 3" disc drives, and £10.00 + VAT for all other items. 
°A complete stock list (which includes test equipment & other items) is 

available on request. Visa & Access 

AVAILABLE ONLY FROM 
accepted 

MATMOS Ltd., 1 Church Street, Cuckfield, W. Sussex RH17 5JZ. 
Tel: (0444) 414484/454377 

COMPUTER APPRECIATION, 111 Northgate, Canterbury, 
Kent CT1 1BH. Tel: (0227) 470512 Telex: 966134 COMPAP 

vrsA 

m otmos and ComputerAppreciation 
ENTER 67 ON REPLY CARD 

Used Equipment - with 30 days guarantee. Manuals supplied if possible. This is a very small 
sample of stock. SAE or telephone for LISTS. Please check availability before ordering. Carriage 

all units £16. VAT to be added to total on Goods and Carriage. 

Tektronix 2215 Oscilloscope 
60MHz Dual Trace, Delay Sweep. With manual. 

ONLY f475 each 

SPECIAL OFFERS 
BeK Precision CRT Restorer/Analyses Mosel 467. Supplied troth 2 bases and 
manual p&p C7 _. ONLY [125 each 
Labgear Cobor Bar Generates KGl 8 Test Patterns p&p f4 ONLY [40 each 

OSCILLOSCOPES 
TEKTRONIX 576 CURVE TRACER .[4,500 
TEKTRONIX 485 Dual Trace 350MHz Delay Sweep [3,500 
TEKTRONIX 4658 Dug Trace I OOMHz Delay Sweep [1.200 
HP. 715A Dual Trace 200MHz Delay Sweep.... 01,500 
TEKTRONIX 465 Dual Trace 100MHz Delay Sweep _... C900 

TEKTRONIX 454 Dual Trace 150MHz Delay Sweep £3550 
TELF DUIPMENT D75 Dual Trace 50MHz Delay Sweep t3`50 

Delay Sweep [350 GO'. D05300Á Oval Trace 
Trace CDENT D cet DelayHz e Sweep [200 

Trace 35601zDelay Sweep 
ratan L150 

CC 511DualDual 

SET 14851 t Dual Trace a Enemas DC Ope 
TEL. IVIPME TD43 Goal Delay TB Delay Sweep [100 

_. _.. £505 TEL£ x1NM4N4 
STORAGE TEK. STORAGE Dual Trace' MHz £505 Trace 

G01:. ]054000 wrm QulpN UM 0.102 uual Trace 101AHi .[100 

COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS 
Racal RA 17L 500KH0.30MHz with manual. 

_ 
only [140 each 

EDDYSTONE 73014460KHz301.1Hz eh manual ONLY t110 each 

MULTIMETERS 
AVO N M64 (Identical lo CAS e Mk4 but sorted diller¢n1Iyl Compete whit 
BanAVOB 

Mkt Complete lutin ba0enes&tea0s 045 

9 Mk4 (I e ü5 

Above items m GOOD WORKING ORDER - a t At hence the appearance rw 

AVO TEST SET No 1 IMPlary version of IWO 8) Complete weh batteries 

1.OVO &oarrym3cPock 065 
AVO Model 73. Pocket Mutl meter Analogue) 30 ranges Complete w18 
oaneresu leads.... ..... [18 

PROFESSIONAL 9' GREEN SCREEN MONITORS made by KGM la Reuters 
Gores Quality 6o column e 24 lineDisplay Compete Video in Cased. Good 
Condition NOW ONLY _. _....._.032 each GENERATORS 

MAR, DNI TF295018 Mobile RADIO Test Sel 01,400 
MAR DNI TF2006 FM 10-1000MHz 

_ 
C1,750 

MARL DNI TF2006 FM 4.500MHz..... C1,000 
H.P.; NEEP OSCILLATOR 691D 12GHz .... [400 
O her 'eWeralcesavaiteNe 
etnA _-TT PACKARD 6160,16.42GHz [350 
MARCONI TF2006MAVFM 10KHz.510MHz .... 

_ 
[1200 

MARC DNI TF1066 EV1 AMrFM 10MHz.470MHz [350 
MAI, DNITF995A41.5-220MHz Narrow Deviation £250 

AMA ICE type 3063E AMhM 4.230MHz [100 
ADVA 4CE type SG62BAM 150KHz-220MHz f45 
HPT ST OSCILLATOR 651A 10Hz.l0MHz £106 
FARN LLMoldular Pulse Generator system IHo' OMHz £50 

DISK DRIVE PSU. 240V in 5V l6A& 12V I. SA QuI. Size W125mm.....£10ea 
pup 021 

OWERTY KEYBOARD Islam LYNX MICROS Push lo make Cased..... ONLY 05 ea 

OP £21 

ASO TRANSISTOR TESTER TT169 Handhed G0M0GO 1a in situ testing. 
Complete withbaeenes, Wads and 00inv0ans........ _.. NOW ONLY [12 

(pep£31 

PHILIPS COLOURBAR GENERATOR TYPE 5501 (p&p C5). ..0100 
PHILIPS COLOURBAR GENERATOR type 5508. Video oui. Many 

Wrwians _.... t125 
GRUNDIG COLOUR GENERATOR FGSE Marry lunaans £725 

H P 4 42 'O Meter 
_ 

01.250 
MARC DNI Meier TF1245 weh TF1246or TF1247 £500 
H P. F AVER METER 431C wilt theme, Mount 10MHzi IOGHz or 

12.8. 1GHz ___ £250 

MARC DNI RF MILLIVOLTMETER TF260350KHzi1.500MHz M. 
MAR DNI VALVE VOLTMETER TF2600 I0Hz-10MHz 1m1/.300V FSD 040 

MARC DNI INSSTU UNIVERSAL BRIDGE TF2701 [75 
MARC DNI UNIVERSAL BRIDGE TF2700 Battery Operated 0250 
MARC DNIOMM4DSAL BRIDGE TF8688 C75 

VOLTMETER 3406A 10KHz.126GHz 0500 HP 
MARCONI AF MARCONI AF SIGNAL SOURCE TF200020Hz20KHz 
H P RF MRLIVOLTMETER 41IA 500KHz300MHz 

KEITHLEYLEVELL 

TRANSISTOR AC MICROVOLTMETER TM3B 
NTRUE ELECTROMETER wMrth Adapta 6105 [500 

APTRUE TRUERMSTER 3400A 10 z-10MH.... 400 

HP TRUE RMS VOITMETER3400A I0Hz-117MNz £400 

NEW EQUIPMENT 
HAMEG OSCILLOSCOPE 605. Dual Trace 60MHz Delay Sweep,Component 
Tester [567 
HAMEG OSCILLOSCOPE 203.6 Dual Trace 20MHz CVmpaani Tesler onto 

tep probes C298 
Aa other modes avadaNe 

BLACK STAR COUNTER TIMERS Ip&p 051 

APOLLO tPt00MH:. RalaNemdRene lniOnoB etc..... .0119 
APOLLO 10100MHzz (As above wMnarelualetcl..... [285 
BLACK STAR FREQUENCY COUNTERS (P&p Cal Hellion 100100MH: 126 
Meteor 600DIGhtz [126 
Meteor 10DD1GHz ._[175 
BLACK STAR JUPITON 500 FUNCTION GENERATOR SmeSquareffnangle 
O iH1.500KHz p&p C4 [110 

RACAL 32MHz UNIVERSAL COUNTER TIMER type 831 050 each 

et manual 

ISOLATING TRANSFORMERS 
24cv^,0.200V putout 

.. 500VA 015 each p&p C5 

100VA 06 each p&p C2 

HUNGCHANG DMM 7030. 3'} digs Haro held 28 ranges including lO Amp 
AC/DC 0.1%. 
Co pete with battery and ads pup Ca.. (39.50 

OSCILLOSCOPES PROBES Switched xl X10 sAp C2 [11 

STEWART OF READING 
H0 WYKEHAM ROAD, READING, 

Callers welcome 9am to 5.30pm. 

Telephone: 0734 68041 

BERKS RG6 1PL 

MON-FRI. (UNTIL 8pm. THURS) 
ENTER 75 ON REPLY CARD 

REPRINTS 
a ready made soles aid 

ELECTRON ICS 
& WIRELESS WORLD 

!ban m tue 
innrohere 

Tlviw{s 
wawpAal4e 
orewkere 

NNI,iÑe radio 

Pnviesenn.l. 
lulo and the 
lethal 

Ivic telnh:n 
keep had - 
end Armed 

HiTt,r 

perteenua. 
'An,ti¢it,m 

If you are interested in a particular article or 
advertisement it this publication why not take 
advantage of our reprint service. We offer an excellent, 
reasonably priced service. For further details and a 

quotation 

Ring Kaye Locke on 01-661 3779 
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Protecting 
masts 

The triangular steel masts widely 
used for broadcasting and com- 
munications are vulnerable to 
corrosion and to lightning 
strikes, with the major potential 
hazard from indirect lightning 
strikes being the possibility of 
damage to any solid-state equip- 
ment connected to the antenna 
system. Despite the claims of 
solid-state transmitter manufac- 
turers that their equipment is 
fully protected this in practice 
depends, particularly in the case 
of medium -wave equipment, on 
the installation being adequately 
earthed, both in respect of the 
antenna system and the power - 
supply system. An indication of 
the extent to which this may 
need to be taken is underlined in 
a recent 127 -page publication of 
the European Broadcasting Un- 
ion: "The protection of broad- 
casting installations against 
damage by lightning" compiled 
by specialist engineers of RAI 

(Italy), IBA (UK), Deutsche Bun- 
depost (FRG) and Osterreichis- 
cher Rundfunk (Austria). 

One problem is that v.h.f. and 
u.h.f. transmitting stations are 
often built on hills or mountains 
where the earth conductivity is 
very poor and various systems of 
"earthing improvement" are 
necessary. This may include in- 
creasing soil conductivity by in- 
jecting highly -conducting solu- 
tions in order to reduce the 
contact and bedding resistance 
of the earth electrodes. The au- 
thors point out that, formerly, 
use was made of saline solutions, 
but these contributed to corro- 
sion. More recently hygroscopic 
emulsions have been developed; 
in order to permit the emulsion 
to penetrate the rock, blasting 
may be necessary. Emulsion in- 
jection can result in lower ear- 
thing resistance, independent of 
fluctuations in air temperature 
and humidity and provides a 
useful degree of corrosion pre- 
vention. 

The ABU Technical » Review 
(September, 1986) includes a re- 
port from China on metallic 
corrosion in medium -wave 
antenna masts. There are over 
550 m.f. and h.f. transmitting 
stations in mainland China. Se- 
rious corrosion has been found a 
problem at a site close to an 

industrial city in south-eastern 
China, where there are relatively 
lightweight steel triangular 
masts 106.5m and 147m high. 
The segments most affected were 
at altitudes of about 65 to 108m. 
Microanalysis of the corroded 
sections showed an abundance of 
sulphur which was deemed to 
come from sulphur dioxide 
pollution from local power sta- 
tions and factories. Harmful 
smog from many chimney stacks 
does not diffuse quickly under 
low wind speeds and high 
humidity. 

The Chinese broadcast en- 
gineers have concluded that 
careful attention needs to be paid 
to question of air pollution when 
choosing sites and that metal - 
protection needs to be consi- 
dered in relation to environmen- 
tal conditions. Techniques such 
as surfact blasting, hot spraying 
immediately with an Al -Mg alloy 
coating with a sealed layer 
painted over the coating are re- 
commended in polluted areas. In 
less polluted environments 
masts can be sprayed with a 
non-metallic paint on the steel 
base after blasting. The Chinese 
plan in future to use aluminized 
coating and steel base combined 
metallurgically, with resulting 
stronger bond strength. The 
aluminized coating with an in- 
side layer of ferroluminium and 
an outer layer of high concentra- 
tion aluminium will, it is 
claimed, be more resistant to 
atmospheric corrosion. 

Lithium 1.3Ah 
batteries 

Duracell alkaline battery adver- 
tising claims, not met by many of 
the large number of 'export' bat- 
teries (grey imports?) being sold 
in UK shops, have again been 
under attack, despite the insist- 
ence that the advertisements 
now make it clear that alkaline 
batteries compare best with the 
cheaper carbon zinc units only 
when delivering substantial cur- 
rents over long periods. 

Meanwhile, in the USA, H. 
Taylor of the Duracell Research 
Centre has been describing new 
"high -power consumer - 
replaceable lithium manganese 
dioxide batteries" (IEEE Trans, 
C -E, No 3, August, 1986, pages 
694 to 699). This notes that while 
the first Li-MnO2 cells were 
small, coin shaped units for 
watches and calculators, high - 
power 6V batteries of up to 1.3Ah 
capacity were introduced on the 
American market last year. 
Lithium batteries present a 
potential explosion hazard and in 
these cells three safety mechan- 
isms have been incorporated: a 
positive temperature -coefficient 
(p.t.c.) device which would limit 
output current in the event of a 
short-circuit (without such pro- 
tection short-circuit current 
could be about l0A); a vent; and a 
separator which is heat sensitive 
and would close to prevent inter- 
nal flow of ions between anode 
and cathode. The batteries are 
claimed to have a shelf life of five 
years, to deliver energy at 
temperatures down to -20°C 
and to outperform commercial 
aqueous and lithium systems. 

SAFT America Inc have opted 
for lithium copper oxide (Li 
CuO) and lithium copper oxy- 
phosphate batteries as consumer 
products. Both, like Li-MnO, are 
solid cathode systems regarded 
as essential to meet safety re- 
quirements. Lithium copper 
cells offer the same 1.5V nominal 
voltage as alkaline and carbon 
zinc cells but with greatly ex- 
tended shelf life. In the small AA 

size they offer about three times 
more energy capacity than car- 
bon zinc cells, though they are 
suitable only for current drains 
of less than about 50 mA and 
about lA or less for the larger D 

cells. Some Li-CuO cells have 
been on discharge for more than 

13 years and are typically used 
for such long-term applications 
as memory back-up. 

Spectrum 
shake-up? 

As forecast in E&WW, Decem- 
ber, .1985 ("Selling the spec- 
trum?" page 9) the DTI are likely 
to recommend to Government 
that radical changes should be 
made in the way that the radio 
frequency spectrum used for 
broadcasting and land mobile 
communications should be man- 
aged in future. The proposals will 
reflect the keynote speech made 
by A.J. Nieduszynski of DTI RRD 
at last year's IERE Land Mobile 
Radio Conference in which he 
stated that "a piece of spectrum 
carries a potential price tag." In 
effect, the proposals, some of 
which would require legislation, 
could be seen as a form of priva- 
tization of the spectrum with two 
new private companies formed to 
administer on a day-to-day basis 
the assignment of radio frequen- 
cies to users. One company or 
organization would look after 
broadcast frequencies; the 
second would be concerned with 
communications. 

It is possible that initial 
assignments would be auctioned 
or awarded to those who could 
best use frequencies for the rapid 
commercial development of 
commercially -profitable ser- 
vices. They would then be free to 
lease frequencies, possibly on an 
established fixed tariff, to indi- 
vidual companies. In effect it 
seems possible that broadcasting 
authorities, such as the BBC and 
IBA and possibly the mooted 
Radio Authority, would largely 
be responsible for administering 
their own frequencies. 

For services such as amateur 
radio or c.b. radio, where blocks 
of frequencies rather than speci- 
fic channels are made available 
to individuals, it seems unlikely 
that these services would come 
under the spectrum manage- 
ment companies, and no propos- 
als have apparently been formu- 
lated. Defence services would 
largely administer their own fre- 
quencies, though this raises 
questions as to how much of the 
radio spectrum would be 
assigned for defence and how 
this could be varied. 
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TEST EQUIPMENT 

SYSTRON-DONNER frequency counter 
50MHz 
SYSTRON-DONNER frequency counter 
200MHz 
RADIOMETER FRA3 Audio wave analyser 
AIRMEC 10KV ionisation tester 
BOONTON 77B capacitance bridge 
SIERRA power meter 1-50W 144-470MHz 
KORTING 82512 colour pattern gen 
CITRONIC 900W audio power amp 1/2 -price 
BRYANS X -Y -T Plotter type 22020 
FARNELL pulse generator system 
BPL Component comparator 
VALVE TESTER made for US Navy type TV1ODU 

.£125 
TEKTRONIX 7L5 spectrum analyser P.I. 5MHz 

£2K5 

BRUEL & KJOER 2409 voltmeters £60 
PHILIPS PM6307 wow & flutter meter £325 
STC attenuators DC -1 MHz 0-100db £25 
ROHDE & SCHWARZ SWOB polyscop 400MHz 

£150 
ROHDE & SCHWARZ USVH selective uV-meter 

£100 
HUGHES spot welding supplies 100W/sec £125 
STODDART NM52A interference receiver 
1 GHz £350 
EDDYSTONE EC958 communications receiver 

£650 
6050 

£95 
6051 
£195 
£250 

£85 
£150 
£125 
£125 
£345 
£175 
£75 

£150 

* * STEPPER MOTORS * * 
Brand new stock of 'ASTROSYN' Type 
20PM-A055 stepper motors, 28V DC, 24 
steps per rev. 15 oz -in torque rrr 100PPS. 
Body length 21/2", diameter 2". shaft 1/4" diam 
x 41/4" spirally threaded. Weight 16oz. Price 
each £11.50 (p&p 50p). Connections 
supplied. INC VAT. 

PHILIPS CONTROLS CORP. 14V 48 Step per 
Rev 4 -phase 2.75" diameter. £5 each + VAT 
p&p 50p 

ESCAP DC MOTORS 
Swiss -made precision 6V DC motors with 70m reduc- 
non gearboxes, giving final drive speed of 16RPM (, 
6V. Diameter 212cros x 4cms long. PRICE INC. VAT 

CARRIAGE C5.25 
(E -equip tested & guaranteed). 

RALFE - ELECTRONICS 
10 CHAPEL STREET, LONDON, NW1 TEL: 01-7238753 

'OSCILLOSCOPES' 

TEKTRONIX 7A18 V -Amp... 
TEKTRONIX 4656 100MHz 
TEKTRONIX 2235 100MHz 
TELEQUIPMENT 063 3 -trace 15MHz 
TELEQUIPMENT D85 50MHz 
TELEQUIPMENT D66A 15MHz 
TELEQUIPMENT DM64 10MHz 

Storage £275 
TELEQUIPMENT D75 50MHz £350 
TEKTRONIX 7613 100MHz storage 
frame £1K5 
TEKTRONIX 5103 main frames £350 
Also scopes by Trio, Hameg, Hitachi 
etc. Stock continually changing, please 
phone. 

HEWLETTPACKARD 
EQUIPMENT 

3490A digital multi -meter £350 
8733A pin modulators £650 
4204 audio oscillator £250 
8552A I.F. unit £1K5 
8553L R.F. unit 110MHz £1K5 
202H AM/FM sig. gen £150 
8701 A/2A/3A link analyser £350 
431C/478A £250 
86408 Sig. gen £400 
8555 spectrum analyser unit £2,750 
8556 spectrum analyser unit £1.750 

CONSTANT VOLTAGE 
TRANSFORMERS 

ZENITH 240V Output 240W £35 
ZENITH 240V Output 500W £65 
CLAUDE -LYONS 220V 550W sine - 
wave, new £125 
SERVOMEX servo -controlled 3KW £125 
SERVOMEX servo -controlled 5KW £175 
CLAUDE -LYONS 220V 6KW servo 
type, new £250 

£400 
£850 
£750 
£225 
£400 
£200 

I 

ei"+: 
sM o'o' 

o , 
1650 aa!! 

MARCONI TEST EQUIPMENT 

n --.y.,.: 

TF2300 modulation meter £400 
TF144H 72MHz signal generator £75 
TF868 univeral bridge £65 
TF2301 modulation meter £150 
TF1066B sig. gen AM/FM to 470MHz 

£350 
TF9956/5 sig. gen. AM/FM to 220MHz 

£300 
TF995A/5 sig. gen. AM/FM 1.5-220MHz 

£200 
TF2604 electronic multi -meter £145 
TF893A audio power meter £75 
TF2330 audio wave analyser £250 
TF2002 signal gen. to 72MHz £400 
TF791D deviation meter £100 
TF2606 differential DC voltmeter £125 
TF1152A RF power meter 50 ohm 25W 

£65 
TF2612 attenuator £100 
TF2430 80MHz frequency counter £125 
TF2700 universal bridge £250 
2540 Communications receiver ...£2,500 

PLEASE NOTE: All our equipment is sold in 
excellent condition, fully functional and 
guaranteed for 90 -days. Mail orders wel- 
comed, please telephone for carriage quote on 
any equipment. ALL PRICES ARE PLUS VAT 
PLEASE. 

WANTED 
Invitation to tender for your surplus to requirement 
electronic test equipment, computer gear etc. Please 
send list or phone our buyer. 

5V/12V MULTIRAIL POWER UNITS 
A Bulk Purchase of these Gresham -Lyon switch - 
mode power supplies enable us to offer them at a 
fraction of their 'cost to make' price. 
Spec: +5V @ 6A. +12V @ 4 75A. -12V @ 500MA. 
Units are brand-new, enclosed, 240V input, guaran- 
teed perfect condition. 
Price JUST £25 each inc VAT, carriage and data 
sheet (to callers - £20 + VAT). 

HP SPECTRUM ANALYSER 
110MHz 

Hewlett-Packard spectrum analyser 
system Comprising 8553L 0-110MHz RF 
unit, 8552A I.F. unit installed in a type 
140B main frame. Excellent condition. 
with manuals. One off only £2,950 

+ VAT 

WE HAVE IN STOCK A WIDE RANGE OF POWER SUPPLY 
UNITS, AVO MULTI -METERS, INSULATION TESTERS. 
COMPUTER PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT ETC. ETC WE 
WOULD BE PLEASED TO RECEIVE YOUR ENQUIRY 
REGARDING ANYTHING ELECTRICAL OR ELECTRONIC. 

DRE 4000A DRIVES 
Data Recording Equipment Model 4000A5 + 5MB 
Top -loading disc drives in stock. Brand new 
including full technical manual. Few remaining 
£250 each + VAT. 

SPECTRUM ANALYSER 

HEWLETT-PACKARD 
spectrum analyser 
0.01-350MHz plug-in 
unit type 8557A fitted in 
type 182T main-frame. 
Immaculate condition, 
very little used. With 
manuals £4,000 

+ VAT 

CIRCLE 80 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

jihcaoffecn-6 
IEL CRONIC EOUPMENT MANUFACTURE 

SIMPLEX SurTel HALF DUPLEX 

UHF RADIO TELEMETRY 

HOME OFFICE APPROVAL TO MPT 1309 
SurTel is a cost effective UHF radio system operating in the 
458 MHz band. Digital communication in either one or two-way 
mode, is possible at 1200 Baud over line of sight conditions. 
All units operate from 12 volts D.C. and feature RS 423 
input/output. Serial or parallel input options, plus micro- 
processor based systems providing intelligent control etc. 
Uses include: survey instrumentation; plant control; 
automatic guided vehicles; environmental & met. stations; 
data buoys; offshore computer links; hand held key pads. 

CONTACT US TODAY FOR MORE INFORMATION 
REGARDING DIGITAL DATA TRANSMISSION BY RADIO. 

- LINK COMPUTER / COMPUTER / PERIPHERAL / INSTRUMENTATION - - COST EFFECTIVE UHF RADIO MODEM - 
MICROMAKE ELECTRONICS 

1 THE HOLT, HARE HATCH, UPPER WARGRAVE, BERKS RG10 9TG 
TEL: 073522 3255 TLX: 946240 CW EASY G REF: 19023890 

173MHz FM TELEMETRY RADIO LINK 
Line of Sight Range typically over 
300 metres with 1mW ERP + 
over 900 metres with 10mW ERP. 
Modular, Wall Mounting 
Transmitter + Receiver 
Direct Baseband Inputs + 
Outputs 
Approved to MPT1309 
Each Module 86 x 104 x 45mm 
+ requires only 30mA dc at 7.2V 
'Add on' Modules for Remote 
Switching, Voltage Monitoring + 
Serial Data Transmission. 

ADENMORE LTD 
27 Longshot Estate, Bracknell, Berks. RG12 1 RL Tel: 0344 52023 

ENTER 7 ON REPLY CARD 

LOW COST UNIVERSAL PROGRAMMER 
EPROMS EEPROMS MICROS 

Completely self contained unit Eproms 
No personality modules required. 2508/16/32764 
Controlled via RS232 serial interface 2758 
Supports Intel. Motorola and Asco 2716/32/32A/64/64A/128/ 
hex data formats. 128A/256/512/513 
Easily controlled by most computers 27C 16/32/64/128/256/512 
Fast and standard programming modes. 68732.64/66 
Low and high byte programming for 16 bit data. 
Byte. block and chip erase for Eeproms. Eeproms. 

Price uncased f295 plus VAT. 

Micro Concepts 

2816A/64A 521313/23/33 48Z02 

Micros. 
8748/48H/49/49H 

Tel: 0242 510525 

2 St Stephens Road Cheltenham Glos - GL51 5AA 

ENTER 6 ON REPLY CARD 
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JADIO COMMUNICATIONS 
Working both 

ways 
For many years, h.f. transmitters 
and receivers were built as sepa- 
rate units. The wartime develop- 
ment of hand -transportable suit- 
case stations, initially for covert 
radio links, retained this separa- 
tion although usually sharing 
the same power supply unit. An 
exception was the Russian Belka 
M-2 equipment in which the 
audio -output valve of the receiv- 
er was switched to become a 
crystal -controlled power oscil- 
lator. 

The era of the true h.f. trans- 
ceiver really dawned with the 
development of mobile s.s.b. 
radiotelephones, pioneered 
largely by Collins Radio in the 
late 1950s, when it was found 
that costs and size could be 
usefully reduced by employing 
the same s.s.b. mechanical or 
crystal filter for both s.s.b. gen- 
eration and receiver selectivity. 

More recently further econo- 

Reverse 

Input 

or output 

L01 

Bi-directional Uni -directional 

Crystal filter 

LO1 

r. f. 

in -out 

Control 

Output F 
or input 

mies and size reduction have 
resulted from the use of bilateral 
(i.e. reversible) mixers and am - 
plying stages. 

In 1974, Redifon (now Rediffu- 
sion Radio Systems Ltd), in asso- 
ciation with Dr R.C.V. Macario of 
the University of Swansea, used a 

reversible circuit board based on 
two Siemens TCA440 and a Ples- 
sey SL621. This was used as the 
basis of the Safari 100 -watt s.s.b. 
radio telephone, believed to have 
been the world's first dashboard - 
mounted h.f. radiophone. 

More recently, D. Holman of 
Plessey Electronics Systems Re- 
search has shown how the 
battery -operated Plessey Model 
PTR5300 10W/1W manpack set 
has been considerably simplified, 
to the extent of eliminating eight 
relay and four amplifying opera- 
tions by the substitution of re- 
versible amplifiers in place of 
unidirectional stages. Figure 
1(a) shows the unit before mod- 
ification: Fig. 1(b) with reversi- 
ble amplifiers. Figure 2 shows 
how the direction of the ampli- 
fiers is reversed by means of a 

switching control line. 

Self -tuning 
antenna system 

for h.f. 
The use of frequency -hopping 
techniques on h.f. has led to 
renewed interest in broad -band 
and self -tuning antenna systems. 
Rohde & Schwarz CmbH, for 

L02 

example, have introduced a self - 
tuning dipole with an overall 
element length of about 10m, 
using the established technique 
of two vee-shaped elements 
forming each half of the doublet 
and with an adaptive tuning/ 
matching network immediately 
beneath the feedpoint, for which 
there is no requirement to pro- 
vide control signals. 

Automatic, adaptive tuning is 
independent of variable condi- 
tions in the near -field, including 
changes of soil conductivity. The 
non-volatile tuning memory up- 
dates with each correction, re- 
ducing the setting time for a 
subsequent change of frequency 
to about 60 milli -seconds, per- 
mitting rapid change of frequen- 
cy though presumably not fast 
enough for military frequency - 
hopping. It is rated for transmit- 
ters up to 1 kW. 

Mould nears 
completion 

Due for completion in 1987, the 
Home Defence "Mould" v.h.f./ 
u.h.f. area -coverage radio system 
has been designed to provide 
command communications be- 
tween mobile and static units 
within ten regional systems. 
Based on the Pye Pegasus v.h.f. 
equipment with Selcall selective 
calling and, for Phase 2, the Pye 
synthesized FM914, it provides 
f.m. voice communication be- 
tween district headquarters, 

G.O.C. Rovers, subordinate 
headquarters and Regular and 
Territorial Army battalions. 

Conceived in the early 1970s, 
it involved £7 -million phase 1 

and £3 -million phase 2 enhance- 
ments - Mould uses single - 
channel hill -top -site (h.t.s.) re- 
peaters linked by v.h.f. or u.h.f. 
point-to-point links with a max- 
imum of seven hops between 
users. Future possibilities in- 
clude the use of the h.t.s. sta- 
tions to provide also ground -to - 
air communications. Inter- 
regional working, not currently 
possible, is leading to the de- 
velopment of an interface with 
the British Telecom network. 

The phase 1 Pegasus units are 
18 -channel (12.5kHz) radios 
operating between 68 and 88 
MHz. The link equipments use 
140 to 150 MHz (25kHz) and 420 
to 450 MHz (25kHz). When com- 
plete then, will be' 90 discrete 
nets using 150 h.t.s. repeaters 
and 200 links using 227 different 
v.h.f./u.h.f. channels. A few iso- 
lated complaints of interference 
to radio amateurs using 430 to 
440 MHz as secondary users have 
been received. Maintenance and 
repair of the h.t.s. sites has been 
in the hands of the four T.A. 
Home Defence Signal Regiments 
of 2 Signal Brigade (though 
these may be replaced by con- 
tract maintenance). User radios 
are maintained by R.E.M.E. A 

detailed description of "Mould" 
appears in the Summer 1986 
issue of The Journal of the Royal 
Signals Institution. 
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LANGREX SUPPLIES LTD 
Climax House, Fallsbrook Rd., Streatham, London SW16 6ED 

RST Tel: 01-677 2424 Telex: 946708 RST 
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1(Z35 1.75 
F/-41) 2.511 
IìZ41 2-11 .5 
FZ811 I.SII 
EZXI 1.511 

EZ'XI 3.10 
FWI-511( 3.511 
(W4-8011 3.5(1 
01.371K 35.00 
(1551K 121X) 
(11811.2M 17.511 
112411.2() 12.10 
(14110.I1( 17.511 
(1614 '/.111 
GN -IA '1.101 
GN4A '1141 

(1516 16.011 

(i11(' 25.141 
(i11511 211.141 

0115I 211.011 

0X111 15.35 
(1X 02 311.1)0 

(1X03 25.411 

GX1.14 14.511 
(1)(11511 211.I01 
0Y5111 3.01 
GZ32 4.141 
(iZ33 4.75 
0Z34 4.101 
(íZ37 4.95 
K 16 5,Ix) 
K166 15.14) 
K177 Gold 

Lion 1210 
KIM Gold 

Lion 211.111 

K'IW6I 2-.50 
K114162 2.511 
K1W63 2.511 
M14117'1 12.31 
M011811 14.25 

M811141 9.112 

M81182 9.69 
6101183 111.25 
M81I'11 111.43 
M8196 6.00 
M81I'17 ,In 
M811'18 N 
MWI'1) 0 un 
M81110 10 31 

M8136 11 7' 
Mx137 12 2 

M81411 6 6i 
M0141 n 
M81Ì2_ 
M9144 
M81Ì9 6 
M8161 'r :- 
M8162 I I 7- 
M0163 0.25 
M019I 5.011 

M0195 111.05 
M8196 7.511 
X0214 7.115 
M14212 11.37 
M14223 6.10 
M8224 6.311 
410225 4.511 
MS218 14.03 
MD291II 1IS.I0 
MU14 2.111 
MX119 55111 
MXI23 8614, 
MX115 61.511 
MXI51 18.31 
MX 152 15800 
MX161 175.00 
MX163 19.51) 
MX 161 26.4(1 
MX166 147.01 
MXI6 57,140 
N78 15.00 
(IA2 1.25 
0A3 2,511 
()AI 75.10 

0(33 2.511 
007 4.55 
OC3 2.511 

003 2.511 
0Z4 3.511 
PC86 2-.511 

P('88 2.511 

P(95 1.75 
P(217 1.7? 
P(''10 I.75 
P('('x4 1.511 

PCC145 1.511 

PCCKx 2.I4I 
P('CYN 1.75 
P('(' 1)4'1 2.51 
PC'(1801.5 1,6 
PC'04116 LN 
PCE82 2.IX 
P(T81) 2.10 
P('F82 1.51 
P(Tx6 2.51 
PCF87 2.IX 
PCF2((I 3.25 
PCF2111 3.25 
PCF8111 2.51 
P('F812 2.511 

PCF11115 1.71 
PC'FIUX, I.71 
PC158118 1.71/ 
PCL82 2.1(1 
PC'L83 3.I0I 
('C'(.141 2.00 
PCL85 2,511 

('CLW, 2.511 
PC'I-811.5/85 2.511 
1'13501 6.0) 
l'EI6-411N 1.5.011 
PFL21(1 2.511 
I'L36 2.511 
PLxI 1.71 
l'L81A 2.(0 
PL82 1.50 
l'Lx3 2.áu 
PI.Y-I 2.Ixl 
PL5131 5 2.10 
PLSI114 5.511 
PL5119 6.01 
PL519 6.111 
PL0111 1.511 

PL8112 6.141 
PY33 2.50 
PYKI 1.511 
PY82 1.5(1 
PYx3 1,25 
PY88 2.10) 
PYSIXIA 1.111 
PY801 1.511 

PY8111 1.511 

0F451 82.511 
00VII2-6 38.01 
00V11,á -III 26_25 
00VI13-20A 

48.38 
V0V06-111A 

46.00 
O0VI17 ;511 71,1,1 

00216-411A 
622-.2-11 

0037 12.511 

OVOS -12 6,811 

OVI4-7 3.51) 
OVII8-11X1 

197.111 
0Y3-65 63.21 
0Y3-125 70.48 
0Y4-2311 71.10 
0Y4-4110 147.211 

0Y5-5011 21111.1X1 

0YS-3N41A 
566.80 

V/.I6-211 46.111 
R 1 6.00 
R17 3.00 
RIx 1X1 

R19 0.24 
R211 2.511 
003-125(1 59.511 

R03 -250A 32.68 
R03-121(1 59.141 

RG4-12511 61.61 
R(54-31101 99.45 
RR3-2511 411.141 

RR3-12511 45.75 
SIIE12 65.101 
51311 6.111 
51311P 6.I0 
S'l'V2811-411 14.111 
S'IV2 811-111 21.00 
SU4I 5.101 
14042 I11.01 
'(D113 -III 35.111 
Too- 111F 35.00 
'1'15 5000 
'1-171 :37.511 
'1-1'21 37.511 
1-1'1101 61.1X1 
'1'Y2-125 78.75 
'1Y4-4111 88.211 
1'Y4-501 124.26 
1Y5-S0I 272.511 
1Y6 -01X1 231.10 
TY6-5000A 

632.20 
'1'Y6-SIN0111 

395.00 
'IY6-50001W 

523.00 
'FY7-6411Á 

632_.1X1 
1Y7-61X(IW 

579.00 
17.411 25.141 
018.211 1.511 

UI9 13.75 
U25 2,511 
1126 2.511 
L/37 I2.00 
11ABC111 1.25 
UAF12 2.511 
0841 3.101 
U0C'41 2 25 
L101119 1.311 
LI('('81 1.75 
UCC85 1.05 
UFCKiI 200 
11('1142 2.511 
(ICI 181 2.511 

UCL82 1.75 
U('L743 2.75 
UF4I 2.00 
UF -12 2.111 
013411 1.75 
UF85 1.75 
UF149 2.00 
UL4I 5.00 
ULM 1.75 
1.46481) 2.00 
UYJ1 2.25 
UYBI 2_.25 
VLS631 15.01 
XGI-251X1 

100.00 
XGS-5(X1 31101 
XG2-641 

185 111 

XRI-INXIA 
53.75 

XRI-321(I 
11000 

XRI-32141A 
XR1-6400 165.10 
Y111120 395 110 

YD 12411 580.(11. 
Z811311 25.00 
2259 25.00 
Zh111N11 8.00 
'GM 1020 9.00 
ZM111211 9.10 
ZM1022 9.11) 
ZM11123 9.00 
ZM 1040 19,36 
ZMIMI 16.66 
ZMIM2 17.77 
I133G'1 3.1X1 
11324 25.01 
IB35A 414.141 

1063 (4.101 
IRS 1.75 
105 1.75 
l'l'I 1.75 
2ASI5 11.511 
2C39A 61.00 
2('43 710.I0 
2021 3.21 
2E26 8.25 
214'Z 914.111 

2155 245.01 
21711A 38390 
21711(3 336.I0 
2K25 I25.I0 
311112. II5.I10 
3500Z 100111 
3AS 3.00 
3024 11,10 
31328 15.35 
3029 211.115 

382411M 17.51 
30211M 17.511 
3C23 "5 00 
3324 .1X1 

3CX1 NIA 4712.111 

3E20 15.011 
354 2.00 
3V4 1.75 
4-65A 61110 
4-125A N1.141 

4-2511A 1111.110 

4-4111A 87.011 
1632 211.10 
4C'3S 1211.00 
1CX2511B 58.10 
4CX3511A 111510 
4X1511A 1411.101 

4X 15110 56.1(I 
513251M 35.111 

50255M 3500 
5C22 1611.10 
511811E 2510/11 
5R4GY 1.511 
5U4G 3Ì11 
SU100 2.511 
5V1G 2.511 
5Y3GF 2,511 
SZ3 4.101 
5Z -IG 2.511 
5'Z4G'l' 2.511 
631112 1.75 
6A B4 1.75 
6AB7 3.101 
6A(7 3.00 
6AF4A 4.25 
6AG7 3.00 
6A116 5.I01 
6A K5 5.'Xl 
6AK6 2.511 
6A L5 1.511 
6A M4 4.00 
6A M5 9.69 
6AM6 6.02- 
6A NI 4.75 
6ANKA 3.511 

2AO5 3.25 
6AS6 8.66 
6AS7G 8.75 
6A 16 1.25 
6AU5G'l' 5,11I 
6A L16 2.511 
6AV5GA 4.511 
6AV6 1.511 
6AXSG1' 3.0(1 
6B7 3.21 
6B8 3.25 
6BA6 1.511 
68A7 5.10 
6BA8A 4.11/ 
68C4 1.IXI 
60R6 1.511 
6B116 2.511 
6BJ6 2.25 
6BK4 4.511 
6BL6 125.101 
6BL7G1 4.50 
6BM6 115.00 
66N6 2.00 
6B07A 3,511 
613137 6.00 
6B'l'8A 3.511 
6857 6.00 
68W1 6.00 
6BW7 1.511 
60X70'1 5.111 
6BZ6 2.75 
6C4 1.25 
6C'B6A 2.511 

6('D6GA 5.00 

6CG7 2.511 
6016 13.01 
6CL 63.75 
6CW4 8.00 
602 1.50 
60K6 3.1(1 
6006B 4.75 
6EA8 3.00 
6E88 2.511 
6EW6 2.25 
6F6 3,101 

6F23 1.61 
61,221 1.61 
6F33 33,511 
6111 14.101 
6113N 2.75 
6116 3.1X1 

614 5.511 
616 8.93 
617 4.75 
61E6 7.50 
6K6GF 2.75 
6K7 3.1XI 

61(8 3.14/ 
6KD6 KIXI 
6L6G 5.(11 
616GA 3,511 
6L6GC 5.75 
6L6G'I' 3,10 
6L7 2.510 
6N2P 2.511 
6N3P 2.511 
6N7 3.111 
6P225 4.10 
607 3.75 
61(7 3.25 
6RI11I86KN8 

111.1(1 

6SA7 3.111) 

6SC7 2.75 
60E7 2.511 
65117 3,1X1 

6517 3.25 
6SK7 3.511 

6SL7G'1' 3.141 
6SN7GT 3.00 
6507 3.401 
6507 4.141 
6SS7 2.75 
6U5G 3.511 
6Ú8A 2.25 
6V6GT 4?9 
6X4 3.101 
6XSG1' 1.75 
7B7 2.501 
7C3 4.00 
7C6 2.511 

707 4.((1 
7R7 1.25 
707 3.511 

7Y1 2.25 
7Z4 2_.111 

2A1 1K 5,111 

2A1'6 1.511 
2A17 1.75 
2AU6 2.511 
2AU7 1.75 
2A V6 2.511 

2AW7 3.511 

2AX7 1.75 
2AY7A 4.01 
2ß4A 3,511 

2ßA6 2.511 
20E6 2.511 
26117 2.75 
2ßY7 3.110 
2E111'1 2800 
2E14 65.00 
211 2111X1 

3E1 1711..110 

9115 47.511 
24139 67.25 
31.15 2.10 
31.17 2.00 
31.18 2.1X1 

30E5 1.61 
31FL12 1.311 
3015E12 1.810 
31FL14 2,00 
í1L1 1.511 
30E15 2.00 
311L17 2.00 
311P4 2.511 

311P19 2.5(1 
31PL1 3.10 
31PL14 1.811 

3IPL I5 1.811 
35W4 100 
511(4 1.111 
75B1 6.115 
75CÌ 4.50 
8áA1 7.111 
8áA2 6.45 
90AG 211.10 
90A 211.110 

'11.1 6.00 
'11C0 14.54 
911CV 15.45 
92AG 211.101 

92AV 211.10 
95AI 8.45 
151113A 6.111 
1511133 8.31 
1511C2 3.25 
150K7 6.01 
211 35.00 
723AB 1225.10 

8113 125.141 

8415 45.10 
0117 3.75 
811A I)4,33 
8I2A 43.00 
813 valve 65.00 
8í1A 193.16 
066A 35.1X1 
87112A 211.00 
922 6.00 
931A 18.511 
1621 4.110 
1625 3.50 
21511 7.511 
1212E 31X1.111 
421211 31(1.111 
5544 1111.110 

5545 15000 
5511A 1211.01 

5552A 155.35 
5612 9.101 
5654 111.31 
5651 4.45 
56711 4.511 
5675 28.110 
5687 6.00 
5696 4.16 
571X 7.511 
5725 5.111 
5726 11,37 
5727 7.111 
5749 2.511 
5751 4.00 
5763 4,10 
50(4A 4.10 
58411 4.00 
5842 12.10 
1876A 31,511 
5879 5.00 
5886 17,50 
5963 2.511 
5965 3,511 
6005 2,25 
6121 4.511 
6137 12,25 
6158 12.34 
6159 6.00 
6161 6.00 
6163 3.75 
610 111.25 
6067 11,75 
6172 6.101 
61811 14.101 
697A 235.00 
60976 2(X1,1(1 
6146A 12,01 
61461 12.00 
615913 19,01 
6189 9.50 
62111 11.111 
6442 211.00 
65511 X.111 

61X38 12.5(1 
6973 7.111 
71125 3.111 
71127A 8.111 
7551 6.25 
7586 15.10 
7587 23,10 
76119 56,10 
7868 6.00 
7895 12,00 
811,14 16.511 
X136 2.50 
8417 6.00 
181142 11.53 
18145 111.49 
18146 11.53 

Tested 
Ex -Equipment 
4CX25111 8.511 

CV Deviee, 
Large stocks 

Pnccs on 
uppueanon 

BASES 
B7(1 11n.kincd 

11.411 

67(i Skiric.l 
11.511 

IDA Un41r61 
11 III 

B9A Skirted 
11.511 

B90 11,55 

Int 11,1:,1 1.41 
L,K'lal 11.5" 

Nuvi.tor banc 
21N) 

V:,6. 
.in .,II iii'. 11 411 

CRTs 
2API 8.51) 
213P 91X1 
3BPI 221110 
30P1 5.111 

3[(il III.(XI 
3FP7 6.00 
3DPI 6.110 
íJ11 8141 
3.1P2 8.01 
31P7 10.1(1 
3K14I 15.01 
3OPI 35.10 
(\SRI 2211.10 

5:\OI' I 5510 
I,C I'I 111.1(1 

5('PIA 41).141 

5PISA 15.10 
511147 21.111 
1707-5 63,32 
1)07-31 58.117 

007:32 50.117 
DG7-36 65.111 
DI 13-9 I 56.83 
0117 -II 113.12 
V('R130 11.111 

VCR 138A 12.51 
V('R139A 8.011 

V('RS17(3 111.10 
V('R517(' 111.10 

('RT sockets 
Prices on 
implication 

I/O wicket. 
Texas 
low profile 

pin 
14pin 11r 
16 Pin !Op 

74111 
74141 

74111 

64112 
74113 

7414 
74115 

741X, 
74117 
74118 
74(19 
71111 
7411 
7312 
7413 

INTEG 
1.16 

436 
1.36 
1.36 
1.42 
1.422 

(.48 

1.36 
1.36 
1.36 
1.40 
/.422 

1.36 

RATED CIRC 
7416 11.48 
7417 11.48 

7420 0.48 
7422 11.31 

7123 11.36 

7424 11.36 
7427 11.36 
7428 11.36 
7431 11.36 

7432 11.36 

7433 11.55 

7437 11.36 
7438 11.36 
7439 11.36 

74411 11.36 

UITS 
7441 11.411 

7442 1.25 
74111 11.31 
7451 11.30 
7453 11.31 

7454 11.311 

74611 11.31 
74711 11.40 
7472 11.311 

7473 1140 
7474 11.36 
7475 11.65 

7476 11.40 

74811 11.32 
7483 11.48 

7484 11.72 
7486 11.14 
749/ 11.72 
7491 11-36 
7492 11.54 
7493 11.51 
7494 11.70 
7445 11.65 
7496 11.61 
74')7 3,911 
74110 11.84 
741117 11.36 
741119 11.54 
741111 11.48 
74111 11.51 
74116 1.511 

74118 1.20 
74119 1.511 

74120 1.75 
74121 1.54 
74122 1.711 

74123 1.611 

74125 1.61 
74126 1.54 
74128 55 
74136 1.70 
74141 1.46 
74143 1.311 
74145 1.72 
74147 1.511 
74148 1.40 
741511 1.60 
74151 11.36 
74154 1.41/ 
74153 (1.611 

74156 11.48 

71159 1.75 
711711 1.211 
74172 4,11) 
74173 11.72 
74174 0.60 
74175 1.111 
74176 1.00 
741041 1.48 
741'11 1.211 
74191 1.21) 
74192 1.111 
74193 11.61 
74194 1.111 

74195 11.72 
74196 1.I0 
74197 1.111 

741941 2.20 
741991 2.211 

FAA5711 .73 
TAA6310 .75 
'1AA7101 . 10 
l'BA40110 .511 

TBA52110 .511 

TBA531 .?II 
1BA55110 .75 
'l'BA.S610 ,75 
l'BA673 ,75 
l'BA7141 .511 

TBA71010 .71 
TBA7S11O .511 

1'BA140 1111 

1'6A9211 
1'BA990 
'10A2718) INI 

"1'CA761A .25 

Terms sit business ('WO. Postage and packing valves and semiconductors 50p per order, CRTs £1,511, Prices excluding VAT, add 15'7,, 
('rice ruling at time of despatch. 
In some cases price. 01 M1(llard and LISA , ales will he higher than those advertised. Prices correct when going to press. 
Account facilities a,:lilahle to approved companies with minimum order charge £ 111. Carrage and packing £1.50 on credit orders. 
Over 111,11111 types of valves. tubes and semiconductors in stuck. Quotations for any types not listed. S.A.E. 

Telephone 01-677 2424/7 
Telex 946708 
E. & 0.E. 
Open to callers Monday -Friday 9 a.m.-5 p.m. WW 

ENTER 46 ON REPLY CARD 
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How linear is linear? 
An algebraic method of determining non -linearity in a 
long-tailed pair, with an application in the evaluation of 

mixer performance in receivers 

Readers may be interested in an exten- 
sion of part of the theory presented by 
F. J. Lidgey in part 2 of his article "The 

tale of the long -tail pair", (E&WW October 
1985), concerning the linear differential 
transconductance amplifer. The problem 
arises that equation (5a). 

VINNT=loge((II/IO)/(1-(I1/Io))+((I1/IO)- 
1/2)I0RNT 

expresses the input voltage VIN as a function 
of the output current II, where what we 
would prefer is an expression for Il as a 
function of VIN, in order to be able to 
quantify the non -linearity in the amplifier. 
Equation (5a) cannot be solved algebraically 
to give an expression in closed form for Ii as 
a function of VIN. However, apart from 
resorting to graphical or numerical 
methods, there remains one other option, 
which is to find a power series solution for 
the output current as a function of the input 
voltage. 

By substituting i=I1-I0/2=I0/2-I2 and 
IL=I0/2, where IL is the current in each of the 
"legs" of thé linearized tail (see Fig.1), then 
equation simplifies to: 

i 1)1 
VIN=(lLR).(IL)+VTloge {1-(i/ILL)J 

Using the expansion 
2 

loge(l+x)=x- 2 + - +... IxI<I 

then VIN can be written as a power series in 
(i/IL) 

(1) 

VIN=(ILR)(Z)+2VT{ 
1IL)+3(I-)3 

5 

5(Ii) +...} (2) 

It is interesting to note that no even 
powers of (UIL) appear in this series. Stated 
generally, the problem is this: given the 
power series 

co 

brxr 

r=1 

how do we find the inverse series 
co 

x= asys 
s=1 

R. J. IRVINE 

Fig.1 

If the latter series exists and is convergent, 
then substituting (4) in (3) gives 

00 co 

Y=i 
br ( aSYs) 1 r= s=1 

(5) 

The right hand side of equation (5) may be 
expanded and, by equating powers of y on 
both sides of the' equation, the coefficients as 
may be found in terms of the coefficients br. 
Expanding as far as the third power of y gives 
the following results: 

al=b(6a) 

1 

a2= 
bb2 

(6b) 

z a3=2b5 b4 
(6c) 

bI bI 

Carrier 8 
I-) O 

Input 0 7 

(+) 

$iraI 4 

Input 
1+1 

(3) 
Bias 

(4) 

Vol+) 

o 
6 

Vol-) 

o 
9 

RI 

010 

Fig.2. MC1496 

500 "2 500 

Tr 

r4 

O Gain 

30 
Adjust 

500 

Returning to the application in hand we 
have, by inspection of equation (2), 

b,=ILR+2VT 

b2=0 

b3=2VT/3 

Using equations (6) gives 

a, =1/(ILR+2Vt) 

a2 = 0 

a3= - (2VT/3)/(ILR+2VT)4 

(7a) 

(7b) 

(7c) 

(8a) 

(8b) 

(8c) 

so that the power series as far as the third 
order for (i/IL) as a function of VIN is given by 

(1 1 (2VT/3) 

IL/ (ILR+2VT)VIN (ILR+2VT)4.V3 
IN... (9) 

It can be shown that since equation (2) has 
no even powers of (i/IL) then there are no 
even powers of VIN in equation (9). 

Neglecting the non-linear terms for a 
moment, then if ILR>2VT, equation (9) 
reduces to 

i=VRN (10) 

If VIN<ILR+2VT then the fifth order term 
in VIN can lie neglected in comparison with 
the third order term, so that it is the third 
order term which represents the most signi- 
ficant deviation from linearity. 

Analysis of this kind is important in a 
number of applications: as well as forming 
the basis of the four -quadrant multiplier in 
Fig.9 of F. J. Lidgey's article, the linearized 
long -tail pair is also used in doubly balanced 
mixer integrated circuits, e.g. thé Motorola 
and Signetics MC 1496. Such a mixer might 
be used in a radio receiver to multiply an 
incoming signal with the output from a local 
oscillator in order to generate a signal at the 
intermediate frequency. If the mixer has 
non-linear characteristics, then it may also 
combine two or more signals at its input to 
give a spurious output signal at or near the 
intermediate frequency'. This process is 

continued on p.107 
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INSTALL YOUR 
OWN SYSTEM 

AND SAVE ECURITY 
Control Unit 

CA 1382 
with automatic circuit testing and simple 

Fully automatic siren re set 
on/off operation. 

Audible entry & exit warning. 

Alarm Sounded memory. 

2 separate loop inputs - 24hr circuits. 

Built-in electronic siren. 

Easily Installed, full instructions supplied. - 

This brand new control panel provides_. 
effective and reliable control of all types of 
security installations. Using advanced 
electronics, the unit automatically checks the loop circuits every time that it is 
switched on, thereby reducing the possibility of false alarms and incorrec 
operation. Using a simple on/off key switch, it is easily operated by all members 
of the family. Additionally, 24hr personal attack and anti -tamper protection is 
provided irrespective of whether or not the unit is switched on. Housed in a 
strong, attractive steel case, the unit is supplied with full operating instructions 
and 2 keys. Supplied fully built and tested ready for installation. 

Also available in kit form 
with fully built-in electronics 

£39.95 + VAT 

RISCOMP LIMITED 
Dept. WW 62 
51 Poppy Road. 
Princes Risborough 
BUCKS. HP17 9DB 
Tel: (084 44) 6326 

[Aw1KL7Tel 

ONLY 

£44.95+ VAT 

Order by 'phone or mail 
or call at our showroom 
and see 

UNITS ON DEMONSTRATION 

Monday to Friday 9.00-5.00 p.m. 
Saturday 9.00-1.00 p.m. 
Please add 15'., VAT and 75p P&P to all UK orders 
Export no VAT - postage at cost 

Lighting Controller DP 3570 

only 
£13.95 
+ VAT 

'his versatile module provides 
timed switching of loads up to 3A 
tor pre-set times between 10 secs 
and 5 mans, the timed period 
being triggered by the opening or 
closing of an external loop or 

tch The built -en 12V 250mA 
ower supply is available for 

,peratIng externalse so 
P'n..li, íy 11395 VAT 

1255 .AT 

HW 1250 - Enclosure & fixings 

for CA 1250 

only £9.50 + VAT 

This attractive case is designed to 
house the control unit CA 1250. 
together with the appropriate LED 
indicators and key switch 
Supplied with the necessary 
mounting pillars and punched 
front panel, the unit is given a 
professional appearance by an 
dh esive silk scrennnrl label 

Sve 200 180 700nini 

Individual Enclosure SC 5063 

only £2.95 + VAT 
Suitable metal enclosure lue 
llousing the ultrasonic modu 
lype US 5063 Supplied w,ih ii , 

r,. aiy phare tir 
,,. etews et, 

MODULES 
ACCESSORIES 

KITS 
500W Quartz Halogen 

Floodlight FL 500 

only £14.95 + VAT 
Whilst intended for security 
lighting applications, this unit is 
suitabie for ghI ng patios. 
pathways and gardens etc 
Supplied cornplete wa,,500W 

pra 1oros (14 V.. 
Pr,t,t,ve tir ll, 

Control Unit CA 1250 

Price £19.95 + VAT 
This tried and tested control unit 
represents the finest value for 
money in control systems. 
providing the following features 

Built -In electronic siren drives 
2 loud speakers 
Provides exit and entrance 
delays together with fixed 
alarm tome 
Battery back up with trickle 
charge facility 
Operates with magnetic 
switches. pressure pads. 
ultrasonic or I.R. units 
Anti tamper and panic facility 
Stabilised output voltage 
2 operating modes full 
alarm anti tamper and panic 
facility 
Screwconnections for ease of 
nstallation 

Separate relay contacts for 
,,t,anal loads 

Infra -red System IR 1470 

WV 
only £25.61 + VAT 
Consisting of separate 
transmitter aid receiver both of 
which are housed in attractive 
moulded cases, the system 
provides an invisible modulated 
beam over distances of up to 5011 
operating a relay when the beam 

s broken. Intended for use in 
security systems, but also ideal 
for photographic and 
measurement applications 
Sire 80 50 ' 35mn, 

Digital Ultrasonic 

Detector US 5063 

only £13.95 + VAT 
3 levels of discriminatiii 
against false alarms 
Crystal control for greater 
stability 
Adjustable range up to 25ft 
Buelt.in delays 
12V operation 

This advanced module uses 
digital signal processing to 
provide the highest level of 
sensitivity whilst dish n.ri 
against potential lath. 
conditions 

Complete 
systems 

from only 

£39.95 
+ VAT 

For full information of systems and 
accessories, send or call for details 

EM S Power Systems 

aros 

EMS manufactures DC Power Supplies and 
Battery Chargers both linear and switch mode 
in a range from 5 VA to 3.2 KVA. 
Also a complete range of Standby, UPS and 
Mains Stabilizer Systems 35 VA to 1 KVA. EMS 
specialises in the manufacture of customised 
products and has a full design and 
development facility. 

EMS (Manufacturing) Limited, 
Chairborough Road, 
High Wycombe, 
Bucks HP12 3HH. 
Tel: (0494) 448484 

ENTER 21 ON REPLY CARD 

THrighV 

NEW 
MODULAR FORTH 

* FORTH 83 in Modules 
* MULTI -TASKING, Floating 

Point and many more 
features 

* AN INNOVATIVE FORTH 
£475 + VAT 

NEW 
FORTH 83 FOR ATARI ST 

* WITH COMPLETE 
GRAPHICS £65 VAT 

AND 
Our dependable Work -Forth 

* Takes the hard work out 
of Forth £55 + VAT 

EXTRAS: Floating Point 
Source - Level De -bugger 
each £35 + VAT 

We are the Forth specialists, we 
also stock a large range of books, 
listings, and 
implementations for machines 
ranging from Amstrad to Atari ST, 
IBM, PC to PDP1 1. 

o 

Forth plus 
Cross Compilation 
Forth allows 
* rapid and interactive software 

development 
* full control of hardware 
* high speed and compactness 

Cross Compilation allows 
debugged Forth application on 
development OS to be ported and 
ROMmed into target system 

Host systems 
CPM80, CPA/168K. MSDOS, PCDOS, 
FLEX, 059, MDEX, NOS, VMS, RSXM i M. 
£250 per core (buy only once). 

Targets 
Z80, 8080/5, 8086/8, 8070, 28. 6502, 
65110,1802,6800,6801-6303,6809, 
68000, 99xxx, PDPI 1. £175 per target 

For further information, contact: 

MicroProcessor 
Engineering Ltd 
21 Hanley Road, Shirley 
Southampton SO1 5API 
Tel: 0703 780084 

ENTER 54 ON REPLY CARD 
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TELECOMMS TOPICS 
PABXs from 
the exchange 

Both Mercury and British Tele- 
com have announced plans to 
offer Centrex services based on 
10,000 line telephone ex- 
changes, the former having 
stated that it expects to be able to 
offer the service in the City of 
London before the end of the 
year while the latter is planning 
to launch a trial, also in the City, 
early next year. Centrex, a con- 
traction of `central exchange', 
will allow the features normally 
associated with a p.a.b.x. to be 
provided directly from the public 
telephone exchange. 

Currently, no switching sys- 
tem developed in Europe can 
offer proven Centrex facilities, so 
Mercury has placed an order, 
believed to be worth £2m, with 
Northern Telecom while BT has 
signed with AT&T and Philips 
Telecommunications UK Ltd for 
an ESS-PRX switch. However, 
BT has now specified the provi- 
sion of these services on System 
X and Ericsson's AXE10 (System 
Y) exchanges to be used on the 
network. 

While this service has been 
offered in a basic form in the USA 

for a number of years it is the 
technology of today's advanced 
digital exchanges which, 
together with optical fibres, 
make it feasible to obtain the 
sophisticated performance that 
is now becoming available. 

Centrex provides an alterna- 
tive to on -site p.a.b.xs. It allows 
users to adopt the advanced fea- 
tures of modern p.a.b.xs without 
having to plan, purchase, 
accommodate and install their 
own equipment and also allows 
them the flexibility to accommo- 
date the changing needs of grow- 
ing organisations. 

It can be considered as having 
the p.a.b.x. sited at the local 
public telephone exchange with 
wires associated with each exten- 
sion running all the way back to 
that exchange. It is expected, 
however, that it will be im- 
plemented via a single optical - 
fibre cable to a building. This will 
be the equivalent to possibly 
hundreds of ordinary copper 
wires and be economically vi- 
able. 

One essential factor being that 
whereas p.a.b.xs can be supplied 
by independent vendors as well 

ADRIAN MORANT 

as the network supplier, e.g. BT, 

Centrex will be the province of 
the carrier. In fact, the Office of 
Telecommunications (Oftel) is 

looking at the implications on 
these developments on the 
Branch Systems General Licence 
(BSGL) which covers the sys- 
tems run by most users of tele- 
communication services. 

Greater cellular 
capacity in 

London 
The Department of Trade and 
Industry (DTI) has made avail- 
able additional channels in the 
London area for cellular radio. 
This should enable the max- 
imum traffic capacity of both the 
Vodafone and Cellnet systems to 
be doubled in the central London 
area where congestion has been 
experienced. It will take, how- 
ever, an appreciable time for the 
effects to filter through to the 
user, since none of the existing 
sets are able to make use of these 
extra channels and neither net- 
work is yet suitably equipped. 

Initially 1,000 channels were 
designated for cellular services. 
600 of them were allocated 
equally between the two net- 
works, with the remaining 400 
reserved for the projected pan- 
European digital cellular service. 
Of the additional channels that 
are becoming available, because 
of re -allocation of frequencies 
currently allocated to the Minis- 
try of Defence, 200 will become 
available to each operator. In due 
course, if demand justifies it, a 
further 120 channels could be 
made available to each operator. 
This, would make 620 instead of 
the 300 that each operator has at 
present and so increase the num- 
ber of subscribers that the net- 
works can support without the 
quality of service becoming no- 
ticeably degraded. 

Growing 
networks 

The number of private wide area 
networks (wans) in Western 
Europe will almost double in the 
next six years to 1992. By then, 
according to a study carried out 
by Logica as part of its Telemati- 
ca multi -client market service, 
the number will have grown to 

18,640 from today's 9,430. Simi- 
larly, the market for all packet - 
switching products will have 
grown from $84 million in 1986 
to $163m in 1991. 

Other findings of the report 
indicate that the market for mul- 
tiplexers and network multiplex- 
ers will also grow over the same 
period. While it will be larger, 
from $200m to $330, it will be 
growing at a lower rate, with the 
result that the packet -switching 
share of the total wan market will 
have risen from 29 to 33%. 

P.b.x. suppliers such as Ples- 
sey in the UK and Germany's 
Siemens have been busy develop- 
ing interworking between their 
p.b.x.s and packet switches. This 
approach will assure them of a 

long-term advantage among 
small and medium sized custom- 
ers once the p.b.x. gains accept- 
ance as a reliable data carrier. 

At the same time, IBM's move 
into the data networking market 
will be watched with consider- 
able interest in the near future. It 

is currently developing a new 
networking strategy and is in- 
tending to increase its share of 
the data networking market. Its 
moves into local area network- 
ing, protocol conversion and 
p.b.xs are evidence of this. It is 

likely that IBM will develop or 
badge other networking pro- 
ducts in the near future. 
Although it will take time to gain 
large shares of the established 
markets for the more specialized 
and already proven products 
(such as large packet switches), 
and although many users will 
react unfavourably towards IBM 
in order to maintain a measure of 
supplier independence, IBM's 
long term effect on the market 
will be considerable. 

BT digital 
progress 

London's first major System X 

exchange has opened and already 
it is handling over 3,500 subscri- 
ber lines. In Wood Street, in the 
City of London, it is a key ex- 
change for City Institutions such 
as the Bank of England. By next 
March BT will have provided over 
one million digital subscriber 
connections and is aiming for 12 

million such connections by the 
end of the decade. 

Already 45 of BT's 55 main 

digital switching centres are 
already in service and it is intro- 
ducing the CCITT Common 
Channel Signalling System No 7. 

It claims that it has the largest 
interconnected digital network 
in the world - a total of 70 
System X exchanges with 
165,000 lines in operation. Now, 
with its programme well under 
way, one new digital exchange is 

entering service every working 
day. 

The first of the Ericsson AXE 

exchanges is also being brought 
into service at Sevenoaks, Kent. 
AXE was selected by BT as the 
alternative to System X and thus 
often referred to as System Y. 

As part of its digitalization 
programme BT has its 80kbit/s 
IDA (integrated digital access) 
pilot scheme serving 60 tele- 
phone areas. In total, there are 
roughly 1000 single line accesses 
available plus a few 2Mbit/s 
multiline ones for p.b.xs. From 
next year BT will be making the 
144kbit/s CCITT standard single 
line accesses available. 

Optical -fibre 
links in Hong 

Kong 
As part of the increasing digita- 
lization of the Hong Kong net- 
work, a 140Mbit/s single -mode 
optical system operating at 
1300nm will connect the Cable 
and Wireless (HK) satellite earth 
station, the submarine cable sta- 
tion and Hong Kong's interna- 
tional telecommunications faci- 
lities at the C&W headquarters in 
new Mercury House, Wanchai. 
Provided by GEC Telecom- 
munications, the new optical - 
fibre link will complement the 
existing analogue microwave 
system and analogue cables link- 
ing these systems. 

In addition, the existing cross - 
harbour optical fibre cable sys- 
tem, connecting New Mercury 
House to the second internation- 
al switching centre in Tsim Sha 
Tsui, Kowloon, will be upgraded 
from 34Mbit/s to 140Mbit/s. For 
this system, the optical trans- 
mission equipment has been de- 
signed with leds (rather than the 
lasers in the system above) to 
optimize the use of the existing 
multimode fibre cable over the 
relatively short 2.5km path. 
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TELECOMMS 
Irish National 

videotex 
The Irish National Telecom- 
munications Authority, Telecom 
Eireann, has awarded Micro 
Scope plc the contract to provide 
its national videotex network. 
Telecom Eireann anticipates 
that the pilot service of the net- 
work, based on MicroScope's 
videotex access points (v.a.ps), 
will go live in the autumn. 

The 96 port network has v.a.ps 
situated in Dublin, Limerick, 
Galway and Cork, providing local 
call access to the users. The 
network will provide support for 
single and multi -standard 
videotex terminals including all 
of the European videotex stan- 
dards. These are the CEPT ter- 
minal standards known as Profile 
1, 2 and 3 on which the German 
Bildschirmtext, Teletel (France) 
and Prestel services respectively 
are based., 

Support will also be provided 
for ASCII terminals. Gateway 
protocols (for host computer 
connection) supported will in- 
clude Prestel Gateway and X.29. 
The network will include a trans - 
coding facility between terminal 
standards and international 
Gateway access to videotex ser- 
vices in the UK, France, Ger- 
many and other European coun- 
tries. The national videotex net- 
work of Eire has also been de- 
signed to provide access to a 
comprehensive electronic mail- 
box system, Eirmail. 

Tokyo running 
out of numbers 

The three -digit station -code 
numbering system in metropoli- 
tan Tokyo is expected to reach its 
limit of usable telephone num- 
bers by next March. Consequent- 
ly, Nippon Telegraph and Tele- 
phone Corporation (NTT) has 
announced that an extra digit 
will be added to certain 3 -digit 
codes in the 23 wards of Tokyo 
from January 1987. 

As the first measure to expand 
the system, pocket bell pages will 
be given four -digit station codes 
from January 1987 and first-time 
general telephone subscribers 
will be assigned 'four -digit sta- 
tion codes in January 1988. 

According to an NTT spokes- 

man: "The new measure initially 
will apply only to first-time sub- 
scribers. The approximately five 
million telephones which are 
now installed in metropolitan 
Tokyo will continue to have 
three -digit station codes until 
the beginning of 1993." 

German packet 
network 
upgrade 

The German PTT, the Deutsche 
Bundespost, has placed a $10 
million contract with Northern 
Telecom for equipment to ex- 
pand its Datex-P packet switch- 
ing network to meet the rapid 
growth of demand. 

It is based on NT's SL -10 data 
packet switching systems which 
were initially installed and oper- 
ational in spring 1980. The prim- 
ary network services offered are 
the CCITT standards X.3, X.25, 
X.28 and X.29 with international 
connections to over 50 data net- 
works in 32 countries being pro- 
vided by the X.75 gateway ser- 
vice. At the end of last year the 
network consisted of 45 switch- 
ing nodes distributed in 17 cities 
throughout Germany, support- 
ing over 15,000 user -data con- 
nections. The network is grow- 
ing at a rate of 5 per cent month- 
ly at present. 

CERN Geneva 
to become 
integrated 

CERN, the European Laboratory 
for particle physics, is to estab- 
lish a distributed communica- 
tions network to serve its opera- 
tions spread over a number of 
different locations. It has placed 
an order with ITT's Norwegian 
company Standard Telefon og 
Kabelfabrik (STK) for an ITT 
5500 BCS system which will in- 
itially serve 11 sites at CERN 
locations in the Geneva area. 

Under the contract STK will 
supply an integrated services 
digital network (ISDN) to pro- 
vide voice and data communica- 
tions. It will allow interconnec- 
tion with a variety of computers 
and terminals, connectivity with 
the existing CERN data network 
and the present crossbar p.a.b.x. 

as well as direct in -dialling to all 
CERN telephones. The ultimate 
capacity of the network is in- 
tended to be more than 12,000 
ports, of which more than half 
would be data ports. 

Airlines data 
update 

The largest private data network 
in the world has just been re - 
equipped with low -speed (2,400 
to 9,600 bits) modems. The 
international airline com- 
munications network run by 
SITA, which is owned by nearly 
300 major international airlines, 
has installed these modems in 36 
countries around the world ex- 
tending from Algeria to Uruguay 
and including the UK, USA and 
Russia. 

BT expands 
packet 

switching 
In order to meet demand for 
international information tech- 
nology services, doubling 
annually throughout this de- 
cade, British Telecom Interna- 
tional (BTI) has opened a £3.7 
million exchange computer data. 
The second to be brought into 
service by BTI for its internation- 
al packet switched service (IPSS) 
it provides greatly increased call 
handling capacity and additional 
customer and network facilities 
to provide industry and com- 
merce with fast, reliable and 
economical data communica- 
tions with 50 countries offering 
access to and from 73 different 
packet switched data networks. 

The new gateway uses the DPS 
1500 packet switch developed 
and manufactured by Bell Tele- 
phone Manufacturing Company, 
Antwerp, and supplied and in- 
stalled by STC Telecommunica- 
tions. 

Link to London 
embassy 

The satellite communications 
link between the American 
Embassy in London and the US 
State Department in Washington 
has been officially opened. The 

new 1.6Mbit/s British Telecom 
Satstream link via Intelsat is 
dedicated to the exclusive use of 
the State Department and pro- 
vides a flexible means of carrying 
voice and data traffic. 

Since this London link was 
installed, the State Department 
has placed an order with BT to 
extend the service to US Embassy 
in Bonn, West Germany. 

BellSouth 
International 

plans expansion 
BellSouth, one of the Regional 
Bell Operating Companies of the 
USA is establishing a company in 
London as part of its planned 
expansion, with particular refer- 
ence to Europe and Latin Amer- 
ica. When speaking in London 
recently Ms Mylle H. Bell, Bell- 
South International president, 
said that international opera- 
tions would constitute an in- 
creasing amount of BellSouth's 
business and that the parent 
company would provide what- 
ever resources were necessary. 

The BSI approach is "to work 
with and through the local com- 
munications community". This 
is underlined by the agreement 
with London -based Air Call to 
form a joint venture called Air 
Call Communications, which 
will offer cellular, mobile paging 
media response and telephone 
answering services in Grat Bri- 
tain and other European coun- 
tries. In addition to an agree- 
ment with the city of Metz, 
France, regarding a Teleport 
which will offer advanced com- 
munications services to high 
volume users, BSI has held dis- 
cussions with both the French 
and German PTTs. 

In addition, Brian Hailes who, 
prior to joing BSI spent nine 
years with ITT in London, Brus- 
sels and the USA, has been 
appointed v.p. marketing. He is 
responsible for world-wide mar- 
kets with the exception of the 
Hong Kong basin. He sees 
Europe, especially UK and 
France, as being the areas of 
major importance. However, 
Hailes, who works out of Atlanta, 
Georgia, is also looking to Ara- 
bian Gulf and Northern Middle 
East area for business "on an 
opportunistic basis". 
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Using the Data 
Encryption Standard 

Hardware and software for interfacing a WD2002 data 
encryption device to a Z80 processor 

Encryption or encipherment' is the 
process that changes data into secret 
form. The original data is known as 

plaintext or cleartext and the encrypted data 
as ciphertext. The encryption operation is 

described by the equation 

ÊK(P)=C (1) 

where P,C and K are the plaintext, ciphertext 
and key respectively. In electronic encryp- 
tion P and C are the electronic representa- 
tion of characters. The purpose of the key is 

to vary the operation. A change of key results 
in a different C from the same P. The inverse 
or decryption operation is described by the 
equation 

41(C)=15K(C)=P. (2) 

Normally the only part of ÊK or DK that is 

varied is K. A user chooses a key from a set of 
possible keys, {K}. This particular key must 
be kept secret since it must be assumed that 
an unauthorized listener (cryptanalyst) to an 
encrypted message would know the fixed 
operations. He may also know some plain - 
text such the plaintext-ciphertext pairs can 
be formed: Therefore in a satisfactory cryp- 
tosystem. 
1. The number of possible keys must be very 

large to prevent a cryptanalyst from trying 
each key in turn in equation 2 until 
meaningful decrypted data is obtained. 

2. The fixed operations must be very compli- 
cated such that a key cannot be deduced 
from a plaintext-ciphertext pair(s). 

DATA ENCRYPTION STANDARD 

The Data Encryption Standard (DES)2 
(Fig.2.) was selected by the U.S. National 
Bureau of Standards in 1977 to protect 
computer data by encrypting the binary 
coded information. Plaintext, key and 
ciphertext blocks consists of 64, 56 and 64 
bits respectively. 

The algorithm has 16 stages and a key 
block of 48 bits is generated from the 
original 56 bits at each stage. The plaintext 
block is divided into two sub -blocks, Lo and 
Ro, of bits each by the initial permutation. 
The right block, R0, and first key block, K,, 
are used to generate a new block which 
undergoes an exclusive -or operation with L0 

to produce R,. 
The f function is very complicated and is 

not considered in this article. The reader is 

referred to FIPS PUB 46, National Bureau of 
Standards2 for a more detailed description. 
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Input P(64bits) 

t 

L(0)(32 bits) 

bits) 

R(0)(32 bits) 

Stage 
1 

Stage 
2 

R121)32 bits 

Stage 
16 

L16 

Output C (64 bits) 

Fig.1. Data encryption algorithm. 

This procedure is repeated for the stages j =1 
to 16 and the encryption operation is de- 
scribed by the equations 

L1=Ri1 

R;=f(Ri-1,K,)OLi-1 

Input blocks to the inverse initial permuta- 
tion are L,6 and R16 and the output is the 
ciphertext block. Decryption involves the 
same process but applies the keys in reverse 
order. 

Keys, KI to K16, are generated by the 
method shown in Fig.2. An input block of 64. 

bits is reduced to 56 bits and formed into two 
sub -blocks, Co and D11, by permuted choice 
12. The eight redundant bits are generally 
used as parity bits. 

The first key, KI, is generated from the 
two blocks by permuted choice 22. Then the 
bits of Co and Do are shifted once and K2 is 
generated. This procedure is repeated for the 
16 stages with the following shift arrange- 
ment, 

1,1,2,2,2,2,2,2,1,2,2,2,2,2,2,1. 

Operations within the algorithm are very 
complicated. Each bit of the ciphertext block 
depends on the full plaintext and key blocks. 
Hence it is impossible to establish a rela- 
tionship between individual bits of the three 
blocks. The main criticism centres on the 
size of the key block of 56 bits. A user 
chooses a key block from a set of 256 possible 
blocks. All other operations are fixed and 
cannot be varied. 

The designer3 of the standard estimated 
that a computer which could make a search 
of the set of possible blocks in approximately 
one day would not be available before the 
year 2000. This now seems unlikely. Howev- 
er, double or triple encryption' should pro- 
long the life -span. For the present the 
standard is cryptographically secure. 

IMPLEMENTATION 

To avoid modifications by users the standard 
must be implemented in hardware. It is 

available on a number of integrated circuits, 
such as the Western Digital 2002 and Intel 
8294, which can be interfaced to eight -bit 
microprocessors. 

Figure 3 shows the interfacing arrange- 
ment for a WD2002 device in a design 
prototyping board of a Multitech Micro - 
Professor kit, which is based upon a Z80 
microprocessor. The cs input is put low to 
enter or read data. The ncT input is put 
high to initiate execution of the algor- 
ithm. The é,a input is put low to encrypt or 
high to decrypt. These three inputs are 
obtained from a parallel input/output device 
(Z80-p.i.o) designed to interface the Z80 
microprocessor to peripheral devices. Data 
lines (BI) to B7) are connected to the system's 
data bus. Input we is put low to 
enter data into the device from the data bus; 
Re is put low to read data from the device on 
to the data bus. These inputs are obtained 
from two unused chip -select outputs on the 
address decoder. The we or input is put low 
by placing $E800 or $E000 as appropriate on 
the address bus. Otherwise both inputs are 
high. Inputs cK and MR are connected 
to the system's clock and reset lines respec- 
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101 DATA 161, 176, 193,'2=18 
20 DATA 224,241,161,176 
:30 FOR I=1 TO 8 

40 READ K 

50 POKE 615439+I,K 
60 NEXT I 

70 INPUT :'E OR D ",R$ 
80 IF R$="E" THEN 110 
92 IF R$="D" THEN 230 
100 GOTO 70 
110 POKE 61445,02 
120 FOR I=1 TO 3 

130 INPUT' 'PLAINTE<,T' ' ,P$ 
140 P=ASC:II(F'3) 
150 POKE 61517+I,P 
160 NEXT I 

170 CALL 61440 
180 FOR I=1 TO 8 

190 C=PEEK. (61517+I 
200 PRINT"CIPHERTE;T' 
210 NEXT I 

220 GOTO 120 
230 POKE 61445, 06 
240 FOR I=1 TO 8 

250 INPUT "GIF'HERTE ;T" , C 

260 POKE 61517+I,1: 
270 NEXT I 

280 CALL 61440 
290 FOR I=1 TO 8 

:3430 P=PEEK:.<61517+I ) 

:310 P$=CHR$(P) 
320 PRINT eLAINTEXT .;FT 
330 NEXT I 

:340 GOTO 240 

tively. For this particular mode of operation 
the uPs and CRPS inputs are tied 
high and low respectively. The reader is 
referred to WD2001/2 data sheet (Western 
Digital Corporation) for a more detailed 
description of the device. 

Encryption/decryption operation is initi- 
ated by putting Ds low, ACT high and kiu 
low or high as appropriate. Then the key 
block is loaded by pulsing the wE input low 
eight times with appropriate bytes on the 
data bus. The key block uses 56 bits and the 
eight redundant bits are used as parity bits; 
parity of every key byte must be odd. Once 
the key block has been entered it cannot be 
read. Data is loaded after the key block using 
the same method. After approximately 50 
clock periods the encrypted/decrypted data 
block becomes available and its is read out by 
pulsing the RE input low eight times. The Z80 
microprocessor controls the operation of the 
WD2002 but does not take part in the 
encryption/decryption operation: this hap- 
pens entirely within the WD2002. 

PROGRAM 

The program is written in Basic and stored in 
location $F100 upwards. Encryption and 
decryption are handled by a machine code 
sub -routine stored at $F000: the key bytes 
are entered into memory at locations $F046 
to $FOAD by the Poke statement. The user is 
requested to input E to encrypt or D to 
decrypt. 

For encryption, the number $02 is stored 
in location $F005. The plaintext block is 
entered as eight Ascii characters, which are 

K164 bits 

Permuted 
choice 1 

Shift once 

, 

00128 bits) 

Shift once 

C1)28 bits) 

Shift once 

01128 bits) 

Shift once 

Permuted 
choice 2 

C75(28 bits) 

Shift once 

015128 bits) 

Shift once 

Permuted 
choice 2 

Fig.2. Key blocks for the Data Encryption Standard. 

Clock 

RESET 
Z80 

Address bus 

Permuted 
choice 2 

K1 

K2 

Data bus i 
WR 

RD 

Data lines (80-87) 

Memory 
from 8ram) 

changed to eight data bytes and entered into 
memory at locations $F04E to $F055 using 
Poke. After execution of the encryption 
sub -routine these locations contain the en- 
crypted data bytes which are read using Peek 
and output to the display. Then the user is 
requested to input the next plaintext block. 

For decryption the number $06 is stored 
in location $F005. Ciphertext is entered into 
memory at locations $F04E to $F055. After 
execution of the decryption sub -routine, 
decrypted data bytes are read from memory, 
changed back to characters of the Ascii 
alphabet and displayed. Then the user is 
requested to input the next ciphertext block. 

If K=[161,176,193,208,224,241,161, 

Clock 15 

MR 32 

CS 16 PA0 
W D 2002 

Z80PJ0 PA1 ACT 34 Data 

DC) 35 PA2 
Encryption 

unit 

11111 
E000 WE 9 Address 

E800 RE 10 
decoder 
741.5138 

DPS 25 .5V 

ov CRPS 31 

Fig.3. Interfacing the WD2002 to the Micro - 
Professor Z80 system. 

For details of the Micro -Professor single -board 
microcomputer, contact Flight Electronics at 
Southampton on 0703-227721. The unit is also 
available from Verospeed on 0703-644555. 
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This encryption -decryption rountine is 

called by the Basic program 
(facing page). 

$F000 
$F002 

MVIR 
OUT 

#$0F 
$6A 

3E 
D3 

0F 
6R 

$F004 MVIR #$02 3E 02 

$F006 OUT $68 D3 68 
$F008 LXI $F046 21 4r ro 

3F00B MVIB #300 06 00 
3F00D MOV R,M 7E 
3F00E STA $E800 00 E8 

$F011 INX H 23 
$F012 INR B 04 
$F013 MOV R,B 78 

$F014 CPI #308 FE 08 

$F016 JNZ 3F00D C2 OD FO 

$F019 MVIB #300 06 00 
3F01B MOV R,M 7E 

$F01C STR 5E800 32 00 E3 

3F01F INX H -- 

$F020 INR B 04 
$F021 MOV R,B 78 
$F022 CPI #$08 FE 08 

$F024 JNZ 3F01B C:2 18 FO 

$F027 MVIR #$00 3E 00 

$F029 NOP 00 

SF02R INR A 3C 
SF02B CPI #3FF FE FF 

3F02D JNZ $F029 C2 29 FO 

$F030 LXI $F04E 21 4E FO 

$F033 MVIB #$00 06 00 

$F035 LDR $E000 3R 00 E0 

$F038 MOV M,A 77 
$F039 
3FO3R 

INX 
INR 

H 
B 

-_, 

84 
3F03B MOV R,B 78 
3F03C: CPI #308 FE 02 
3F03E JNZ 3FO35 C2 35 FO 

$F041 MVIA #$01 3E 01 

$F043 OUT $68 D3 '_ 

$F045 RET C9 

1 76 and P=[A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H] then 
C= (192,87,116,149,195,29,56,121]. 

The main disadvantage is that the cipher - 
text block consists of eight numbers ranging 
from 0 to 255. The Ascii alphabet has 128 

characters and consequently half of the 256 
combinations of a byte are not required. 
Hence the ciphertext block must be express- 
ed in numeric form. Any one of the 2 6 key 
blocks can be used but each key byte must 
have odd parity. Nevertheless, the standard 
offers an inexpensive and secure cryptosys- 
tern. 
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FEEDBACK 

Bel -ringing 
It is futile for Joules Watt (`Ring- 
ing the changes on Bels' Octo- 
ber, 1986) to claim that decibels 
are `meaningless' when applied 
to voltage ratios. 

True, the original definition of 
a Bel was logy of a power ratio, 
so that dB = 10 log10 (power 
ratio). The circuit resistance 
being unchanged, since P=E2/R, 
then P1/P2 = E21/E22; so now if 

dB = logy (power ratio), then 
also dB = 20 logic (voltage ratio) 
for constant resistance. 

The fact is that throughout the 
telecommunications industry, 
dB is used to represent 20 log10 

(voltage ratio) irrespective of re- 
sistance and is understood by 

telecommunications engineers, 
authors, technicians and practi- 
tioners in general to mean just 
that. Telecommunicators do use 
dB to represent power ratios as 
well, but in any case it is either 
obvious from the context which 
ratio is intended, or, indeed as 
JW hints, has to be made explicit- 
ly clear. 

The IEEE's reported head -in - 
the -sand comment about dB 

with letters appended, again does 
not alter the fact that dBV, dB µV, 
dBm, dBW and other such con- 
venient short -hand terminolo- 
gies are widely used and recog- 
nised as absolute measurements 
in telecommunications. The jok- 
er in this pack is dBm (dB rela- 
tive to 1mW) which is usually 
understood to represent a vol- 
tage across a defined resistance, 
and so dBm should always be 
accompanied by a defined resist- 
ance (e.g. `OdBm across 
100ohms' represents 
(10-3W x 100ohms)1/2 = 316mV). 

This muddle, I'm afraid, JW, is 

the real world of engineering. 
However, there is no real prob- 
lem as long as everyone does 
understand the accepted prac- 
tice, and as long as the issue is 

not clouded with transcendental 
functions, and theoretical para- 
doxes... 

JW's 1 megohm input/50 ohm 
output/unity-voltage-gain 

amplifier can quite meaningfully 
and unambiguously be said to 
have a voltage gain of 0dB (=20 
log10 unity) and a power gain of 
43dB (= 10log11120,000). 
Brian J Pollard, 
Watford, 
Herts. 

Fuse condition 
indicator 

The published design (July 1986) 
will undergo the condition illus- 
trated in Fig.1 should a short 

Open circuit 
fuse 

' Breen 

Reverse bias 
=+V -2V 

R Short circuit 
in equipment 

circuit occur in the monitored 
equipment. If the supply voltage 
exceeds a few volts the green led 
will suffer excessive reverse bias 
and will ultimately be damaged. 

+V (d c. or ac.) 

Diode only 
needed for 
ac supplies 

Rt=R2,chosen far suitable led current 

There are two possible im- 
proved approaches to monitor- 
ing fuse behaviour. The circuit in 

Fig.2 is exclusively for low to 
medium voltage supplies (a.c. or 
d.c.). 

R1=R2,chosen for suitable neon current 

The second version, shown in 
Fig.3 is intended for higher vol- 
tage rails (typically over 100V), 
again a.c. or d.c. 
S. Whitt, 
Ipswich. 
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PHONE 
0474 60521 

4 LINES 

P. M. COMPONENTS LTD TELEX 
SELECTRON HOUSE, SPRINGHEAD ENTERPRISE PARK 966371 

SPRINGHEAD RD, GRAVESEND, KENT DA11 8HD TOS -PM 
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS STK015 7.95 

STK025 11.95 
STK043 

TBA540 1.25 
TBA5400 1.35 

TDA2523 2.95 
TDA2524 1.95 

TBA5500 1.95 TDA2530 195 15.50 
S7K078 11.95 TBA560C 1.45 

TBA460C0 1.45 
TDA2532 1.95 
7DA2540 1.95 AN124 2.50 MC1307P 1.00 STK433 5.95 

AN2140 2.50 MC1310P 1.50 STK435 7.95 TBA570 1.00 TDA2545A 2.15 AN240P 2.80 MC1327 1.70 STK437 7.95 TBA651R 2.50 TDA2451 2.15 
AN612 2.15 MC1349P 1.20 STK439 7.95 TBA720A 2.45 TDA2560 2.15 
AN7116 1.50 MC1351P 1.50 STK461 11.50 TBA7500 2.65 TDA2571A 4.50 
AN7140 3.50 MC1357 2.35 TA7061AP 3.95 TBA800 0.89 TDA2581 2.95 
AN7145 3.50 
AN7150 2.95 

MC1358 1.58 
MC1495 3.00 

TA7108P 1.50 
TA7120P 1.65 

TBA810AS 1.65 
TBA810P 1.65 

TDA2593 2.95 
TDA2600 6.50 

BA521 3.35 MC1496 1.25 TA7130P 1.50 TBA820M 0.75 TDA2610 3.50 
CA1352E 1.75 MC145106P7 TA7176AP 2.95 TBA8200 1.45 TDA26110 1.95 
CA3086 0.46 7.95 7A7203 2.95 TBA890 2.50 TDA2640 3.50 
CA3123E 1.50 MC1723 0.50 TA7204P 2.15 TBA920 1.65 TDA2680A 2.75 
HA1366W 3.50 MC3357 2.75 TA7205AP 1,15 780950/2X 2.35 TDA2690 2.45 
HA1377 3.50 ML231B 1.75 TA7222AP 1.80 76A990 1.49 TDA3310 2.95 
HA1156W 1.50 MSM5807 6.75 TA7227P 4.25 704270 1.50 10A3560 5.50 
HA1339A 2.95 PLL02A 5.75 TA7310P 1.80 TCA270S0 1.50 UPC566H 2.95 
HA1398 2.75 SAA500A 3.50 TA7313AP 2.95 TCA650 3.50 UPC575C2 2.75 
HAI 551 2.95 
LA1230 1.95 
LA4031P 1.96 

SAA1025 7.25 
BAS560S 1.75 
IIAS570S 1.75 

TA7321P 2.25 
TA7146P 2.50 
TA7609P 3.95 

TCA800 6.95 
TCA940 1.65 
TDA440 3.50 

UPC1025H 1.95 
UPC1028H 1.95 
UPC1032H 1.50 

LA41 rt2 2.95 6,46580 2.85 7A7611AP 2.95 TDA1001 2.95 UPC1156H 2.75 
LA4140 2.95 1917B 7.50 TAA310A 2.50 TDA1002A 2.95 UPC1158H 0.75 
LA4400 4.15 11310 1.80 TAA320A 1.95 TDA1006A 2.50 UPC1157C2 1.95 
LA44i.) 1.95 L1327 1.10 TAA350A 1.95 TDA1035 2.50 UPC1181H 1.25 

2.50 113270 1.10 TAA570 1.95 TDA1037 1.95 UPC1182H 2.95 
LA4qy0 2.50 N76003N 3.95 TAA6615 1.95 TDA1074A 1.95 UPC1185H 3.95 
LA4461 3.95 N76023N 3.95 TBA700 1.70 TDA1170 1.95 UPC1191V 1.50 
LC71ß0 3.25 SN76033N 3.95 TBA120AS/8/C/ TDA1190 2.15 UPC1350C 2.95 
LC7130 3.50 SN76110N 0.89 SA/SB/T/U 1.00 TDA12700 5.50 UPC1353C 2.45 
LC7131 5.50 SN76115N 1.25 TBA395 1.50 TDA1327 1.70 UPC1365C 3.95 
LM324N 0.45 SN76131N 1.30 TBA396 0.75 TDA2002 1.95 UPC2002H 1.95 
LM380N8 1.50 
1.M380N14 1.75 
LM383T 2.95 
LM3900N 3.50 
0515131 2.30 
0515151 2.95 
M51521L 1.50 
MB3712 2.00 

SN76226DN 2.95 
SN76226N 1.05 
SN76533N 1.65 
SN76544 2.85 
SN76570N 1.00 
SN76650N 1.15 
SN76660N 0.80 
STK014 7.95 

TBA440N 2.55 
TBA4800 1.25 
TBA510 2.50 
T1305100 2.50 
TBA520 1.10 
TBA5200 1.10 
TBA530 1.10 
TBA5300 1.10 

TDA2003 1.95 
TDA2004 2.95 
7002005 2.95 
TDA2006 1.95 
TDA2020 2.95 
TDA2030 2.80 
TDA2190 3.95 
TDA2522 1.95 

555 0.36 
556 0.60 
723 0.50 
741 0.35 
747 0.50 
748 0.35 
7805 0.65 
7808 0.60 
7815 0.65 

SEMICONDUCTORS 80232 0.35 
BD233 0.35 
BD234 0.35 

BFR91 1.75 
BFT42 0.35 

RCA16335 0.80 
SKE5F 1.45 

8E743 0.35 TIP29 0.40 
AAY12 0.25 6E182 0.10 130236 0.49 BFW92 0.85 TIP29C 0.42 
AC125 0.20 BC182L8 0.10 BD237 0.40 BFX29 0.30 TIP30C 0.43 
AC126 0.45 BC183 0.10 BD238 0.40 BFX84 0.26 TIP31C 0.55 
AC 127 0.20 BC103L 0.09 80242 0.65 BFX85 0.32 TIP32C 0.42 
AC128 0.23 BC184LB 0.09 BD246 0.75 BFX86 0.30 TIP33C 0.95 
AC128K 0.32 BC204 0.10 BD376 0.32 13F%88 0.25 TIP34B 0.95 
AC141 0.28 BC207B 0.13 130410 0.65 BFV50 0.21 TIP41A 0.45 
AC142K 0.45 6C2088 0.13 130434 0.65 BFV51 0.21 TIP41C 0.45 
AC176 0.22 BC212 0.09 BD437 0.75 8FY52 0.25 TIP42C 0.47 
AC176K 0.31 BC212L 0.09 BD438 0.75 BFY90 0.77 TIP47 0.65 
AC187 0.25 BC212LA 0.09 BD520 0.65 BLY48 1.75 T1P120 0.60 
AC187K 0.28 BC213 0.09 BD538 0.65 BRV39 0.45' TIP125 0.65 
AC188 0.25 BC213L 0.09 80597 0.95 BR100 0.26 TIP142 1.75 
AC188K 0.37 BC214 0.09 BD589 0.45 510110 0.49 TIP161 2.95 
ACV17 1.15 BC214C 0.09 80701 1.25 130103 0.55 TIP2955 0.85 
AD142 0.79 BC214L 0.09 BD702 1.25 BRC4443 1.15 TIP3055 0.55 
AD143 0.82 BC237B 0.09 BD707 0.90 BT100A/0 20.85 TIS91 0.20 
AD149 0.70 BC238 0.09 BDX32 1.50 BT106 1.49 17106/2 1.50 
AD161 0.39 BC239 0.12 BF 115 0.35 BT116 1.20 2N1308 1.35 
AD162 0.39 BC251A 0.12 BF119 0.35 131119 3.15 202219 0.28 
AD161/2 0.90 BC252A 0.15 8E119 0.65 87120 1.65 2N2222 0.29 
AF106 0.50 BC258 0.25 8E127 0.39 BU105 1.95 202905 0.40 
AF114 1.95 BC258A 0.39 BF154 0.20 BU108 1.69 2N3053 0.40 
AF115 2.95 BC2284 0.30 BF158 0.22 BU124 1.25 2N3054 0.59 
AF116 2.95 BC300 0.30 13E160 0.27 BU125 1.25 2N3055 0.52 
AF117 2.95 BC301 0.30 8E167 0.27 60126 1.60 203702 0.12 
AF121 0.60 BC303 0.26 BF173 0.22 BU204 1.55 203703 0.12 
AF124 0.65 BC307B 0.09 13E177 0.38 BU205 1.30 203704 0.12 
AF125 0.35 BC327 0.10 13E178 0.26 BU208 1.39 2N3705 0.20 
AF126 0.32 BC32B 0.10 6E179 0.34 BU208A 1.52 2N3706 0.12 
AF127 0.65 BC337 0.10 8E180 0.29 602080 1.85 2N3708 0.12 
AF139 0.40 BC338 0.09 BF181 0.29 BU3276 1.20 293733 9.50 
AF150 0.60 BC347A 0.13 BF182 0.29 BU407 1.24 203733 2.75 
AF178 1.95 BC461 0.35 BF1B3 0.29 BU500 2.25 2N3792 1.35 
A F239 0.42 BC478 0.20 8E184 0.28 8U5080 1.95 2N4427 1.95 
AFZ12 3.75 BC527 0.20 13E185 0.28 BU526 1.90 204444 1.15 
ASY27 0.85 
AU106 4.50 
AU107 3.50 
AU110 3.50 
AU113 4.50 
BC107A 0.11 

BC547 0.10 
BC548 0.10 
BC549A 0.10 
BC550 0.14 
BC557 0.08 
BC557B 0.80 

8E194 0.11 
BF195 0.11 
BF196 0.11 
8E197 0.11 
BF198 0.16 
BF199 0.14 

BO80V 2.25 
BUV69B 1.70 
MJ3000 1.98 
MJE340 0.40 
MJE520 0.48 
MPSA13 0.29 

205294 0.42 
205296 0.48 
205298 0.60 
205485 0.45 
205496 0.95 

BC107B 0.11 8C558 0.10 BF200 000 MPSA92 0.30 2SA715 0.60 
BC108 0.10 BCV33A 1.60 BF241 0.15 MRF237 4.95 2SC495 0.80 
BC108A 0.11 80115 0.30 8E245 0.30 MRF450A 13.95 20C496 0.80 
BC10B8 012 BD124P 0.59 8E257 0.28 MRF453 17.50 2SC1096 0.80 
BC109 0.10 BD131 0.42 BF258 0.28 MRF454 26.50 2SC1106 2.50 
BC109B 0.12 80132 0.42 BF259 0.28 MRF455 17.50 2SC1172Y 2.20 
BC109C 0.12 60133 0.40 8E271 0.26 MRF475 2.95 2SC1173 1.15 
BC114 0.11 BD135 0.30 8E273 0.18 MRF477 10.00 2SC 1306 1.40 
BC116A 0.15 BD136 0.30 8E336 0.34 MRF838 13.95 2SC1307 2.95 
BC 117 0.19 60137 0.32 BF337 0.29 OC16W 2.50 28C1384 0.50 
BC119 0.24 BD138 0.30 BF338 0.32 0C23 1.50 2SC1449 0.80 
8C125 0.25 BD139 0.32 BF355 0.37 0C28 1.50 2SC1678 1.25 
BC139 0.20 BD140 0.30 8E362 0.38 0C29 2.25 2SC1909 1.25 
BC 140 0.31 
BC141 0.25 
BC142 0.21 
BC 143 0.24 
BC147A 0.12 
BC147B 0.12 

BD144 1.10 
BD150C 0.29 
BD159 0.65 
BD160 1.50 
8D166 0.55 
BD179 0.72 

6E363 0.65 
BF371 0.25 
BF394 0.19 
BF422 0.32 
8E457 0.32 
BF458 0.36 

0C32 2.25 
0C42 0.75 
0C44 0.75 
0C45 0.55 
OC70 0.45 
0071 0.55 

2SC1945 2.65 
2SC1954 0.95 
2SC1957 0.80 
2SC1969 1.95 
2SC2028 1.15 

BC148A 0.09 1313181 0.45 BF459 0.36 0072 0.85 2SC2029 1.95 

BC1488 0.09 BD182 0.70 8E467 0.68 0075 0.95 2SC2078 1.45 
BC149 0.09 BD183 0.70 BF494 0.45 OC81 0.50 2SC2091 0.85 
BC157 0.12 BD201 0.83 8E495 0.45 OC171 3.50 2SC2098 2.95 
BC158 0.09 BD202 0.65 BF595 0.23 R20088 1.45 20C2166 1.95 
BC159 0.09 BD203 0.78 8E597 0.25 R20100 1.45 2SC2314 0.80 
BC1174 0.09 BD204 0.70 BFR39 0.23 R2322 0.58 2SC2371 0.36 
BC174A 0.09 BD222 0.46 BFR81 0.25 R2323 0.66 2S0234 0.50 
BC177 0.15 BD223 0.59 BFR88 0.30 R2540 2.48 3N211 2.95 
BC178 0.15 BD225 0.48 8FR90 1.50 HCA16334 0.90 3SK88 0.95 

DIODES 07208.800 0.33 
BY210-800 0.33 

N4001 0.04 
N4003 0.04 
N4004 005 

LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS 
07223 0.90 

N4005 0.05 07298.400 0.22 
AA119 0.80 
BA115 0.13 
BA145 0.16 
BA148 0.17 
130154 0.06 
BAI 56 0.15 
60157 0.30 
BAX13 0.04 
BAX16 0.06 
061055 030 
BT151 0.79 
BY126 0.10 
BY127 0.11 
87133 0.15 
67164 0.45 
BY176 1.20 
BV179 0.63 
BT182 0.55 
87184 0.35 
BT199 0.40 
47206 0.14 

07299-800 0.22 
BYXIO 0.20 
BY X36-1500 

0.20 
57X38 -600R 

0.60 
BVX55-600 0.30 
07X71-600 1.10 
BZY95C30 0.35 
CS46 4.50 
CS1OB 8.45 
0047 0.09 
0690 0.05 
OA91 0.06 
0095 0.06 
00202 0.10 
IN21130 5.00 
IN236 5.00 
IN23C 5.00 
IN23ER 5.00 
IN23WE 5.00 

N4007 0.06 
N4148 0.02 
N4448 010 
N5401 0.12 
N5402 0.14 
N5403 0.12 
N5406 013 
N5407 0.16 
N5408 0.16 
TT44 0.04 
17923 0.15 
772002 0.20 

ZENER 
DIODES 
BZX61 Series 

0.15 
BZY88 Serres 

0.10 

DECCA 100 7.95 
DECCA 1700 MONO 9.95 
DECCA 1730 8.95 
DECCA 2230 8.25 
GEC 2040 8.95 
GRUNDIG 1500 15.45 
GRINDIG 510.6010.2222.5011-6011 

13.45 
ITT CVC20 8.20 
ITT CVC30 8.25 
PHILIPS GB 8.50 
PHILIPS G9 8.99 
PHILIPS G11 13,99 
PVE 725 10.95 
RBM T20A 12.40 
7ANDBERGE90' 11.15 
TELEFUNKEN 711A 11.15 
THORN 1590 9.50 
THORN 8000 23.50 
THORN 9000 9.95 
THORN 9800 2240 

CATHODE RAY TUBES Please add £3 additional carriage per tube. 
CME822W 19.00 DH3-91 55.00 M38-142LA 65.00 
CME822GH 25.00 DH7.91 45.00 1438-341 P31 65.00 
CME1428GH 45.00 DP7 5 35.00 M38 -344P39 65.00 
CME1428W 39.00 DP7 6 35.00 1440-120W 59.00 
CME1523W 39.00 0013.78 35.00 M43-12LG/01 65.00 
CME1431GH 39.00 F16-101GM 75.00 M44-120LC 65.00 
CME1431W 39.00 F16-10110 75.00 M44-120GR 65.00 
CME202GH 45.00 F21-130GR 75.00 M50-120GH 65.00 
CME2024W 45.00 F21-130LC 75.00 M50-120GR 65.00 
CME2325W 45.00 F31-10GM 75.00 M50-120GV 6000 
CME3218W 45.00 F31-10GR 75.00 M50-120LC 65.00 
CME3132GH 45.00 F31-10LC 75.00 M61.120W 75.00 
CME3155W 45.00 F31-10LD 75.00 SE3A/P31 40.00 
CRE1400 25.00 F31 -I210 75.00 SE4/D/P7 45.00 
CV1450 35.00 F31-13GR 75.00 SE428P31AL 55.00 
CV1526 19.00 F31-13LD 75.00 SE42BP31 55.00 
CV2185 15.00 F31-13LG 75.00 SE5FP31 55.00 
CV2191 19.00 F41-123LC 185.00 7948H 85.00 
CV2193 15.00 F41-141LG 185.00 V5004LD 59.00 
CV5119 85.00 F41-142LC 185.00 V6048CAL 59.00 
CV5320 85.00 M7 -120W 19.00 V6048J 49.00 
CVX389 55.00 M7-120GH 19.00 V6064BP31 55.00 
D9-110GH 39.50 M14-100GM 45.00 V6069GH 55.00 
D10 -210tH 45.00 M14-100LC 45.00 V6070P31 65.00 
010-210GH68B 65.00 M17-151GVR 175.00 77030 59.00 
010-230G H 35.00 M17-151GR 175.00 V7031GH 59.00 
D10-230GM 35.00 M19 -100W 45.00 V7031/67A 59.00 
D10293-GY/90 55.00 M19 -103W 55.00 V7035A 49.00 
D13-30GH 49.50 1423-110GH 55.00 V7037GH 45.00 
013-51GU26 85.00 M23-111LD 55.00 V8004GR 65.00 
D13-51GM/26 85.00 M23-112GM 55.00 V8006GH 65.00 
D13-45GW01 55.00 M23-112GV 55.00 V8010A 65.00 
D13.610GH 59.00 M23-112GW 55.00 3BPI 11.50 
013-511GH 59.00 M23-112KA 55.00 3DPI 11.50 
013-611GM 59.00 M24-120GM 59.00 30/OBM 55.00 
D13-630GH 59.00 M24-120LC 59.00 3WPI 18.50 
D14 -1500H 75.00 M24-120WAR 59.00 4EPI 30.00 
D14-150GM 75.00 M24-121GH 55.00 5BHP1 30.00 
D14-16200/84 59.00 M28-12GH 55.00 5BHP1FF 3000 
D14-172GR 55.00 M28-13LC 49.00 5BHP31 30.00 
014-172GV 55.00 M25-13LG 49.00 5CPI 10.00 
014-173GH 55.00 M28 -13G0 49.00 5T01A 15.00 
D14-173GM 53.00 M28-131GR 55.00 6EP7/S' 39.00 
D14-173GR 55.00 M28-133GH 55.00 1315P1 13.50 
014-18101-098 65.00 M31-101GH 55.00 138PA4 17.50 
D14-18101 55.00 M31.182GR 55.00 17DWP4 25.00 
014-181GM 53.00 M31-182GV 53.00 32J/1085 69.00 
D14-181GM50 59.00 M31 -184W 65.00 1273 39.00 
D14-182GH 59.00 M31-184GH 85.00 1564 45.00 
D74-200BE 89.00 M31 -184P31 65.00 1844 80.00 
014-200GA/50 85.00 M31 -185W 69.00 9442E1 75.00 
014-200GM 75.00 M31-190GH 55.00 954470M 75.00 
D14-210GH 75.00 M31-190GR 55.00 95449GM 75.00 
014-270G0/50 75.00 M31-190LA 55.00 7709631 78.50 
014-310W 
014-320GH/82 
014-340G0/KM 

110.00 
85.00 
45.00 

M31-191GV 
M31 -220W 
1431-270GV 

55.00 
59.00 
65.00 WIRE WOUND 

014-340KA 
016-1000H 

45.00 
65.00 

1431-271P31 
M31-271GW 

65.00 
65.00 

RESISTORS 
016-100GH-65 
016-10000/67 
016-100G0/79 
(316-1000H9/97 
D18-160GH 

69.00 
65.00 
69.00 
65.00 
69.00 

M31 -271W 
1436-141 W 
1036-170LG 
M38-101GH 
1438-103GR 

65.00 
75.00 
75.00 
65.00 
65.00 

4 wan 2R4 -10K 0 20 
7 watt R47.22K 0.20 

11 wan 1R -15K 0.25 
17 wan 10-150 030 

021-10GH 
DG7-5 

65.00 
55.00 

1438-120W 
M38-120WA 

65.00 
65.00 SPECIAL OFFER 

087.6 35.00 M38-121GHR 65.00 
65.00 High Resoluten Philips 12' DB7.36 55.00 M38-121LA 

DG7.32 45.00 1438-122GW 65.00 03132500 E35.00 each coils 4 - 
0013.2 45.00 M38-140LA 65.00 Vans available 

VIDEO SPARES & HEADS 

VIDEO HEADS 
3HSS Suitable for Most JVC and 
Ferguson models 29.50 
3HSS(H) Suitable for Hitachi 
VT5000, VT8000. VT6000. VT8500, 
VT7000 33.95 
4HSS Boilable for nest National 
Panasonic Models....... .32.95 
4HSS(UIN) Boilable for Panasonic 
Models 370 and 380 ...... .......33.95 

VIDEO BE LT KITS 
Alai VS9300/9500, Sanyo VTC 5500 ... _... 3.75 
9800 ............. 3.75 Sanyo VTC 9300 ....... 3.75 
Ferguson 3V16........_.4.50 Sanyo VTC 9300P...... 3.90 
JVCH HR 3330/3600 4.50 Sharp VC 6300...........3.75 
JVC HR 3360/3660.....4.50 Sharp VC 7300.........3.75 
Panasonic NV 300 4.00 Sharp VC 8300.........3.75 
Panasonic NV 20006 3.75 Sharp VC 9300.......... 3.75 
Panasonic 30006...._..3.75 3.75 
Panasonic NV7000...,. 3.50 Sony SL 8000/8080.... 4.50 
Panasonic NV86008/ Sony SL C7/J7... .....4.00 
8610130011 ................. 3.75 Toshiba 05470...........4.50 

BETAMIX VIDEO HEADS 
PS3B (1 Pin) Suitable for Sony and 

SANYO ORIGINAL VIDEO PARTS 
Toshiba 5000 Series and NEC SANYO ORIGINAL 
PV2400 ........... .................39.50 PART NUMBER MODEL DESCRIPTION 
RSV -3-B Suitable for Sony S18000. 4-529-108006 VTC5150 Reel Motor 3.6W 9.95 
SL8080. SLD7ME ................39.50 4-5271-23501 VARIOUS Motor Assy. 9.75 
DSR-10-R Suitable for Sony SLCS. 4-527V-51000 5150 Capstan Motor 29.95 
SLC6. SLC7 39.50 143-0-4904-00900 FVHP615 Gear Idler Assy. 5.95 
Sanyo Head tor 1432-4577-05900 VTC9455 Stopper Reel Base 0.55 VTC9300/9500.... .... 41.50 143-0-545T-01701 VARIOUS Pinch Roller Assy. 8.95 
Sanyo Head for VTC 143-0-545T-01700 VARIOUS Pinch Roller Assy. 1.95 
5300/5000... 01.50 143-0.5517-VTC9300 Idler Assy. 0.95 143-0-6617.03800 VARIOUS Loading Roller 0.95 

143-0.6627-01201 VTC5150 Reel Drive Pulley 8.50 
143-0-9974.00100 FVHP615 Mod Kit IC 8063040 1.95 

Video Head Cleaning Tape (VHS Automatic wet/dry) 
Video Head Aerosol Cleaner 
Video Copying Lead and Connector Kit'ZJV' 

6.50 
0.85 
7.95 

VIDEO ALIGNMENT TAPES 
S -2P Colour Bars 30 min. 49.50 
S -3P Stalrsleps 30 min. 49.50 

E H T MULTIPLIERS VARICAP TUNERS PUSH BUTTON UNITS 
111 CVC20 
ITT CVC30 
PHILIPS G8.550 
RANK T200 
THORN 3000/3500 
THORN8500 
THORN 9000 
UNIVERSAL TRIPLER 

6.35 
6.35 
6.96 
6.91 
7.57 
800 
8.00 
5.45 

ELC1043/05 MULLARD 
ELC1043/06 MOLLARD 
U321 
U322 
U324 

8.65 
8.65 
8.25 
8 25 

11.00 

DECCA. ITT, CVC20 6WAY 
ITT VCV5-7-WAY 
PHILIPS 08 (550) 6 -WAY 

7.95 
10.19 
14.49 

THERMISTORS 

200MA QUICK BLOW FUSES 

REPLACEMENT 

ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS 

DECCA 30(400-400/350V) 
DECCA 80/100 (400/305V) 
DECCA 1700 
(200-200-400-350V) 
GEC 2110 (600/300V) 
ITT CVC20 (200/400V) 
PHILIPS G (600/300V) 
PHILIPS G9 (2200.63V) 
PHILIPS G11 (470/250V) 

2 85 
2.99 

3 55 
2.25 
1.80 
2.25 
1.19 
2.35 

VA1040 
7Á1056S 
VAI104 
VA8650 
VÁ1097 

0.23 
0.23 
0 70 
0.45 
0.25 

100MA 8p each 
200MA-5AMP Sp each 

20MMANTI SURGE FUSES 

100MA-800MA 
1A-5AMP 

15p each 
11p each 

SPARE & AIDS 

HEAT SINK COMPOUND 
FREEZE IT 
SOLDA MOP 
SWITCH CLEANER 
WD40 

1.00 
0.95 
0.64 
0.85 
1.75 

PUSH PULL MAINS SWITCH 
(DECCA. GFC. RANK. THORN 
ETC.) 1.02 
PVE IF GAIN MODULE 6.99 
ANODE CAP (276V) 0.69 
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PHONE 
0474 60521 

4 LINES 

P. M. COMPONENTS LTD 
SELECTRON HOUSE. SPRINGHEAD ENTERPRISE PARK 

SPRINGHEAD RD, GRAVESEND, KENT DA11 8HD 

A SELECTION FROM OUR 

STOCK OF BRANDED VALVES 

M8190 4.50 
M8195 6.50 
M8196 5.50 
M8204 5.50 
M8223 4.50 
M8224 2.00 

714 24.50 00091 0.90 01153 12.15 M8225 3.% 
834 7.50 EBF80 0.% EL183E 3.50 ME1401 29.50 
998 11.50 08E83 0.95 ELI 8P 3.50 ME1402 29.50 
087 11.50 08E85 0.% EL360 6.75 ME1501 14.00 

.134 10.95 EBF89 0.70 EL500 1.40 MH4 3.50 

1293 6.50 06E93 0.95 EL504 1.40 MHL6 4.00 

426 35.00 0011 2.50 01509 5.25 M14 4.50 

1599 37.50 E6121 2.00 01519 6.95 MS4B 5.50 

1792 27.50 EC52 0.75 EL802 3.65 MUI4 3.50 

1900 11.50 
3042 24.00 
3283 24.00 
:UN/DO 4.00 
ITHI 4.00 
.T22 59.75 

EC70 1.75 
EC81 7.95 
0086 1.00 
EC88 1.00 
EC90 1.10 
EC91 5.50 

81821 8.50 
EL822 12.95 
EMI 9.00 
EM4 9.00 
EM80 0.70 
EM81 0.70 
EM84 1.65 

A421-1 00 125.00 
N37 12.50 
N78 9.85 
052 0.85 
OA2WA 2.50 
053 2.50 
082 0.85 

1221 39.00 EC92 1.95 EM85 3.95 OB2WA 2.50 
1238 39.00 EC93 1.50 EM87 2.50 0C2 2.50 
_60 6.00 EC95 7.00 EN32 15.00 0C3 1.50 
V1 14.00 EC97 1.10 EN91 1.95 OD3 1.70 
31,12 0.70 008010 12.00 EN92 4.50 0M4 1.00 
31,34 1.25 ECC32 3.50 EY51 0.80 0M58 3.00 
3P35 2.00 EY81 2.35 OM6 1.75 
711 4.50 ECC35 3.50 EY83 1.50 ORP43 2.50 
131 2.50 ECC81 1.15 EY84 5.95 ORP50 3.95 
_63 2.00 00081 Special EY86/87 0.50 P61 2.50 

3814 55.00 Ouality 2.25 E088 0.55 P41 2.50 

I1( 19.00 ECC82 Philips EY91 5.50 PABC80 0.75 

3E 22.00 1.95 E0802 0.70 PC86 0.75 

3JA 20.00 ECC83 0.65 EX35 0.75 PC88 0.75 

55 20.00 
1108 65.00 
1134 32.00 
1148A 115.00 
1149/1 195.00 
1150/1 135.00 

ECC83 Brimar 
1.35 

ECC83 Philips 
1.95 

ECC83 Siemans 
2.50 

0240 2.75 
EZ41 2.75 
0280 0.75 
0281 0.75 
EZ90 1.50 
F606 2.95 
FWA/800 2.95 

PC92 3.50 
PC97 1.10 
PC800 1.10 
PC900 1.25 
PCC84 0.40 
PCC85 0.55 
PCC88 0.70 

1534 32.00 ECC83 Tungsram G55/1K 9.00 PCC89 0.70 
3E 29.50 1.50 G180/2M 6.95 PCC189 0.70 
C3L 0.90 ECC84 0.50 G240/20 9.00 PCC805 0.70 
K1006 3.50 ECC85 0.75 GC1013 17.50 PCC806 0.80 
CV Nos prices ECCe6 2.75 GC100 17.50 PCE82 0.80 

on request ECC88 0.% GC10/48 17.50 PCF80 0.65 
3A 27.50 00091 2.00 GC10/4E 17.50 PCF82 0.60 
63 1.20 000180 0.72 GC12/4B 17.50 PCF84 0.65 
A41 22.50 000189 1.95 GD86W 6.00 PCF86 1.20 
A42 17.50 ECC801S 3.50 .G0T120M 5.00 PCF87 0.40 
A90 4.50 ECC803S 4.95 GN4 6.00 PCF200 1.80 

8100 125.00 ECC804 0.60 GNIO 15.00 PCF201 1.80 

ÁF91 0.70 ECC2000 12.00 GR 10G 4.00 PCF800 0.40 

AF% 0.65 ECF80 1.15 GS1GC 16.50 PCF801 1.35 

C70 1.75 ECF82 1.15 GS1014 12.00 PCF802 0.60 

C90 1.20 
CX-4-5000 

25.00 
0716 28.50 

00E86 1.70 
00E200 1.85 
00E202 1.85 
00E801 0.85 

GS72D 12.00 
GTI 14.00 
GT1CS/S 13.00 
GTN1 75M 8.00 
GTR150W 1.00 

PCF805 1.25 
PCF806 1.00 
PCF808 1.25 
PCH200 1.50 
PCL82 0.% 

ET18 28.50 
ET22 35.00 

ECF805 2.50 
ECF806 10.25 

GU20 35.00 
GU50 17.50 

PCL83 2.50 
PCL84 0.75 

.ET23 35.00 ECH3 2.50 GXUt 13.50 PCL85 0.80 
ET24 39.00 ECHO 3.00 GXU3 24.00 PCL86 0.85 
iET25 22.00 ECH35 3.50 GXU50SS 14.50 PCL800 0.80 
18129 32.00 ECH42 1.50 GY501 1.50 PCL805 0.90 
91 1.00 ECH81 1.00 GY802 1.50 PE1-100 69.00 
IF92 0.60 ECH83 1.00 GZ30 1.50 PEN25 2.00 
íF96 0.65 001484 1.00 GZ31 1.50 PEN40DD 2.50 
IF97 1.00 ECH2000 1.50 / GZ32 1.50 PEN45 3.00 
*363 1.20 ECL80 0.60 GZ33 4.50 PEN45DD 3.00 
*477 0.90 00182 0.79 GZ34 2.15 PNE46 2.00 

*179 0.56 00183 2.50 GZ37 4.50 PE06-4oN 42.00 

14149 2.00 00184 0.74 HAA91 1.00 PFL200 0.% 
1491 0.90 00185 0.69 HABC80 0.90 PL21 2.50 

1K92 1.20 00186 0.95 HBC90 0.75 PL36 0.% 

5_35 2.50 
1183 1.00 
170 2.50 
)173 1.50 
X.92 0.95 
7193 1.10 

EC1805 0.69 
EF37A 2.50 
EF39 1.50 
EF40 4.50 
EF41 3.50 
EF42 3.50 

HBC91 0.80 
HF93 0.75 
HF94 1.50 
HK90 1.05 
HL2K 4.95 
HL2300 4.00 
HL41 3.50 

PL38 1.50 
PL81 0.72 
PL81A 0.72 
P182 0.60 
PL83 0.52 
PL84 0.78 
PL88 1.00 

)194 2.50 EF50 2.50 H14200 3.50 PL95 1.75 
)L96 2.50 EF55 4.95 FIL90 0.70 PL302 1.00 
)LS10 13.50 EF70 1.20 HL92 1.50 PL345 12.50 
)1516 10.00 0E71 1.50 H1133. DD 3.50 PL500 1.10 
)M70 1.95 EF72 1.20 HT2 4.00 PL504 1.15 
M1160 3.50 EF73 1.00 H090 1.00 PL508 1.75 
1051 1.50 EF80 0.55 HVR2 3.00 PL509 4.85 
)086/87 0.65 EF83 3.95 JP9-7A 60.00 PL519 4.% 
10802 0.72 EF85 0.50 K3118 85.00 PL802T 3.50 
080L 29.50 EF86 2.25 KR6/3 45.00 PL820 2.95 

_81L 12.00 EF86 Mullard KT8C 7.00 PL5557 29.50 

082CC 3.50 4.50 KT33C 3.50 PY32 0.60 

=83CC 3.50 EF89 1.50 KT36 2.00 PY33 0.50 

183F 5.50 
086C 9.50 
088C 7.95 
-88CC 3.50 
088CC Siemens 
Special 5.95 
E90CC 7.95 

EF91 1.95 
EF92 2.15 
EF93 0.95 
EF94 0.95 
EF95 1.95 
EF97 0.90 
EF98 0.90 
0E183 0.65 

KT44 4.00 
KT45 4.00 
KT61 5.00 
KT63 2.00 
KT66 USA 9.95 
1C166 GEC 17.50 
KT66 Sp. Yellow 
Spot 19.50 

P081 0.70 
PY82 0.70 
PY83 0.70 
PY88 0.65 
PY500A 1.95 
PY800 0.79 
PY801 0.79 
083-300 54.95 

090F 7.95 EF184 0.65 KT67 9.00 QB3-1750 139.50 
_91H 4.50 EF730 1.80 K177 Gold Lion Q135-3500 495.00 
E92CC 3.95 EF731 3.50 10.95 0E03-10 4.95 
E99F 6.99 EF732 3.50 0781 7.00 0E08-200 145.00 
01301 18.50 EF800 11.00 KT88 USA 10.95 QF40 65.00 
5.1820C 9.00 EF804S 19.50 1088 G Lion 0P25 1.00 
0180F 6.50 EF805S 13.50 18.95 00E02-5 19.50 
0186F 8.50 EF806S 14.50 KTW61 2.50 00803-12 7.95 
E188CC 7.50 EF812 0.65 KTW62 2.50 00E03-20 35.00 
01T 15.00 0E1200 1.50 KTW63 2.00 00E0640 45.00 

0280E 19.50 EH90 0.72 K1Z63 2.50 00V02-6 19.50 

E283CC 10.00 EK90 0.95 L102/2K 6.95 00V03-10 5.50 

E288CC 13.50 EL32 0.95 L102/2K 12.00 Q0V03-10 

E810F 29.50 EL33 5.00 LB7-20 95.00 Mullard 15.00 

E1148 1.00 EL34 2.25 LS9B 6.% 00V03-20 25.00 

E1524 6.95 
E550 1.00 
EÁ76 1.95 
EÁ79 1.95 
EABC80 0.70 

EL34 Mullard/ 
Philips 4.50 
0136 1.95 
EL37 9.00 
EL38 6.50 
EL41 3.50 

M502A 80.00 
M537A 60.00 
M5143 155.00 
M8079 6.00 
M80B2 7.50 
M8083 3.25 

00V0640A 
27.50 

00V0640A 
Mallard 45.00 
00007-50 63.50 
00Z03-20 42.50 

EAC91 2.50 EL42 2.00 M8091 7.50 0S75/20 1.50 
EAF42 1.20 EL81 6.% M8096 3.00 0S75/40 3.00 
05E801 2.00 EL83 5.95 M8098 5.50 0092/10 5.00 
E834 1.50 EL84 Brimar 0.% M8099 5.00 OS95/10 4.85 
EB41 3.95 EL84 Mullard 2.95 M8100 5.50 05108/45 4.00 
EB91 0.85 0185 4.50 M8136 7.00 00150/15 6.95 
06033 2.50 EL86 1.25 M8137 7.95 00150/30 1.15 
06041 1.95 EL90 1.75 M8161 6.50 OS150/45 7.00 
8E1081 1.50 0191 6.00 M8162 5.50 001200 3.95 
06090 0.90 EL95 1.75 M8163 5.50 0S1202 3.95 

QS1203 4.15 
OS1205 3.95 
001206 1.% 
001207 0.90 
0S1208 0.90 
0S1209 3.15 
OS1210 1.50 
051211 1.50 
0S1212 3.20 
001213 5.00 
0S1215 2.10 
0S1218 5.00 
0037 9.50 
0V03-12 5.75 
0V05-25 1.75 
GV06-20 29.50 
0V08-100 145.00 
0V2-2500 45.00 
003-125 85.00 
004-250 70.00 
004400 76.00 
910 4.00 
R16 12.00 
R17 1.50 
R18 2.50 
R19 2.50 
920 1.20 
R1169 55.00 
RG1-125 4.95 
RG1-240A 14.50 
RG3-250A 3.50 
RG3-1250A 35.00 
RK2K25 62.50 
RK -208 12.00 
9116 1.50 
RPL16 12.00 
RPY13 2.50 
RPY43 2.50 
RPY82 2.50 
993.250 15.00 
13113-1250 35.00 
RS613 45.00 
RS685 54.95 
950688 52.15 
S6F17 5.95 
S6F33 28.95 
811E12 38.00 
530/2K 12.00 
0104/1K 10.00 
SI 09/1K 15.00 
S130 5.59 
5130P 5.95 
501/800 5.00 
SC1/1100 6.00 
SC1/1200 5.00 
SC1/1300 6.00 
SC1/200 9.00 
SP41 5.00 
SP42 3.00 
SP48 4.95 
SS501 35.00 
ST11 1.50 
STV280/40 11.95 
STV280/80 19.95 
SU42 4.95 
182.5/300 85.00 
182-300 45.00 
T83-2000 395.00 
T01-1005 25.00 
1003-10F 35.00 
7D3-12 4.00 
TDD4 5.50 
TP25 1.50 
TSP4 7.00 
TT11 1.50 
1721 45.00 
TT22 45.00 
TT100 57.00 
TTR-31MR 65.00 
1Y2 -125A 85.00 
TY4.400 85.00 
108-600W 

365.00 
TYS2/250 375.00 
U18-20 2.75 
Ui9 11.95 
U24 2.00 
U25 0.90 
U26 0.90 
U37 9.00 
1141 6.95 
U50 2.00 
U82 3.00 
U191 0.70 
U192 1.00 
U193 0.66 
U251 1.00 
U801 0.75 
UABC80 0.65 
UAF42 1.00 
U8F80 0.60 
UBC41 2.25 
UBC81 1.50 
UBF89 1.00 
U8121 1.75 
UC92 1.20 
UCC84 0.70 
UCC85 0.60 
UCF80 1.00 
UCH21 1.20 
UCH41 2.50 
UCH42 2.50 
UCH81 1.00 
UCL82 1.75 
UCL83 2.50 
UF41 1.15 
UF42 1.15 
UF80 1.75 
UF85 1.20 
UF89 2.00 
UL44 3.50 
UL84 1.50 
UL85 0.85 
UU5 3.50 
UU7 8.00 
UU8 9.00 
U041 3.50 
UY85 0.70 
V2355/1K 250.00 
0238A/1K 295.00 
0246A/2K 315.00 
V2406/1K 225.00 
V241C/1K 195.00 
V339 3.50 
0453 12.00 
010631 10.95 
VP4B 4.50 
VP133 2.00 

VR75-30 3.00 
VR101 2.00 
V105/30 1.50 
09150/30 1.15 
VT52 2.50 
VU29 4.5o 
VU39 1.50 
W21 4.50 
W77 5.00 
W729 1.00 
W739 1.50 
X24 4.50 
086/065 4.95 
X76M 1.95 
XC24 1.50 
X025 0.50 
XFW47 1.50 
XFW50 ISO 
XG1-2500 75.00 
XG2-6400 135.00 
X05-500 22.50 
XL628FT 7.50 
XNP12 2.50 
X91 -1600A 49.50 
091-3200A 79.50 
XR1-6400A 

115.00 
0502 25.00 
065 6.95 
YD1100 75.00 
YJ1 060 265.00 
011020 29.00 
Y11060 195.00 
011070 195.00 
011071 195.00 
011290 65.00 
Z77 1.20 
2302C 12.00 
2359 9.00 
Z5050 15.00 
Z520M 4.00 
Z521M 8.00 
27000 3.00 
2749 0.60 
Z759 19.85 
2803U 18.95 
ZA1000 12.50 
251001 1.50 
ZM1005 8.00 
ZM1020 6.00 
21.41021 8.00 
ZM1023 7.95 
ZM1041 14.00 
ZM1082 9.00 
2M1084 10.00 
ZM1177 9.00 
ZM1202 55.00 
ZM1263 4.00 
ZM1612 3.00 

1A3 4.50 
1AC6 1.20 
15E4 3.50 
1B3GT 1.95 
1822 10.00 
1827 55.00 
1835A 45.00 
16635 75.00 
1C1 2.50 
1C5GT 2.50 
1E01 2.50 
1G3GT 2.50 
1J3GT 2.50 
1K3 2.50 
1N2 4.50 
1N5GT 2.50 
1 P28 25.00 
1P39 19.50 
1115 0.90 
174 1.00 
1U4 1.75 
lU5 1.00 
1028 1.40 
122 8.95 
2AS15A 11.50 
287 1.50 
2822 69.50 
20395 32.50 
2C39BA 39.50 
2040 37.00 
2042 29.50 
2043 60.00 
2051 0.75 
2053 45.00 
2005 1.50 
2021 1.95 
2021W 2.50 
2E22 49.00 
2E26 7.95 
2,142 93.00 
2,155 350.00 
21(25 35.00 
21(25 Raytheon 

75.00 
2K26 95.00 
2K29 250.00 
21(48 140.00 
21(56 250.00 
2X2A 5.00 
36/1078 12.00 
35/10BA 9.00 
35/1096 11.00 
35/1108 12.00 
35/141K 11.50 
355/147J 7.50 
3Á/167M 10.00 
35/2 3.95 
3A3Á 3.95 
354 1.10 
3A5 4.50 
3115 0.95 
3572 3.35 
382 3.00 
384 4.95 
387 4.50 
3824 10.00 
3626 24.00 
3828 15.00 
3826 1.50 
304 1.00 
3C23 19.00 
3045 24.00 
3086 1.50 
3CN385 2.50 
3006 0.95 
30X3 2.50 
3CY5 1.50 
306 4.50 

3021A 29.50 
3E22 49.50 
3EH7 1.95 
3EJ7 1.95 
3V4 1.75 
3W4GT 2.50 
485518 115.00 
4-655 59.00 
46875 9.50 
4-250A 79.50 
4400A 87.50 
4-10005 425.00 
4832 35.00 
48075 1.75 
4626 1.95 
4027 25.00 
4028 25.00 
4035 145.00 
40X10005 

425.00 
4CX4000A 

1100.00 
40X2508 49.00 
4CX250B EIMAC 

59.50 
4D32 125.00 
4CX2508N 75.00 
4CX250K EIMAC 

%.00 
40X1250 EIMAC 

125.00 
4CX350A 95.00 
400350F 79.50 
4X015008 

398.50 
4E27 195.00 
4GS7 2.25 
4,152 75.00 
4JC6A 2.95 
4105 1.50 
4X150A 35.00 
55/102D 9.50 
5A152M 9.00 
5A163K 10.00 
5A170K 6.25 
5A -180M 9.00 
5A-2061( 10.00 
5AM8 2.15 
5AN8 1.20 
5AR4 2.00 
5AU4 1.50 
58.110M 10.00 
58-254M 10.50 
58.255M 19.50 
58-256M 15.00 
58-257M 15.00 
5B -258M 14.50 
5C22 125.00 
5CL8A 2.50 
5J180E 2950.00 
5R4GB 3.50 
5R4GY 3.50 
574 5.95 
5U4G 2.95 
5U4GB 4.50 
5V4G ISO 
5Y3GT 1.95 
524GT ISO 
6/3012 0.70 
6Á/203K 9.00 
657 4.95 
658G 1..50 
6507 2.00 
6AG5 1.50 
6507 1.95 
65,416 2.50 
65.14 2.00 
6AJ7 2.00 
6AK5 1.95 
6AK6 2.50 
6515 0.60 
6AM4 3.25 
6AM5 6.00 
6AM6 1.% 
6AN5 4.50 
6AN8A 3.50 
6505 1.75 
6508 0.85 
6AR5 5.% 
6AR8 3.95 
6505 1.50 
6506 2.50 
6AS7G 4.50 
6576 0.75 
6578 1.75 
6AU4 2.00 
6AU5GT 4.50 
TiAU6 0.95 
6506 0.75 
6AW8A 2.50 
6AX4GT 1.95 
6AY3B 1.95 
6528 4.50 
687 2.80 
688G 1.50 
6810 1.95 
6856 0.95 
6857 4.50 
60585 3.50 
66E6 0.95 
6BG6G 3.00 
6BH6 1.95 
6BH8 1.50 
6BJ6 1.50 
6BK4 4.00 
6BK7A 1.95 
6616 8500 
6618 1.15 
613M6 115.00 
68M8 0.58 
6BN4 1.65 
6BN6 1.65 
6BN7 4.50 
6BN8 3.95 
6805 0.75 
66075 0.72 
6BL7GTA 3.95 
6895 0.70 
6BR7 4.95 
6898 2.15 
6BR8A 2.15 
68S7 5.50 
6BW4 1.50 
6BW6 5.35 
6BW7 1.50 
68W8 4.00 
68X6 0.46 
6BX7GT 3.50 

6826 2.50 6R7G 
6827 2.95 684A 
6C4 1.25 605707 
605 1.95 6607 
6C6 2.50 6807 
608G 1.50 6SH7 
6011 2.50 6SJ7GT 
6018 2.50 6SK7 
6054 4.95 60K7G7 
6057 3.60 6SL7GT 
6085 3.95 6657301 
6086 1.95 6007 
6CD6GA 4.50 6587 
6CF6 1.50 6U4GT 
6CG7 2.25 6U6WA 
6CH6 6.95 6U8 
6013 3.95 6U8A 
6016 3.25 6060 
6CL8A 1.50 6V6GT 
6CN5 1.60 6VGG 
6CM7 2.95 6060 
6006 0.75 6X29 
e067 0.95 604 
6CW4 6.50 6x501 
606 2.50 6x5070 
6006 2.35 6x88 
6DJ8 0.95 756 
604<6 6.50 7A7 
6D05 5.95 7507 
6D068 2.50 7AU7 
6DT6A 1.50 766 
6DW4 2.15 767 
6E5 3.95 705 
6E54 4.95 706 
6E57 2.50 7E7 
6E58 2.50 7H7 
6EB8 1.75 7J7 
6EM5 2.50 7Y4 
6EM7 2.50 8138 
6EU7 1.95 8610 
6EU8 1.75 81305 
6EV7 2.95 8F07 
6EW6 2.95 10D2 
6EW7 4.50 100E7 
6F1 2.00 10EW7 
6F5 4.95 10E1 

6F6 2.50 100K6 
6F6G 2.00 10P14 
6F7 5.50 10P18 
6F12 1.50 101012 
6F13 3.00 11E2R 
6F14 1.00 11E3 
6F17 2.75 1193 
6F21 2.50 1256 
6F23 0.60 12506 
6F24 1.25 125H7GT 
6F25 1.25 12515 
6F28 1.25 12576 
6F32 1.25 12517 
6F33 17.00 12AT7WA 
6FG5 1.95 12506 
6F07 2.95 12517 
6G6G 5.50 12506 
60E5 3.95 12507 
60H85 0.80 12AX7GT 
60K5 1.50 125X7 
60K6 1.95 12AX7WA 
6GM6 2.65 12A07 
6007 2.15 125275 
6007 2.50 128434 
6GW6 2.50 12656 
6GW8 2.50 128E6 
6005 3.95 12BH7A 
6H1 9.50 12816 
6H3N 2.50 12BY7A 
6H6 1.95 1208 
6H6GT 1.95 12055 
6HF5 5.50 12CX6 
6HF8 2.50 120066 
6HS6 4.95 120W45 
6J4 2.15 12E1 

6J4WA 3.15 12E14 
6J5 2.50 120N7 
6J6 2.00 12HG7 
6J7 4.15 12HG75 
6JB6A 4.50 12J5GT 
6JE6C 5.50 12J7GT 
6JU8 2.50 12J28 
6JS6C 4.95 12K5 
6J7G 0.15 12K7GT 
6K7G 2.40 12K8 
6K8G 3.00 1205701 
6KD6 6.50 12607 
6KM8 2.50 12SH7 
6108 2.95 120K7 
61_1 2.50 120J7 
6115 3.15 12007GT 
6119 3.95 12SN7GT 
61600 2.95 12SR7 
61600(0E) 4.50 12X4 
61607 1.95 1303 
61020 1.15 1307 
6LF6 7.50 1309 
6LJ8 2.50 13DE7 
6106 5.50 130117 
6N7 2.50 13E1 
6N7GT 2.50 13EM7 
6P15 1.50 1407 
6P25 4.00 16GY5 
6P26 4.00 176E3 
6P28 2.00 17DW4A 
607 1.75 17EW8 
60701 1.20 17JZ8 

TELEX 
966371 

TOS -PM 

B. 
¡ 

3.15 1803 6.00 958A 1.00 
1.50 18065 3.50 1299A 0.60 
1.35 19505 3.50 1619 2.50 
1.50 1951.1407 2.50 1625 3.00 
2.50 1906 9.00 1626 3.00 
1.35 1903 17.00 2050W 6.95 
1.20 19H4 35.00 2050 5.50 
1.35 19H49 25.00 2051 5.50 
1.35 19H5 33.50 3534 4.00 
0.85 1906 9.00 404A 10.95 
1.35 2052 10.50 927 15.00 
1.35 2001 0.70 1927 25.00 
1.95 201F6 7.95 4212E 250.00 
1.75 2011 0.95 4313C 4.00 
3.50 20P1 0.55 4328D 9.00 
1.15 20P3 0.60 5636 5.50 
1.50 201,4 1.95 5642 9.50 
1.25 20P5 1.15 5651 2.50 
1.50 21J26 4.95 5654 1.95 
1.00 211U8 2.50' 5663 1.95 
3.95 2481 39.50 5670 3.25 
1.00 2500613 2.95 5672 4.50 
1.50 25L6GT 1.75 5675 28.00 
1.00 25806 1.75 5678 7.50 
1.00 2901 19.50 5687 4.50 
2.25 29K06 6.50 5692 3.50 
4.50 30017 0.40 5696 3.50 
2.00 30018 1.48 5704 3.50 
1.75 3F5 0.95 5719 6.15 
1.50 30F11 1.00 5725 2.50 
3.50 30F12 1.35 5726 2.50 
2.50 30F112 0.95 5727 2.50 
3.50 30F1_13 1.10 5749 2.50 
2.50 30F1_14 1.25 5750 1.85 
2.50 301_1 0.45 5751 2.95 
3.50 301_15 0.60 5763 5.75 
5.50 301_17 0.60 58145 3.25 
2.50 30P4MR 1.00 5823 9.50 
2.50 30P12 1.00 5829WA 6.50 
2.50 30P18 0.60 5840 3.50 
1.95 30P19 1.00 5842 11.00 
1.95 30PL1 2.50 5847 10.95 
1.25 30E113 0.60 5879 5.00 
2.50 30P114 1.75 5886 13.95 
2.95 31J060 5.50 5894 39.50 
0.75 3350158M 19.50 5899 4.50 
1.95 35A5 0.50 5963 1.75 
2.50 35L6GT 2.00 5065 2.25 
0.78 35Z3 1.85 6005 1.85 
0.65 38HE7 4.50 6012 16.00 

45.00 40K06 5.50 6021 3.65 
55.00 42 6.95 6057 3.75 
5.50 47 8.00 6058 -3.95 
3.95 5055 1.50 6059 3.75 
1.50 5005 0.95 6060 2.25 
4.95 50CD6G 1.15 6062 4.50 
1.00 50EH5 1.50 6063 2.00 
1.25 50JY6 2.95 6064 3.25 
1.15 52KU 2.00 6067 7.00 
2.50 53CG 15.00 6072 4.20 
ISO 61SPT 4.50 6080 8.50 
0.65 7561 3.50 6080WA 9.50 
1.95 7501 2.50 6132 10.50 
2.50 80 4.50 6136 2.50 
1.00 83 8.50 61466 9.50 
0.65 84 3.00 6155 65.00 
2.50 8551 6.50 6156 65.00 
3.% 8552 1.95 6157 2.50 
1.95 90AV 15.00 6158 3.20 
4.50 9001 3.50 6201 6.45 
1.50 90CG 13.50 6205 6.95 
1.95 90CV 12.50 6211 2.50 
2.50 91AG 9.00 6267 4.50 
1.75 92AG 19.50 6350 3.50 
2.75 92AV 15.00 6360 4.50 
2.50 95,41 6.50 6386 14.50 
1.95 100E1 10.00 6463 7.50 
1.20 10801 1.50 6545 8.50 
3.50 15082 6.50 6550 10.95 
3.50 150C2 2.50 6688 6.50 

19.50 15004 2.15 6870 11.50 
38.00 155UG 25.00 6887 9.50 

3.95 18567 1.50 68838 9.95 
4.50 211 33.50 6973 5.95 
4.50 274A 15.00 7025 2.50 
3,95 307 5.00 7027A 4.50 
3.50 328A 15.00 7032 2.00 
2.95 3885 17.50 7059 2.50 
1.95 42555 8.00 7167 3.95 
1.50 4311J 4.50 7189 3.50 
1.95 5728 55.00 7193 7.50 
1.95 705A 8.00 7199 7.50 
4.75 7085 8.00 7247 2.95 
1.95 715C 45.00 7360 13.50 
1.95 724A 275.00 7462 15.00 
1.50 7265 75.00 7475 5.00 
1.95 803 14.95 7486 125.00 
1.85 805 59.00 7527 85.00 
2.50 807 1.95 7551 6.95 
1.95 810 85.00 7558 9.45 
3.20 8115 15.00 7586 15.00 
3.20 812A 35.00 7587 29.50 
3.20 813 23.50 7791A 4.95 
2.50 8290 14.50 7609 47.00 
2.95 833A 95.00 7733 5.50 

145.00 8665 6.50 7788 29.50 
3.50 872A 20.00 7815 49.50 
1.95 873 60.00 7868 3.95 
2.95 884 5.50 8012 15.00 
2.50 930 9.95 8950 7.50 
2.95 931A 13.95 18042 10.50 
0.95 954 1.00 18045 10.00 
4.50 955 1.00 18046 11.50 

AUDIO TAPE HEADS 

MONO HEAD 1.50 
AUTO REVERSE 3.50 
STEREO HEAD 2.95 

ELECTRO -OPTICAL 

9524H 25.00 
9677M 22.00 
P4231 BAM 19.00 

VALVE AND CRT BASES 

850 5.50 
87G 0.25 
87G SKID 0.25 
BOG 1.50 
BOH 0.70 
B9A 0.35 
BOA SKT 0.40 
BOG 0.75 
6108 0.20 

8138 0.50 
814A 3.00 
12PIN CR7 0.95 
NUVISTOR 2.95 
OCTAL 0.35 
00610 35.00 
UX5 1.75 
UX7 1.75 
CANS 0.30 

CALLERS WELCOME 
OPEN MON-THUR 9AM-5.30PM 

FRI 9AM-5.00PM 
'24 -HOUR ANSWERPHONE 

SERVICE' 
ACCESS & BARCLAYCARD 
PHONE ORDERS WELCOME 

UK ORDERS P&P £1 

PLEASE ADD 15% VAT 
EXPORT ORDERS WELCOME 

CARRIAGE AT COST 
PLEASE SEND YOUR 

ENQUIRIES FOR SPECIAL 
QUOTATIONS FOR LARGE 

REQUIREMENTS. 

ENTER 53 ON REPLY ('ARI) 
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Trends in the 68000 family 
Consistent structure makes the 68000 family architecture easy to 

learn and program. 

At its introduction in 1979 the 16/32- 
bit MC68000 represented a break 
away from traditional accumulator - 

based microprocessors, its general-purpose 
architecture being more akin to that of a 
modern minicomputer. Now the family in- 
cludes upwardly -compatible devices with 
such features as virtual memory, 32 -bit data 
buses and instruction caches. 

The MC68000 was Motorola's first 16 bit 
microprocessor. Internally its architecture 
is 32 bits with an external data bus of 16 bits 
and external address bus of 24 bits. Program- 
ming model Fig. 1 shows the MC68000 
architecture, which is of a general purpose 
nature with eight data registers D0_7 and 
seven address registers A0_6. When combined 
with the 56 basic instructions and 14 
addressing modes, these registers provide 
many thousands of possible instruction op- 
erations. 

ow 
Fundamental to the design of the M68000 

family is the definition of user and super- 
visor modes. This is supported internally by 
the provision of separate stack pointers for 
both the user mode (Ai) and the supervisor 
mode (A7.). The concept of the user/ 

so supervisor split results in the situation 
wherein user code can only access a certain 
range of "non -privileged" instructions. 

Additional instructions, which can be 
used to alter system states such as interrupt 
masking and tracing, can only be executed in 
supervisor mode. In an operating -system 
environment this means that only the most 
reliable code - the kernel for example - 
executes in the supervisor state and all other 
code executes in user mode. 

Instruction sequencing on the M68000 is 
performed by a collection of microcoded 
operations stored in internal rom areas 
called microroms and nanoroms. Unlike 
random -logic decoding, this instruction 
microcoding allows the processor to have a 
predictable outcome for all possible instruc- 
tions and operations. This provides a secure 
system with the ability to detect errors such 
as illegal instructions or divide by zero and 
handle these using exception handling with- 
in supervisor mode. Security provided by 
these features is especially important in 
modern operating systems such as Unix. 

Externally the user/supervisor split is also 
supported in hardware via three function 
pins. Encodings on these pins indicate user 
data or program, supervisor data or program 
and c.p.u. space, Fig.2. Control functions 
such as interrupt acknowledge use c.p.u. 
space. Again a level of security can be 
implemented via the function codes by using 
them in the memory decoding. This can 
allow an area of supervisor data space to be 
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protected against accesses from an execut- 
ing user program which could possibly run 
out of control and corrupt the supervisor 
data. A situation like this could well cause a 
catastrophic system failure if a level of 
protection was not provided. 

68010 ADDS VIRTUAL -MEMORY 
PROCESSING 

Production of the MC68010 meant the addi- 
tion of a virtual -memory (v.m.) 16/32 -bit 
microprocessor to the 68000 family. Virtual 
memory has existed for a number of years in 
main-frame and indeed mini computers. 
The MC68010 is an enhanced version of the 
MC68000 with additional on -chip hardware 
and microcode for the v.m. facility. 

A virtual -memory computer system is one 
in which the user appears to have access to a 
very large processor addressing range while 
in fact only a small proportion of this range 
may be physically present. Implementing a 
virtual -memory (v.m.) system allows a 
microprocessor -based computer to be de- 
signed with a small amount of high-speed, 

Fig.1. Programming model for the 68000. 
There are sixteen 32 -bit general-purpose 
registers, a 32 -bit program counter and an 
eight -bit condition -code register. The 
seven address registers and the stack 
pointer may be used for long -word opera- 
tions and all 16 registers may be used as 
index registers. 

Function codes 

FC2 FC1 FCO 

Memory/peripheral 
access 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

1 

0 

0 

1 

1 

0 

0 

1 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

Reserved for future 
enhancements 

User data space 

User program space 

Reserved for user 
definition 

Reserved for future 
enhancements 

Supervisor data space 

Supervisor program space 

c.p.u. space 

Fig.2. Function code outputs. These signals 
indicate the mode, user or supervisor, and 
the cycle type currently being executed. 
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expensive silicon memory and large 
amounts of v.m. on cheaper magnetic - 
storage devices. When a location in virtual 
memory is accessed which is not present in 
the physical memory, the access must be 
suspended until the information is pre- 
sented to physical memory from backup 
memory. 

When the 68010 accesses a memory loca- 
tion outside physical memory a bus -error 
signal should be generated and passed to the 
processor. This causes the program register 
contents and all processor internal -state 
information to be placed on the supervisor 
stack. This fault address, caused by the 
memory -management unit selecting a new 
area of virtual memory, makes the processor 
enter a bus -error software handling routine. 
The user can then find the fault address on 
the stack and initiate a replacement algor- 
ithm using i/o hardware such as a direct - 
memory access controller to fetch data from 
backup memory into physical memory. On 
leaving the bus -error handler, the faulted 
instruction is continued from where the 
fault occured as the information can now be 
found in the physical memory. 

Three new registers have been added to 
the 68010 supervisor programming model 
as shown in Fig.1. The vector -base register, 
VBR, is used to offset the position of the 
interrupt and exception -vector table to any 
memory space in the processor address 
range. The alternate function -code registers 
for source (sFc) and destination (DFc) data 
transfers allow the supervisor program to 
pass privileged data to the user programs. 

Supervisor mode has also been enhanced 
to allow full implementation of virtual - 
machine operation. Virtual machine opera- 
tion is a mechanism by which a number of 
operating systems can be run on the same 
processor, all controlled by the governing 
operating system which is the only one 
running in supervisor mode. Each general 
operating system appears to the user as if it 
were executing in supervisor mode but in 
actual fact it is running in user mode, being 
controlled by the governing operating 
system. 

PIPELINING INCREASES 
PROCESSING EFFICIENCY 

The MC68020 contains a 256 -byte direct - 
mapped instruction cache to improve per- 
formance. Instruction accesses to the cache 
are performed in two cycles as opposed to a 
minimum of three cycles when an external 
memory operation is performed. Op -codes 
fetched from the cache are therefore loaded 
into the pipeline one cycle earlier than from 
external memory and so instruction decod- 
ing takes place that much sooner. 

Control of the cache is provided by the 
functions of the cache enable/disable, cache - 
freeze and clear -entry facilities. Cache freeze 
is of particular interest in applications where 
there is a time -critical section of code. The 
relevant section of code can be frozen into 
the cache, i.e. there will be no need to fetch 
instructions from external memory, and this 
will provide a very fast processor -bound 
software function. By making full use of the 
general-purpose address and data registers 
within the processor a considerable increase 
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Fig.3 Pipelining greatly increases the device's instruction processing ability by allowing 
varicus functions to be executed concurrently. 

in performance can be achieved by removing 
any need to access external memory. 

Internal operations of the processor are 
not stopped if the device is halted or arbi- 
trated from the bus. Applications can be 
configured to allow other system activity, 
such as disk i/o via d.m.a. when the proces- 
sor is performing a long computational 
sequence where the instructions will be 
fetched from the cache and the arithmetic 
operations will be performed on the internal 
registers. 

Paramount to the performance of the 
MC68020 is the pipeline structure, Fig.3, 
which greatly increases the processor's in- 
struction processing efficiency. The basic 
pipeline consists of three stages (ß,c and D) 

each of which has its own particular function 
and associated a.l.u. Stage a of the pipeline is 
associated with effective -address calcula- 
tions and extraction of embedded operands. 
Stage c performs the initial instruction de- 
coding for the nano and micro roms, and 
stage Dcompletes instruction execution. 

Processing in separate areas of the pipe- 
line is done concurrently. For example an 
instruction maybe performing its final write 
to memory concurrently with another in- 
struction's prefetch from the cache. This 
concurrency not only increases the data 

throughput but also decreases overall in- 
struction execution time. 

Having a three -stage pipeline means that 
several different instructions can be ex- 
ecuted in parallel. Because of the nature of 
the sequencer and bus controller, execution 
of adjacent instructions can overlap, i.e. the 
data bus activity of one instruction can 
overlap the internal execution of the next 
instruction. This situation can easily arise 
where the total execution time of the second 
instruction is completely absorbed by the 
first instruction, resulting in a zero clock - 
cycle execution time for the second. 

The overlap situation most often occurs 
when processor -bound instructions follow 
memory write instructions, as for example 
in 

mom. 04. IAu; move data register to address 
pointed by Al . 

ADD.L 03.05; add data registers 03 and D5, result 
in D5 

where the ADowill be completely absorbed by 
the data write associated with the Move 
instruction. While the bus controller is 
performing the write to (Ai) the sequencer 
will complete the internal execution of the 
ADD instruction. 

ON-CHIP CACHE MEMORY 

The cache on the MC68020 is an area of very fast, on -chip memory which allows the processor -to 
access instructions faster than it could by going to external memory. The MC68020 has a 256 byte on 
chip cache, which is organized as 64 long -word entries. 

This cache is developed as a direct -mapped architecture which means that the lower portion of the 
address bus (A2.7 in the case of the MC68020) is used to "directly" index into one of these 64 entries 
(Ac,1 are not needed to address long words). The fact that the cache index is so small (only up to 
address line A7) means that the cache will be multiply mapped throughout the whole memory map of 
the processor which is 4 gibabytes in the case of the 68020. 

When an instruction is fetched from external memory an entry is also made in the on -chip cache. On 
making this entry, the processor also stores a copy of the upper section of the address bus which is 
referenced as the TAG field to the actual stored data item. 

When this address is next accessed the processor is able to compare the stored TAG with the 
present address - bus state to determine whether the required instruction is in the cache. If this 
comparison is valid then the processor reads the instruction directly out of the on -chip cache without 
the need to go to external memory. 

To fully utilise the on -chip cache, areas of code which need to be executed quickly can be written as 
loops. The first time through the loop the instructions will have to be fetched from external memory but 
they will be copied into the on -chip cache. On subsequent loops of the code these instructions will be 
found in the cache; the processor will not need to go to external memory and execution time for the 
loop will be reduced considerably (a fetch from the cache takes two cycles whereas a fetch from 
external memory takes a minimum of three cycles). Use of an on -chip cache can therefore greatly 
increase the overall system performance. 

www.americanradiohistory.com



THE COPROCESSOR INTERFACE 

A 32 -bit computer design may incorporate 
not only a 68020 processor but also proces- 
sing elements of equal complexity. These 
additional complex processors, or co- 
processors, provide a logical extension to the 
microprocessor features. To simplify the 
interface of coprocessors to the 68020, in 
addition to other benefits, the 68000 co- 
processor interface was integrated into the 
chip. Coprocessors with the 68000 interface 

MC68020 

MEM 

MEM+1 

MEM+2 

MEM+3 

- 
C 0 MEM 

MEM+2 

8 bit memory 

or peripheral 

-4- 

protocol create a very efficient system. The 
m.p.u. and coprocessor are so tightly cou- 
pled that the user is never aware that the 
functions are on separate chips. 

The method of communication with a 

coprocessor over the coprocessor interface is 

defined by the coprocessor protocol. The 
protocol uses standard 68000 bus cycles and 
therefore no additional external hardware 
need be used. In addition the 68020 can be 

designed for asynchronous bus operation, 
allowing different clock speeds, and so the 

Long 
word 

MEM 

16 bit memory 

or peripheral 

Address bus 

Long word 

32 bit memory 

or peripheral 

ortroi'.'nes! 

Data bus 

Fig.4. Dynamic bus sizing allows peripherals with different sized buses to be used on the 
32 -bit bus. 

Main 
COUNTER 

EXECUTION 

wen 

In the 68020. on -chip memory is used so that instructions can be executed without using 

external memory. This speeds up execution time. 

m.p.u. or coprocessor can be optimized for 
maximum system performance. 

Communication with a coprocessor is 

similar to communication with a peripheral 
except that instead of communicating over 
normal address space, c.p.u. address space is 

accessed (all functions codes equal to one). 
Within this c.p.u. address space an area of 
memory is reserved for up to eight cop- 
rocessor sets of memory -mapped registers 
called coprocessor -interface registers (cm). 

All communication between the m.p.u. and 
a coprocessor is done through the CIR set for 
each coprocessor. 

The m.p.u. and coprocessor operate 
together as follows: the m.p.u. fetches and 
stores operands, calculates effective addres- 
ses and handles any traps for the operating 
system when errors or exceptions occur. The 
coprocessor on the other hand understands 
its own instructions, knows what and how 
much data it needs, determines concurrency 
and synchronization and initiates operating 
system traps. 

Benefits of such a system are many. 
Integration of the processor and coprocessor 
is simplified. Secondly, the coprocessor can 
act as a peripheral for other M68000 family 
members or other processors, and system 
designers can design their own coprocessor 
to perform a dedicated function, for example 
a graphics controller. Finally coprocessors 
can be used to extend the instruction set of 
the MC68020 in specific applications. Con- 
current operation between m.p.u. and co- 
processor is possible. 

At present Motorola has two 32 -bit co- 
processors for the 68020, namely the 
MC68881 floating-point coprocessor and the 
MC68851 demand -page memory -manage- 
ment unit (m.m.u.). The 68881 implements 
the full IEEE standard for binary floating- 
point arithmetic (P754) and a full set of 
trigonometric and transcendental functions 
is included. The 68851 can form part of a 

paged virtual -memory system with the 
MC68020 m.p.u. 

DYNAMIC BUS SIZING 

Dynamic bus sizing is used in the 68020 to 
alleviate the hardware/software problem 
associated with device size and its relevant 
bus size. The 68020 automatically performs 
byte, word or long -word operations to any 
size device or bus whether 8,16 or 32 bits. As 

a simple example, consider a long -word 
write (32 -bit) to a byte -sized device (8 -bit) 
using for example MovE.L 04. (Al). With the aid 
of bus signals, the 68020 is able to detect the 
8 -bit device and automatically perform four 
consecutive byte writes to the device while 
sequencing through the relevant address to 
give the correct byte offset within the long 
word. The processor performs this automati- 
cally without affecting user software. 

In addition to dealing with different sized 
devices, dynamic bus sizing also takes care of 
data misalignment within memory. Again, 
considering an example the method will 

become clearer, Fig.4. If the processor is 

performing a long -word read from 32 -bit 
memory but the address is not on a long 
word boundary, e.g. 200316, then the proces- 
sor will automatically perform two consecu- 
tive reads to get information. The most 

lm 
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68030 DOUBLES ITS PREDECESSOR'S PERFORMANCE 
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The most recent introduction to the 68000 family is a second -generation 32 -bit processor, 
the MC68030, with a higher level of integration. This device has all the features of, and is 
upwardly compatible with, the 68020 but it includes enhancements that more than double 
its performance. These features are enhanced parallel operation, dual burst-fillable caches, 
dual internal data and address buses, improved bus interfacing and paged memory 
management. 

The 68030 is the first 32 -bit processor to include both on -chip instruction and data 
caches. These independent caches incorporate a burst -fill mode for taking advantage of 
the shorter access times that are possible with paged -mode, nibble -mode and static - 
column d -ram technology. 

Internally the processor has a Harvard -style architecture with two independent 32 -bit 
address and data buses so the c.p.u., caches, memory management unit and bus controller 
can operate in parallel. As a result, the 68030 can simultaneously access instructions from 
the instruction cache, data from the data cache and an instruction or data from external 
memory. 

Compatibility with the 68020 is maintained by incorporation of an asynchronous bus 
interface (minimum three clock cycles) with support for dynamic bus sizing. In addition, the 
device operates a new synchronous bus interface (minimum two clock cycles) for faster 
access to any external cache subsystems. This synchronous bus interface can also be 
linked to the burst -fill mechanism for very rapid filling of the internal caches (minimum one 
clock cycle). Dynamic configuration of these buses is possible on a cycle -to -cycle basis 
which increases flexibility. 

The result of integrating memory -management unit in a device with Harvard -style 
architecture is that logical -to -physical address translations are hidden by concurrent cache 
accesses. System degradation due to memory -management -unit translations is therefore 
eliminated. The memory -management unit in the 68030 is a version of the 68851 paged 
m.m.u. 

Harvard architecture involves the use of separate datá and address buses for data and 
instructions within the processor. This increases bus bandwidth. 

significant byte will be fetched by a long - 
word read from a base address of 200016 and 
the least -significant three bytes will be fetch- 
ed by a long -word read at a base address of 
200416. Internally the processor has demul- 
tiplexing circuitry to route the relevant 
section of the data bus to the relevant section 
of a register. 

IMPROVED INSTRUCTION SET 

New software instructions have been added 
to the 68020 and all source -code is upwardly 
compatible with other 68000 family mem- 
bers. For the compiler writer, and ultimately 
the user of high-level languages, powerful 
instructions have been added. These instruc- 
tions make the manipulation of strings, 
arrays and other data types much more 
efficient. This manipulation can also be 
made more precise by using the new 
addressing modes to extract a single data 
element of a data type (arrays records, 
strings etc.) 

With these additions to a high-level lan- 
guage compiler, optimized assembly - 
language code can be produced, hence im- 

proving speed and performance. As the 
trend today is toward high-level language 
software development for microprocessors, 
this is an important feature. 

Expanding from 16 to 32 -bits was not seen 
as simply expanding the width of the data 
bus. Most of the instructions have been 
enhanced to operate on 32 bits of data or use 
32 -bit offsets. Arithmetical instructions in- 
clude a 64 -by -32 -bit divide and a 32 -by -32 - 
bit multiply to give a 64 -bit result. A 32 -bit 
`barrel shifter' allows between 1 and 32 -bits 
of data to be shifted in a data register in a 
single clock cycle. 

Multiprocessor applications are simplified 
by inclusion of two additional read -modify - 
write instructions for enhanced semaphore 
addressing. A range of bit -field instructions 
has been added to permit complex bit- 
mapped graphics applications. With the new 
addressing modes and instructions, the 
68020 can be made into a dedicated graphics 
processor with little difficulty. 

David Jones and David Burns are with the 
Microprocessor applications engineering 
group at Motorola's East Ki/bride plant. 

How linear 
is linear 

continued from page 97 

called intermodulation and one measure of 
the intermodulation performance of a mixer 
is to find the ratio of the unwanted third 
order intermodulation product to the linear 
output, when two signals of amplitude S are 
applied at the input. If an amplifier has a 
transfer function of the form. 

vouT=a1VIN+a3VI3N 

then it can be shown that this ratio is given 
by 

r= (a3.S3)'(a1S) 

4a1 

The third -order two-tone input intercept 
(closely related to the dynamic range of the 
mixer) is defined as the value of S for which 
the third -order intermodulation product is 
equal in amplitude to the wanted linear 
output, ie. 

:rCePt= 
'' 

3a 3 
(12) 

Thus, for a mixer circuit using the linea- 
rized long -tail pair at the signal input, 

Sintercept=( ILR +2VT)y'/(VT/2)"2' (13) 

At first sight it appears from equation (13) 
that by increasing I1,R we should be able to 
make the intercept level as high as we please, 
but there is a price to be paid for improved 
intermodulation performance. IL can only be 
increased within the limits of transistor 
maximum collector current and power dis- 
sipation. ILR can only be increased further by 
increasing R. However, as R is increased, the 
Johnson noise generated in the resistor itself 
may become the most significant contribu- 
tion to the effective noise level seen at the 
input to the linearized long -tail pair. Thus 
the intermodulation performance may only 
be improved within the limit imposed by the 
noise level which is acceptable in a particular 
application. In a mixer in the front-end of a 
communications receiver the acceptable 
noise level may be relatively low. 

3a31 S2 

Reference 
1. W. Hayward and D. DeMaw, "Solid State Design 
for the Radio Amateur", American Radio Relay 
League, 1977, Appendix 3. 

The author graduated in physics at Oxford in 
1983. specializing in electronics. He now 
examines applications for semiconductor 
device patents at the European Patent Office 
in the Hague. 
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It's easy to see why so many 
Just open our product manual at any page... switches, video pec e s ec distribution amplifiers, matrices, arke;-vido lans 

you'll find products that can be usedSt in demanding enviinetrronmensmis 

ionts and. 

Whatever location you're designing for we'll supply the 
necessary elements. To exactly the right specification. In exactly the right 
housing for its environment. 

i.is ion But don't believe a mere usinow. Get a 

copy of our manual by contacting us now. The facts 
will speak for themselves. Eloquently. 

t TELEFUSION COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED 
Unit 10, Barrs Fold Close, 
Wingate Industrial Park, Westhoughton, COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED Bolton BL5 3XH. Tel: 0942819834. 

TELEFUSION 
ENTER 66 ON REPLY CARD 

111113 i LO O K AH EADi ! III 
IM WITH MONOLITH MAGNETIC TAPE HEADS in DOES YOUR VCR GIVE WASHED OUT NOISY MI 
IM PICTURES - ITS PROBABLY IN NEED OF A NEW I 
ffll HEAD- FAST FROM OUR EX -STOCK DELIVERIES. am 
sm SAVE £££'s ON REPAIR CHARGES. MI 

Our replacement video heads N$ MI fit most models of VHS or MIMI ma Betamax VCR's. Following our .nW L1N replacement guide and with a 
practical ability, you can do the OßriE`ó1 
whole job in your own home 
with our head replacement kit. 

VIDEO HEAD REPLACEMENT KIT 

VMC-02 KIT ONLY £19.95 inc. VAT. + £2.50 p&p 
(Kit does not include video head) 

TELEPHONE US NOW FOR INFORMATION OF THE 
REPLACEMENT HEAD FOR YOUR VIDEO RECORDER. 
CATALOGUE: For our full Catalogue of Replacement 
Video and Audio Cassette/Reel to Reel Heads, Motors, 
Mechanisms, etc. Please forward 50p p&p. 
THE MONOLITH ELECTRONICS CO. LTO. 

1111 5-7 Church Street, Crewkerne, Somerset TA18 7HR. England. _ Telephone: Crewkerne (0460) 74321 Telex: 46306 MONLTH G 

ENTER 16 ON REPLY CARD 

5 MILLION 
HIGH LEVEL INSTRUCTIONS/SEC 

Use the amazing NOVIX NC4000 FORTH Engine 
on the low cost 
Delta Board. 

Parallel architecture gives 5 MIPs with 
4 MHz cbck 

21 independent bits of on -chip I/O 

capable Jf 8 Mbytes/sec bandwidth 

Board E>Qansion on backplane system 

Serial part at up to 30K baud 

Progranmable directly with cmFORTH 
compile; supplied in EPROM 

Executes the Sieve of Eratosthenes in 

68 ms (yes, milliseconds) 

Complete with software to link to PC, cmFORTH source, Editor and 
full documentation - £595 + VAT. 

For details of this board, free seminars, other NOVIX development 
boards, chips and polyFORTH for conventional microprocessors, 
call the FORTH experts. 

COMPUTER SOLUTIONS LIMITED 
Canada Road, Byfleet, Surrey KT14 7H0. Tel (09323) 52744 

ENTER 57 ON REPLY CARD 
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EYour monitor from its computer!! For 

HIGH QUALITY" COLOUR TV SET 
The fabulous TELEBOX an INVALUABLE MUST for the owner of 
ANY video monitor with a composite input, colour or monochrome 
Made by a major UK Ca as a TOP QUALITY, stand alone UHF 
tuner and costing OVER £75 to manufacture, this opportunity to 
give your monitor a DUAL FUNCTION must not be missed!! The 
TELEBOX consists of a compact, stylish two tone charcoal 
moulded case containing ALL electronics tuner, power supply etc 
to simply plug in and convert your previously dedicated computer 
monitor into a HIGH QUALITY COLOUR' TV SET. giving a real 
benefit to ALL the family!! Don't worry if your monitor doesn't have 
sound -THE TELEBOX even has an integral4 watt audio amplifier 
for driving an external speaker, PLUS an auxi liary output for superb 
quality television sound via your headphones or HI Fl system etc 
Other features include: Compact dimensions of only 15.75` w x 

7.5" d x 3.5" h latest technology, BRITISH manufacture fully - 
tuneable7 channel push button tuner, Auto AGC circuit SAW filter, 
LED status indicator, fully isolated 240v AC power supply for total 
safety, Mains ON-OFF switch etc Many other uses 

LIMITED QUANTITY- DON'T MISS THIS OFFER!!! 

ONLY £24.95 OR £19.95 if purchased with ANY of our 
video monitors Supplied BRAND NEW with full instructions and 2 YEAR 

warranty. Post and packing £3.50 'When used with colour crt 

only £24.95 it becomes a SUPERB 

DON'T MISS THE CPM Deal 
OF the CENTURY 

The FABUL U CPM TATUNG P 2000 
Professional Business System 

A cancelled export order and months of negotiation enables us to offer this professional 
PC. CPM system. recently on sale at OVER £1400. at a SCOOP price lust over the cost of 
the two internal disk drives!' Or less than the price of a dumb terminals 

Not a toy. the BIG BROTHER of the EINSTIEN computer, the DUAL PROCESSOR 
PC2000 comprises a modern stylish three piece system with ALL the necessities for the 
SMALL BUSINESS, INDUSTRIAL, EDUCATIONAL or HOBBYIST USER. Used with 
the THOUSANDS of proven. tested and available CPM software packages such as 
WORDSTAR, FAST, DBASE2 etc, the PC2000 specification, at our prices. CANNOT 
BE BEATEN!' 
The central processor plinth contains the 64K, Z80A processor, DUAL TEAC 55F 51/4" 

Double sided 40/80 track disk drives (1 Mb per drive). PSU, 41( of memory mapped screen RAM disk controller, RS232, 
CE NTRO N ICS and system expansion ports and if that's not enough a ready to plug into STANDARD 8" DRIVE port for up to FOUR 
8 disk drives either in double density or IBM format The ultra slim92 key, detachable keyboard features32 user definable keys 
numeric keypad and text editing keys even its own integral microprocessor which allows the main Z80A to devote ALL its time to 
USER programs eliminating" lost character" problems found on other machines The attractive detachable 12' monitor combines 
a green anti -glare etched screen, with full swivel and tilt movement for maximum user comfort Supplied BRAND NEW with CPM 
2.2, user manuals and full 90 day guarantee. Full data sheet and info on request PC2000 Wordpprocessor System 

CPM and TEC FP25 

COLOUR â MONOCHROME 
MONI TO ' SPECIALS 

daisywheel PC2000 System PC2000 Business System with CPM withyw el 
with CPM Etc. and 'Ready to Run' FAST Sales and printer 

COST OVER £1400 Purchase ledger, supports up to 
9000 Accounts, VAT etc. 

COST OVER £1700 

'SYSTEM ALPHA' 14" COLOUR MULTI INPUT MONITOR 
Made by the famous REDIFFUSION Co. for their own professional computer 
system this monitor has all the features to suit your immediate and future 
requirements Two video inputs RGB and PAL Composite Video, allow direct 
connection to BBC/IBM and most other makes of micro computers or VCR'a 
including our very own TELEBOX An internal speaker and audio amp may be 
connected to computer or VCR for superior sound quality. Many other features 
PIL tube, Matching BBC case colour, Major controls on front panel Separate 
Contrast and Brightness - even in RGB mode Separate Colour and audio 
controls for Composite Video input BNC plug for composite input, 15 way 'D' 
plug for RGB input, modular construction etcetc 

This Must Be ONE OF THE YEAR'S BEST BUYS. PC USER 
Supplied BRAND NEW and BOXED, complete with DATA and 90 day 
guarantee ONLY £149.00 as above OR IBM PC Version £165.00 
15 Day '0 skt £1.00, BNC skt 75p BBC interface cable £5.50 
DECCA 8016" COLOUR monitor. RGB input. 
Little or hardly used manufacturer's surplus enables us to offer this special 
converted DECCA RGB Colour Video TV Monitor at a super low price of only 
£99.00, a price for a colour monitor as yet unheard of! Our own interface 
safety modification and special 16" high definition PIL tube coupled with the 
DECCA 80 series TV chassis give 80 column definition and quality found only 
on monitors costing 3 TIMES OUR PRICE. The quality for the price has to be 
seen to be believed! Supplied complete and ready to plug direct to a BBC 
MICRO computer or any other system with a TTL RGB output Other features 
are: internal speaker, modular construction, auto degaussing circuit, attractive 
TEAK CASE, compact dimensions only 52cm W x 34 H x 24 D, 90 day 

Ouarantee 
Although used units are supplied in EXCELLENT condition. 

NLY £99.00 + Carriage. 
DECCA 80 16" COLOUR monitor. Composite video input Same as above 
model but fitted with Composite Video input and audio amp for COMPUTER, 
VCR or AUDIO VISUAL use ONLY £99.00 + Carr. 

REDIFFUSION MARK 3, 20" COLOUR monitor. Fitted with standard 75 ohm 
composite video input and sound amp This large screen colour display is ideal 
for SCHOOLS SHOPDS, DISCO'S CLUBS and other AUDIO VISUAL appli- 
cations Supplied in AS NEW or little used condition ONLY £145.00 + Carr. 

BUDGET RANGE EX EQUIPMENT MONOCHROME video monitors. 
All units are fully cased and set for 240v standard working with composite video 
inputs Units are pre tested and set up for up to 80 column use. Even when 
MINOR screen burns exist - normal data displays are unaffected 30 day 
guarantee 
12" KGM 320-1 B/W bandwidth input, will display up to 132 x 25 lines £32.95 
12" GREEN SCREEN version of KGM 320-1. Only £39.95 
9" KGM 324 GREEN SCREEN fully cased very compact unit Only £49.00 

Carriage and insurance on all monitors £ 10.00 

f í7rí 7 P. 7t i rrl /T S'JATKi'1 rl ' llri 
GOULD OF443 enclosed, compact switch mode supply with DC regulated 
outputs of +5v @ 5.5a, +12v @ 0.5a, -12v @ 0.1a and -23v @ 0.02a Dim 18 x 
11 x 6 cm. 110 or 240v input. BRAND NEW only £16.95 
GOULD GB -40A 5v 40 amp switch mode supply NEW £130.00 
AC -DC Linear PSU for DISK drive and SYSTEM applications. Constructed on a 
rugged ALLOY chassis to continuously supply fully regulated DC outputs of +5v 
@ 3 amps, -5v @ 0.6 amps and +24v @ 5 amps. Short circuit and overvoltage 
protected. 100 or 240v AC input. Dim 28 x 12.5 x 7 cm NEW £49.94 

Carriage on all PSU's £3.00 

1:441:M1:U Manufacturer's BRAND NEW surplus 
DEC LA34 Uncoded keyboard with 67 quality gold plated switches on X -Y 
matrix- ideal micro conversions etc £24.95 
AMKEY MPNK-114 Superb word processor chassis keyboard on single PCB 
with 116 keys Many features such as On board Micro Single 5v rail full ASCII 

coded character set with 31 function keys numeric keypad cursor pad 
and 9600 baud SERIAL TTL ASCII OUTPUT!! Less than half price 

Only £69.00 with data Carriage on Keyboards £3.50 

1 11441 

'-- 

G 
` MP TER WAREHOUSEJR 

NOT LINE DATA FASE 

* DISTEL© 
The ORIGINAL FREE OF CHARGE dial up data 
base. Buy, browse or place YOUR OWN AD for 
goods or services to sell. 1000's of stock items, 

spares and one off bargains Updated daily. 
ON LINE NOW. CCITT, 8 bit word, no parity. 

For 300 baud modems call 01-679 1888 
For 1200-75 baud modems call 01-679 6183 

FRE 

ALLADINS CAVE Or COMPUTER AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT 

NOW only £499 
Carriage 8 Insurancé-CTpO- 

SURPLUS SPECIALS ON 
PRESTEL - VIEWDATA - TELEX 
PLESSEY VUTEL, ultra compact unit. slightly larger 
than a telephone features A STANDARD DTMF 
TELEPHONE done dial) with 5 CRT monitor and 
integral modem etc. for direct connection to PRESTEL, 
VIEWDATA etc. Designed to sell to the EXECUTIVE at 
over £600" Our price BRAND NEW AND BOXED at 
only £99.00 
DECCAFAX VP1 complete Professional PRESTEL 
system in slimline desk top unit containing Modem. 
Numeric keypad CPU, PSU etc. Connects direct to 
standard RGB colour monitor. Many other features 
include: Printer output, Full keyboard input. Cassette 
Port etc. BRAND NEW with DATA. A FRACTION OF 
COST only £55.00 
ALPHATANTEL. Very compact unit with integral FULL 
ALPHA NUMERIC keyboard. Just add a domestic TV 
receiver and you have a superb PRESTEL system and 
via PRESTEL the cheapest TELEX service to be 
found'' Many features: CENTRONICS Printer output. 
Memory dialling etc. Supplied complete with data and 
DIY mod for RGB or Composite video outputs. AS 
NEW only £125.00 

Post and packing on all PRESTEL units £8.50 

EX -STOCK INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 
4164 200 ns D RAMS 9 for £11 4116 ns 
£1.50 2112 £10.00 2114 £2.50 2102 £2.00 
6116 £2.50 EPROMS 2716 £4.50 2732 £3.00 
2764 £4.95 27128 £5.50 6800 £2.50 6821 £1 
68A09 £8 68809 £10 8085A £5.50 8086 £15 
8088 £8 NEC765 £8 WD2793 £28 8202A 
£22 8251 £7 8748 £15 Z80A DART £6.50 
ZBOA CPU £2.00. Thousands of IC's EX STOCK 
send SAE for list. 

DISK DRIVES 
Japanese 514 half height, 80 track double sided disk 
drives by TEAC. CANON, TOSHIBA etc 
Sold as NEW with 90 day guarantee ONLY £85.00 
TEC F&503 Double sided HH 40 TRK NEW £75.00 
SUGART SA400 SS FH 35 TRK £55.00 
SIEMENS FDD100 SS FH 40 TRK £65.00 
carriage on Sa' drives £5.50 
Brand NEW metal 51/4" DISK CASES with internal PSU. 
DSKC1 for 2 HH or 1 FH drive £29.95 +pp £4.00 
DSKC 2 for 1 HH drive £22.95 +pp £3.50 
DKSC 3 As DSK1 LESS PSU £12.95 +pp £2.50 
DSKC 4 As DSK2 LESS PSU £10.95 +pp £2.00 
8" IBM format TESTED EX EQUIPMENT. 
SHUGART800/801 SS £175.00 +pp £8.50 
SHUGART 851 DS £250.00 +pp £8.50 
TWIN SHUGART851's2 Mb total capacity in smart case 
complete with PSU etc £595.00 
MITSUBISHI M2894-638" DS1 Mbequiv. to SHUGART 
SA85OR. BRAND NEW at £275.00 +pp£8.50 
DYSAN 8" Alignment disk £29.00 + pp £ 1.00 
Various disk drive PSUs Ex Stock SEE PSU section. 
HARD DISK DRIVES 
DRE/DIABLO Series 30 2.5 Mb front load £525.00 
Exchangeable version £295.00. ME3029 PSU £95.00 
DIABLO 44/DRE4000A, B 5+5 Mb from £750.00 
CDC HAWK5+5 Mb£795.00. CDC978280 MbRMO3 
etc £2500.00. 
PERTEC D3422 5+5 Mb £495.00 
RODIME 5'/" Winchesters ex -stock from £150 CALL 
Clearance items- Soldas seen- No guarantee 
ICL 2314 BRAND NEW 14" Mb Removable pack hard 
disk drive cost over £2000 with data ONLY £99.00 
BASF 81728" 23Mb Winchesters £199.00 
Unless stated all drives are refurbished with 90 day 
guarantee Many other drives and spares in stock- call 

sales office for details 

NOW only £_ 
MODEMS 

Join the communications revolution with our super 
range of DATA MODEMS prices and specifications 
to suit all applications and budgets...... 
BRAND NEW State of the art products 
DACOM DSL2123 Multi standard 300-300, 1200-75 
Auto answer etc £268.00 
DACOM DSL2123A0 Auto dial, smart modem with 
multi standard AUTO SPEED detect and data buffer 
with flow control etc £365.00 
DACOM DSL2123GT The CREAM of the intelligent 
modems auto dial, auto call index. buffer 
etc etc £498.00 
Steebeck S81212 V22 1200 baud FULL DUPLEX 
sync or async optional auto dial £485.00 
TRANSDATA 307A Acoustic coupler 300 baud full 
duplex, originate only, RS232 interface £49.00 

Ex BRITISH TELECOM full spec CCITT, ruggedised 
bargain offers Sold TESTED with data Will work on 
any MICRO or system with RS232 interface. 
MODEM 13A 300 baud unit, only 2" high fits under 
phone CALL mode only £45.00 _ 
MODEM 20-1. 75-1200 baud Compact unit for use 
as subscriber end to PRESTEL, TELECOM GOLD, 
MICRONET etc £39.95 +pp £6.50 
MODEM 20-2 1200-75 baud Same as 20-1 but for 
computer end £65.00 +pp £6.50 
DATEL 2412. Made by SE Labs for BT this two part 
unit is for synchronous data links at 1200 or 2400 
baud using 2780/3780 protocol etc Many features 
include 2 or 4 wire working self test auto answer etc 
COST OVER £800. Our price ONLY £199 +pp £8.00 
DATEL 4800, RACAL MPS4800 baud modem EX 
BT good working order, ONLY £295.00 +pp £8.00 

SPECIAL OFFER 
MODEM TG2393. Ex BT, up to 1200 baud full 
duplex 4 wire or half duplex over 2 wire line. ONLY 
£85.00 PER PAIR +pp £10.00 

For more information contact our Sales Office. 
T MATRIX P 

SPECIAL BULK PURCHASE of these compact. high 
speed matrix printers. Built in Japan for the Hazeltine 
Corporation this unit features quality construction 
giving 100cps bidirectional, full pin addressable 
graphics, 6 type fonts, up to 9 5 single sheet or 
tractor paper handling, RS232 and CENTRONICS 
parallel interface. Many other features. BRAND NEW 
and BOXED. COST £420. Our price Only £199.00 

_ 

Dry Fit MAINTENANCE FREE by Sonnenschein 
& Yuasa. 
A300 071 9131 5 12v 3Ah NEW £13.95 
A300 071 9131 2 6v 3Ah NEW £9.95 
A300 07191202 6-0-6v 1.8Ah TESTED Ex 

Equip £5.99 

VDU TE ' MINALS 
Standard VDU data entry terminals 

at give away prices!! 
QUME QVT108. Current product, state of the art 
terminal with detachable keyboard, 12" Green screen. 
2 page RAM, TVI 925, Hazeltine, ADMSA emulations, 
software setup, 25 x 80, Clock, Swivel and tilt base, 
Printer port, Function keys etc. BRAND NEW and 
BOXED AT ALMOST HALF PRICE Only £425.00 
AJ51O - EX RENTAL, Z80 controlled, 15' green 
screen 24 x 80 display, graphics, cursor addressing, 
printer port etc. Very good condition TESTED complete 
with manual only £225.00 
ADDS 520 - Dumb terminal, used, 12" b/w screen 
RS232 interface and printer port. TESTED. 
ONLY £125.00. Carriage on terminals £10.00 
100's of other terminals in stock. CALL for more details. 

All prices quoted are for U.K. Mainland, paid cash with order in Pounds Sterling PLUS VAT. Minimum order value 0.00. 
Minimum Credit Card orderE10.00. Minimum BONA FIDE account ordersfrom Government Depts., Schools, Universities and 
established companiesE20.00. Where post and packing not indicated please ADD £1.00 + VAT. Warehouse open Mon -Fri 
9.30-5.30. Sat 10.30-5.30. We reserve the right to change prices and specifications without notice. Trade, Bulk and Export 

L h i O i 11.1 ! i r 32 Biggin Way, Upper Norwood, London SE19 3XF 1 -L 1_1_ i 11\1.11 I1' _I - Telephone 01-679 4414 Telex 894502 Data 01-679 1888 
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FRS - PRINTERS - PRINTERS - PRINTERS. 
SUPER DEAL? NO - SUPER STEAL 
THE FABULOUS 25 CPS "TEC STARWRITER" 

/// /////,///// 

Made to the very 
highest spec the TEC 
STARWRITER 
FP1500-25 features a 
very heavy duty die cast 
chassis and DIABLO 
type print mechanism 
giving superb 

of its original Micro -processor 
registration and print a fraction 

COSt. electronics offer full 
DIABLO/QUME command compatability and full con ro via CPM WORDSTAR 
ETC. Many other features include bi-directional printing, switchable 10 or 12 pitch. 
full width 381 mm paper handling with up to 163 characters per line, friction feed 
rollers for single sheet or continuous paper, internal buffer, standard RS232 serial 
interface with handshake. Supplied absolutely BRAND NEW with 90 day guarantee 
and FREE daisy wheel and dust cover. Order NOW or contact sales office for more 
information. Optional extras RS232 data cable £10.00. Tech manual £7.50. Tractor 
Feed £140.00. Spare daisy wheel £3.50. Carriage & Ins. (UK Mainland) £ 10.00. 

NOW ONLY £499 + VAT 

DIY PRINTER MEN! 
Brand New surplus of this professional printer chassis gives an 
outstanding opportunity for the Student, Hobbyist or Robotics 
constructor to build a printer - plotter - digitiser etc, entirely to their 
own specification. The printer mechanism is supplied ready built, 
aligned and pre tested but WITHOUT electronics. Mary features 
include all metal chassis, phosphor bronze bearings, 132 character 
optical shaft position encoder, NINE needle head, 2 x two phase 12V 
stepper motors for carriage and paper control, 9.5" Paper platten etc. 
etc. Even a manufacturer's print sample to show the unit's capabilities!! 
Overall dimensions 40 cm x 12 cm x 21 cm. 
Sold BRAND NEW at a FRACTION of cost ONLY £49.50 + pp £4.50. 

TELETYPE ASS 
DATA I/O TERMINALS 

Industry standard, combined ASCII 
110 baud printer, keyboard and 8 
hole paper tape punch and reader. 
Standard RS232 serial interface. 
Ideal as cheap hard copy unit 
or tape prep. for CNC and NC 
machines. TESTED and in good 
condition. Only £250.00 floor 
stand £10.00. Carr & Ins. £15.00. 

EX NEWS 
SERVICE PRINTERS 

Compact ultra reliable quality built unit 
made by the USA EXTEL Corporation. 
Often seen in major Hotels printing up to 
the minute News and Financial inform- 
ation, the unit operates on 5 UNIT 
BAUDOT CODE from a Current loop. 
RS232 or TTL serial interface. May be 
connected to your micro as a low cost 
printer or via a simple interface and filter 
to any communications receiver to 
enable printing of worldwide NEWS, 
TELEX and RTTY services. 
Supplied TESTED in second hand 
condition complete with DATA, 50 and 
75 baud xtals and large paper roll. 
TYPE AE11 

50 Column ONLY £49.95 
Spare paper roll for AE1 1 £4.50 
TYPE AF11 R 72 Col. 

+ Ribbon £65.00 
TYPE AH11 R 80 Col. 

ASCII/BAUDOT £185.00 
Carriage and Insurance £7.50 

20,000 FEET OF ELECTRONIC 
AND COMPUTER GOODIES 

ENGLAND'S LARGEST SURPLUS STORE- SEEING IS BELIEVING!! 

DEC CORNER 
PDP 1140 System comprising of CPU, 124k 
memory & MMU 15 line RS232 interface. 
RPO2 40 MB hard disk drive. 
TWO 9 track 800 BPI Mag tape drive, dual 
track system. VT52 VDU, etc. etc. Tested and 
running. £3,750.00 
BA11-MB 3.5" BoxPSU, LTC £395.00 
DH11-AD 16" x RS232 DMA 
interface £1,900.00 
DLV11 -J4 x EIA interface £350.00 
DLV11-E Serial. Modem support £190.00 
DUP11 Synch. Serial data i/o £650.00 
00200 Dilog - multi RK controller £495.00 
DZ11-B 8 line RS232 mux board £650.00 
KDF11-B M8189 PDP 1123 
PLUS £1,100.00 
LA30 Printer and Keyboard £80.00 
LA36 Decwriter EIA or 
20 mA loop £270.00 
MS11-JP Unibus 32kb Ram £80.00 
MS11-LB Unibus 128kb Ram £450.00 
MS11-LD Unibus 256kb Ram £850.00 
PDP11/05 Cpu Ram, i/o etc £450.00 
PDP11/40 Cpu, 124k MMU £1,850.00 
RT11 ver 3B documentation kit £70.00 
RK05-J 2.5 Mb disk drives £650.00 
KL8 JA PDP 8 async i/o £175.00 
M18E PDP 8 Bootstrap option £75.00 
VT50 VDU and Keyboard 
-20 mA £175.00 
VT52 VDU and RS232 interface £250.00 

Give your VT100 a Birthday!!! 
Brand New VT100 Keyboards 

only £85.00 
1000's OF EX STOCK spares for PDP8, PDP8A 
PDP11, PD P1134 etc. SAE. for list, or CALL 
sales office for details. 
ALL TYPES OF COMPUTER EQUIPMENT AND 
SPARES WANTED FOR PROMPT CASH 
PAYMENT. 

MAG TAPE DRIVES 
Many EX STOCK computer tape drives and spares by 
PERTEC, CIPHER, WANGO, DIGIDATA, KENNEDY 
etc. Special ofter this month on DEI Cartridge tape 
drives ONLY £450.00 each. 

CALL FOR DETAILS 
COMPUTER/SYSTEM CABINET a PSU 

All in one quality computer cabinet with integral 
switched mode PSU, mains filtering, and twin fan 
cooling. Originally made for the famous DEC PDP8 
computer system costing thousands of pounds. 
Made to run 24 hours per day the psu is fully 
screened and will deliver a massive +5v DC at 17 amps, +15V DC at 
1 amp and -15v DC at 5 amps. The complete unit is fully enclosed 
with removable top lid, filtering, trip switch, power and run leds 
mounted on ali front panel, rear cable entries, etc. etc. Units are in 
good but used condition - supplied for 240v operation complete with 
full circuit and tech, man. Give your system that professional finish 
for only £49.95 + carr. 19" wide 16" deep 10.5" high. Useable area 
16" w 10.5"h 11.5"d. 
Also available less psu, with fans etc. Internal dim. 19"w, 16"d, 10.5"h. 
£19.95. Carriage £8.75 

ON EQUI MENTTS 
Due to our massive bulk purchasing programme, which enables us to bring you the 
best possible bargains, we have thousands of ICs, Transistors. Relays, Caps, PCBs, 
Sub -assemblies, Switches etc. etc. surplus to OUR requirements. Because we don't 
have sufficient stocks of any one item to include in our ads we are packing all these 
items into the BARGAIN OF A LIFETIME. Thousands of components at giveaway 
prices. Guaranteed to be worth at least 3 times what you pay. Unbeatable value and 
perhaps one of the most consistently useful items you will every buy!!! Sold by 
weight. 

2.5k1s £5.25 + pp £1.25 
1 Okls £11.25 + pp £2.25 

5 kls £6.90 + £1.80 
20kls £19.50 + pp £4.75 

GE TERMIPRINTER 

A massive purchase of these desk top 
printer terminals enables us to offer you 
these quality 30 or 120 cps printers 
at a SUPER LOW PRICE against their 
original cost of over £1000. Unit 
comprises of full QWERTY, electronic 
keyboard and printer mech with print 
face similar to correspondence quality 
typewriter. Variable forms tractor unit 
enables full width - up to 13.5 120 
column paper, upper - lower case. 
standard RS232 serial interface. internal 
vertical and horizontal tab settings. 
standard ribbon, adjustable baud 
rates, quiet operation plus many other 
features. Supplied complete with manual. 
Guaranteed working GE30 £130.00. 
GE1200 120 cps £175.00 
Untested GE30 £65.00 Optional floor 
stand £12.50. Carr & Ins. £10.00. 

SEMICONDUCTOR 
'GRAS BAGS' 

Mixed Semis amazing value contents 
include transistors digital. linear. IC's. 
triacs. diodes. bridge recs. etc. etc. 
All devices guaranteed brand new full 
spec with manufacturer's markings. fully 
guaranteed. 
50+ £2.95 100+ £5.15 
TTL 74 Series. A gigantic purchase of an 
"across the board" range of 74 TTL series 
IC's enables us to offer 100+ mixed 
"mostly TTL" grab bags at a price which 
two or three chips in the bag would 
normally cost to buy. Fully guaranteed all 
IC's full spec 100+ £6.90, 
200+ £12.30, 300+ £19.50 

MAINS FILTERS 
CURE those unnerving hang ups and data 
glitches caused by mains interference with 
professional quality filters. SD5A match- 
box size up to 1000 watt 240 V 
Load ONLY £5.95. L12127 compact 
completely cased unit with 3 pin fitted 
socket up to 750 watts ONLY £9.99. 

EPROM COPIERS 
The amazing SOFTY 2 The "Complete 
Toolkit" for copying, writing, modifying and 
listing EPROMS of the 2516, 2716. 
2532, 2732 range. Many other functions 
include integral keyboard. cassette inter- 
face. serial and parallel i/o UHF modulator 
ZIF socket etc. 
ONLY £ 195.00 + pp £ 2.50. 
"GANG OF EIGHT" intelligent Z80 
controlled 8 gang programmer for ALL 
single 5v rail EPROMS up to 27128. Will 
copy 827128 in ONLY 3 MINUTES. Internal 
LCD display and checking routines for 
IDIOT PROOF operation. Only £395.00 + 
pp £3.00. 
"GANG OF EIGHT PLUS" Same spec. as 
above but with additional RS232 serial 
interface for down line loading data from 
computer etc. ONLY £445.00 + pp £3.00 

Data sheets on request 

COOLING FANS 
Keep your hot parts COOL and RELIABLE with our range or 
COLING FANS ETRI 126LF21 240v 5 blade equipment Ian 
Dim. 80 . 80 . 38mm E9.95 ETRI 99XUOI 240v Shmline 
Dim 92 v 92 x 25mn, equipment gen. NEW E9.95 
GOULD JB-3AR DIM. 3' 3' . 2.5' compact very quiet 
running 240v operation. NEW 06.95. MUFFINCENTAUR. 
BOXER standard 120 * 120 y 38mm fans Order 110v OR 
240v. 3 or 5 blade, NEW at E 10.50 or tested EX EQUIPMENT 
E5.50. Low Voltage DC Fans. BUNLER 69.11.22. 8.16v DC 
micro aiature reversible. Uses brushless se` o motor, 

almost silent running. guaranteed 10,000 hr life.Measures 
only 62 * 62 o 22mm. Current cost 035.00 OUR PRICE 
ONLY E13.95 complete with data. 120 . 120 . 38mm 14' 
DC lansl. PANSONIC FB-12C12H 12v DC 5 blade C18.00 
PAPST 4124X 24 - 28v DC 5 blade 018.00. 

100's et other lane Es Stook. 
Cal for Details. Post & Paekíng on all fans E2 00 

1000's of other EX STOCK items including POWER SUPPLIES, RACKS, RELAYS, TRANSFORMERS, TEST 
EQUIPMENT, CABLE, CONNECTORS, HARDWARE, MODEMS, TELEPHONES, VARIACS, VDU'S, 
PRINTERS. POWER SUPPLIES, OPTICS, KEYBOARDS etc. etc. Give us a call for your spare part - V 
requirements. Stock changes almost daily. 
Don't forget, ALL TYPES and QUANTITIES of electronic surplus purchased for CASH 
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WORKFILE 
Our contribution this month comes from Barry Seward -Thompson, 
who is Principal of DECollege, Digital Equipment Company 

Attitudes in the IT industry - the key to the future 

Information technology, in both its 
broadest meaning and as applied 
specifically to business computer systems, 
is adopting a different role in our 
business lives and as a consequence will 
have a different influence on the way we 
work in the future. In the past, users of 
computers and related systems such as word 
processors have had to have a specific 
knowledge of either the system itself or 
the software running on it to make it 

operate. Even relatively recently, a 

computer system would be ordered on the 
basis that it was the closest fit to a 

company's requirements and that working 
practices and individuals' skills would 
need to change to accommodate the system. 

This position is now changing. In the 
future, workers will expect computers to 
be a benefit to them and will not expect - 

nor should they need - to know in detail 
how the system works. More importantly, 
the user will be very much more aware that 
the benefits of IT exist and are there to 
be tapped - the best recent example of 
this of course being the automation of the 
Stock Exchange in London and the use of IT 

products to effect the changes in the 
transactions that are performed. 
Additionally, the user will expect that 
the system to meet his or her needs exists 
and will be unconcerned with the actual 
manufacturer other than that they provide 
the benefits he demands as part of his 
working life (who knows or cares how a 

telephone exchange works?). 

ATTITUDES, NOT SKILLS 

As a manufacturer and supplier of computer 
systems, DEC has realized that to remain 
competitive and to ensure that people buy 
our computers and not our competitors', a 

crucial change in our own requirements for 
personnel and their skills is needed for 
the future. With specific exceptions (such 
as engineering), we will not need people 
with specific IT skills - i.e. 

programming, detailed knowledge of 
computer architectures and so on. What we 
will need are people who can communicate 
with our customers, interpreting their 
needs for the system specifiers, who can 
educate our customers in the benefits of 
IT, can appreciate the role of IT 

generally in the business world and can 
complement this with a willingness and 
ability to face change with flexibility. 
In short, we will be looking for the 
correct attitude, not the correct formal 
skill -based qualification. 

It is to meet this need that I was asked 
to create DECollege within DEC with a 

brief to ensure that the future growth of 

DEC in this country is not constricted by 
any lack or shortage in the type of people 
we will need. In other words, people with 
what we perceive to be the correct skills 
and attitudes must be available internally 
or externally whenever we require them. 
DECollege is not a building but a 

"virtual" college acting as a consultancy 
to DEC's line managers - who have 
responsibility for their future staffing 
requirements - and which acts to promote 

both external and internal training, and 
awareness programmes. 

HIGH GROWTH, GREATER DEMANDS 

DECollege is particularly needed because 
DEC is in a very high -growth industry. 
Needs are therefore changing more rapidly 
than in other industries and this has 
brought about a long term focus on the 
future. 

As I have already mentioned, the 
computer industry originally started with 
the provision of computer systems which 
users then applied to the best of their 
ability. The systems were not specific to 
particular needs nor did the software 
available cope with the demands of the 
user. Now, the working and business 
population has absorbed IT and demands the 
benefits it can give. In the future, 
therefore, we will need a flexible, 
application -oriented approach to the 
customer and not a technical one. We will 
need people with an ability to appreciate 
a user's business needs and have these 
converted into a computer -based solution. 
The user himself will not care how it 

works, as long as it does work. And few 
people in DEC will need a detailed 
technical knowledge. The principal focus 
will be on understanding customer problems 
and the application of IT at a 
non -technical level. 

So what sort of person will DEC be 
looking for in the future? We will not be 
looking for specific skills, except, of 
course in that we will be seeking people 
with a specific attitude to work, with 
maturity based on experience in the real 
world and with a flexible approach to 
working. The academic training of an 
individual at school and beyond will be 
important as an index to the intelligence 
of that individual, but the specific skill 
associated with the training will be 
unimportant. On a broad scale, the 
individual will need an understanding of 
IT and how IT relates to business and 
commerce, not detailed knowledge. An 
analogy is driving a car - we do not need 
to know how a combustion engine works to 
drive it - all we are concerned about is 
that the ignition key will start it and it 
will go. The growth of the car industry is 
not dependent on technical expertise. 

Specific skills will be taught as 
necessary. This training has to be 
continuous because of the rapid changes in 

the industry. Initial training becomes a 
very minor extra investment which is well 
worth while if the right individual is 

hired. 
Personal qualities of the individual are 

also important. DEC will be looking for a 

flexible and positive attitude to work - 

for instance, that a change of job 
specification is regarded as an 
opportunity and a challenge rather than a 
retrograde step. Indeed, DEC believes that 
a number of career changes only adds to 
the qualities of the employee and promotes 
a career path through the company; and a 

part of this philosophy emphasizes that 
sideways movement can be just as positive 

a step for individual growth as 
straightforward promotion. 
One of the biggest problems facing DEC 
today is identifying the right people in 

the crowd. The skill shortage today for 
companies like ours is not in IT skills 
but the overall skills and attitudes 
outlined above - application, maturity and 
positive attitudes, ideally backed with an 

outline appreciation of the capabilities 
of IT. To combat this, we must address the 
future labour pool: we must start to talk 
to school children, teachers and parents, 
explaining the role IT has to play in 

industry. University students and 
lecturers must similarly be addressed, 
although whereas the school level is a 

broad imparting of information and 
knowledge, the latter must begin to build 
relationships through specifics such as 
courses, student sponsorships and so on. 

Finally, potential employees in the ranks 
of the unemployed and redundant need to be 

identified, assessed, re-educated and 
re-trained to adopt new responsibilities 

A specific example of the last, which 
supports some of the -points I have raised 
on attitudes, personal qualities and 
flexibility, is the InterManagement 
Associates' "Workshop" Project, based in 

Corbÿ. This project will comprise three 
computer databases, one oh the skills and 
attributes of unemployed people, the 
second on the details of jobs available in 

the so-called sunset industries and 
finally - and most importantly - the 
training programmes available and 
necessary to bridge the gaps between 
personal attributes and particular jobs. 

DEC believes that an overall change is 

needed in the way companies identify and 
train their personnel. In DEC, this is the 
role of DECollege. But on a broader level, 

the way in which children and students are 

taught may need revising. In the past, 
curricula have been criticized for not 
being biased towards the engineering and 
science subjects to equip students for the 
industrial business environment. For the 
future, with IT becoming all -pervasive, 
these criticisms need re -assessing. I have 
already stated that it is not a specific 
qualification that DEC needs; more 
important is a level of intelligence, well 
developed personal attitudes and, most 
importantly, awareness of business needs. 
And all courses will need elements of IT 

introducing as appropriate and on a 

general level. 
To summarize, then, companies such as 

ours need to think to the future, to 
ensure our survival in a competitive and 
continually burgeoning industry. We need 
to invest in the right sort of staff for 
our needs and to ensure that moves are 
made now to build the skills and attitudes 
we will need then. The skill requirement 
will change drastically, shifting in the 
main from academic qualifications to a 

more rounded experience and outlook. Most 
importantly, for the average IT user the 
benefits of IT and a general appreciation 
of what IT is and what IT can do will be 
needed rather than a detailed knowledge of 
programming or systems. 
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APPOINTMENTS 
Advertisements 
accepted up to 

12 noon December 1 

for January issue 
I 

I 
DISPLAYED APPOINTMENTS VACANT: £23 per single col: centimetre (min. 3cm). 
LINE advertisements (run on): £5 per line, minimum £40 (prepayable). 
BOX NUMBERS: £11 extra. (Replies should be addressed to the Box Number in the 
advertisement, c/o Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS). 
PHONE: SUSAN PLATTS, 01-6613033 (DIRECT LINE) 

`Cheques and Postal Orders payable to BUSINESS PRESS INTERNATIONAL LTD. and crossed 

JOBSEARCH TECHNOLOGY c9,rs'? 
HARDWARE, SOFTWARE & SYSTEMS APPOINTMENTS e). 

£10,000 - £30,000 
- With the most successful companies and consultancies - both large and small - throughout the UK & Europe: Offering first class salary/benefit packages 
(several include co. car) with excellent career advancement opportunities. 

Experience in any of these fields would be a particular plus: 
HIGH SPEED SIGNAL PROCESSING: REAL-TIME 16'32BIT, ARRAY, PIPELINE OR BIT SLICE ARCHITECTURES; SOFTWARE - C, PASCAL; ADA; 
ASM-VMS/UNIX etc: A I & EXPERT SYSTEMS: IMAGE & GRAPHICS PROCESSING: LASER/FIBRE-OPTICS: SONAR: RADAR: COMMUNICATIONS: 
CUSTOM VLSI DESIGN: ANALOG/RF CIRCUIT DESIGN. 

ECM offers confidential and professional guidance: we will listen to your requirements and identify opportunities to suit your plans. Phone now for your 
FREE CASSETTE "Jobsearch Technology" and hear how ECM can help you to develop your career. 

Call ECM on 0638 742244 - until 8.00 p.m. most evenilgs - or send your cv (no stamp needed) to: 

ELECTRONIC COMPUTER AND MANAGEMENT APPOINTMENTS LIMITED 
FREEPOST, BURWELL, CAMBRIDGE, CB5 8BR. 

ENGINEERING 
OPPORTUNITIES 
NATION W DE 

Edinburgh (031) 226 5381 
Leeds (0532) 580510 
Manchester (061) 832 5856 
Birmingham (021) 6431994 
Leicester (0533) 544193 
Milton Keynes (0908) 666872 
Bishop's Stortford (0279) 506464 
London (01) 637 0781 
Bristol (0272) 211035 
Bracknell (0344) 481808 
Maidstone (0622) 687171 r 

Crawley (0293) 514071 

C 

L-_ 

EOINBURGN 

OLEEOS 
OMANCNESTER 

BIRMINGHAM. 

OLEICESTER' 

il__, MILTONRETNES 
BISNOP'S 51ORTFORO 

IONOOM: 
BRISTOL. BRACRNEiLO 

CRAWLEY. MAIDSTONEI 

i 

Salaries £8,000 to £30,000 p.a. 
As the UK's leading specialist sales and technical recruitment consultancy, 
we provide a FREE service to engineers seeking a career move. 
If you have experience in digital, analogue, microprocessor or 
communications technologies (either hardware or software), ideally with a 
recognised qualification, we have hundreds of vacancies throughout the 
UK in R & D, Design, Manufacturing, Test, Service and Sales. 
Call your nearest branch for more information or send 
a comprehensive C.V. (no stamp required) to:- 

_ fit 
A Division of ATA Selection and Management Services Ltd 
FREEPOST. Bishops Stortford. Herts. CM23 2BR. 

WHO LOOKS AFTER YOUR 
FOREIGN CUSTOMERS? 

Electronics Engineer with several years' experience from 
the Tropics to the Arctic on installation, maintenance and 
on -site training of local maintenance staff on 
communication systems, aviation systems and radar 

systems. 
Available from February 1st, 1987. 

If interested, please contact Ib Bang, Sea Arms 
Headquarters, PO Box 2237, Doha, Qatar, Arabian Gulf or 
on telephone no: +974 807 845 after 2 pm (11 am GMT) 
before December 15th, 1986, or Ib Bang Grevevaenget 3, 
Sandby, DK -4912 Harpelunde, Denmark or telephone no: 

+453 931 542 after January 1st, 1987. 

MI - - - MM ra ri - sm ra s sm s 
CAPITAL APPOINTMENTS LTD 

THE UK's No. 'I ELECTRONICS AGENCY 
If you have HNC/TEC or higher qualifications and are 

looking for ajob in design, test, customer service, technical 
sales or similar fields: 

Telephone now for our tree Jobs list 
We have vacancies in all areas of the UK 

Salaries to £15,000 pa 

01 808 3050 
(24hours) 

CAPITAL APPOINTMENTS LTD 
76 WILLOUGHBY LANE, LONDON N17 OSF 29 
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TRANSMITTER PROJECT ENGINEER 
The IBA provides programme transmission facilities 
for Independent Television, Channel Four and 
Independent Local Radio throughout the UK. 

We have a vacancy for an Engineer in the Transmitter 
Project Section. This section forms part of our Station 
Design and Construction Department, based at our 
modern office complex at Crawley Court, standing in 

woodland setting near Winchester. 

Your duties will include the evaluation of new designs 
of Television and Radio transmitter equipment, to test, 
install and commission new equipment on site, and, in 

consultation with manufacturers and IBA staff, 
provide advice and assistance where necessary. Ideally 
you will be educated to degree level or possess an 
equivalent qualification leading to Corporate 
Membership of a recognised Engineering Institution, 
and have received formal training in broadcasting 
technology or related fields. You should have had 
several years post training experience in industry 

working with transmitters, or in a broadcast 
engineering environment dealing with the 
procurement or operation of transmitters and 
associated equipment. 

Travel throughout the UK is involved and subsistence 
allowances will be paid; a current driving licence is 

therefore essential. 

Together with a salary of up to £13,861 (currently 
under review) and a comprehensive package of 
benefits, we can offer you extensive scope for gaining 
invaluable experience. 

If you are interested, please send yourCl' or telephone 
for an application form to Mike Wright, Personnel 
Officer, Independent Broadcasting Authority, 
Crawley Court, Winchester, Hampshire S021 2QA. 

Telephone: Winchester 822270. 

Closing date for receipt ofapplications: 
1st December 1986. 

* AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES EMPLOYER * 

IBA 
INDEPENDENT 
BROADCASTING 
AUTHORITY J 

CLIVEDEN 
DATA PROCESSING 
EQUIPMENT 
Maintain and service multi-user micro 
systems. 
£10,000 - Ca. Berks 

BROADCAST SYSTEMS 
Analogue, Digital and micro experience. 
Repair of studio equipment. 
£9,000 + Herts 

RADIO COMMS 
Repair of mobile telecomm systems. 
c. £8,000 - Car Hants 

ATE DEVELOPMENT 
Repair and service PCB's in complex 
analogue and digital systems. 
to£11,000 Bucks 

MICROWAVE EQUIPMENT 
Component level repair of military 
systems. 
£10,000 Surrey 

MICROPROCESSOR TEST 
SYSTEMS 
Help set up a repair and maintenance 
division for an expanding rental 
company. 
£10,000 + Car Berks 

Hundreds of other Electronic 
and Computer vacancies to 

£15.000 

Phone or write: 
Roger Howard C.Eng. M.I.E.E. M.I.E.R.E. 

CLIVEDEN RECRUITMENT 
92 Broadway, Bracknell, 

Berkshire RG12 1 AR 
Tel: 0344 489489 

Professional Career Opportunities 
The Easy Way to look for your new job from the 
comfort of your own armchair. Our well qualified 
consultants will carefully match your 
requirements against 
appropriate vacancies. TAME 

We have many clients seeking Engineers and Technicians at all levels and we are 

particularly interested in hearing from you if you have experience in the following: - 

Real Time Software Technical Sales ATE Programming 

Radar Systems RF Development Technical Authorship 
Your next step is to complete and return the attached coupon or 
telephone John Prodger on 0442 47311 or one of our duty consultants on 

0442 212650 during evenings or weekends. 

F(X('(:L1t1V(' E.('(:iiiit111('11t Sel'\'iC('S 
THE INTERNATIONAL SPECIALISTS IN RECRUITMENT FOR THE ELECTRONICS. COMPUTING AND DEFENCE INDUSTRIES, 

Freepost, Hemel Hempstead, Herts.. 11P1 4BR. 

1. 

ó 
(Mr/Miss/Mrs) 

ADDRESS 

POST CODE 

TEL NO 

QUALIFICATIONS AGE 
P C r-, 

NONE CG/HNC DEGREE OTHER 

SALARY 

JOB WW 
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HUNTINGDON HEALTH AUTHORITY 
Papworth Hospital 

MEDICAL ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN 
Grade M.P.T. Ill - £7,105-£9,184 

The successful applicant will be based at Papworth, the leading cardio-thoracic 
hospital and will be part of a small team which provides comprehensive technical 

service support throughout the Huntingdon Health District. 
The technician will undertake the repair, maintenance and calibration of a wide 

range of electronic equipment. 
Applicants should hold ONC/HNC in electronics, or equivalent and have several 
years relevant electronics servicing experience, not necessarily in the medical 

field. 
Application forms and job descriptions from: 

Mrs Z. Heiler, Deputy Unit Administrator, Papworth Hospital, 
PAPWORTH EVERARD, Cambridge CB8 8RE. 

Tel: Huntingdon (0480) 830541 ext. 273 

Closing date for applications: January 7, 1987 

Inner London Education Authority 
London College of Furniture, 47/71 Commercial Road, 
London El 1 LA. Tel: 01-247 1953 

LECTURER II - 
ELECTRONICS OR ELECTROACOUSTICS 
(Two Vacancies) 
The College's DEPARTMENT OF MUSICAL INSTRUMENT TECHNOLOGY has 
become a unique establishment in the craft, engineering and scientific aspects of 
music technology, offering advanced and non advanced courses of study validated 
by BTEC and City and Guilds. 
The Electronics for the Music Industry option of the BTEC NDip aria'-IND Courses 
covers a wide range of fields where electronics and music relate. The other Course 
options are concerned with the technology of string and wind musical instruments. 
The present vacancies are for an acoustician and an electronics engineer to teach 
electroacoustics or electronics and related subjects. 
The Department has a well equipped acoustics laboratory, electronics laboratories 
and an electro music studio. 
Candidates should have a suitable degree or equivalent, probably in engineering or 
sicence, preferably with some experience in the audio engineering field gained in 
industry, research or education. 
Salary: On an incremental scale within the range of £8,595-£13,656. Plus £1,110 
Inner London Allowance. 
Applicants available for part-time or fractional appointments will also be considered. 
Further details and application forms are available from: The Clerk to the 
Governors at the College. Closing date November 28, 1986. 

THE START 
OF 

SOMETHING 
NEW 

If you are leaving College and planning a career in modern 
communications or if your present job lacks interest and 
challenge ... why not join us in GCHQ? 

We are recruiting 

RADIO OFFICERS 
who after initial training will become members of an 
organisation that is in the forefront of communications 
technology. Government Communications Headquarters can 
offer you a satisfying and rewarding career in the wide field of 
communications. Training involves a 32 week course (38 
weeks if you come straight from Nautical College) which will 
fit you for appointment to RADIO OFFICER. 
Not only will you find the work as an RO extremely interesting 
but there are also good prospects for promotion oppor- 
tunities for overseas travel and a good salary. Add to this the 
security of working for an important Government Department 
and you could really have the start of something new. 
The basic requirement for the job is 2 years radio operating 
experience or hold a PMG, MPT or MRGC or be about to 
obtain a MRGC. Registered disabled people are welcome to 
apply. 
Salaries start at £5,817 at age 19 to £6,920 at age 25 and 
over during the training and then £7,954 at 19 to £10,162 at 
25 and over as a Radio Officer. Increments then follow 
annually to £13,777 inclusive of shift and week-end working 
allowances. 

application form phone 0242 32912/3 
The Recruitment Office 
Priors Road 
CHELTENHAM 
Glos GL52 5AJ 

A/1108 

2806 

Electronic Engineers - 
What you want, where you want! 
TJB Electrotechnical Personnel Services is a specialised appointments 
service for electrical and electronic engineers. We have clients throughout 
the UK who urgently need technical staff at all levels from Junior Technician 
to Senior Management. Vacancies exist in all branches of electronics and 
allied disciplines - right through from design to marketing - at salary 
levels from around £6,000-£20,000. 
If you wish to make the most of your qualifications and experience and 
move another rung or two up the ladder we will be pleased to help you. 
All applications are treated in strict confidence and there is no danger of 
your present employer (or other companies you specify) being made aware 
of your application. 

TJB ELECTROTECi-WICAL 
PERSONNEL SERVICES, 
12 Mount Ephraim, 
Tunbridge Wells, 
Kent. TN4 8AS. 

Tel: 0892 39388 
24 I lour ;\ma cring Scrc1,c 

[11111~ ION« 1114104140044HI 

Please send me a TJB Appointments Registration form 

Name 

Address 

TJB 
18611 

ELECTRONICS 
DESIGN 
ENGINEER 
An electronics design 
engineer is required to join a 

small company specialising in 
instrumentation and control 
systems. 

You will be responsible for 
co-ordination of a special one 
year programme of work 
which involves further 
development and 
commercialisation of a new 
biomass measurement device. 
Experience of analogue and 
RF circuitry desirable. 
Dulas Engineering is based at 
the Centre for Alternative 
Technology and the 
enthusiasm to work in a 

co-operative environment is 
essential. Modest negotiable 
salary. 

Please send c.v. to: 
Dulas Engineering Ltd, 
Machynlleth, Powys SY20 
9AZ. Tel: (0654) 2782 
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Radio Engineers, 
Electronics Lecturer, TV and 

Electrical Engineers 

Cut out for the 
Third World? 

Voluntary Service Overseas is now 
receiving details of jobs for February 
1987 departure. Requests include: 

Radio and TV Instructor, Bangladesh 

Electronics Lecturer, Indonesia 

Electrical Engineer, Sri Lanka 

Radio Engineer, Belize 

Hospital Engineer, Bangladesh 

You will need a professional 
qualification and relevant work 
experience. 

VSO volunteers should be without 
dependants and willing to work for 
payment based on the local rates. 
Postings are for two years and most 
employers should be prepared to grant 
leave of absence. 

For more information, please 
complete and return. 

I interested in volunteering My qualifications / experience are 

is Working 
overseas 

Charity no 313 

VSO also needs: builders. engineers. 
teachers, horticulturists, community 
& health workers, fishermen and 
many more 

Name 

Address 

(22p S A E appreciated) 

Illy Post to Enquiries Unit, Voluntary Service Overseas, 9 Belgrave Square, 
London SWIX 8PW. EWW,'12/86 

1 

1 

1 

1 
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UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF SWANSEA 
Biomedical Sensors Unit 

Applications are invited for the vacancy of: 

Senior Research Assistant 
in the Biomedical Sensors Unit in the Department of Physics. 

Applicants should be electronics engineers with experience in 

microprocessor controlled medical instrumentation. Z80 and 6502 
assembly language programming, digital and analogue hardware 

design will be required. 

The appointment, which will be for up to three years' in the first instance. 
will be on a scale up to £11,790 per annum, together with USS/USDPS 

benefits. 

Further particulars and application forms (2 copies) may be obtained 
from the Personnel Office, University College of Swansea, Singleton 
Park, Swansea SA2 8PP, to which office they should be returned by 

Friday, 5 December, 1986. 

NORTH LINCOLNSHIRE HEALTH AUTHORITY 

St George's Hospital 

Department of Medical Phjsics and 
Computing Medical Equipment Unit 

Medical Physics Technician 
Grade II/III 

Required to join a team providing a comprehensive service 
to users of medical equipment throughout the District. The 
range of services provided include evaluation and 
acceptance testing of commercial equipment, development 
of new equipment and the maintenance of equipment. 

Experience in the field of diagnostic imaging or a general 
medical, electronics background would be preferred. 

Applicants should hold an HNC or equivalent and five 
years' of relevant experience for Grade II. Applicants with 
less experience may be considered for a post at Grade Ill 
level. 

A current driving licence is essential. 
Salary: Grade li £8,557-£10,674 

Grade Ill £7,105- £9,184 
For further information please telephone Dr N. Gravill or Mr 
D. Watson, on (0522) 29921 ext 7246. 

Application forms and job descriptions are available 
from and should be returned to: Mrs L. J. Stuart, 
Personnel Department, St George's Hospital, Long 
Leys Road, LINCOLN LN1 1EF. Telephone: Lincoln 
29921 ext 7219. 

TECHNICIAN GRADE 6 
(ELECTRONICS ENGINEER) 

required to support stall. postgraduate research 
students and undergraduates working the field of 

speech processing The post is in the Department of 
Phonetics and Linguistics. and the successful 
applicant will be a member of an established technical 
group, with good existing facilities. Work involves 
microprocessor system development. digital 
interlacing. video techniques and the construction, 
development and maintenance of electronic 
equipment using a wide range of digital. analogue and 

acoustic facilities. 

Salary in range 18.343-£10.059 £1.365 LW 
Application Corms and background information 
from Personnel Officer (Technical Statt BB9), 
University College London, Gower Street, 

London WC1E 6BT 

ARTICLES FOR SALE 

When replying to 

I classified advertisements, 

readers are recommended 

to take steps to protect 

their interest before 

sending money 

G.W.M. RADIO LTD. 
40'42 PORTLAND ROAD. WORTHING. SUSSEX 

Tel: 0903 34897 

Eddystone ECt83811 (Marconi Marine Atlantic) digital 

readout 1.5 to 31 MHz in 5 ranges USB/AM solid state 

115,230V AC supply. 19 inch rack mount. unused condition 

quantity available £380 inc p&p. Also Nebula EC958. 

Pacific EC1837 and Apollo receivers in stock. G.E.C. 

multimeters £30 inc p&p. Signal generator advance type 

B4B directly calibrated from 30KHz to 30MHz £35 inc. Pye 

460461 UHF base £40 inc. Fantavox public addressAmps. 

20 watts. 4-8 or 16 ohm OT 70 Volt line output 230V. AC. or 

12V DC £29 inc p&p. "Trend" Telegraph plus data 

generator message generator No 1A. 'Trend Data 

Transmission test set No 1.8. Open to inspection and 

reasonable offer 

Radiotelephones, 
Terminal Units, Test 
Equipment, Ex -RAF 
Radar and Instruments. 
Forward 01.00 P.O. (Refundable on first 
purchase for list). 
Address to: 
Brent Electronics & Comms, 
49 Seaview Street, Cleethorpes, 
South Humberside DN35 8EU. 
Tel: 0472 6690383 

NORTH SURREY 
WATER COMPANY 

FOR SALE 
Low hard AM VHF Mobile 

Radio Units 
Maker Model Quantity 
Pye Westminster 20 
STC/ITT Starphone(AM7) 18 

To be purchased without guarantee. 

Please contact: 
R. MASON, 

NORTH SURREY WATER CO. 
on 0784 (Staines) 55464 

E C COMPONENTS 
We buy large and small parcels 
of surplus I/C, transistors, capa- 
citors and related electronic 
stock. Immediate settlement. 

Tel: 01-208 0766 
Telex: 8814998 

(2491) 
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ARTICLES FOR SALE WANTED 

TO MANUFACTURERS, WHOLESALERS 
BULK BUYERS. ETC. 

LARGE QUANTITIES OF RADIO. TV AND 
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS FOR DISPOSAL 

SEMICONDUCTORS, all types, INTEGRATED CIRCUITS, TRANSISTORS, 
DIODES, RECTIFIERS, THYRISTORS, etc. RESISTORS, C/F, M/F, W/W, etc. 

CAPACITORS, SILVER MICA, POLYSTYRENE, C280, C296, DISC 
CERAMICS, PLATE CERAMICS, etc. 

ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS, SPEAKERS, CONNECTING WIRE, CABLES, 
SCREENED WIRE, SCREWS, NUTS, CHOKES, TRANSFORMERS, etc. 

ALL AT KNOCKOUT PRICES - Come and pay us a visit ALADDIN'S CAVE 

TELEPHONE: 445 0749/445 2713 
R. HENSON LTD. 

21 Lodge Lane, North Finchley, London, N.12 
(5 minutes from Tally Ho Corner) (1613) 

--/GOLLEDGE` 

¡ELECTRONICS/ I 

QUARTZ CRYSTALS 
OSCILLATORS AND FILTERS of 
all types. Large stocks of standard 
items. Specials supplied to order. 
Personal and export orders welcomed - 
SAE for lists please. OEM support thru: 
design advice, prototype quantities, 
production schedules. Golledge 
Electronics, Merriott, Somerset YA16 
5NS. Tel: 0460 73718. (2472) 

NOW AVAILABLE - Bumper 
Catalogue - 170 pages - for collectors of 
vintage radio, audio & TV equipment. 
Price: £2.00 post paid UK, £3.00 post 
paid overseas. Vintage Wireless Co. 
Ltd., Cossham Street, Mangotsfield, 
Bristol BS I7 3EN. Phone: 0272 565472. 

(208) 

GRUNDIG infra -red remote control 
VIF -K1 consist transmitter TPV355 
and receiver VIF -El brand new £5, 
P&P £2. Video Tapes (V20001 brand 
new VCC36O £6.99p. Post 45p. Stan 
Willetts, 37 High St, West Bromwich, 
West Midlands. 021 553 0186. 347 

SERVICES 

BCOR Electroguage (Kelvin Equ.) £35. 
Ridsdale Sand Compression Testing 
Machine £65. Ridsdale -Dieted Permeability 
Meter £45. Ridsdale Impact Compression 
Tester £45. Photomultiplier Micro - 
photometer £49. Servomex Field Plotter 
£25. Marconi TF 195 M Beat Frequency 
Oscillator £44. Electrostatic EHT Meter 
15KV £20. EMI Non-magnetic tape jointing 
block & cutter £3.50. Kelvin KB 620/01 
servos £10. Muirhead Multi -Ratio R.F. 
Bridge £65. Evans Electroselenium 
Densitometer £35. Vacuum pump £98. 
Binocular Stereoscopic Microscope £195. 
Stablished Power Supplies. Centrifuge £49. 
Photain Controls transistor alarm control unit 
£12.50. Resistance and capacitance boxes. 
Chart recorder. One inch recording tape, on 
NAB spools £5. Low resistance brdige 
Ohmmeter £39. Audio generator. 
Mehommeter. Vacuum oil -diffusion pump 
£35. Low frequency sweep generator £35. 
High voltage capacitors. Scientific books. 
Commodore VC computer unused £30. 
Laser Colour Computer £35. WANTED 6 x 

4.5, 6 x 6. or 6 x 7cm SLR camera and MIG 
welder or TIG welder. 040 376236. 

68000 KIT SYSTEMS RACK, or 
single board. S.a.e. to Dept. WW, Ralph 
Allen Eng., Forncett-End, Norwich. 
Tel: I Bunwelll 895389 420. 342 

BRIDGES waveformn/transistor 
analysers. Calibrators, Standards. 
Millivoltmeters. Dynamometers. KW 
meters, Oscilloscopes. Recorders. 
Signal generators - sweep, low 
distortion, true RMS, audio, RM. 
deviation. Tel: 040 376236. (2616) 

ELECTROLOOM (BEDS) 
Competitive rates for a 

reliable service including 

PCB & CABLE ASSEMBLIES 
FULL CHASSIS WIRING 

SUB & FINAL ASSY. WELCOMED 
PLEASE CONTACT 
0525-378590 

for immediate attention 

TURN YOUR SURPLUS i.cs 
ransistors etc. into cash, immediate 

settlement. We also welcome the 
tpportunity to quote for complete 
factory clearance. Contact COLES - 
HARDING & CO, 103 South Brink, 
Wishech. Cambs. 0945 584188. (92) 

IMPORTS/EXPORTS of all kinds of 
Electronics and Computers. Please send 
your enquiry or product details to 
DEDICATED MICROPROCESSORS 
LTD, 299A Edgware Road, London W2 
1BB, England, or Telex 945922 
GLADEX-G for the attention of Mr. 
C.Paps. (300) 

ELECTRONIC 
SERVICES 

CIRCUIT DESIGN, 
ARTWORK, 

PCB ASSEMBLY, 
PROTOTYPES 

For quality 
workmanship at 
economic prices 

please telephone: 
LOGICOMP 

at 01-281 0633 

CIRCOLEC 
THE COMPLETE ELECTRONIC SERVICE 

Artwork, Circuit Design, PCB Assembly, Test & Repair Service, Q.A. 
Consultancy, Prototypes, Final Assembly. Full PCB Flow Soldering 
Service. 
Quality workmanship by professionals at economic prices. 
Please telephone 01-646 5686 for advice or further details. 

TAMWORTH MANOR 
302-310 COMMONSIDE EAST, MITCHAM 

113911 

TEST EQUIPMENT 
FOR SALE & WANTED 

Buyers and Disposal Officers contact: 
COOKE INTERNATIONAL 

Unit 4, Fordingbridge Site 
Main Road, Barnham, 

Bognor Regis, 
West Sussex P022 OEB 

Tel: 0243 68 5111/2 

* MICROCOMPUTERS 
* PERIPHERALS 

* INSTRUMENTATION 
For fastest, best CASH offer, phone, 

COMPUTER APPRECIATION 
Oxford (0865) 55163 

Telex 838750 
(2492) 

WANTED 
Test equipment, 

computers, components. 
Any quantity. 

Good prices paid. 
Immediate settlement. 

Give us a ring. 
O-Teq Electronics 

Unit 6, 28 Botley Road, 
Hedge End, Southampton. 

Tel: Botley 81487 

WANTED 
Test equipment, receivers, 
valves, transmitters, com- 
ponents, cable and 
electronic scrap and quan- 
tity. Prompt service and 
cash. Member of A.R.R.A. 

M & B RADIO 
86 Bishopsgate Street 

Leeds LS1 4BB 
0532 435649 

STEWART OF READING 
110 WYKEHAM ROAD 

READING RG6 1 PL 
TEL NO: 0734 68041 

TOP PRICES PAID FOR 
ALL TYPES OF 
SURPLUS TEST 

EQUIPMENT, 
COMPUTER 
EQUIPMENT, 

COMPONENTS etc. 
ANY QUANTITY 

ELECTRONIC DESIGN 
Specialising in: 

Lasers for industrial & 
commercial applications 
Power supplies including 

linear H.V. 
Electronic flash, also 

measurement and industrial 
control 

PULSE PHOTONICS 
Box No: 336 

WWII RADIO/RADAR 
EQUIPMENT WANTED including 
receivers APR4, R1355, R3515, 
transmitters TR3191, T1154, T3065, 
indicator units 182A, modulators 64, 
158 magnetrons CV38, CV64, scanners, 
any AI, ASV, M2S units, and any other 
equipment manuals. Also set of WW 
1940-1950 Bristow, 6 Finmere, North 
Lake, Bracknell, Berks. 345 

WANTED GOLD PLATED SCRAP. 
Best prices edge connectors boards etc. 
Send smaple with no obligation to P & F 
Turner & Sons, 9 Farndon Road, Oxford 
OX2 6RS. Tel: Oxford (08651510293. 

(329) 

PCB'S MANUFACTURED. 
Prototype, small/large production runs, 
single, double -sided, P.T.H. screen 
printing, panels, labels solder masking 
& photography. Orbitechnic Circuits, 
The Rear of 127 Woodlands Road, Ilfirrd, 
Essex. Tel: 01-553 5211. (154) 

WANTED. Televerters (VHF to UHF). 
Portable VHF or VHF/UHF signal level 
meters and spectrum analyser. TV 
relay system repeaters, EMI, Jerold etc. 
Sadelco or other spectrum calibrator. 
Selling valves:- 90cv. T41. E180F. 
EL81. C V4004. PC:- 86, 88.900, 97. etc. 
PCC:- 89, 189, 86. PCF: 86, 800, 801. 
Others all new and cheap. (15055-2118 
8am-1 Opm. 344 

FRUSTRATED 
ELECTRONICS 

INVENTORS 
Individuals or companies 

Contact: 
Mr G. R. Nicholson on 

0242 578030 

BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 

UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY 
retail/wholesale/surplus 

business established 30 years. 
Valuable freehold site centre, 
busy year round, south coast 

town, stock, goodwill, site, 
£425,000. Directors retiring, 

realistic valuation. 
Box No 311 

NORTHERN 
BASED RADIO 

COMMUNICATION 
COMPANY 
FOR SALE 

Well established profitable 
business with further potential 
for growth. Proprietor retiring. 

Offers invited 

Box No 318 

FOR CLASSIFIED 

ADVERTISEMENTS 

RING 

SUSAN PLATTS 

661 3033 
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INSTRUMENTS COMPONENTS I 
CATALOGUE 

EQUIPMENT ACCESSORIES 
sendsdessFreeon. (Min ittrth egestlM 

Mall educaK) 

Export 
tion wih address Free on written request b all educafon and 

training establishments. Price £1 to callers. 

DIGITAL MULTIMETERS 
31/2 digit LCO displays 

+508 15 range. 200mA DC. 2MEG£ 19.96 
*S3010 lOmm thick pocket autorange 

and Leiner £24.00 
'5281 13 range. plus Hie test £26.04 
+909 19 range. plus Hfe test 20MEG 10A OC £31.26 

6010 28 range, 10A AC/DC. 20 MEG £33.50 
+ 57820 rangeautomemory hold IDA AC/OC £34.50 
'55C 28 range 10A AC/DC £35.65 
*3100 PEN type. Auto bun hold £39.00 

+ 5010 31 range l0A AC/DC ^ taw 20uÁ AC/DC £36.50 
+ TM357 30 range IDA AC/DC buzz £39.00 
+5010ECAs5010' cap Hiecond. £52.13 

*with casal I. case £3.911 

ANALOGUE 
MULTIMETERS 
1015 15 range pocket 10K/V £7.50 

* 1035 19 Range 2OK/V 10A DC £ 10.39 
+1028219 rangelOA DC Me 20K/V £12.61 ` 

+202020 range 10ADCMe206/V £19.09 
+ 3010BZ 24 range 10A DC buzzer 30K/V £20.83 

201 19 range 20K/V I2A AC/DC £15.61 
*BANANA 15 range buzz shockproof 20K/V £23.60 
*M20K 45 range AC/OC amps. etc £39.00 
`CHALL 48 range AC/DC amps, etc £49.00 

505E 41 range 20 Meg Fet 1 2A AC/OC £28.65 
I*with easel I. -case £3.91 I 

SWITCH MODE PSU's 
Open frame models.)/P 100/2400 AC 

240watt '5v 256..12v 7A: 

12v 1.5A: -12v 1.5A £34.74 
SX5I0 2 to 5v (adjustable) 

10amp £7.78 

DIGITAL CAPACITANCE 
METER 8 range LCD200p1to2000MFO 
Push-button selection 160131 £59.00 

PROBE/PULSER 
6108 20MHZ Logic probe & bleeper £16.95 
625 50MHZ Probe & pulser 0.5HZ-500HZ £22.95 

^ I 

OSCILLOSCOPES 
Hameg. Crotech, Hitachi 

Stockists. (UK TNT '',p`l' 
delivery £7.00 plus VAT) 

HAMEG Dual trace with 
component testers. 8 x 10cm green screen 

20316 Dual 20 MHZ I withiprobesl £298.00 
204 With sweep delay £402.00 
205 Digital storage dual 20MHZ £498.00 
605 Oual 60 MHZ plus sweep delay £567.00 
CROTECH with component tester 

3031 Single 20 MHZ. 9.5cm CRT £195.00 
HITACHI V212 Dual trace 20 MHZ 

8e10cm P.O.A. 
GENERAL OST5m single trace 5 MHZ 

3 CRI £139.09 
THANDAR ScttoA Portable 10 MHZ 

32 x 26mm display £175.00 
OPTIONAL PROBES 01/X10 £10.00 

COUNTERS 
AND 
TIMERS 
220/2400 AC mains. 

8 digit LED 

Counters 0.1 HZ resolution. 5mV sensitivity 

100MHZ 2 ranges £99.00 
600MHZ 3 ranges £126.00 
1000M HZ 3 ranges £175.00 
1500M HZ 3 ranges £199.00 
Timers 0.001HZ Resolution. 100M HZ 5mV sensitivity 

OP10 Standard model £219.00 
OPI 00 Inc) display hold. etc.stopwatch/ 

RPM. etc £285.00 

CONNECTORS AND .LEADS 
Prices each - large discounts. For quantities - see below. 

PLUGS AND SOCKETS 

Goldplated contacts 'Plains M=male F=temalel 

9PM £0.52 15PM £0.85 25PM £0.77 
9PF £0.57 15PF £0.70 25PF £0.87 
COVERS 9P £0.39 15P £0.43 25P £0.52 
25P with screws £0.74 
25P with jack screws and cable -clip £0.67 
'D' ADAPTORS 25 pin available male male. 

lemale-lemale, male -female (state which) £4.78 each 

IDC PLUGS AND SOCKETS 
Female cable 1 20P £0.78 26P £0.96 
connectors 34P £1.30 40P £1.57 
Male PCB 120P £0.78 26P £1.04 
mounting header 134P £1.35 40P £1.43 
PRINTER LEADS RIBBON CABLE 
I metre lengths. 

26 Pin IOC to 36 pin Centronics [MI £7.95 
36 Way Centronics both ends £9.95 
34 Way card edge to 36 way Centronics ¡Amstrad] £7.95 
25 Way 'D' plug to 36 way Centronics IIBMI £ 12.95 
25 Way '0' plug to 631 W/84A (GL.) £6.95 
14 Way Centronics to 36 way Centronics IMSXI £11.95 

PLEASE ADD 15% V.A.T. (UK ORDERS) 

000oeJ 
GENERATORS 
220/2409 AC operation v v 
FUNCTION - sine. sq. tria gte, TTL 0/P 

J500 0.tHZto500KHZ £110.00 
TG101 0.02HZ to 200KHZ £110.00 
TG102 0.2HZto2MHZ £160.00 
PULSE Square. Complement. TTL 0/P 

TG105 SHZto5MHZ £105.00 
TV-VIDEO PAL VHF/UHF. 5.5/6/6.5MHZ 
sound carriers ROB and SYNC 0/P's. AM/FM sound mod. 

Colour. etc £199.00 

THURLBY "_ = 
CM200 Digital capacitance meter 

LAI 60A 10MHZ logic analyser 

LA16013 20MHZ version 
'Accessories in stock for LA160 series) 

0M358 Convert scopes to 8 Channels £179.00 
DIGITAL PSU's 

0/3000/(A£125.00 0/308 0/2A£155.00 
Dual and triple versions in stock 

1503/1503HA/1504/1905 OMMo in stock 

IIINIII 

WWI 

£89.00 
£395.00 
£495.00 

DISCOUNTS 
AVAILABLE 
FOR ALL 
EDUCATION/ 
TRAINING 
TRADE, OEM AND 

EXPORT SUPPLIED 

P44 

ILI 

E -e 

DC POWER 
SUPPLIES 
2400 AC input. Stabilised 
variable output voltages. - Direct meter reading volts and amps. 

243 0/24 volts 0/3 amps DC £43.26 
245 0/24 volts 0/5 amps DC £56.26 
154 5/15 volts 0/4 amps DC £33.26 
Also13.80 DC, 3 amps max. 

Fixed Ins meter) £13.00 
0/309 0/2 amps OC LCO display £150 .00 

ELECTRONIC INSULATION 
TESTERS Battery operated with case 

501 500 volt £69.00 
830 500/1000 volt £89.00 

AC CLAMPMETERS With cases and leads 

300 300amps (5 ranges' 
600V 14 ranges' 1K OHM £30.87 
4300 Autorange Digital 300A: 

500v cost test £75.00 

COMPUTER DISKS 
5'',' 40 track DS.00.48TPI 

3M Per 10 £12.75 
Storage Master per 10 £11.15 
1UK C/P £1 per order) 

® ORDER BY POST OR PHONE OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK FOR CALLERS. 

I-IEf 1RY'5 AUDIO ELECTROÛIC5 OFFICIAL 

litellm 301 Edgware Road. London W2 1 B N. 01-724 3564 WEEDERS 

404 Edgware Road, London W2 l ED. 01.7231008 OME 
Sales and Account enquiries: 01-2581031 1 
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Why use dedicated cards for data 
acquisition which are noisy and use valuable 
card space? For unbeatable quality and value, buy 
any CIL interface and you can get our IEEE control card 
for only £150 extra! It enables you to use any other CIL data acquisition 
IEEE instrument, with the extra advantages of on -board firmware to link 
with the computer's language, and a watchdog for industrial applications. 
32K RAM is available as an optional extra for IEEE data control. 

Microsystems Ltd 
Decoy Road, 
Worthing, W. Sussex, BN 14 8ND 

Tel: Worthing (0903) 210626 
Telex:878443 CIL G 

THE CHOICE FOR THE FUTURE 
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Today's headliners from 
Electronic Brokers 
MARCONI 
INSTRUMENTS 

2440 Microwave Counter 
Wide frequency coverage:10 Hz to 20 GHz 
Fast acquisition time: only 200 ms typical 
High -stability oven- £3650 controlled crystal oscillator 

2305 Modulation Meter 
50 kHz to 2.3 GHz frequency range 
Exceptionally fast auto -tuning, with low 
noise 
Modulation analysis, inclu- 
ding frequency and power £5392 

2955 Radio Communications 
Test Set 

11 test functions, including full 
duplex radio test 
38 instrument settings in non- 
volatile memory 
Revolutionary design: 

£5750 fast and easy to use 
2022 AM/FM Signal Generator 

Wide frequency coverage: 10 KHz to 
1000 MHz 
Simple push button operation, large LCD 
display. 
Comprehensive 
modulation: AM/FM/PhM £2950 

2382/80 Spectrum Analyser 
£18950 and Display, 100Hz-400MHz 

2610 
£1200 TrueueRMS Voltmeter to 25 MHz 

2019A AM/FM Signal 
£4530 Generator to 1040 MHz 

2018A AM/FM Signal 
£4300 Generator to 520 MHz 

GRUNDIG 
TV TEST EQUIPMENT 

. I: a -:: s i . ,, 
- , 

(6) 

M022 20MHz Dual -channel Oscilloscope 
Automatic or manual time -base selection 
Triggerable second time -base guarantees 
error -free 'zooming -in' 
Hold -off control and 
Z -modulation 

£475 TV triggering on line or frame 

M020 20MHz Dual -channel £325 Oscilloscope 

M053 50 MHz Dual - 

channel Oscilloscope 

VG 1000 Video Generator 
Comprehensive range of test 
patterns 
Includes VTR head adjustment 
signal 
External Sync and RGB output 
fitted as standard 
Digital circle reproduction with 
permazero 

drift. 
memory, 

£1995 

FG7 PAL colour pattern 
£625 Generator 

ME90 Field strength meter. 
LF radio to UHF TV £2950 
MT700 Monitor Tester for 

£1225 mono and colour 

VP1030 Video Level Meter £1895 

TEST EQUIPMENT 
DISTRIBUTION COMPANY 

PHILIPS TEST 
AND MEASUREMENT 

PM 5193 Programmable 
Synthesized Generator 

Frequency range 0.1mHz-50MHz 
8 standard programmable waveform 
outputs 
FM/AM Modulation facilities 
Full 8 digit resolution with LED display 
IEEE interlace fitted 
as standard £3440 

PM 3055 50MHz Dual Time 
Base Oscilloscope 

Auto -set for amplitude, 
timebase and triggering 
Multi -function menu driven 

soft keys 
LCD panel displays settings 
and status 
CRT 16kV acceleration 
voltage £895 

PM 2534 Complete System 
True RMS Multimeter 

IEEE interface fitted as standard 
31/2 digit to 61/2 digit modes 
Up to 100 measurements/second 
Accuracy to 0.005%, 
resolution to 100nV £843 

PM 8154 Intelligent A4 
X -Y Graphics Plotter £1310 
PM 3256 75MHz Dual 
Trace Oscilloscope, 
fully ruggedised £1643 

FLUKE DIGITAL 
MULTIMETERS 

JF 27 Ruggedized Hand -Held DMM 
31/2 digit LCD with Bar graph 
Min/Max and relative mode operation 
Touch -hold facility and auto 
ranging 
DC accuracy 0.1% £216 

JF 25 Sealed and 
ruggedized hand-held DMM £193 

JF 37 Bench Portable DMM 
31/2 digit LCD with analogue 
bar graph 
Auto/manual ranging 
0.1% basic DC accuracy 
Touch -hold facility £187 

JF 52 Dual Point Digital 
Thermometer 

0.1°C resolution 
Scanning and recording capability 
Min/max storage 
Touch -hold facility £133 

JF 51 Single Point Digital 
£95 Thermometer 

JF M77 
Multifunction Hand -Held 

£110 
JF 75 Full -feature analogue/ 
digital meter £88 
JF 73 Hand -Held DMM with 
simplicity and value £72 

For the full stories, also latest news on 
Hameg, Thandar and Thurlby, contact: 

Electronic Brokers D L _ 

Prices exclude carriage and VAT, and are correct at time of going to press (UK only) 

Electronic Brokers 
140/146 Camden Street, London NW1 9PB 
Fax: 01-267 7363. Telex: 298694. Tel: 01-267 7070. 
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